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Quarterly Issues and Programs Report 

January – March 2015 
 
Through formal and informal ascertainment of the general public, community leaders, public 
officials - inclusive of different ethnic organizations and service organizations, the following list 
emerged as issues needing media attention and support. 
 
The programs produced to meet the needs of the public included locally produced shows and 
newscasts as well as national programs, public service announcement campaigns, and sales 
marketing campaigns. 
 

 Community Issues 
 

Accidents and Disasters 

Business & Industry 

Children & Youth  

Consumer 

Court and Legal Decisions 

Crime and Law Enforcement 

Deaths 

Diversity 

Education 

Elderly-Seniors-Retirement 

Employment/Labor 

Entertainment 

Environment 

Foreign News 

Funerals and Memorials 

Government and Politics 

Health and Medical 

Immigration 

Lifestyle 

Religion 

Safety 

Severe Weather 

Technology 

Transportation
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REGULARLY SCHEDULED PROGRAMS 
 
 
Our locally produced, regularly scheduled programs are aired specifically to address community 
issues, concerns and needs. The programs are as follows: 
 
 NBC4 News Conference  

The Channel 4 News Conference is a weekly program airing on most Sundays 
from 9am-9:30am featuring topical, informative interviews with public figures, 
community leaders, and government officials. 

 
NBC4 News – Daily Local News Programs 

KNBC's daily newscasts devote considerable time to local issues and community 
problems.  Regularly scheduled newscasts include: 

 

Program Time Days Channel 

Today in LA 4:30am – 5:00am Monday-Friday 4.1 

Today in LA 5:00am – 6:00am Monday-Friday 4.1 

Today in LA 6:00am – 7:00am Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at Noon 12:00pm – 1:00pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 5 5:00pm – 6:00pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 6 6:00pm – 6:30pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 11 11:00pm – 11:35pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

Today in LA Weekend 7:00am – 8:00am Saturday 4.1 

NBC4 News Weekend 5:00pm – 5:30pm Saturday 4.1 

NBC4 News Weekend 6:00pm – 7:00pm Saturday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 11 11:00pm – 11:30pm Saturday 4.1 

Today in LA Weekend 7:00am – 8:00am Sunday 4.1 

NBC4 News Conference 9:00am – 9:30am Sunday 4.1 

NBC4 News Weekend 5:00pm – 5:30pm Sunday 4.1 

NBC4 News Weekend 6:00pm – 7:00pm Sunday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 11 11:00pm – 12:05am Sunday 4.1 

 

The complete program schedule for KNBC’s main 4.1 channel for the quarter is attached. 
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0:26 1/5/15 11:11p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the search will continue tomorrow morning for a missing orange 
county woman lost in the mountains. 35-year-old disappeared a 
week ago tonight, december 29th. researchers and searchers are 
focusing on a woodland trail. her car was in the parking lot there. 
investigators think she may have been hiking and got lost. 

0:27 1/5/15 11:18p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

not a war zone but this is what happens when something goes 
wrong at a fireworks factory. a cameraman kept rolling even 
though the explosion knocked him off his feet. two people were 
hurt here. officials trying to figure out what started it all. but it was 
something like 22,000 pounds of fireworks inside the building at 
the time.   

0:28 1/6/15 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we begin with this breaking news, a deadly crash shuts down pch 
in torrance. this is a live video over pch. were told two people were 
killed and a third person hurt. you can see how extreme the impact 
was. investigators are on scene and they say its possible one car 
may have crossed the center line.  

0:50 1/9/15 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the wreckage from a small plane crash is scattered over a busy 
intersection near the van nuys airport. the pilot had ties to 
southern california. this video shows exactly what happened in the 
seconds after witnesses say the plane took a nose dive in lake 
balboa. bystanders rushed in to help out only to find the pilot dead. 
>> you think the plane is going to make it. i said i dont know. >> 
we heard the loud boom. and it was like, what is that? >> the 
coroner has identified the pilot as a 47-year-old from scottsdale. 
he was also a usc grad and once worked for jpl.  

0:39 1/9/15 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

news chopper four is over a crash scene. >> thats right. you are 
looking at thetermination point. this pursuit ended about 25 
minutes ago in a violent crash. the vehicle that was being pursued 
rolled over and crashed. there was a female driver about 30 years 
old. that female was unconscious and nonresponsive. she was 
rejected and taken to the hospital. you can see the debris here. 
thats the latest here. ill send it back to you.   

1:09 1/12/15 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we are tracking a developing  story in washington, d.c. you  are 
look at new video of the  chaos from inside of a commuter  train 
where people were  struggling to breathe through  all the smoke. 
riders found themselves trapped  in rush hour and told not to go  
outside. this all started with a fire in  the tunnel and smoke quickly  
filled the train heading to  virginia along with a nearby  station. one 
woman died and paramedics  rushed 84 others to the  hospital.  

1:40 1/12/15 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

it all started with a  dropped bag. before she knew it a woman was  
trapped and hurt in the sequoia  national forest. we spoke with the 
hiker who  suddenly found herself in  trouble and alone. >> and 
we're going to take the  slack off. she's ready to go.  >> this is the 
rescue of  33-year-old sam wilson 24 hours  after she set out on a 
day hike  along the river in sequoia  national park. she accidentally 
dropped her bag  into the water and tried to  retrieve it. she fell into 
the water.   

1:51 1/13/15 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

both sides of the 405  freeway shut down and drivers  will do 
anything to escape. it started with a deadly crash  and this is the 
backup we have  been monitoring for the last  couple hours.  >> 
nbc 4's chris christie is  over the closure. both sides of the 405 for 
quite  a stretch. >> reporter: this is all taking  place just north of -- 
on the  405 where both sides are shut  down following a major 
crash  that happened at 9:00. that is on the left side of the  screen 
is the northbound traffic  that is finally for the first  time in two 
hours able to move  north of the crash.  
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0:24 1/13/15 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and a massive fire burning  at a citrus packing facility in  the city of 
woodlake. that is about 75 miles north of  bakersfield. a pile of bins 
used for  transporting oranges is on fire  here. no reports of any 
injuries but  it's going to take some time to  put out this fire.    

0:19 1/13/15 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

let's go to breaking news  right now continuing to track  the 405 
freeway shutdown. you looking live from news  chopper 4. it 
started with a deadly crash  and this backup has been going  on 
now for a couple of hours. we'll bring you updates as we  learn 
more.    

0:43 1/13/15 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

let's go back to the scene  of breaking news. this massive traffic 
situation. if you look at the left side of  the screen you see traffic  
moving on the northbound side is  moving very, very slowly at this  
point. on the right side of the screen  that is the southbound side 
that  is still shut down all because  of a deadly crash a couple 
hours  ago. we're going to keep an eye on  the situation and bring 
you  updates as warranted. 

0:35 1/13/15 11:18p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we're keeping an eye on a  couple of breaking news  situations. 
this is a massive fire we told  you about in the city of  woodlake at 
citrus packing  facility. this is a live picture. this is about 75 miles 
north of  bakersfield. and it's a pile of bins used for  transporting 
oranges. that is what is fuelling the  fire here. you can only believe 
there are a  lot of bins out there and this  is a large facility. but this 
is a live picture. we'll keep an eye on the  situation overnight and 
bring  you the latest on today in l.a.  at 4:30.    

0:19 1/15/15 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

 a beloved pet saved tonight  after a firebreaks out in an  
apartment in palmdale. the fire started around 5:00  this evening. 
everybody got out of this  two-story apartment safely, then  a 
firefighter ran back in to get  the family pet. the dog was treated for 
smoke  inhalation and is expected to be  okay. still, no word on 
how this fire  started.  

1:55 1/16/15 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

now we want to take you the scene of a developing story in 
baldwin hills where a large fire ripped through the roof of a building 
as it started to collapse. beverly white talked to people who are out 
there and saw their business destroyed right in front of them. >> 
reporter: some of the workers as you can imagine were too upset 
to speak. it took 135 firefighters to putit out. aerial trucks and 
ground crews took more than an hour to knock down the flames. 
part of the roof collapsed as the firefighters struggled to ventilate 
the inferno. we found the owner unable to speak. this witness 
owns the dry cleaners next door.  

0:16 1/19/15 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

happening right now a bridge  collapse in cincinnati, one  person 
dead another hurt when  one portion of the bridge on  interstate 75 
buckled. the accident happened as crews  prepared to work on the 
overpass  there. police identified the person  killed as a 
construction worker. a tractor-trailer was on the  overpass and 
made it out alive. tonight, all southbound lanes on  interstate 75 
are shut down.   

0:27 1/19/15 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and fire investigators  looking into what caused two  fires just a few 
hours apart as  a popular hofs hut restaurant  that is located in 
long beach. the first one was likely caused  by a problem with the  
ventilation system. the investigators wonder if that  caused a fire 
earlier in the  morning. one firefighter suffered heat  exhaustion but 
is said to be  okay.   
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0:49 1/19/15 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

tonight, we're looking into  what killed the fitness trainer  who was 
killed by the metro link  train. he and two others were doing  fitness 
video on the tracks just  north of the burbank station  late saturday 
afternoon. we found videos of plitt working  out in the same tracks. 
friends say he was fascinated  with trains and the dramatic  back 
drop they gave his videos.  >> i don't know honestly what  was the 
attraction.  >> he was the real deal. and he went at life just full  on.  
>> metro link says that plitt  and his crew did not have a  shooting 
permit but they could  have contacted them and made  
arrangements through another  agency to shoot on the tracks.   

0:40 1/19/15 11:10p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

people all around the country  came together and tonight to  honor 
martin luther king jr.,  including orange county. chanting and 
carrying signs,  dozens marched through the  streets of anaheim 
tonight. some signs called for peace,  others demanded an end to 
police  brutality.  >> we suggest all police  officers are not bad, but 
those  who cause problems like those in  ferguson and new york, 
and even  some in orange county must be  brought to police 
reform now.  >> to fight what dr. king  dreamed, a new nbc "the 
wall  street journal" poll just that  just 25% of african-americans  
believed they were judged by  their character and not the  color of 
their skin.   

0:46 1/20/15 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a fire so intense that the  family had to throw their  children out a 
window to escape. and the result, eight members of  the family are 
in the hospital  tonight. firefighters say that 12 people  lived in this 
condominium with  no work smoke detector. that means there was 
no warning. the only way out for their  trapped children was to toss  
them out a second story on the a  mattress below. the fire was 
started by a child  playing with a lighter.  >> when they were doing 
a  secondary search hiding in a  drawer.  >> he is talk about the 
dog that  was also found. they got him out safely as well. we 
learned from investigators  this fire started in the living  room.   

0:58 1/21/15 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we have breaking news right  now. this is apparently a boat that's  
run aground here. the location is close to l.a.x.  chris christie in 
news chopper  four.  >> you can see a number of  emergency 
vehicles and life  guards on the scene. county fire as well as the  
county sheriff's department  responding to reports of a boat  in 
distress. you can see it's a little dark  to see. but you can see that 
smaller  vessel being banged by the waves  there as each wave 
comes  crashing in. we do understand that the person  on the boat 
has been rescued and  is injured. i will widen out and show you  
the residential streets here. there is an ambulance on scene  and 
he is being treated. we don't know the extent of the  injuries. but 
one person injured after a  boat ran aground. reporting live, i'm 
chris  christie, nbc 4 news.   

0:44 1/21/15 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a big fire and inferno sends  hundreds running from their  homes in 
a luxury apartment  complex in new jersey. one of those is new 
york yankee  play by play announcer john  sterling. firefighters are 
watching for  hot spots after battling the  flames for hours.  >> we 
got the kids and the dogs. the cars are under beneath. there is 
nothing left.  >> this video shows the inferno  on the third floor of 
the  complex as it quickly destroyed  all 175 units. many of the 
residents are  staying in red cross shelters  tonight. 15 years ago a 
fire burned this  complex to the ground as it was  being 
constructed.   
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0:40 1/21/15 11:11p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we're going back to the  scene of the breaking news. there are 
divers out there. do they think there are more  people missing.  >> 
there are divers in the water  and trying to make their way  back 
out to the vessel which is  beached along the shoreline. we are 
watching this boat take a  real beating. we have to wonder why 
they are  putting more men in the water to  try to get to the boat. 
we are trying to get more  information and listening to the  fire 
scanner to get more  information. as we do, we'll keep you posted. 
reporting live, i'm chris  christie, back to you.   

0:48 1/21/15 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

tonight we are hearing for  the first time from the family  of a 
teenager who was severely  injured in this school bus crash  in 
anaheim hills in april. this on the same day that the  driver pled not 
guilty to  perjury, child abuse and child  endangerment. regina 
remembers the chaos and  all the kids screaming and found  out 
her daughter was stuck on  the bus.  >> it's been nine months 
now. we still have friends that are  praying for her and blessing her  
every day. >> reporter: her daughter had a  toe amputated and is 
recovering  from spinal injuries. the family's injuries says that  the 
bus driver lied about a  heart condition and the school  district 
should be held  responsible.   

2:01 1/22/15 11:01p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a injured driver trapped by  live power lines. rescue crews forced 
to stay away  until the power was cut off. beverly wide is live right 
now  in monte bellow. >> reporter: watching as the  live wires rain 
down on beverly  boulevard after that toyota  collided with the 
utility pole. tonight they're trying to  determine why the driver left  
the road exactly.  >> we were hoping there was no  children in the 
car.  >> reporter: neighbors ordered  to keep their distance when 
this  suv slammed into the utility  pole. this driver could not believe  
his eyes.  >> i saw a big explosion in the  transformer. all of a 
sudden i did get  scared. i started shaking because all of  a 
sudden cables all over. explosions all over.  

0:40 1/22/15 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and the mourning the loss of  the adel la sanchez and her  young 
son. mary ella's sisters describe her  as strong, independent and a  
fiercely protective mother. she died one day after her  three-year-
old son. the fire was likely caused by a  child playing with the a  
lighter. nine children and eight adults  lived together in the same  
apartment. her two-year-old son is still  hospitalized and listed as 
the  critical tonight.   

0:27 1/22/15 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the investigation into last  year ears crash between two fire  trucks 
is complete. the accident happened in  monterey park between the 
al  hembre engine and one from  monterey. the monterey park 
engine had a  green light. the al hemb rerks engine failed  to make 
sure the intersection  was clear which caused had  crash. no 
charges will be filed.   

0:16 1/23/15 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a train hit and killed a  pedestrian in van nuys at 6:30  this evening. 
the train was headed to ventura  when the accident happened. we 
don't know what led up to the  incident. the train did, however, 
remain  at the chatsworth station.   

0:29 1/23/15 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

horrific scene out of  pennsylvania tonight where a pet  ferret has 
mauled and disfigured  an infant. the girl was in the car seat on  
the floor with a part of her  face missing. the infant's mother was 
upstairs  when this happened. the little girl we're told is in  stable 
condition.  
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0:30 1/26/15 11:11p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the parents of a teenager  killed six months ago while  riding a 
starlight tour  double-decker bus is suing the  company and driver. 
the parents claim that the bus  is 14 feet high making it over  the 
legal limit. they claim there was no adult  supervision or warning 
signs on  the bus. their 6'2" son was turned around  at the time. he 
fell to the floor and never  moved again.  

0:56 1/26/15 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we have an amazing piece of  video to show you of a plane  going 
down in the middle of the  ocean. he had engine trouble over the  
pacific. tonight we are hearing from the  pilot who made it out 
alive. his name is lou morton. he was flying to hawaii when he  
started to have engine trouble. he deployed the plane's  parachute 
and ditched into the  water. there was a cruise ship from  california 
nearby and he was  rescued. 

2:18 1/27/15 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

tonight, a beloved school  crossing guard killed. a man dedicated 
to keeping  others safe, hit and killed  while he was doing his job.  
>> nbc 4's hetty chang talked  with family and friends of that  
victim. >> reporter: we're told by  family and friends that this was  
not just a beloved crossing  guard but a fixture on this very  corner. 
you can see a growing memorial  right in front of the fire  station 
where this terrible  accident happened. candles, a teddy bear and 
a note  that says you kept me safe when  i was a kid, thank you on 
behalf  of all of us kids. 

0:21 1/27/15 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we had a deadly accident in  sherman oaks that killed a  20-year-
old man and sent a woman  to cedars sinai in critical  condition. 
the man was driving at a high  rate of speed when he ran off  the 
road and into a tree. he died at the scene. it's too soon to know if 
they  were racing.   

0:44 1/28/15 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

over more breaking news. an intersection has been shut  down 
after a pedestrian has been  hit and killed.  >> it's a tragic scene. 
the police department  investigating this accident that  happened 
at about 9:00 as a  woman was critically injured as  she was 
crossing the street. apparently struck by that nissan  path finder in 
the center of  your screen. we do have reports that the  woman 
appeared to be in very  grave condition. again the entire 
intersection is  shut down as we continue to try  and get more 
information for  you. we will bring it to you  throughout this 
newscast. reporting live, i'm chris  christie, back to you.   

0:20 1/28/15 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

firefighters battling a  blaze in the mission district. one man is dead 
and six others  are being treated for smoke  inhalation. firefighters 
stranded a dozen  people stranded on the fire  escape. there are 
30 to 40 residential  units in the building.   

1:52 1/29/15 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

for the first time, new  surveillance video reveals the  seconds 
before a horrific  accident that we covered live on  the news at 
6:00. two high school students killed  and two injured. nbc 4's 
gaddy schwartz is live  in wilmington tonight where many  are 
asking questions about  street racing. gadi? >> reporter: i want to 
show you  the camera that captured the  video you're are about to 
see  and how close it was to the  street that is bayside auto. that is 
surveillance camera that  captured this video. and this is the street 
that the  car, it was a red honda and a  truck racing down. right 
there is the intersection  where the red honda lost  control. this red 
honda and dark colored  truck traveling so fast we have  to slow 
down the surveillance  video that shows them zoom by.   
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0:29 1/29/15 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

newschopper 4 right now. you're looking at dark spot  right there. if 
you're watching us live  stream on nbc l.a., you might be  in the 
middle of this dark spot,  experiencing a power outage. thousands 
of people in silver  lake, los feliz without power  right now. we 
called the power company. they tell us there is no time on  when 
the power will be back on. but they do tell us they are  working on 
it. you can also see from our  newschopper 4 lens there, it is  
raining outside.  

0:18 1/29/15 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

two people were hurt tonight  when a car crashed into anna's  
linens in north hollywood. that happened just after 7:00 on  victory 
boulevard in the valley  plaza shopping center, which is  right off 
the 170 freeway. both people suffered minor  injuries. no word on 
how much damage was  done to the store itself.  

0:29 1/29/15 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and fire sent hundreds of  employees and patients  scrambling to 
get out of a  culver city hospital this  afternoon. some of those 
patients in  critical care, others in the  middle of minor surgery. 
newschopper 4 was over the scene  as smoke filled the hallways 
at  southern california hospital and  patients were taken out, some 
of  them still on their beds. smoke from a construction fire  on the 
roof was near the ac  system and was being sucked back  into the 
hospital. as the smoke finally cleared,  the patients were moved 
back in.  

0:16 1/30/15 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a woman is killed by a blue  line train in south los angeles. this 
was the scene just after  6:00 tonight near long beach  avenue and 
24th street. no word why she was on the train  tracks. the blue line 
service was  delayed for 30 minutes.   

0:14 1/30/15 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

take a look at this, a car  plowed through a medical office  at 
beach boulevard and main  street. police say it was a new driver. 
luckily, no one was hurt and no  word on how much all that 
damage  will cost.   

0:10 2/2/15 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

here it is as you take a  look at it, an explosive  situation right now. 
fire crews trying to get a  handle on the flames here before  they 
spread next door. we have seen just how dangerous  this situation 
is tonight. the minivan which is in the  driveway exploded right in 
front  of firefighters. the fire department is telling  us so far no one 
has been  injured but they haven't been  able to get inside and 
search  the home. we will stay on top of this  situation for you.   

0:22 2/2/15 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

hazmat crews scramble to  clean up a fuel spill in burbank  today 
from a delivery truck. police blocked off the roads  while personnel 
were called in  to control the flow and keep it  from get into the 
storm drains. right now it's not clear what  caused the fuel leak in 
the  first place.   

2:06 2/3/15 11:01p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a mother shares her agony  for the first time. her son and daughter 
killed in a  wrong-way crash. hetty chang spoke to her. >> 
reporter: tonya garcia has  been here every day since the  crash. 
tonight she didn't want to talk  about the investigation or  speculate 
about what led up to  the crash. she just wanted to talk about  her 
kids and the wonderful young  lives they lived.  >> all the pictures 
you see  posted, it's who they were. >> reporter: and tonya says 
this  one says it all. little brother eli, the outgoing  one. the big 
sister lexi always right  behind him.  
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0:26 2/3/15 11:12p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

happening now, investigators  getting a better idea of what  
happened right before a metro  train hit an suv outside new  york 
city, killing six people  tonight. authorities say the crossing  gates 
came down on top of that  suv, witnesses saw the driver  try to go 
forward but she was  stuck. that's when the train hit her  and 
erupted in flames. she died along with six  passengers on that 
train.   

1:29 2/4/15 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

killed in the crosswalk, a  bus strikes two pedestrians,  killing one 
of them, injuring  the other and right now the  investigation is 
underway.  >> nbc 4 ease hetty chang is  live in redondo beach 
with more. >> reporter: robert and colleen,  by all accounts this 
was a  horrific accident. it happened here on catalina  avenue. one 
of the city's busiest and  most popular streets. it happened just 
before 6:30 and  only about 30 minutes ago did  investigators 
remove the  wreckage. 

0:21 2/4/15 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

four people rushed to the  hospital after a serious crash  in costa 
mesa. it happened on baker street near  the fairview intersection 
just  after 7:00 this evening. the force of the crash was so  strong 
that two people were  knocked unconscious and  firefighters had 
to use the jaws  of life to free them from the  wreck. authorities say 
two others were  not hurt.   

0:39 2/4/15 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

tonight members of the  living world church gathered  outside what 
is left of the  church for a special prayer  service. the pastor says 
they are  hopeful.  >> the church members came out  and we're 
here in the streets  right now just singing songs and  celebrating 
and brought a  message across of hope and  knowing there is 
hope in the  middle of every struggle.  >> three days ago an 
electrical  box overheated, sparked the fire  and the building is a 
total  loss.   

1:30 2/5/15 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

breaking news out of cypress  park, where there is a dangerous  
situation on the ground. a car crash shearing off a  hydrant and 
snapping a power  pole. >> well, beverly white is out  there live 
right now. and because of the danger here,  we've got water, and 
you've got  live power, she is keeping a  safe distance away, at 
least 20  feet. beverly, what can you tell us?  

2:02 2/5/15 11:01p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

now a family's home catches  fire. their sense of security is gone  
and they believe this is no  accident. someone wanted to hurt 
them.  >> hetty chang is live with the  story of one man, how he 
scooped  up his kids and barely escaped  his home in manhattan 
beach. >> chuck and colleen, a  terrifying experience. the family 
tells us they have  been noticing some change things  recently. a 
few months ago, someone left  drug paraphernalia at their  front 
door. they say someone spray painted  the side of their previous  
manhattan beach home, but  nothing quite like this. someone has 
left flowers for the  clinton family. just about the only thing on the  
doorstep not burnt to a crisp. 

1:41 2/5/15 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

good samaritans get  themselves in trouble trying to  save a man 
screaming for help  just off the pier in manhattan  beach. rescue 
crews move in quickly,  and the effort to save the man's  life is all 
caught on camera. nbc 4's gadi schwartz live with  the message 
we all need to hear. gadi? >> reporter: well, first, it's  important to 
remember that on  piers like the one here in  manhattan beach, 
there are  actually life rings like this  that are posted. and it's a 
good thing that this  one was here earlier today,  because it helped 
save three  people's lives. video we have obtained from a  witness 
shows one man on the  beach still alive while  lifeguards perform 
cpr. 
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0:20 2/5/15 11:33p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

beverly white out at this  situation in cypress park. and she has 
just told us that  the water has now been capped  off. you'll recall a 
car that hit a  power pole and a fire hydrant. a very dangerous 
situation  there. 20-year-old driver was injured  in the leg. but we 
understand he is going to  be okay.  

1:44 2/9/15 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

for the first time tonight  we're hearing from the father of  a 
teenager who was swept away by  high surf. he was walking on 
the rocks when  a wave hit him. hetty chang is live in laguna  
beach where his father just  arrived from nevada. >> reporter: i 
spoke with  anthony's father and brother. they were getting ready 
to head  back to the hotel after a long  and emotional day. they are 
saying they just want  to bring anthony home to las  vegas. this is 
a family photo. the 18-year-old was very  compassionate and 
close to his  four brothers and sister.  

0:22 2/9/15 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a 14-year-old boy is safe at  home after a rescue from a  
mountainside. the helicopter had to lower a  basket to the boy 
while he was  hiking in apple valley. trapped at the top of the 
rocks,  the boy and his two friends were  able to call 911 for help. 
tonight other than his knee the  boy is fine.   

0:31 2/9/15 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and investigators now  focusing on phone records to see  if 
anyone was texting at the  time of the deadly accident on  olympic 
coast highway this  weekend. bruce jenner's cadillac was one  of 
several cars involved. jenner crash into a car that  pushed her car 
into oncoming  traffic. according to published reports  she lived in 
the same  neighborhood as jenner and knew  the kardashian 
family.  

0:32 2/9/15 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

in a comedy this may have  been funny but in reality it was  no 
joke. an electronic cigarette  exploding, sending a san diego  man 
to the burn unit. it also shattered a display  case.  >> i have never 
seen a situation  like. that it is an electronic device. if you don't 
take care of your  electronic devices, things can  happen. 

1:39 2/10/15 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new at 11:00, anaheim police  are investigating whether an  
ecigarette exploded burning a  17-year-old at his home. gadi 
schwartz has more on the  young man's condition. >> reporter: we 
just spoke with  the victim's girlfriend. she drove him to the hospital  
today. when it went off it sounded like  a gunshot and investigators 
are  trying to figure out what went  wrong. emergency crews 
responding to  the home where a teenager's hand  was badly 
burned.  >> at the time, he was holding a  ecigarette device. what 
precipitated this device to  fail we don't know. 

1:03 2/10/15 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

what a mess as more than a  thousand people are trying to  get 
back on schedule after a  metrolink train derailed and it  caused a 
big delay everywhere up  and down the line. you saw the 
aftermath on the  news at 5:00. no one was hurt. you have a live 
picture as they  bring in cranes to try to lift  the train back on to the 
tracks. it came off of the tracks about  200 yards just north of union  
station. this happened just before 5:00. the 100 or so passengers 
on  board walked back to the  station.  

0:53 2/11/15 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

out to the scene of breaking  news in malibu. we are getting word 
of a house  fire, perhaps of a celebrity in  malibu. what do you 
know, chris? >> we are on broad beach road  here off pch. l.a. 
county fire on the scene  here. the garage lit up where the fire  
started and spread into the --  one of the rooms on this mansion  
on broad beach road. apparently, the home belonging  to actor 
pierce brosnan.  
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0:48 2/11/15 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

one moment you are driving  on a road and the next you are  
trapped hundreds of feet down a  cliff and no one can hear you  
call out for help. that happened to a woman over  the weekend. 
debby lopez says she reached  over to put out a cigarette when  
she lost control. she spent three nights down the  embankment 
with nothing to eat  and only rain water in the wheel  well for water 
to drink.  

0:42 2/12/15 11:01p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

this is in garden grove. >> reporter: chuck, a vicious  and stubborn 
house fire in  garden grove, the 14000 block of  flower street. you 
can see the fire department  working very feverishly. it started in a 
neighboring  house. just as they got the upper hand,  it spread to a 
house next door. it looks like the the garage is  going up in flames. 
this house is going to be a  total loss. firefighters now on the roof  
trying to smother the fire with  water. but this fire is continuing to  
burn. we'll stay on top of this  bringing you the very latest. live from 
newschopper 4,  newschopper 4.  

0:15 2/12/15 11:11p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

happening now, about 150  people are left in the dark  tonight after 
wires went down in  exposition park. it happened around 6:00. at 
one point, more than 1100  were without power. the ladwp says 
everybody should  have their power back on by  morning.  

0:25 2/12/15 11:11p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we have confirmed tonight  that a fire extinguisher is to  blame for 
injuring two dozen  marines at the twentynine palms  combat 
center. twentynine palms is about 100  miles away from barstow. 
we're told that 22 marines were  in a training exercise when the  
extinguisher accidentally went  off. the injuries related to inhaling  
the substance from the  extinguisher. all of those marines are  
expected to be okay.  

0:36 2/12/15 11:12p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and a 4-year-old boy from  anaheim is recovering in the  hospital 
tonight, given the fact  that he ran into the side of a  moving car. 
his family know she's lucky to  be alive. it happened this afternoon 
at  briarwood street and balsam  avenue. police tell us the car  
sideswiped the child and the  driver stopped right away to  offer 
help.  

2:17 2/13/15 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and a developing story, a  mother rescued from her burning  
home. tonight the unlikely heroes? chp officers on a traffic stop  
nearby.  >> beverly white is live where  she spoke to the officers. 
>> reporter: the officer were on  the 101 freeway dealing with a  
driver with expired registration  but they sprang into action just  
moments before l.a. city fire  arrived. it was three california 
highway  patrol officers who first  spotted smoke from this fully  
engulfed house fire at 6:00 p.m. they were on scene in moments  
talking to the victims son who  rolled up on a bicycle panic  
stricken about his mom.   

0:30 2/13/15 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

six people waiting for a bus  in glendale were hit from behind  by a 
driver trying to get out of  a parking lot. we covered this story at 
5:00  and 6:00 today. the driver backed out of a spot  and hit 
another vehicle. he attempted to pull back into  the spot but he 
accidentally hit  the gas too hard and plowed  through the bushes 
on to the  sidewalk and into a crowd of  people at the bus stop. 
four people were taken to the  hospital including a child. the driver 
has not been cited.   
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0:41 2/16/15 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

now this happened right in  the middle of an interview with  a news 
crew. they catch a powerful explosion  from a 100-car freight train  
carrying crude oil that  derailed. >> and it shot up a mushroom  
cloud like that. >> well, that was a secondary  explosion in rural 
west  virginia. the problem isn't just the fire. it's also oil that has 
been  seeping into a river. because of that, the water  treatment 
plant is also shut  down. one person was hurt. the fires are still 
burning  tonight nine hours after the  first explosion.  

1:54 2/17/15 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

to some it felt like an  earthquake. an explosion and fire that  
forced people to run from their  homes tonight. nbc 4's beverly 
white was one of the first reporters on the scene of this fire. she's 
live right now with what  investigators have learned so  far. 
beverly? >> reporter: well, chuck, the  sheriff's arson -- excuse me,  
the sheriff's bomb squad and the fire department arson teams 
have ruled out pipe bombs and  electrical as the cause of this  
incident, but tonight it's an  active investigation. as you can see 
behind me.  

0:19 2/17/15 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

happening right now, the  ladwp is getting the power back  on for 
thousands in marina del  rey. people in the area posted photos of 
the outage on twitter  tonight. apparently, an explosion in an  
underground vault triggered this power outage as grocery stores  
and high-rises near harbor  avenue and baxter crossing went  
dark.  

0:42 2/17/15 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

14-year-old girl never  dreamed climbing along some  drainage 
pipes would be like a  walk on the wild side. but she is recovering 
tonight  after falling through ice and  into the water. police say the 
teenager and her  two friends were up on the  frozen drainage 
pipes that led  to the icy water in new jersey. the young girl slipped 
and fell  in. in fact, you can see some of the rescue crews helping 
to pull her out here. she was rushed to the hospital. 

0:25 2/17/15 11:32p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a hiker is back home with  his family after being stranded  in the 
angeles forest. the hiker last contact with his  family between 
william's peak  and the devil's punch bowl. he told rescue teams it 
was just too dark to walk down the  mountain sew decided to 
spend  the night. crews were able to safely  airlift him and the dogs 
out  earlier this morning.  

0:23 2/18/15 11:01p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new tonight, the i-team  confirms that one refinery  worker remains 
in the hospital. but doctors treated and released  three others. 
safety is one of the biggest  issues that we've been looking  in as 
the i-team found that  state investigators concluded an  inspection 
at that same refinery  just last week. and we're trying to obtain the  
results of that inspection.  

2:12 2/18/15 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

investigators calling it a  tragic accident. a teenage erycette to 
graduate  hit and killed by a dwp truck  just a few blocks away 
from his  high school in grenada hills. tonight classmates are trying 
to  deal with exactly what happened  out there this afternoon. 
beverly white talks to a mother  whose son was there at the time  
of the crash. 

0:27 2/18/15 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

tonight the water is back  on, service restored to people  living in 
the hollywood hills  after a water main break caused  major 
flooding. while the water is on, they say  dick street will be closed 
until  crews can get in to resurface  the area tomorrow morning. it 
affected about 100 customers. an underground parking lot was  
flooded. several vehicles there were  damaged.  
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0:37 2/19/15 11:11p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

it happens all too often. a bicyclist hit and killed on  the streets of 
southern  california. and tonight relatives and  friends brought a 
ghost bike and  candles to the spot where  17-year-old phyllo ragni 
was  killed. he was hit by a dwp truck  yesterday blocks from his 
high  school in granada hills. his cousin says he hopes this  serves 
as a lesson to share the  road.  >> it's something we all should  be 
aware with driving your bikes  in the main street. >> investigators 
tell us at this  point, this appears to be just a  tragic accident.  

0:24 2/19/15 11:12p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

exxonmobil wants to hear  from you following yesterday's  refinery 
explosion in torrance. here is a look from newschannel  4 the 
damage the explosion  destroyed a section of the  processing 
facility. today the average price of  regular gas in l.a. county rose  
for the 20th day in a row. and tonight we learned a town  hall 
meeting will be held  tomorrow at 6:00 p.m. at the  toyota meeting 
hall in torrance.  

0:38 2/20/15 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a woman is recovering after  she ran her car into a music  store in 
san bernardino. the car hit the building with  such force it started 
on fire. the owner of bertrand music said  it looked like the woman 
hit the  gas instead of the brake. she was trapped inside the car  
until good samaritans came  along.  >> our main thing was if  
anything happens to that car,  she's inside of it.  

0:26 2/20/15 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

community leaders gathered  tonight to discuss the refinery  that 
exploded on wednesday in  torrance. one of the biggest concerns  
there is the ash that fell over  the nearby neighborhoods. we went 
looking for answers on  this today. exxon mobile, in a statement,  
says the ash is not expected to  be hazardous to people or  
animals. however, it may cause irritation  to the skin, eyes, and 
throat. cause of this explosion is still  unknown.   

2:16 2/24/15 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

our ultimate goal is not  only to find out what happened  but we 
want to find out why it  happened.  >> developing news tonight. his 
truck destroyed on the  tracks. why did this driver walk away? 
tonight the search for answers  in the metrolink crash.  >> robert 
kovacik at the  hospital speaking to the son of  the most seriously 
injured. but first beverly white has  details on the investigation. 

2:09 2/24/15 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we are hearing stories from  people inside the train as it  derailed. 
nbc 4's robert kovacik heard  from the son of the train's  engineer. 
he is the most seriously injured  in that crash. >> reporter: 28 
injured and four  critically, including the  engineer. tonight his son 
proclaims he  responded like a hero. a 19-year-old on the way to  
oxnard from l.a. for jury duty. she shares these pictures and  her 
story.   

0:30 2/24/15 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we'll take you to the scene  of breaking news. a big rig accident in 
sun  valley. chris christie is overhead.  >> a sig-alert here 
northbound  north of penn rose. you can see a tractor trailer  
tangled up with a couple of  cars. and you can see it knocked out a  
couple lanes northbound. traffic getting by in the number  one 
lane. traffic backed up for a good  half mile approaching sun  
valley.  

0:30 2/24/15 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

an explosion in new jersey. a camera in a police car  recorded this 
video. all that is left is a crater. and as bad as it looks on tape,  
neighbors say the blast was much  worse.  >> it was crazy. and 
the video does not do it  justice. the way it shook and everything  
moved.  >> crews were work on a gas main  at the time. the 
explosion injured 15 people,  two are still in critical  condition.   
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0:33 2/25/15 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the most critical  information about the metrolink  train derailment 
could come from  the train's video recording. this is video taken 
moments  after the train struck a ford  f-450 abandoned on the 
track. the ntsb examined the train  cars. tomorrow they will 
interview the  crew and investigate the company  that employed 
the truck driver. the man says he left the truck  to get help.   

0:40 2/26/15 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and we have breaking  developments in the metrolink  crash. the 
driver arrested for leaving  his truck on the tracks is out  of jail 
tonight, will not be  charged yet. our cameras captured jose  
sanchez ramirez walking out of  jail late tonight. earlier his son 
spoke with us  about the crash that injured 30  people, four in 
critical  condition.  

0:23 2/26/15 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and we have some new  information tonight on another  accident. 
the driver who lost control of  her car near usc and then hit  four 
students. one of the students still in  critical condition. the others 
we understand are  going to be okay. and we learned that the 
driver  is also a student and may have  had a medical emergency, 
first  hitting the students and then a  light pole. the driver is also 
expected to  be okay.  

0:24 2/27/15 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and teens from river side and l.a. are joining for the missing hiker 
in eastern san diego  county. 28-year-old chris silva was last seen 
on thursday before going on a hike south of campo, he was  
supposed to meet a friend for a  refill of food supplies and  never 
arrived. on tuesday, other hikers found  his sleeping bag, 
backpack and  other personal items. 

0:18 3/2/15 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

fire crews pulled a woman from around the l.a. river tonight. she 
wasn't in the water and that is good considering how quickly the 
river is running. she was stranded on a small island under a bridge 
in burbank. she is okay tonight.  

0:21 3/2/15 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new at 11:00, quite a scene in south los angeles. police say a 
naked woman high on drugs drove her car on to the front lawn of 
an apartment building. she hit several parked cars before driving 
across the sidewalk and up on to the grass. no one was hurt. 
paramedics covered her with a blanket and took her away.  

0:24 3/3/15 11:01p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a huge back up on the 605  freeway after a wrong-way driver  
crashed on the freeway in  irwindale. police say the driver hit at  
least one car while trying to  get on to the freeway. three kids and 
one adult were in  the car that was hit. everyone is expected to 
survive. we just checked and the freeway  is back open.   

0:20 3/3/15 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

news chopper 4 caught this  big house fire in the city of  walnut 
tonight just off the 60  freeway. no one was hurt but it did cause  
half a million dollars in  damage. you can see a large number of  
firefighters and engines  responded to put it out.   

0:21 3/4/15 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we have an update to a story  that was breaking news at 6:00. all 
lanes on pch back open this  evening after a crash closed  them all 
down. news chopper 4 flew over the  scene. two people were hurt 
and one was  air lifted to the hospital. investigators are trying to  
figure out what caused that  crash.   

0:26 3/4/15 11:12p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

caught on camera in  michigan. a bus plowing into six cars. you 
can almost feel every hit. this happened last october. that video 
just released today. the driver says he fell asleep  moments before 
the crash. he has been charged with a  moving violation.  
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2:42 3/5/15 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a death-defying crash.  >> one plane down on the golf  course.  >> 
for the first time, the pilot  who watched harrison ford take  off --  
>> did 180-degree turn and tried  to come back and land at the  
airport.  >> the eyewitness who captured  his troubled descent.  >> 
oh, no, oh, no! >> and the doctor who just  happened to be playing 
golf.  >> shocking. and just ran right away to the  airplane. >> 
tonight we are taking you  inside harrison ford's crash on  the golf 
course with  eyewitnesses on the ground. >> our team of reporters 
live  with all new information. gadi schwartz with the doctor  who 
rushed to save the actor. beverly white with the actor's  condition, 
and his passion for  flying. >> but we begin right now with  nbc 4's 
hetty chang. she spoke with the pilot there  on the runway when 
harrison ford  took off.  

0:25 3/6/15 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

just in, parts of a house in  and that ana look like rubble  tonight 
after a flatbed tow  truck smashed through it. the driver of the truck 
told  police officers he had to swerve  because had he just been 
cut off  by a car. luckily no one was inside the  house on west fifth 
street near  english. knocked out an entire side of  that house and 
did some damage  to the truck, as well. 

0:27 3/6/15 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

big traffic mess happening  right now. here's a look, look at this,  
it's the 605 freeway at the 91  in cerritos. this is what it looked like 
from  news chopper 4. it's a big rig hauling 25 tons  of laminated 
glass. it overturned out there. the truck is blocking the  transition 
road. a sig-alert has been issued. no estimate from the chp how  
long this area will be closed. it's backed up for miles. 

0:24 3/6/15 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

it happened in front of our  cameras tonight outside the  ronald 
reagan ucla medical  center. paramedics rushing a woman  
possibly with a disease to the  facility. firefighters put on hazmat 
gear  to treat her after she traveled  to a foreign country. the 
medical staff carried on  after the all clear turning this  into an 
emergency response  training exercise.  

0:22 3/6/15 11:32p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

this is icy cranston rhode  island. one car pushing another into an  
1-year-old girl. you can see what happens there. she's knocked to 
the ground. as bad as this looks, it looks  bad, we're told she's 
going to  be okay. just banged up and bruised a  bit. she's 
thanking tonight a police  officer who saw what was about  to 
happen and yelled out for  everybody to get out of the way.  

2:16 3/9/15 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new at 11:00, trapped in his  condominium as flames spread he  is 
about to jump out a  third-floor window when a  neighbor comes to 
his rescue. robert kovacik spoke with the  good samaritan and 
joins us  live. >> reporter: a family's condo is  destroyed. three 
dogs all chihuahuas died  in the fire but they understand  how 
much worse it could have  been. that neighbor was not just in  the 
right place, he had the  right equipment. we witnessed his silent  
gratitude and as he walked away  with a respirator on his head --  
>> he saved my son.  

0:20 3/9/15 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

an investigation is underway  into a deadly accident at the  
burbank landfill. the driver of this land mover  was killed when he 
was thrown  from the truck. the truck belongs to a private  
contractor. osha and the l.a. county  district attorney's office are  
now investigating.   

0:44 3/9/15 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

now live to the scene of  breaking news. firefighters called out to 
this  fire in south los angeles. over the scene is chris christie  in 
news chopper 4.  >> a ferocious fire in this  two-story apartment 
building. moments ago flames shooting out  the windows. the fire 
department responding  out here quickly. 
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0:42 3/9/15 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

for the first time we're  hearing the 911 call from a  santa ana man. 
his face and hands were burned  when his ecigarette exploded 
and  caused a fire in his apartment  as well.  >> fire emergency? 
>> yeah, i'm freaking out. i just had an electronic  cigarette blow 
up in my hand.  

0:21 3/9/15 11:33p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we are getting new video in  from the ground of the two story  fire 
in south l.a. you can see the flames coming  out of the window 
here. firefighters pulled three people  out of the apartment, 
including  this little girl you see in the  firefighter's arms. it appears 
all the injuries here  are minor. 

0:35 3/10/15 11:18p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

tonight we are hearing from  an orange county man who was  
injured from an ecigarette. he said he just put in a new  battery 
when it started making a  humming noise. it exploded sending 
shrapnel  into the ceiling. it cut his hand and burned his  face. 

0:36 3/11/15 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

two hikers are safe tonight  after spending more than 24  hours in 
the hills south of  corona. we were there for the reunion  when they 
were brought to  safety.  >> i am hungry and thirsty.  >> but you 
got be extremely  happy. it must have been cold last  night.  >> it 
was super cold. 

0:22 3/12/15 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

firefighters arrived to huge  flames and residents trapped  tonight 
in korea town. cell phone video shows the ball  of flames that 
firefighters saw. thick smoke sent two people in  one house to the 
windows looking  for help. both were rescued. they were not 
seriously hurt. firefighters had the flames  knocked down in about 
30  minutes. no word yet on the cause of the  fire.   

0:21 3/12/15 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

happening now, ventura  county firefighters are working  to put out 
a brush fire between  ventura and ojai. this photo was taken from a  
drone around 4:00 this  afternoon. crews began a grounds and air  
assault on the fire. it's burning in a field next to  brooks institute, 
crews expect  to be out there all night long. no word yet on the 
cause of the  fire.   

0:17 3/12/15 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new tonight, a truck slams  into an -- and right through a  liquor 
store in orange county. this is country hills liquor on  kramer street 
in brea. the 75-year-old driver barrelled  through the glass, hit a lot 
of  the store shelves, police say  drugs and alcohol were not a  
factor.   

1:03 3/12/15 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

search teams will be back out  there again tomorrow looking for  
22-year-old sahray barber last  seen on monday near cal state  
san bernardino. police extended their search  near the 10 freeway 
and live oak  canyon and shifted to little  mountain just west of cal 
state  san bernardino. police say it is possible her  disappearance 
is connected to  the recent attacks of two women  there.  

0:33 3/13/15 11:10p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

if you see firefighters in  the malibu area this weekend,  firefighters 
will be stationed  along pch overnight to monitor  hot spots from a 
brush fire  today. this fire burned about eight  acres and is about 
90%  contained. you may have seen it here first  at noon. most of 
the containment has been  done from the air. no homes or 
buildings threatened  but crews will watch it all  night and 
tomorrow just in case.  

1:07 3/13/15 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

dramatic body cam video  shows the rescue that has  captured the 
world's attention. the infant trapped in an upside  down car in a 
river in central  utah. the video is shaky at times but  you can see 
and hear the  rescuers as they run up the  river bank holding the  
18-month-old child who is barely  breathing. the toddler was 
trapped in the  car upside down for 14 hours  near freezing 
conditions. a fisherman spotted the wreck  and called 911. 
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0:25 3/17/15 11:33p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

breaking news. we are getting video from a  dramatic scene out of 
seattle. a construction scene hit an  overhead traffic sign, knocking  
the sign on to a bus. the seattle fire department was  working to 
free one person from  a bus. we'll have more on this tomorrow  
morning on today in l.a.  

0:41 3/18/15 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

seven kids burned after a  science experiment goes wrong at  an 
orange county school. it happened at wagon wheel  elementary. 
fire officials say some of the  kids got too excited and reached  into 
the microwave too soon  causing the soap to burn the  kids on 
their hands and arms. they were aged five and eight. 

0:24 3/18/15 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

seven people, a child and  three cars involved in a violent  collision 
at lancaster at  challenger way and avenue j 8  just before 7:00 
and there were  injuries. the investigation into the crash  is 
ongoing. we don't know if weather was a  factor in this accident 
tonight  but it did prevent a helicopter  from transporting one of the  
injured.   

0:22 3/24/15 11:10p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a pregnant woman ejected  from her car after colliding  with a fire 
truck. the truck was going through a  red light with lights and siren  
on when the car hit it. the pregnant woman was a  passenger in 
the car. she was rushed to the hospital  with life threatening 
injuries. no word on her condition but  everyone else should be 
okay.   

0:40 3/25/15 11:19p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

an owner came home to find  her dogs dead from a bee attack. 
she found her three australian  shepherds dead stung by a swarm  
of bees.  >> these were my children and my  husband is going to 
have a tough  time when he comes home. these are his babies. 
they're mine too. and this is really tough. 

0:38 3/26/15 11:10p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we have an update tonight on  a woman and her 4-year-old  
daughter. both remain in critical  condition after they were pulled  
from a burning apartment  building in long beach. the fire broke out 
around  midnight in a third floor  apartment on stanley avenue. 
now before the firefighters got  there, a neighbor rushed up to  the 
apartment, tried to save  them, but the flames were too  strong. 

0:42 3/26/15 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and we're learning what  caused that massive explosion  and the 
buildings to collapse in  new york's trendy east village  near nyu. 
our station in new york reports  construction workers hit a  nearby 
building, accidentally  hit a gas line in the building,  and that 
caused the explosion. three buildings have now  collapsed, killing 
one person,  injuring 19. three of those hurt critical  condition. 

0:43 3/27/15 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a school bus driver in  orange county saved the lives of  35 
students after her bus caught  fire and exploded. she told 
authorities she began  to smell smoke just before  reaching the 
intermediate school  this morning. while the 35 middle schools 
were  boarding, it quickly got worse.  

0:15 3/27/15 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

fire rescue pulled two  people from a car after a tree  fell on it and 
trapped them  inside. both people were rushed to the  hospital. 
they are expected to be okay.   

0:34 3/30/15 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

now at 11:00, breaking news. a large house fire in pasadena. 
there was a massive response  tonight. our photographer 
capturing the  flames shooting up the roof and  lighting up the area 
for miles  around. this is on the east side of  pasadena. and is it 
close to the eaton  canyon golf course. a lot of people in the area 
are  affected by this one as the  smoke drifts across  
neighborhoods. 
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0:41 3/30/15 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new at 11:00, a search for  an at-risk teenager. her mother spoke 
with us  tonight. 15-year-old kimberly greenberg  was last seen 
nearly a week ago. she has autism and her mom tells  us while 
she is 15 she functions  at the age of a seven or  eight-year-old 
and requires  medication. 

0:15 3/30/15 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

two people suffered injuries  after jumping off the venice  pier into 
the ocean. two required medical attention. officials say they may 
have been  under the influence.   

0:23 3/30/15 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

chris christie --  >> a car came down the side of  the embankment 
in canyon  country. >> reporter: chris christie flew  over the scene 
this morning in  canyon country. a car fell more than 100 feet  
down an embankment. crews managed to rescue the  person 
inside who suffered just  minor injuries. it's not clear what caused 
the  crash.   

0:43 3/30/15 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

this is video hard to watch. a fresno firefighter plunging  through a 
roof battling a house  fire. tonight we have an update on his  
condition. that is pete dern, a 25-year  veteran. he has third 
degree burns on 75%  of his body and he is suffering  from smoke 
inhalation.  

0:20 3/31/15 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we're also following more  breaking news in malibu. a car used in 
a movie shoot hits  three people on pacific coast  highway. news 
chopper 4 over the scene  within minutes and we're trying  to find 
out what movie that car  was working on. the eastbound lanes are 
closed. all three victims are expected  to survive.   

1:45 3/31/15 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

firefighters trying to get  the upper hand on a fire in  apple valley. 
right now this fire is 30%  contained but there is still a  long way to 
go. nbc 4's gadi schwartz joins us  live from apple valley and we're  
hearing that this may have  started as a controlled burn 

0:49 1/5/15 11:10p 
Business & 

Industry 

we are getting our first look at the latest stadium plan to bring an 
nfl team to los angeles. this is in inglewood and this is what it is 
supposed to look like. an 80,000 seat stadium surrounded by an 
entertainment complex and hotel. its the creation of a group of 
developers including the present owner of the st. louis rams. the 
developers are hesitant to mention the possibility of a team 
returning to los angeles.   

0:26 1/6/15 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

more than 100 mcdonalds locations are out of french fries and are 
blaming a labor dispute at our ports. you may remember it also 
effected supplies in japan last month. now they are serving deep 
fried  

0:54 1/7/15 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

 if i say double-double you know what it means and it comes from 
the california classic in-n-out burger. they are opening store 
number 300. the owners granddaughter is now the owner. she 
spoke about the difficult path that led to her being in charge. she 
lost her uncle in a plane crash in 1993 and her dad to a drug 
overdose six years later. 

0:27 1/13/15 11:17p 
Business & 

Industry 

you may have to change your  order at chipotle, they are no  
longer serving pork at a third  of its locations. we just got a 
statement from  chipotle. they say they suspended a pork  supplier 
because its practices  fell short of chipotle's animal  welfare 
standard. we called a few here in southern  california and so far all 
of  them are still serving pork.    

0:26 1/14/15 11:16p 
Business & 

Industry 

 residents and the city  leaders around the proposed  sports 
complex in inglewood may  have a better idea of what is  coming 
but they don't know if an  nfl team is part of the deal. the stadium 
at hollywood park is  expected to be energy efficient  and nfl 
ready. the manager talked about  construction and permanent jobs  
this project will create.   
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0:25 1/15/15 11:16p 
Business & 

Industry 

 new tonight, mayor eric  garcetti announced yahoo is  moving its 
santa monica offices  to l.a. yahoo signed a long-term lease  at the 
collective campus in  playa vista. the big move happening this fall  
will bring at least 400 jobs  with it. yahoo is the largest tech  
company to set up shop in playa  vista. microsoft opened office 
there's  as well back in 2013.  

0:19 1/15/15 11:32p 
Business & 

Industry 

 a subsidiary of the casino  giant caesar's has filed for  bankruptcy. 
the company that owns cesar's,  bally's and harrahs filed for  
chapter 11. if approved they can shed more  than $18.5 billion 
debt burden. the company's casinos will  remain open during all 
these  proceedings.  

0:16 1/15/15 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

 and the proud bird  restaurant next to l.a.x. is  known for all things 
aviation,  including its display of the  tuskegee airmen. today we 
learned that restaurant  east of l.a.x. secured a new  20-year 
lease. so they're not going anywhere  for a very long time.  

0:28 1/27/15 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

a local cheese company will  remain in business thanks to  four 
dedicated employees. it's the city's oldest factory. but the 
company's future has  been up in the air since the  owner died in 
2009. that's when four long-time  employees started a savings and  
investment program to buy the  business. that's what they did, 
saving 24  jobs in the process.  

0:43 2/6/15 11:16p 
Business & 

Industry 

business owners are angry  saying they are being pushed  aside 
to make room for big name  stores. the demolition of this strip  mall 
will make room for other  businesses that they say will  disrupt 
their livelihood. 

1:54 2/19/15 11:00p 
Business & 

Industry 

they are rivals on the  field, but tonight they may find  common 
ground here in l.a. tonight the stadium plan that  could bring not 
one, but two nfl  teams to los angeles. >> so what does it all 
mean? nbc 4's beverly white is live in  carson with that. beverly? 
>> reporter: well, chuck, it's  157 empty acres right now near  del 
amo and the 405. but if the group called carson  together has its 
way, it will  team up and bring the nfl, a  joint venture with san 
diego and  oakland. call it a dream come true in a  city that lost the 
team that  came the houston texans,   

0:26 2/23/15 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

if you are think about your  next trip to the happiest place  on earth 
it got more expensive. disneyland raised the price of a  one day 
park ticket to $99 for  anyone ten or older. for the little ones, tickets 
are  $93 for kids from the age of  thee to nine. southern california 
residents  can pay $139 for two days if you  want to do both parks.  

0:23 2/25/15 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

purina is the target of a  class action lawsuit. two of a man's dogs 
got sick  after eating the dog food. 2,000 people have complained  
online. some claim the food is toxic.   

0:53 2/27/15 11:14p 
Business & 

Industry 

it seems not everyone is on  board with the proposed stadium  in 
inglewood. the aeg commissioned a study,  and the stadium 
should not be  built according to them because  it's beneath the 
flight path at  lax and terrorists could crash a plane in to the 
stadium. >> the distance went here and  downtown los angeles 
this a jet  is probably a little over 30  seconds. on a approach, you 
would get to  downtown before you got to  inglewood, it's 
ridiculous to  say there's a greater threat  here than farmer's field 
or  carson or anything else.  

0:19 2/27/15 11:15p 
Business & 

Industry 

hackers are at it again and  this time they successfully  targeted 
uber, drivers  information was compromised last year. so far, no 
reports of identity  theft, but the company is  offering theft 
protection for  drivers just in case.  
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0:40 3/3/15 11:15p 
Business & 

Industry 

torrance-based ayso, the  american youth soccer  organization is 
facing a lawsuit  by parents who say their kids  were molested by a 
former soccer  coach. he is sentenced to life in  prison for 
molesting 15 children  and now parents are suing ayso  because 
his actions violated the  organization's safety policies. the abuse 
happened in the man's  home.  

0:26 3/11/15 11:10p 
Business & 

Industry 

a subsidiary of johnson and  johnson will have to pay $25  million 
after pleading guilty to  selling contaminated liquid  medicine. there 
were several recalls from  2008 to 2010 hundreds of  millions of 
dollars of tylenol,  moe twin and benadryl. in some cases they 
were  contaminated with metal  particles and mold and labeling  
problems as well.   

0:21 3/23/15 11:32p 
Business & 

Industry 

fresh and easy is closing  dozens of stores. the chain announced 
that 30  stores will close by april 3rd. they have been struggling 
since  arriving in the u.s. in 2007 and  we have a complete list of 
all  the stores that will be closing  on our free nbc l.a. app.   

0:32 3/23/15 11:32p 
Business & 

Industry 

taylor swift and well-known  companies are rushing to buy up  porn 
domain names before someone  else does. dotcom and dotorg are 
most  popular but soon dotporn will be  available. microsoft 
apparently bought  several including microsoft.porn  and 
office.porn.   

0:26 1/9/15 11:15p Children & Youth  

a bus driver hid his medical condition before passing out on the 
job and that caused this crash that injured five children. the police 
arrested the man nine months after he ran off the road and came 
to rest on a tree in a bus full of kids in anaheim hills. he is accused 
of not disclosing a medical condition that caused dizziness, 
seizures and blackouts. the highway patrol investigation showed 
he should not have been behind the wheel. he could face up to 19 
years in state prison.   

0:33 1/28/15 11:18p Children & Youth  

it's hard to believe when  you see the video here. this is a ninth 
grade teacher  being body slammed by a student  in the middle of 
class. the incident was caught on  camera in patterson, new 
jersey. the 16-year-old student grabbed  the teacher and slammed 
him to  the ground. some of the other students just  stood there 
and watched. it happened when the teacher  took the student's 
cell phone  away. the student was suspended and  the teacher 
has not returned to  class. he is too distraught to talk  about what 
happened.   

3:26 1/29/15 11:15p Children & Youth  

the choking game. it can and has killed kids the  very first time 
they've tried  it. tonight one local mother is  pushing to get 
southern  california schools to warn kids  about the dangers of this 
game. i want to warn you, this story  includes some disturbing 
images  that we are showing you to give  you perspective on how 
dangerous  this trend is becoming.  

0:43 1/30/15 11:33p Children & Youth  

when you watch the super  bowl on sunday make sure to pay  
close attention to the  commercials. a local high school band is  
about to get major face time. \m\m there they are. they appeared 
in television  shows. and performed at the rose  parade. the nfl 
wants them to take part  in a super bowl commercial for  the 
league.  >> they are good kids.  >> the band spent two hours on  
the field filming the ad. the super bowl which airs on nbc  4 is 
expected to have more than  185 million viewers. no pressure 
here.  >> none.  >> a quick shoot.   
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0:22 2/9/15 11:06p Children & Youth  

there will be crossing  guards near upland schools  starting 
tomorrow morning. the city council made that  decision in a the last 
few  hours. it comes after a child was  killed while walking to  
elementary school. the crossing guards will be made  up of paid 
workers and  volunteers.  

0:27 2/10/15 11:06p Children & Youth  

there was shouting at  beverly hills high school but  nothing 
compared to the brawl  after a basketball game between  santa 
monica high and beverly  hills high. on january 23rd students from  
both schools got into a fight  after the game. the school officials 
brought in  extra security to make sure it  didn't happen again and 
it  worked.  

2:03 2/16/15 11:07p Children & Youth  

a community is trying to  cope tonight after a 17-year-old  boy shot 
himself playing russian  roulette. this happened at an apartment  
near torrance. heady hang has more on what  happened. >> 
reporter: sheriff's  department detectives do believe  this was a 
deadly game of  russian roulette, that the young  victim's family 
members were  there urging and begging for him  to stop. but it 
doesn't help ease the  pain here felt in this  community, nor does it 
really  help explain why it happened. the crime scene tape is gone. 

0:34 2/25/15 11:10p Children & Youth  

a missing sixth grader is  back home tonight. the girl's mother got 
worried  when the 11-year-old didn't come  home tuesday night. 
apparently she had a tablet with  her. her sister says she is being  
bullied at school.  >> i needed some time to cool  off. i regret it 
because your parents  will be worried. >> reporter: late today she 
came  home on her home and said she  spent the night in the 
park.   

1:38 2/26/15 11:06p Children & Youth  

every time the light turns  red, they say they will think of  mr. 
noriega. tonight students are paying  tribute to a man who died in 
a  hit-and-run on a dangerous  street near their school. gadi? >> 
reporter: there are hundreds  of students that go to this  school, 
and there are close  calls with traffic nearly every  day. but 
administrators are hoping  that will all soon change. >> beautiful 
white hair. would always be glowing with the  sun.  

0:46 2/27/15 11:17p Children & Youth  

all right, for some of us,  it is nearly impossible to think of making it 
through one  marathon and you are going meet  a 7-year-old that 
has just   completed 7 of them on all seven continents. for the past 
year, she has run  in china, new zealand, france  and here in l.a. 
>> to me, it feels that i never  went to all those places. because it 
happened to fast. >> well, blanca is the young  estimate female to 
compete the  worldwide gauntlet and an  11-year-old boy from  
pennsylvania competed that  statement journey last year.  

0:47 3/2/15 11:15p Children & Youth  

a teenager dies from a heart attack brought on by an eating 
disorder. she was bulimic, bingeing and purging because her 
classmates teased her. she went from 126 pounds in eighth grade 
to 88 pounds at the time of her death as a freshman. it started 
when someone made fun of the way she looked in volleyball 
shorts. 

1:56 3/3/15 11:13p Children & Youth  

these pink letters had a  high school basketball team  seeing red 
after they were  disqualified from the city  championships but now 
they're  back in. robert kovacik has more. >> reporter: the good 
news for  these young ladies is they will  play here at cal state on  
saturday in the city  championship game. but, they're going to be 
doing  it without their leader and  without wearing those  
compassionate colors that caused  so much controversy. no one 
believed it was true.  >> this can't be happening.  
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0:45 3/6/15 11:07p Children & Youth  

and parents are in disbelief  asking tough questions tonight  after 
learning a fourth grader  brought a gun to an leaptory  school. here 
is the school. necessarily avenue elementary in  tarzan na. lausd 
members say a staff member  saw the student trying to hide  the 
weapon. apparently in a gutter. that student not identified was  
detained until police arrived  and no one was hurt. 

0:47 3/9/15 11:16p Children & Youth  

the safe surrender law  allows desperate parents to  leave a 
newborn infant at a fire  house, police station or  hospital. a 
scholarship was announced for  these children. this is the garden 
of life. they honored 126 infants that  have been saved here in los  
angeles and celebrated the new  families created as a result of  
the law. donnie alvarez remembers the  surprise his family got 
when he  brought his now adopted son  home.  

0:25 3/17/15 11:10p Children & Youth  

it is something no parent  wants to hear, a student  bringing a 
loaded gun to school. but that's exactly what happened  in 
ventura. parents picking up their kids  were told a 17-year-old had 
a  loaded gun in his backpack. somebody tipped off  
administrators which led to the  arrest and expulsion of that  
teenager.   

1:58 3/20/15 11:02p Children & Youth  

>> now to a developing story  within the last few hours,  firefighters 
found a newborn  just hours old and the mother  may have saved 
the infant's  life. vanessa ruiz is live where the  firefighters were 
emotional  about tonight. >> reporter: they were. just before 7:00 
p.m. tonight  someone walked up to the front  door and rang the 
doorbell at  the orange county fire station  number 75 in santa ana. 
what they did, incredible,  leaving a newborn in the arms of  
firefighters. 

0:39 3/20/15 11:15p Children & Youth  

students cyberbullied and  threatened online. the threats were 
traced back to  a controversy app called  burnbook. the school 
district wants  students to delete the app and  sending the letter to 
the app  developer requesting that he  block the students from  
accessing the app. 

1:00 1/8/15 11:17p consumer 

you could soon be getting new credit cards in the mail with a tool 
to help fight off hackers. banks have started sending out credit 
cards embedded with these microchips in an effort to keep your 
information safe. so far just a few stores have installed the new 
equipment that can read the cards, which are much harder to hack 
than the old-fashioned ones with those magnetic strips on the 
back. baller hardware in silver lake is one of the first businesses to 
start using it. 

0:27 1/9/15 11:17p consumer 

if you purchased a performance chip for a better gas mile age for 
your car you may be involved in a scam. police are looking for 
victims of the sales company. the chip sold for $69 and apparently 
have a circuit board with no software. the company made more 
than $15 million from the product.   

0:53 1/9/15 11:18p consumer 

electronic billing is supposed to make our lives easier. but on 
orange county toll roads is it driving a woman off the edge. mary 
bought a fastrak transponder. but the agency has cited her for toll 
evasion three times despite paying her bills on time. they also 
cancelled her account at one point. >> i showed them the 
cancelled checks and they came back to me saying they were 
opening a new account for me. everything was fine for a month 
and a half and it started all over again. >> the toll road agency is 
investigating this issue. a spokesperson says if you get a notice 
that your account has been suspended avoid using the toll road 
until everything is cleared up so you dont get a violation or extra 
penalties.   
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0:22 1/12/15 11:16p consumer 

if you have a mileage  account with american or united  airlines 
you could be at risk. hackers are book free flights  and upgrades 
with the  information. some travel websites are adding  more steps 
to the log in  process. those websites are also warning  
passengers against using the  same user names and passwords 
on  more than one site.    

0:34 1/15/15 11:32p consumer 

 fake phones, real trouble,  and a warning for you tonight. federal 
agents seizing millions  of dollars worth of counterfeit  electronics 
in fountain valley. cases of fake iphones, ipads,  black berries and 
game consoles  inside a warehouse. all of these items sold around  
the world. and here is how you can find  fought you're buying a 
fake. apple never sells parts. prices that have a very deep  
discount are red-flagged, and  always check the item for  
authenticity, like making sure  that that apple logo is centered  on 
the iphone.  

0:35 1/19/15 11:32p consumer 

there is a controversy  brewing, if you will, over  keurig, the new 
coffee makers  will not accept the old k-cups. have no fear, the 
internet is  here, youtube is filling up with  demonstrations how you 
can get  the old pods to work in the new  machine. but the 
spokesperson for the  company said the changes are  designed to 
make better coffee. if you have the old pods you can  call keurig 
for a replacement  cup that works.   

0:21 1/21/15 11:08p consumer 

torrance police are seeing a  sharp increase in tailgate  threats. 
trucks are being heavily  targeted. why tailgates? because they get 
so much use and  abuse and there is a ready  market for 
replacements. locks are available that will  make it difficult for 
thieves.   

0:48 1/23/15 11:17p consumer 

how would you like to be  paid to spend someone else's  money? 
if the offer sounds too good to  be true it probably is. thousands 
receiving an e-mail if  they want to be a mystery  shopper. if you 
sign up you get a phony  check in the mail. you are instructed to 
deposit it  and wire some to a survey agent.  >> you end up 
sending your money  to these people.  >> because the bank takes 
a few  days to determine it's a bad  check, the money that goes 
out  is actually yours. how do you spot a fake? real mystery 
shopping  organizations tell us they never  solicit by mail and they 
never  pay up front.   

2:13 1/30/15 11:12p consumer 

countdown is on to sunday. this is a big weekend. hours away 
from the kickoff for  super bowl xlix.  >> if you want to see the 
game  in person you have to have a  ticket, right? and for ticket 
scammers it all  comes down to too good to be  true. i have a deal 
for you. nbc 4's carolyn johnson talked  to a fan who was a victim. 
>> reporter: his a cautionary  tale. you can get to l.a. to phoenix  in 
about six hours and a tank  and a half of gas or so. but when you 
get here you have  to be prepared to pay top dollar  for the tickets. 
he learned the lesson the hard  way. ken and family are checking 
out  the party scene tonight but he  can't stop thinking about what  
went wrong last night. 

0:49 2/2/15 11:18p consumer 

another scam to warn you  about. posing as parents to fool  
babysitters. this is a scam happening on  care.com. here's what's 
happening,  criminals are contacting care  givers saying they are 
about to  move from overseas. they send a check for salaries  and 
supplies, a check for more  than what was negotiated and  they 
ask the mark to cash it and  send the money back to them. a 
teenager was a recent target. her dad told us it's a good  thing he 
didn't let her cash  that check.  
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3:20 2/3/15 11:13p consumer 

is it a lifeline to southern  california, something we depend  on 
every minute of every day. at least one-third of our water  comes 
from the delta in northern  california. it travels over 300 miles  
through a system of levees more  than 100 years old. carolyn 
johnson and the i team  found the experts are worried it  could be 
a catastrophic if an  earthquake hit. >> reporter: it's the moment of  
vulnerability world shaking.  >> what went through your mind  with 
the napa earthquake? >> that we dodged a bullet. >> reporter: this 
is the general  manager of the southern  california metropolitan 
water  district.  >> the most vulnerable spot is  the delta area.   

0:19 2/4/15 11:03p consumer 

just in, one of the largest  health insurance companies  hacked. 
anthem confirmed the cyberattack  revealing that hackers obtained  
personal information including  social security numbers. the 
database contains 80 million  records and will notify  customers if 
they are impacted.   

3:10 2/9/15 11:13p consumer 

have you ever opened your  water and power bill and thought  this 
can't be right. i'm being ripped off? tonight the nbc 4 i team  
investigates a secret formula  that the ladwp uses. >> reporter: we 
hear from  viewers who say dwp inflated  their bills. we wanted to 
know how they  calculate your bill because the  customers can't 
get answers.  >> i'm at my limit. >> reporter: nathan wells thinks  
that ladwp is stealing from its  citizens.  >> they are worse than the  
mafia. >> reporter: it was last fall  that wells, a matt ma addition  
noticed his bills were sky high.  >> today it is 7420.  >> and 
keeping a spread sheet of  how much he uses. his calculations, 
dwp is  inflating his bills 300%.  

0:26 2/9/15 11:17p consumer 

new tonight, a leading  cybersecurity expert tells nbc  news all the 
fraudulent tax  returns from the fault of gangs. experts tell us all 
you can do  to protect yourself is to change  your log in 
information.   

0:44 2/9/15 11:18p consumer 

if you rent and have a pet,  chances are you have paid a pet  
deposit. pet rent is happening more and  more often. it's a trend 
the i team looked  into and found that pet deposits  and monthly 
pet fees are causing  a decline in pet adoptions.  >> these animals 
could use that  love.  

0:21 2/10/15 11:16p consumer 

a new warning tonight. someone is calling people in san  
bernardino pretending to be  police officers. real police say there is 
no way  these calls are connected to the  department and you 
should never  give personal information out  over the phone.   

0:55 2/11/15 11:15p consumer 

now to hancock park where a  city owned tree is creating a  smelly 
and expensive problem in  her backyard. she told her story to 
randy mak. she says that underground roots  are puncturing her 
pipes every  few days, sending the contents  bubbling up into her 
patio and  garden.  >> raw sewage? >> i'm not trying to be funny  
but when you walk out here but  it looks like the jolly green  giant 
went to the bathroom out  here.  
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1:53 2/12/15 11:00p consumer 

i'd like them to come to my  house and drink my water and  tell me 
it's fine.  >> that woman and many others  are furious tonight over 
black,  stinky water. tonight tempers boil over. >> nbc 4's hetty 
chang live in  gardena, where people say they  have the proof 
nothing has  changed in weeks there. hetty? >> reporter: colleen 
and chuck,  gardena residents are really fed  up. they say it's not 
too much to  ask to expect clean water to  come out of their faucet. 
but take a look at this, this  murky dirty water just one  example we 
saw tonight. and after weeks of demanding  answers and a three-
hour-long  meeting tonight, some left even  more frustrated.  

0:40 2/12/15 11:16p consumer 

one group of renters in west  los angeles blame their landlord  for 
a burglary that happened  while their building was being  tented. 
the building was tented for  termites when thieves broke into  four 
of the six unit there's. the tenant says they asked the  landlord to 
provide security  while they spent the night  elsewhere. tenants tell 
the i-team the  landlord flat-out turned them  down.  >> he said if 
you would like a  security guard, you can pay for  a security guard.  

3:05 2/13/15 11:14p consumer 

it's a big weekend for  couples getting married. but more than a 
dozen say their  wedding day was ruined. the bride and groom told 
us a  local videographer is to blame  for all this. >> reporter: forget 
the smiles  you see, this is not a happy  bride.  >> i was upset. >> 
reporter: and the groom just  as angry.  >> biggest mistake that we 
did. >> reporter: their mistake was  hiring the man pictured here,  
jermaine williams of treyski  entertainment. this is part of their 11 
minute  highlight reel. the vows, the money-shot moment  you 
can't hear and you never see  mercy's face. 

0:48 2/16/15 11:15p consumer 

you are about to watch  something that is frightening  for any 
parent. a 12-year-old girl  hallucinating. her mother says it 
happened  because of a mix-up with a  prescription drug. [ crying ] 
>> that's riley macdougall. she was taking antibiotics for a  cold. 
her mom called the cvs where she  got her prescription and found  
out they didn't give her  antibiotic. they actually gave her the  
sleeping drug ambien. >> it was really scary. and i didn't look like 
myself. 

0:46 2/17/15 11:13p consumer 

you've heard this before. debit or credit? there is a warning for you  
tonight if you choose debit in  order to make your purchases. it 
could cost you big-time. while credit cards act like  loans, a debit 
card is like  having cash. the money is pulled out of your  account 
the instant you use the  debit card. that means if someone hacks 
into your account your money is gone. 

3:26 2/18/15 11:08p consumer 

how safe is the drinking  water in los angeles county  schools. 
tonight the nbc 4 i-team has  some evidence that some water  may 
be contaminated. this happened after it was  revealed that there 
was high  amounts of toxic lead in many  water fountains. our 
reporter found that the  district broke promises to fix  the problem, 
leaving thousands  at risk.  

0:42 2/19/15 11:15p consumer 

and a warning tonight about  a con job that is so smooth,  even a 
former california mayor  fell for this one. gary nelson owns a 
restaurant in  carpenteria. the caller told him he owed  money on 
his bill and needed to  immediately pay by phone with a  prepaid 
debit card. nelson tells us he was so scared  he ended up handing 
over more  than $3,000. 
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0:16 2/19/15 11:33p consumer 

con artists, they will try  anything. and that is a good one. now 
they're going after your  money through red light tickets. police in 
thousand oaks say they  call you up, claiming you ran a  red light 
and then threaten you  with jail time if you don't pay  up. police say 
they will never try  to collect a fine over the  phone.  

0:50 2/20/15 11:14p consumer 

an excited family of four. they showed up at disneyland  eager to 
enter the happiest  place on earth. but when their $500 tickets 
were  rejected, their mood changed  instantly. they had been 
scammed. the family purchased the two-day  park hopper passes 
in what they  thought was a great deal on  craig's list. but when 
they got to the theme  park, they were told those  tickets were not 
valid. so they ended up having to pay  $100 for four more tickets 
each. an additional 3:39 each to  bounce between california  
adventure and disneyland.  

4:49 2/23/15 11:10p consumer 

imagine living on the same  block as this house, all night  parties 
all the time. nightmare neighbors. we all have stories but nothing  
like this. you are about to see how  unbearable it is for some  
neighborhoods. joel grover spent three months  undercover and is 
here now with  his report. >> reporter: it is a crime to  rent your 
house for events like  parties. but some are doing just that and  
making life a nightmare for the  neighborhood. the cops haven't 
stopped it. angry residents decided to call  the i team. the hills are 
alive. the sound of loud, thumping  music all night long.  

0:44 2/24/15 11:15p consumer 

stuck with a speeding  ticket? a survey shows you will pay more  
than you might expect but there  is a way to get out of it. 
nerdwallet says the l.a. metro  area is the most expensive in  
california when you get a  ticket. when you add in the fees and  
increased insurance premiums the  average ticket is $907. but you 
can submit a trial by  written declaration which  requires the officer 
to go  respond.  >> they are not paid to respond  to a trial by 
declaration.  >> other places that are spendy  are glendale, 
inglewood and  compton.   

3:01 2/25/15 11:13p consumer 

over the past several years  the cost of a speeding ticket  has real 
soared, starting at  $250 and it can go up from  there. close to 
$500 on the high end. where are you most likely to get  pulled 
over? carolyn johnson uncovers where  the tickets are being 
written. >> reporter: troy williams is  look for speeders. he is one of 
l.a.'s top traffic  cops.  >> you were going 52 miles an  hour. >> 
reporter: the excuses,  williams has heard them all. malcolm smith 
tries to explain.  

1:16 2/26/15 11:16p consumer 

they hope to take the trip  of a lifetime. instead, would-be 
passengers are  wondering when, andy, if ever  they will get their 
money back  after the cruise they paid for  was canceled. schedule 
for this coming may,  the maxwell and 7 seas cruise  promised 
eight days of caribbean  sunshine and r&b music provided  by 
singer maxwell and others. arizona-based event promoter btw  
cruises planned to charter the  royal caribbean ship freedom of  
the seas.  

0:25 3/4/15 11:32p consumer 

a major hotel chain is  warning customers about a credit  card 
breach. the mandarin hotel. reports suggest that all hotels  in the 
united statess are being  impacted. the closest to los angeles is in  
las vegas and san francisco.   
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0:26 3/5/15 11:33p consumer 

we have a heads-up that if  you touch that gluten-free snack  
tonight, uncle sam may owe you  some money. gluten free 
versions of many  foods can be price in order than  20%, each as 
much as 200%. some tax analysts say those with  celiac disease 
and other  conditions that force you to  maintain a gluten-free diet  
should be able to deduct the  extra cost of the food items,  
including your shipping.  

0:28 3/11/15 11:15p consumer 

we have all waited for  luggage at the airport, but our  partners 
have uncovered thieves  using tactics to steal your  bags. this 
surveillance video shows a  passenger stealing someone  else's 
bag. police arrested him but they  have seen thieves working in  
groups to distract passengers to  steal their luggage. the police are 
now trying to  keep an eye on all the cameras.   

2:14 3/11/15 11:16p consumer 

one los angeles neighborhood  is sleeping easier after the nbc  4 i 
team exposed nightmare  neighbors illegally renting  their homes 
for all-night  parties. the report aired last month and  joel grover 
followed up tonight. although the parties are  smaller, some 
homeowners are  trying to make a quick buck. >> reporter: this 
surveillance  video shows a small crowd of  partiers leaving a 
rental house  in the hollywood hills last  weekend. a lot smaller 
than the big boozy  parties that ended at dawn which  we saw on 
this black last  winter.  

0:51 3/12/15 11:16p consumer 

randy mack has been busy  digging into an irs phone scam. this is 
not just any scam. no. this is the biggest case of  impersonation 
fraud in the  agency. you get a call from someone  posing as a 
federal agent. they say you owe the irs money  and if you don't 
pay up now with  a prepaid cash card you could go  to jail. so far, 
more than '033,000  victims have been defrauded out  of $15.5 
million.  

0:31 3/16/15 11:15p consumer 

the tax deadline is next  month but max ramirez says he  took his 
taxes to a local  business but when he got his  return he was 
surprised to find  out it was $500 less than what  he thought and 
the business  charged him more than he was  told he would be 
charged. you can go to verified tax  preparers who are open year  
round to protect yourself.   

0:22 3/17/15 11:16p consumer 

a major cyberattack put  personal and health information  at risk. 
the company that serves the  pacific northwest says that the  
attack started last may. they are offering two years of  free credit 
monitoring and  identity theft protection.   

0:26 3/18/15 11:09p consumer 

this just in, victims of the  massive data breach in 2013 will  get 
money from target thanks to  a settlement. they have agreed on a 
$10  million settlement. each victim should get back as  much as 
$10,000. target said as many as 40  million credit card and debit  
card accounts may have been  affected.   

1:48 3/19/15 11:02p consumer 

the international terminal  at l.a.x. is at the center of a  potential 
massive data breach,  and the impact at this, the  country's 
second largest airport  is still unknown. nbc 4's john cadiz klemack 
is  live at the airport. he spoke with a possible victim. john? >> 
reporter: learning a little  bit more about it tonight. airport police 
telling us that  they do believe there are some  employees here at 
the airport  who are affected by this.  
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0:49 3/19/15 11:16p consumer 

you know, while many people  love massive water pressure in  the 
shower, one woman in  woodland hills says be careful  what you 
wish for. susie says her water pressure is  so powerful, it actually 
hurts  to take a shower, and it has  caused underground pipe leaks  
for years. the dwp told the i team extra  pressure is necessary to 
push  the water up the hill to her  neighborhood. but leaks often go 
undetected,  and that drives up her bill. 

0:45 3/24/15 11:15p consumer 

social media is fuelling a  bitter battle between a pasadena  
restaurant owner and a woman who  tried to buy a homeless man  
breakfast. last week she paid for a  homeless man to eat at the  
recent but the owner said he  could only get his food to go. 

0:42 3/24/15 11:17p consumer 

scammers are posting fake  rental houses online and then  
stealing people's money. laurie burch was almost a  victim. a con 
artist tried to rent her a  home in palm springs that wasn't  his. it 
was a deal that sound today  good to be true.  

3:58 3/25/15 11:14p consumer 

what if the food at your  favorite restaurant was making  people 
sick but the health  department didn't tell the  public? the nbc 4 i 
team uncovered a  dirty secret. health officials knew about a  
salmonella poisoning but kept it  quiet. joel grover whose reports  
prompted l.a. county to create  that a, b, c grading system has  the 
latest investigation.   

0:38 3/30/15 11:16p consumer 

tonight a woman who admitted  she fell for an irs phone scam  is 
sharing her story. orange countiers in lori whalen  handed over 
$5,000 to an irs  imposter. he called threatening she would  lose 
her home and 401(k) if she  didn't pay up. 

0:28 1/16/15 11:09p 
court and legal 

decisions 

is it a game changer. the supreme court will take on same-sex 
marriage. justices agreed to decide whether all 50 states must 
allow all gay and lesbian couples to marry. the request came from 
15 same-sex couples in four states although the decision will 
effect the entire country. the justices will hear the argument in april 
and could rule in june. 

0:31 2/2/15 11:07p 
court and legal 

decisions 

new tonight, a landmark case  for california, a jury convicted  a san 
diego man for creating a  revenge porn website and  extorting the 
victims to get the  pictures removed. he allowed ex-husbands and  
ex-boyfriends to submit  embashszing pictures to the site  for 
revenge and the victims had  to pay hundreds of dollars to  take 
the pictures down. the case was the first of its  kind in the state. he 
faces up to 24 years in  prison.   

0:54 3/12/15 11:14p 
Court and Legal 

Decisions 

very serious charges citing  false testimony and withholding  
evidence. the santa ana judge has now  kicked the district 
attorney's  office off the biggest mass  murder case ever in orange  
county. that means it could be use years  before the families of 
eight  victims get closure. although scott due cry has  confessed to 
the 2011 seal beach  salon murders he still gets a  trial but it won't 
be the  district attorney's office that  prosecutes. the judge ordered 
the state  attorney's office to take over. 

0:26 3/26/15 11:09p 
Court and Legal 

Decisions 

changes to know about  tonight. state officials are easing up on  
residency rules for sex  offenders. the state corrections 
department  announced they will change the  policy that bans all 
registered  sex offenders from living near  schools or parks. now 
the law will only apply to  pedophiles. those convicted of sex 
crimes  involving children, and others  on a case-by-case basis.  
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0:26 3/30/15 11:16p 
Court and Legal 

Decisions 

students fighting for the  right to wear t-shirts with the  u.s. flag on 
cinco de mayo won't  get to take their case to the  supreme court. 
the school asked them to turn  them inside out or go home  trying 
to avoid a repeat of the  year before. a lower court sided with the  
school and the u.s. supreme  court decided not to hear the  
student's appeal.   

0:39 1/5/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we begin with this breaking news. two more new york police 
officers shot. this is video just in from the scene in the bronx where 
police are now look for the shooter.   within the last few minutes 
we learned that both of those officers are expected to survive. the 
offers were responding to a robbery call when one was shot in the 
back and was one shot in the arm. the shooters drove off and 
crashed their car and took off on foot. last month two nypd officers 
were shot in their patrol car in a revenge shooting.  

2:32 1/5/15 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

also new tonight, a robber picks the wrong house and the wrong 
man to mess with. the homeowner just back from back surgery 
was able to get on top of a bad situation there.   nbc 4s robert 
kovacik spoke with the former high school football player about 
how he fought back and joins us live with how the drama unfolded. 

1:59 1/5/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

happening right now, police are look for the person who shot a 
mother and father, kidnapped their daughter and left the babys 
body in a dumpster. nbc 4s gadi schwartz is in long beach where 
there is now a $10,000 reward in this case.  

0:26 1/5/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the serarch is on for an 83-year-old woman missing after leaving a 
bank in glendale. they say she is in the early stages of dementia 
and left a wells fargo bank around noon but never made it back 
home. she was wearing a burgundy hat, purple jacket and green 
pants and carrying a red bag when she disappeared.  deputies 
have not found the man who tried to set fire to his wife. she 
managed to call 911. paramedics rushed her to the burn center. 
shes going to be okay but there is no sign of her husband.   

0:46 1/5/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

Ventura county deputies have not found the man who tried to set 
fire to his wife. she managed to call 911. paramedics rushed her to 
the burn center. shes going to be okay but there is no sign of her 
husband.   very startling when you hear information about 
someone trying to set someone else on fire and that person, the 
victim, had enough character to get up and make a call on the 
telephone to ask for help.   

2:10 1/5/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

residents in pasadena outraged. they want answers about a 
former city employee arrested for stealing $6 million of city money. 
investigators from the d.a.s office made the arrest. beverly white 
was at tonights special meeting and is live outside city hall. 

0:30 1/5/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the 23-year-old suspect in the shooting rampage at l.a.x. was back 
in court but it will be another year before he goes to trial. he is 
accused of opening fire in terminal three last november, killing a 
tsa agent. prosecutors are asking for thedeath penalty. so they 
need more time to prepare for the trial. so far, the tentative 
proposed day is a year from now.   

0:50 1/5/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

Police found a two-year-old child asleep at the scene of a double 
murder suicide in palm springs. theres no way to know how long 
the toddler was alone with the bodies. police believe the man shot 
the women before he turned the gun on himself. a neighbor says 
she heard what sounded like gunshots several days ago. 
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0:22 1/5/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man was arrested for shooting his father and trying to make it 
look like a suicide. they fought just a couple weeks ago about 
cutting his $3,000 allowance by 200 bucks. thomas jr. left in a huff 
and hadnt seen his parents until he shot his father yesterday.   

0:31 1/5/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

scary moments in an elevator. he is caught on camera accidentally 
shooting himself. the officer should be okay here. he was out to 
dinner with his wife this weekend. when they went into the parking 
garage elevator he is fumble around with his gun. it dropped on 
the elevator floor and went off and hit him in the stomach. doctors 
treated him for nine-life-threatening injuries.  

0:26 1/5/15 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this 83-year-old woman from glendale we mentioned at the top of 
the newscast was found just a few moments ago. she was found. 
there was a lot of concern because of a health condition she 
suffers from. she is okay and will be reunited with her family 
shortly. she never returned home after leaving a bank this 
afternoon.   

1:57 1/6/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

women targeted, attacked and robbed in ambushes like this 
escalating. investigators are fearful the next attack could be worse. 
>> beverly white is live in koreatown who spoke to a woman 
whose neighbor was attacked. 

0:42 1/6/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search is on for a liquor store owner accused of child 
molestation and selling alcohol to teenagers. police were tipped off 
that the 51-year-old was selling drugs and alcohol to underage 
kids. they watched him sell drugs and moved in to make the arrest 
last october. he has been released and police believe he may 
have left the country. residents cant believe it.  

0:45 1/6/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

deputies in riverside county keeping a close eye on one 
neighborhood tonight. residents are on edge after a violent home 
invasion robbery targeted a 65-year-old woman. the attack left her 
with serious injuries. investigators say three men armed with a 
handgun knocked on the womans front door. when she refused to 
open, they kicked it in and hit her with the gun. they tied her up 
and searched for money and jewelry.  

0:22 1/6/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the burglars picked the wrong home to ransack. the home is full of 
cameras. these three guys hit this home one day after christmas, 
taking money and computer equipment worth about $1,000 but its 
they did not hide their identity completely. if they look floamiliar the 
lap would like to hear from you.   

0:53 1/6/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the question remains who killed an infant and dumped her body in 
a trash bin? long beach detectives hope a cash reward will lead 
them to the killer. the gunman shot the babys mother, father and 
uncle in long beach this weekend and the three-week-old 
disappeared. monday morning detectives confirmed they found 
the baby in a dumpster 100 miles away. since long beach 
detectives dont have a single tip, l.a. county officials approved a 
$25,000 reward for any information leading to an arrest. we talked 
to the man who found the baby girl.  

0:22 1/6/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

five young men will face a judge tomorrow morning charged with 
murdering a security guard at the cal skate roller rink on new years 
evening. the group was kicked out of the party and started 
shooting when they tried to go back inside.   

0:28 1/6/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we learned two are dead including the alleged shooter in an army 
hospital in el paso, texas. there was an active shooter at the v.a. 
hospital in el paso. army officials confirm the death of one person 
and the gunman as well. but they are not saying much about the 
identity of either or how the gunman died. the clinic serves military 
and their dependents in el paso and fort bliss.   
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0:27 1/6/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a terrifying scene in new mexico where a man opens fire on a 
police officers and its all caught on a body camera. the officer 
attempting a dui check over the weekend. thats when the driver 
opened fire, hitting the officer at least three times. police caught 
the suspect this morning. the officer is expected to make a full 
recovery.   

0:52 1/6/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

for most, the holidays mean giving, but others see it as an 
opportunity for taking. that has been the case in the silver lake 
area. in the last four weeks, thieves have targeted no less than 60 
homes. why so many break ins? during the holidays, a lot of 
people are somewhere else. another problem, fewer officers on 
patrol. lapd detective mike bland explains why patrols in those 
neighborhoods have decreased. >> we have a few less cops on 
the stories due to certain events in the city, protests and 
demonstrations.>> there are things you can do. hold neighborhood 
meetings. if you have a security system put up the signs. make 
sure its on and keep valuables locked up and out of sight 

0:28 1/6/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this just in, a sketch of one of three men wanted for kidnapping 
and sexually assaulting a 15-year-old girl in the san gabriel valley. 
the victim says three men grabbed her while she walked down the 
street and they forced her into a car. after the assault the suspects 
released the 15-year-old. if you have any information at all you are 
asked to contact the sheriffs department 

0:19 1/6/15 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we learned of breaking news of a couple found dead in their gated 
home. investigators plan to hold a news conference tomorrow to 
reveal a new lead. a sketch of the attacker.  

0:47 1/7/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

major break in the search for a man who killed a couple inside 
their home in a gated community in laverne. we now have an idea 
of what police think the suspect may look like. take a look at this 
sketch from the l.a. countys sheriffs deputies. they think he beat 
and stabbed shirley isom and her husband armie to death. she 
doesnt think the man in the sketch is the killer. 

0:27 1/7/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

santa ana police are look for a woman who is tossing bottles at a 
buddhist temple. the mystery woman shows up on security camera 
video at the buddhist temple. police say she damaged already the 
marble statues outside. she is an asian woman 25 to 40, 130 
pounds with short dark brown hair. if you recognize the woman, 
the santa ana police would like to know. 

0:22 1/7/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new images surrounding the deadly hit and run in marino 
valley. investigators are look for the driver of this suv. they say the 
driver hit a pedestrian there and just kept on going. the suv 
described as an older model suv, dark in color.   

0:44 1/7/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police continue to search for a man who groped three women on a 
bike path all within a span of a few hours. the first victim was 
attacked on monday night while walking on the bike path on her 
phone. the second woman was jogging in the area ten minutes 
later. and the third woman was grope lead the hours later two 
blocks from the bike path. 
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2:33 1/8/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

totally random. a toddler snatched out of a bedroom window. but 
her family chases down the attempted kidnapper. >> nbc 4s robert 
kovacik live in newhall, we are just spoke with the girls uncle who 
jumped in to help save her. robert? >> reporter: chuck and 
colleen,a totally random, totally frightening. we want to start out by 
saying that that 3-year-old girl is fine. she has been reunited with 
her parents. this is the house behind me where she was 
kidnapped. the windows in question are directly behind it. and right 
here across the courtyard is where that soft-spoken 15-year-old 
uncle who plays a big part in this uncle was when they came to 
find him to ask for help. okay. so this is where it happened. this at 
this hour is what we know. 

2:10 1/8/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a mysterious death and allegations of a wild high school house 
party. tonight a 15-year-olds mother wants to know why her son is 
dead. shes speaking with nbc 4s gadi schwartz, who learned the 
high school party had no parental supervision. 

2:16 1/8/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

these two men walking into this grocery store are there to buy 
something. not food, not drinks, nothing you would expect. one 
mother says they were in there trying to buy her 2-year-old son. 
now covina police want to pay these two a visit. nbc 4s beverly 
white live right now at the shopping center. 

0:23 1/8/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a brazen daytime robbery in the fairfax district as two men armed 
with handguns and wearing mofrpgy and gorilla masks held up a 
store and threatened the clerk there, taking with them several pair 
of nike jordan shoes for women. the robbery happened this 
afternoon. police say the pair took off in a later model gray nissan 
altima and that car had paper license plates on it.  

0:19 1/8/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an innocent man caught in the crossfire of a rival gang shootout 
along a busy street in silver lake. this happened around 6:00 
tonight. the lapd says the victim was a gardner in his 50s. he was 
hit in the shoulder and is expected to survive. three men were 
seen running from the area, vendome and silver lake boulevard 
where it happened. no arrests made so far. 

0:24 1/8/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a fiery end to a pursuit across several south bay cities tonight and 
it ended at kroes krans and vermont in gardena when the car hit a 
van and suddenly caught fire. the highway patrol says the driver 
wouldnt stop when theytried to pull him over in lennox. at one point 
a weapon was tossed from the car and landed in a center divider. 
the highway patrol is still looking for that weapon. both suspects 
are in custody. 

0:41 1/8/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 5-year-old boy and his grandmother, whose hand he was 
holding, are both in the hospital tonight. they were hit by an suv in 
koreatown, and the driver never stopped. and its all on 
surveillance camera. in the video you can see the two crossing the 
street. now, were not going to show you the actual impact but you 
do get a look at the car, an older gray lincoln navigator. we also 
have a different angle of the vehicle. this happened yesterday 
morning on beverly boulevard near robinson. >> not a crime to be 
involved in an accident. these accidents happen all the time. its a 
crime when you leave. >> the two were not in a crosswalk. the 
grandmother is in stable condition, but her grandson is listed as 
serious.   
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0:45 1/8/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

stealing lunch money is usually a problem you find on the 
playground between students. but one school district accountant is 
now in jail for stealing millions in lunch money. and wait till you see 
how she did it. this is the former accountant for the rialto school 
district, judith oaks. she puts the money from the districts 
nutritional lunch program in the money bag there. but you keep 
watching. she also stuffs thousands of dollars into her bra. 
investigators say this went on for eight years. they believe she 
stole close to $2 million and used the money to upgrade her home, 
take lavish trips, and buy things like off-road vehicles. >> it 
disgusted me a little bit, you know, to see that that was actually 
being done, that money was taken. >> a judge today sentenced 
her to five years in county jail.  

0:31 1/8/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have new video tonight of the deadly cleveland police shooting 
of a 12-year-old boy. officers thought that tamar rice was holding a 
gun, but it was only a toy. the video shows his 14-year-old sister 
running toward herbrothers body. officers forced her to the ground, 
then they handcuffed her and put her in the back of a patrol car. 
the video appears to show the officers did not provide immediate 
medical assistance to the boy. tamir rice had a toy airsoft gun. the 
county sheriffs department is investigating the officers conduct. 

0:25 1/8/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

what a wild ride that was. dramatic video. this is out of 
albuquerque, new mexico. you can see what happens here. a bus 
accident sends the driver flying through the windshield. he 
struggled to maintain control but hit a sign post and that sent him 
right through the glass. the bus collided with a pickup truck that 
ran a red light. somehow neither driver was seriously hurt in the 
accident. 

0:20 1/9/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this just in, lapd tells us they will be increasing the security at 
sundays golden globes. this is the first big event in l.a. since the 
terrorist attacks in paris. as the preparations continue, the lapd 
says there are no specific threats but they will be extra vigilant and 
as members of the foreign press converge on beverly hills.   

0:28 1/9/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the lapd bomb squad is looking into a stolen car. here is the 
scene. a robot is down there to open the backdoor of a car. a two-
block area around second and los angeles street remains closed 
at this hour number word on why the bomb squad was called out 
tonight. well work to get you information and have it for you in the 
morning.   

2:29 1/9/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a shocking development involving these king cakes from a bakery 
in santa ana. they made more than 30 people sick. police tell us 
there was a synthetic drug baked into the bread. kate larson is live 
in santa ana with what happens next in this situation now that 
drugs are apparently involved. >> reporter: typically a health 
agency would be involved. but since this potentially involves drugs 
the orange county sheriffs department and the santa ana police 
department are investigating.  

0:24 1/9/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the driver of a stolen pickup truck behind bars tonight. a lot of 
people were affected by this. it started just after 7:00 down the 110 
freeway in highland park before the driver took to the streets near 
staples center after about 25 minutes the driver stopped in silver 
lake and surrendered along with his female passenger.   
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1:59 1/9/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

whatever it takes. that is the mind set of a community in long 
beach looking for answers in the murder of a three-week-old 
infant. nbc 4s beverly white spent time with those looking to find 
that girls killer. >> reporter: this wasnt your average candle light 
vigil in long beach with loved ones stepping away to investigate 
the unsolved murder of the girl kidnapped here last weekend. the 
grandmother of the murdered infant went door to door in long 
beach tonight, clutching an information flier and flanked by friends. 
the body of her three-week-old granddaughter found in a san 
diego dumpster on sunday. police in long beach hope the door 
knocking helps find the killer. she was abducted by a man who 
shot and wounded her parents and uncle.>>  

0:29 1/9/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

keep your doors and windows locked in manhattan beach after a 
string of home break ins there. burglars hit three homes on the 
beach on the strand there. the thieves took everything from purses 
to a car.>> manhattan beach is extremely safe and i dont want our 
citizens to be overalarmed but i want them to be cautious. >> 
investigators believe all of the houses were unlocked making it 
very easy for the burglars to get inside.   

0:24 1/9/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are investigating an elaborate burglary that took place at a 
jewelry store where thieves got away with items valued at 
$10,000. this happened at colorado boulevard. they first broke into 
a pizza parlor next door and broke through a common wall, 
making away with jewelry, silver, coins, and gold.   

0:46 1/9/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight a major break in a cold case. police have been working on 
the case for four years. it all began inside this home where an 86-
year-old woman was found murdered. now four years later, police 
say her case is solved because of another murder involving her 
friend. recently through dna testing detectives connected jerome 
rogers to the murder. >> the horror of these last four years has 
been devastating formy family. >> rogers is already charged with 
the 2012 murder of the friend. her attorney says evidence will 
show that someone else committed the murder.  

0:41 1/9/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have new information in what has turned out to be a terrible 
misunderstanding. a mother at a grocery store contacted police 
because she thought two men were trying to buy her two-year-old 
for $100. here are the men were talking about. police thought it 
was a possible case of child trafficking and sent out this warning. 
the two men immediately came forward to police and tried to tell 
them they tried to give the woman $100 to buy her son something 
nice. the woman said she was scared and she might have 
misunderstood. investigators say they are confident it was all a 
misunderstanding.  

2:30 1/12/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a mystery in the desert. an l.a. vp vanishes in palm  desert. his 
family speaks out about his  disappearance.  >> now tonight, we 
have learned  the man's disappearance could be  connected to a 
crash that  happened years ago. nbc 4's beverly white joins us  
now with the new details. >> reporter: that's right,  robert. a 
growing sense of urgency from  family and friends about the  
missing corporate vice  president. they are counting on social  
media to tip the scales in their  favor.  

0:31 1/12/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the lapd and the fbi are  reintroducing a $100,000 reward  tonight 
to track down the  notorious tear drop rapist. detectives are 
followed hundreds  of leads. but they hope it will generate  new 
ones. he has a tear drop tattoo on his  face. police have linked him 
to 32  sexual assaults all the way back  to 19 it 6. the most recent 
in 2012.    
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0:40 1/12/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we are hearing from someone  close to one of the victims who  ate 
kings cake. sold at several mexican bakeries  in orange and long 
beach. one woman's pregnant sister  became ill.  >> she threw up 
immediately and  felt dizzy and the next day we  were at the 
grocery store and  she almost, like, passed out on  me.  >> the 
woman said her sister's  baby is okay but due earlier  than 
expected.    

0:25 1/12/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in southern california, two  suspected thieves caught on  camera 
and police need your help  identifying them. take a look at the two 
men  believed to be taking apple  computers and laptops from  
corporations. police think these two men are  behind all of the 
crimes. if they look familiar, give the  ventura county sheriffs a 
phone  call.    

0:30 1/12/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

s.w.a.t. officers searched  an olive garden restaurant after  an 
armed robber locked five  employees inside an industrial  
refrigerator. he took their cell phones and  cash. the group was 
locked inside for  about 30 to 40 minutes but  fortunately no one 
was hurt. the sheriffs are aware of  similar robberies in arcadia.    

1:44 1/13/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

you call it a dangerous  dress up game. investigators say two 
female  robbers pretended to be officers  and their targets all had 
one  thing in common. gadi schwartz spoke with a man  who said 
he witnessed at least  one of their alleged crimes. >> reporter: 
that's right. the witness we spoke to pointed  out this parking lot 
right  across the street here at susan  saying that is the parking lot  
where the two women would wait  to prey on immigrants walk by  
from the metro and two women  have been arrested for  
impersonating the police.  

0:26 1/13/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have a developing story  out of riverside right now where  a 
manhunt has been going on for  the past eight hours, police  
looking for an armed bank robber  there. this is a picture that the  
police gave us tonight. the gunman wearing a black mask  and 
white shirt and hoodie there  and he is armed. it happened at the 
u.s. bank on  van buren. three schools in the vicinity  were put on 
lockdown.    

0:26 1/13/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it had to be one of the  shortest police chases on record  but it left 
a mother and her the  child injured in north  hollywood. the driver 
may have been under  the influence of something. he led the 
police on a chase  that lasted 60 seconds before he  crashed into 
another car. the driver was arrested. investigators are not 
releasing  the condition of the woman or  her child at this time.    

0:30 1/13/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

prosecutors introduced never  before seen video evidence at  the 
hearing for three teenagers  accused of killing a usc grad  student. 
surveillance video of the three  chasing down the student and  
hitting him with a bat last  summer. police arrested the defendants  
when a young examine says the  three robbed them. this hearing 
will determine if  there is enough evidence to hold  a trial.    

0:39 1/13/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

gardena police gave us  surveillance pictures of a pair  of purse 
snatchers they are  trying to track down. a man and woman 
approached a  woman in gardena while she was  walking from her 
car at work. the woman grabbed the victim's  purse and punched 
her in the  head. they took off in this silver  dodge neon. if you 
have any information,  gardena police would like to  hear from you.   
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0:30 1/13/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

fighting fires is tough  enough. but a firefighter in san jose  had to 
deal with a booby trap. the fire department sent out  this picture. 
you can see the hole with wooden  spikes sticking out of the  
bottom. it was covered by a burlap sack. fortunately the firefighter 
was  not hurt but right now  investigators are trying to  figure out 
why someone would  have put that trap there.    

9:11 1/14/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

 take you out to the scene of  breaking news. we have been 
watching an erratic  chase. a white chevy impala with maybe  five 
people inside.  >> this has become a slow-speed  pursuit.  >> i 
would say a slow-speed  pursuit at this point. we have been doing 
circles here  as lapd pursues this reckless  driver. the chase ended 
up on the 5  freeway and southbound on the 5  in towards the 170 
and got off  on victory. we are in north hollywood here. and lapd 
with several vehicles  in pursuit of the subject who is  breaking 
every rule of the road. at one point he was caught  throwing 
something out the  window on the 5 freeway. they may take an 
opportunity a  do a p.i.t. maneuver. they are closing in on him  
rapidly. occasionally he will come to a  pause going through stop 
signs  here. but this was a reckless driver  and possibly a dui 
suspect and a  number of people in that car,  possibly several kids 
from what  we're hearing on the police  scanner right now.   

2:16 1/14/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

 a mother heart broken  tonight after a violent attack  at the 
family's doughnut shop  leaves her son dead. the lapd detectives 
are going  through video look for  witnesses, hoping to find the  
killer.  >> nbc 4's beverly white is live  in south l.a. this evening 
with  the family's plea for help. beverly? 

0:26 1/14/15 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

 we are following a  developing story in chatsworth  where a 
woman says a man  sexually assaulted her at a park  bathroom. 
officers responded to a call at  the park near cal state  northridge 
where police found  the man and woman inside a  bathroom. the 
woman says the man sexually  assaulted her and officers  
arrested him. we have made several calls this  evening but police 
are not  releasing more information at  this time.   

1:04 1/14/15 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

 new tonight, despite the  police shootings of michael  brown in 
ferguson and ezell ford  in los angeles, some community  
members say they do not want the  lapd officers to wear body  
cameras. the issue? privacy. for the first time, community  
members weighed in on the lapd's  decision to arm every single  
officer with a lapel camera.  >> all it does to serve is to  spy on us 
and watch us.  >> the surveillance awareness of  the civilian 
population which we  don't need and don't want.  >> and you is 
shown a disregard  and disrespect for what people  are saying 
here.  >> there are those who support  the police body cameras. 
>> it's about time those cameras  are turned around.  >> you can 
say whatever you want  to say. but it's about human  relationship 
and if big  brother's a part of human  relationship, so be it.  >> 
nearly 900 cameras will be  issued in the first quarter of  this year. 
the video will be stored for at  least two years.   

0:30 1/14/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

 an orange county repairman  arrested and charged with  
molesting six and seven-year-old  girls while out on service  calls. 
the 37-year-old worked has a  plumber and heating and  air-
conditioning repairman. in 2011 and 2013 he approved for  homes 
for repairs and molested  two young girls.  
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0:42 1/14/15 11:23p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

 we have an update on that  erratic chase. maybe up to five 
suspects in  custody. that is directly from the lapd. the chase came 
to an end. we can tell you at one point  police said there were --  
something was thrown from the  car in the mission hills area. the 
suspects threw something out  of the window near the 5 freeway  
and the 118. the lapd says there may be  traffic breaks in that area 
so  the police can search. the end at chandler and vineland  
maybe up to five suspects in  custody and we'll have the  latest on 
this tomorrow morning  on today in l.a.  

0:49 1/14/15 11:24p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

 the lapd is not laughing  about a prank where a group of  men 
claimed they had coke in  their trunk. they posted this video on  
youtube on monday. it starts with two men asking  people at 
venice beach if they  wanted to buy coke. one man says we have 
a bunch of  coke in the back. they had cans of the soft brink. the 
lapd says it does not  condone this behavior.  >> dangerous to the 
officers and  the individuals conducting the  prank but it's it's a 
waste of  resources, time, and money. >> the lapd adds the 
officers  were very professional with how  they treated the men 
involved in  that prank.   

2:13 1/15/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

 breaking news. a murder arrested tonight as the  community 
comes together to  grieve the killing of a  well-known clerk at a 
donut  shop. they learn about a big  development in this case. >> 
nbc 4's beverly white told  about the custody. >> even the beat 
cops who  marched tonight with the family  and the community 
seemed to have  no idea there had been an arrest  earlier this 
morning in the  case. so they had no comment, but the  family 
certainly did when we  told them for the first time. nearly 48 hours 
after donut  store worker andrew ung was  stabbed to death by a 
robber,  the lapd confirms an arrest in  the case happened at 4:30  
thursday morning. when we learned about the arrest  tonight, we 
sought reaction from  ung's family. it turns out they didn't know  
until we told them.   

1:39 1/15/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

 the mystery of what happened  to a missing aig executive has  
only deepened tonight with the  discovery of his body in a pond  at 
a desert resort. nbc 4's gadi schwartz is live  for us in palm desert 
and he  spoke with investigators. gadi? >> reporter: well, the 
riverside  county sheriff's department told  us that they searched 
all the  ponds here thoroughly and found  nothing. but then today 
in one of those  same ponds, the body of omar  meza was finally 
found. from day one, all indications  pointed to 33-year-old omar 
meza  being here at the jw marriott. he was seen on surveillance  
video. investigators said his wallet  was found on the golf course  
next to his carefully folded  jacket. and earlier, his wife told us  the 
bloodhounds had led  investigators to a pond.  

0:26 1/15/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

 new tonight, a similar  ingredient that gets people high  in 
marijuana is what  investigators found in bread  that made dozens 
of people sick. synthetic cannabinoid is the  drug found in the 
three kings  spread that came from cholula's  bakery. nine stores 
sold that bread and  more than 46 people got sick. it's still unclear 
who put the  drug in the bread.  

0:27 1/15/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

 taking packages left at a  front door is not just a crime  that we 
see during the holidays. a fewer e-mailed thus video from  franklin 
hill showing what looks  like a mini cooper pulling up  and 
someone getting out and  grabbing a package off the front  porch. 
the woman told thus is now the  second time this has happened in  
just two months, even though she  has a sign on her front door  
asking the packages be dropped  off at the back door.  
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0:31 1/15/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

 in mission hills, the driver  is in jail tonight for running  down an 
lapd officer with his  suv. this happened this afternoon on  haskell 
avenue near the 118 and  the 405 freeway. the undercover officer 
was  trying to pull over a chevy  tahoe, but the driver didn't  stop 
and ran into a fence with  the officer hanging on to the  side of the 
truck. the suspect jumped out and took  off on foot, and that 
triggered  a manhunt with several schools  put on lockdown until 
his arrest  about four hours later. the officers expected to fully  
recover.  

2:01 1/15/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

 also new tonight, a tearful  plea from a teenager to find her  stolen 
dog. when thieves stole her family  car, apparently they also took  
off with her best friend. robert kovacik joins us live in  long beach. 
robert, we understand this dog  was so much more than a pet? >> 
so much more, colleen. and, you know, it started right  here in this 
parking lot after a  short car trip to come pick up  prescription. but 
we learn tonight from a  teenager that the best tonic she  ever had 
came into her life two  years ago. and while she went inside, he  
sat there, dutifully in the back  seat, waiting for her to return. and 
now she is waiting for him  to come home. 

0:39 1/15/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

 we're getting word of  breaking news out of panorama  city. an 
officer-involved shooting  there. police say a man tried to attack  
an officer there. chris christie overhead.  >> colleen, a large police  
presence here along reedly  street after a man was attacked  with 
a knife. that's when he fired his service  revolver, and apparently 
that  suspect has been taken down and  taken over to a local 
hospital. the officer was not injured in  this incident. but you could 
see a large number  of lapd officers descending on  the scene as 
this investigation  gets under way. reporting live, i'm chris  christie, 
nbc 4 news. >> thank you, chris.  

0:23 1/15/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

 cameras captured a burglary  in process, this at a home in  
arcade da. and now sheriff's deputies here  in los angeles county 
want you  to get a real good look at both  of these suspects. the 
pair broke into the arcadia  home that happened to have a  very 
sophisticated monitoring  system. it happened last week. and that 
system caught the  particulars in the act. but by the time police 
arrived  at the home, the two were gone.  

3:08 1/16/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news out of hollywood. a driver shot twice while sitting in 
a rolls royce. the man is still on the run. >> this starts at sunset 
and stretches to sierra bonita. robert kovacik is live on the scene 
on the ground with details on the shooter that police are look for.  

0:27 1/16/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police want you to look at a sketch of a man who they say tried to 
kidnap a woman while she was doing laundry. there were two 
suspects. one man grabbed the woman by her. but she was able 
to run away. her husband chased down both of the guys. one of 
the men punched him. the second was wearing a mask number 
description on him but its they got away in a late model white 
chevy s-10 pickup.  

0:27 1/16/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are trying to identify this man. he fakes being a doctor to get 
pain medication. here he is at a cvs pharmacy. he is able to get 
information. then he calls the cvs pharmacy to verify the 
prescription. he has been spotted at cvs locations in montross. if 
he looks familiar, call the glendale police department.  
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0:29 1/16/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have video of a woman who has been stealing from tip jars at 
restaurants across the west side. this video is from -- which police 
say she hit on monday night. she steps up, asks to see the menu 
while talking on the phone. and she grabs the cash out of the tip 
jar while the employees are not looking. she has struck soul 
sausage last thursday and slice truck pizza on wednesday. 

0:32 1/16/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a leaked e-mail from a sorority at usc reveals superstrict physical 
guidelines during recruitment. although this e-mail is from 2013 it 
has gone viral. cannot stress how important spanx are. as for 
makeup, whoever wrote this e-mail says if her sisters arent 
wearing the required makeup your sister will apply it herself. 

2:15 1/16/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new information on a man who was shot while inside his rolls 
royce tonight in hollywood. the suspect getting away on a bicycle. 
nbc 4s robert kovacik is there. i know you have great sources. do 
you know when we will know who it was that was shot in that rolls? 
>> reporter: just minutes ago, the lapd told me and im quoting we 
are starting to put the story together.  

0:31 1/16/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a three-year-old boy missing, a man is dead. a lot of confusion on 
an indian reservation in east san diego county. police responding 
to a woman saying her child was dead. when officers arrived they 
found a man and his girlfriend in the house. there was a standoff. 
a shot was fired. she surrendered with a shotgun and he was 
found dead. family confirm the woman has a three-year-old son 
and he is still missing.  

0:24 1/16/15 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have more information on the breaking news out of hollywood 
where someone on a bicycle shot a high-end property manager 
while he was sitting in his rolls royce. the shooter may in fact know 
the victim. the victim is expected to survive. well have much more 
on the new developments throughout the night and bring you the 
latest tomorrow morning on today in l.a. at 7:00 a.m.  

0:47 1/16/15 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the lapd is look for a man who did something that investigators say 
they have never seen before. he broke into 11 houses all on the 
same day. we have a good look at him. all of the break ins were 
near laurel canyon boulevard. >> 11 in one day. ive never seen it. 
>> it is very brazen. and its a quiet neighborhood and you notice -- 
and since i work from home and i could see the traffic, i see 
random cars come by but its rare. >> 11 break ins in one day. two 
of them people were at home at the time. the suspect drives a 
dark green mazda with car max paper plates and appears to walk 
with a bit  

0:26 1/19/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a warning tonight for  residents in the montclair area,  go men 
pretending to be police  officers, one going up to a  woman and 
robbing her. they ran away when her friend  stepped in and 
threatened to  call the real police. two months ago the same thing  
happened in montclair, it is  natural to assume they could be  
connected but police are not  sure.   

0:28 1/19/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new in santa ana, marking a  year since a young woman, kim  
pham, was beaten to death by two  other women at a club. this 
attack happened outside the  now closed crosby club. they kicked 
her in the head  while she was down on the  ground. two months 
ago a judge sentenced  those two women to six years in  prison.   
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0:38 1/19/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the hollywood real estate  mogul shot while in his rolls  royce friday 
night. now his firm is offering a  $10,000 reward to find the  
shooter. police say the man rode up and  shot cameron siegal, he 
was  rushed to the hospital in  critical condition. doctors expect 
him to survive.  >> it is becoming more and more  apparent that it 
was not just an  active random robbery, there was  not even a 
robbery attempt. we're just trying to find out  who did it.  >> the 
reward is being offered  for any information leading to  an arrest 
and conviction here.   

0:41 1/19/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

>>>what you're looking at here  is a man breaking into an  
apartment with a machete and  then the resident in the  apartment 
shooting the intruder  three times. this is video out of idaho that  is 
going viral. it actually happened last  february. the man inside the 
apartment  said he heard screaming above so  he set up a 
camera, grabbed his  gun just in case anything  happened. well, 
apparently it did, the  intruder who confessed to trying  to kill that 
man has since  received a 15-year prison  sentence.   

0:36 1/19/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man is dead after an  apparent case of road rage. tonight, the 
family wants  justice, they say jerry lakes  was driving on january 
the 4th  when a light colored jeep  liberty apparently started to  tail 
gate him. the two drivers eventually  stopped. they got into a fight. 
that is when leeks took a punch  to the head, he later died at  the 
hospital. well, here is the driver that  police are looking for tonight. 
they believe the jeep that he  was driving is either tan, beige  or 
silver.   

0:35 1/19/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a flasher is targeting  children in the thousand oaks  area and 
police worry this is  only the beginning with two  reported incidents 
just last  week both at parks near west  lake hills elementary 
school. the parents we talked to were  shocked and angry.  >> 
especially a place so public  like this, with all of the  houses 
around it. i'm surprised they would choose  this park.  >> the 
ventura county sheriff's  deputy said you can lawfully  take pictures 
of somebody you  see who you believe is acting  suspicious. the 
deputy telling us license  plates are ideal in catching a  flasher.   

0:35 1/20/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

just in, police identified a  doctor who was shot to death  inside a 
boston hospital as  someone who grew up around l.a.  and may 
have family ties to the  area. 44-year-old michael davidson was  
the director of cardiac surgery  at brigham and women's hospital. 
the gunman came to the hospital  at 11:00 and asked to speak to  
the doctor and shot him. the gunman, a 55-year-old, then  shot 
himself. police are in the process of  talking to witnesses but said  
they believe something in the  past upset the man and led him  to 
seek out the doctor.   

0:22 1/20/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

within the past hour we  learned a former high school  teacher and 
baseball coach  accused of embezzlement will  turn himself in 
tomorrow. a judge issued a felony arrest  warrant for the man. 
snyder paid off his credit card  with donations intended for the  
high school baseball program.   

0:23 1/20/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the city of los angeles  plans to offer a reward to help  find the 
person who started the  downtown apartment complex fire. 
investigators and city leaders  will announce the details at  news 
conference tomorrow  morning. a city council member is  
proposing a $75,000 reward. the fire caused between 25 and  $35 
million in damage.   
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0:41 1/20/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a culver city teenager is  suing the school district saying  that three 
football players  raped her and videotaped her. she said she was 
assaulted in  the school parking lot in  december of 2013 and she 
claims  it happened two more times once  on campus and once on 
a nearby  street. her lawyer says the school  district should have 
done more  to prevent it from happening.  >> lack of supervision. 
lack of security, lack of  patrolling the campus. had she said yes or 
it had been  consent yule, an adult is on the  hook.  >> jered 
weaver is currently  serving five years probation.  

0:49 1/20/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it has happened again. another mistrial for the man  accused of 
killing a  five-year-old boy on halloween. tonight the boy's 
grandfather  talked with nbc 4. william shannon has been there  for 
each of the trial. both times the jury failed to  convict leonard hall 
who shot up  his home in 2012 thinking that a  rival gang lived 
there. instead he shot and killed the  five-year-old boy who was 
there.  >> it has been a long journey to  get to this point. we have 
faith in god and in the  judicial system.  >> a hearing is scheduled 
for  february 4th. shannon told us there will be a  third trial.   

0:39 1/20/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we're getting a look at  video of a robber who used a  very 
unusual weapon, a blow  torch to rob a deli. you can see the clerk 
jumps up  on the counter when the robber  threatens to hit him 
with the  torch. the crook grabbed the money from  the register 
and a bottle of  vodka off the shelf and then  just took off.  >> 
shook up. he's very scared in the sense  that he has a family 
himself. trying to make a decent living. >> the robber drove away 
in a  brown or silver four-door older  model chevy suburban.   

3:20 1/21/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a neighborhood on lokdown. a man with a gun barricaded  
accused of killing a police  canine.  >> robert kovacik is live in  
hemet where he received new  information about all of this. 
robert? >> reporter: exactly right,  chuck and colleen. it's what this 
neighborhood may  not want to know. we just spoke with the 
riverside  county sheriff's deputies. the lights are dark behind me  
because they asked the neighbors  to turn off the lights in this  
neighborhood. we had an elementary school that  was impacted 
earlier today, the  children were not allowed to  leave the school 
because of  fears of where the gunman was. they believed he was 
in a house  on a street just behind me but  it's now we understand 
they  can't be sure that he's inside  there any longer. they're going 
to send robots now  inside to see if that suspect,  that armed felon 
remains inside  because the last officer albeit  one on four legs, 
lost his life  when he tried to enter. 

1:52 1/21/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and more breaking news. this in south los angeles. a teenager is 
killed in a drive  by shooting and now the search  for the shooter. 
we watched this unfold at 5:00. nbc 4's beverly white live with  
what we have learned.  >> an 11-year-old boy was a  backseat 
passenger in a car shot  full of holes here. that boy we know 
survived and  one brother went to the hospital  and right now they 
are about to  load a third brother away in the  coroner vehicle to 
the morgue. detectives confirmed multiple  rounds were shot into 
this kia  van. the 16-year-old driving the kia  was shot and injured 
and lost  control, crashing, shearing off  a fire hydrant and 
triggering a  torrent of gushing water. the man killed in the front  
passenger seat was the driver's  brother, an 18-year-old. it is not 
known if words were  exchanged only that things  turned deadly 
fast.   
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0:22 1/21/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new at 11:00, two people  in the hospital after someone  shot 
them at washington park in  pasadena. that shooting happened 
around  6:00 tonight. this park is north of the 210. pasadena pd 
says both were taken  into surgery. they are not releasing any 
other  information about their  condition or circumstances.   

0:47 1/21/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a teenager is booked on  suspicious of molesting three  children at 
a family-owned  daycare. there may be more victims. this is the 
daycare on fleming. the parents of a three-year-old  say their son 
told them he was  sexually abused by the owner's  17-year-old 
son. detectives found two more  victims, a girl and a boy ages  
three and four.  >> it's all alleged still but  it's disturbing. i have kids 
the same age.  >> he seemed pretty normal but  everybody has 
dark side.  >> over the past five years this  daycare received 14 
citations,  six are type "a" and that means  an immediate health 
and safety  risk.  

0:28 1/21/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a record $170,000 reward is  on the table for anyone who can  
track down the arsonist who  started the inferno at an  apartment 
building in downtown  los angeles that destroyed the  da vinci 
apartments causing  close to $30 million in damage. arson 
investigators are sure  this was deliberately set but  they don't 
know who did it or  why.   

0:36 1/21/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

show me your hands. no your not. no you're not. don't move. show 
me your hands.  >> and moments later, the  officer opens fire and 
kills the  passenger in that car. after seeing what he says was a  
gun in the glove compartment. this happened in new jersey. we 
watched this five-minute  video. the officer on the passenger  side 
yells if you reach for  something you're going to be  dead. that's 
what happened. police found a handgun in the  car. officers are on 
paid  administrative leave until the  investigation is complete.   

1:40 1/21/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a teacher is on paid leave  tonight. this comes after deputies  
arrested two teachers over the  weekend who they say had sex  
with students. this is the third teacher now  out of the school 
because of  what he posted online about the  situation.  >> nbc 4's 
gadi schwartz went  out to west covina tonight where  he has been 
talking with parents  there. >> reporter: another teacher  pulled out 
of the classroom  after pose posting on facebook  that the students 
should have  kept their mouth shot. the shock continues.  >> it's 
inappropriate.  

0:21 1/21/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have this just in. oxnard police are looking at a  shooting that 
killed a man while  he was out walking. police tell us someone shot 
the  victim from a car that was  driving by. and we still don't have a 
motive  or a description of the shooter,  but police say they were in 
a  honda sedan.   
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1:17 1/21/15 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we want to update you now on  that barricade situation. the 
suspect in hemet.  >> robert kovacik is still  there. what's 
happened, robert? >> reporter: colleen and chuck,  in the last 20 
minutes or so,  tear gas so strong that we felt  it all the way back 
here some  blocks from where the barricade  situation was going 
on. and what neighbors and my crew  are guessing was nine to 
ten  rounds of gunfire quickly fired. now when we left you, we  
believed per the riverside  county sheriff's department  there was a 
possibility that  this wanted felon who was armed  and shot and 
killed a riverside  county sheriff's canine perhaps  was no longer in 
the house. but we just saw a few minutes  ago an ambulance 
arrived, the  fire department left and a  number of san jacinto 
patrol  cars broke through the barriers  and headed to the area, 
leading  us to believe that perhaps this  wanted suspect and now 
dog  killer is in custody or perhaps  inside that ambulance. here's 
where you want to turn to  our free nbc app overnight and  today in 
l.a. starting tomorrow  at 4:30. we are live in hemet. i'm robert 
kovacik. back to you.  

0:42 1/22/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news that began in  west l.a. a reckless driver an high 
speed  chase. takes out cars, drives up on the  sidewalk and 
endangers everyone  around.  >> you can see here how it ended  
with a perfectly -- there it  goes -- executed high speed pit  
maneuver that sent the car over  there to the sidewalk. and that is 
just the way it's  supposed to happen. police forced had stolen car  
over. two women and a man got out. jail is their next stop and it  is 
just a short walk away. because the chase ended right in  front of 
the lapd police  headquarters.   

0:20 1/22/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news in north hills  where at least two are shot in a  
church parliament. happened in raven. this is a live picture from 
news  chopper 4. paramedic took at least one to  the hospital and 
police are  still looking for three gunmen  that got away in a gray 
mini  van. we'll stay on the story.   

1:58 1/22/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a woman grabbed on a  college campus. another attack while 
out  shopping. both got away from a man who  police say could be 
escalatic  his attempts to kidnap and  sexual assault women. live 
with what he know right  now. >> reporter: you could see out  here 
on campus it is pretty  dark. pretty desert. but this happened at 
5:00. this attack happening in this  parliament other here which 
was  very brazen considering that  this over here is activity  center. 
a lot of people around when that  happened. and hours later, later 
that  night on the other side of town  another woman attacked by 
the  same suspect. stepped up patrols around the  victorville valley 
college.   

0:27 1/22/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

just in police in ventura  continue to look for two men and  their 
female accomplice for  setting a homeless man on fire. we've been 
given new vur veins  photos. all three wanted for questions. john 
frazier remains in critical  condition tonight after being  set on fire 
last weekend. his injuries are is so serious  that officers still can't 
talk  with him. if you recognize anyone in these  photos give the 
police a call in  ventura.   

0:17 1/22/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

robbing a store in torrence. not once but three times in this  last 
month. each time they smashed windows  to get in. if you know 
anything about the  breakin' give the place a call.   
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0:24 1/22/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and arcadia police busted  what appears to be a massive  grow 
operation. more than 100 plants inside two  homes. here is what it 
looked like. arresting three people and found  two infants inside 
one of the  houses. officers about a mile apart. and the officers 
seized  something like 1200 plants. right now officers are taking  
care of the babies.   

0:37 1/22/15 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

he's flying.  >> and he was flying. this was a wild high-speed 
chase  through the streets of hollywood  tonight. started in burbank 
just before  9:00 with report of the stolen  car. the driver stopped 
under a tree,  jumped out, took off running,  doubled back to the 
car. got in again and took off once  again. then the chase took a 
dangerous  turn when the driver came head  to head with an 
officer and  started driving backwards. the driver eventually 
stopped  under a bridge and ran but ran  directly into a couple of  
officers and surrounded to those  officers.   

2:16 1/22/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an 80-year-old woman is tied  up as robbers take everything  they 
can and steal her car.  >> police caught the suspect bus  
neighbors are still shocked what  happened there. and why 
detectives want to talk  with those neighbors.  >> reporter: 
detectives want to  interview the neighbors to find  out if anyone 
heard anything  suspicious. around noon tonight a neighbor  told 
police it looked as if  someone may have tampered with  his 
window. the robbery appears to be random  but many of the 
neighbors can't  be so sure. a quiet cold sack rattled  tonight after 
two robbers broke  in and tied up the 80-year-old  home owner 
after they ransacked  her home.   

0:51 1/22/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

vandalism in a san gabriel  cemetery. tombstones shattered and 
the  police are looking for the cup  pretties behind this random act  
of violence. two gravestones were destroyed. they overturned a 
large granite  tombstone and tried to do the  same with a second 
one and gave  up because it was too tall and  too heavy to bring 
down. church officials say it is not  just about the monetary 
damage.  >> and what it does to a  community when somebody 
enters a  place that is considered sacred  and does this kind of 
vandalism. it impacts. and saddens the family. because why would 
somebody do  that? >> reporter: those vandals  caused more than 
$50,000 worth  of damage.   

0:47 1/22/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

was it murder for hire or  venting ab a business rival. either way 
the business owner  has a message for the former  rival. stay 
away. after a found a former skin care  business owner dom 
deluise not  guilty of finding someone to  higher her rival gabriel 
suarez. she vandalized his car and  presented negative posters 
about  him.  >> as long as she stays away  from me and people i 
love, i  want to feel safe.  >> any of her text messages that  they 
were trying to connect was  merely her venting. she never 
formulated the intent  to actually have him murdered.  >> dawn 
deluise spend ten months  in jail. her attorney says she's  
focussing on rebuilding the  business.   

0:38 1/22/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

caught on camera app armed  robbery at the chevron station. he 
walks through the door and  he's ready. he points his handgun at 
two  cashiers. and orders the employees to give  him three packs 
of cigarettes  and all the money in the  registerer. they comply and 
he calmly walks  out.  >> marietta is supposed to be a  real safe 
city.  
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0:42 1/23/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we begin at 11:00 with  breaking news from downtown  l.a., police 
and deputies  searching for a suspect in  handcuffs who may have 
used his  head to smash out a window and  escape from the 
backseat of a  patrol car. this is a live picture from the  scene at 
washington and  figueroa. the man is reportedly bleeding  from his 
head and hands wearing  a gray shirt, black pants and  may have 
run into a nearby  dealership there. no word on why he was 
arrested  in the first place but we will  keep following this breaking  
news story. our desk is make calls. we will bring you an update 
when  we get it.   

2:47 1/23/15 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a student killed, stabbed  with a sharp object just off  campus. 
investigators continue the  search for a teenager from  another 
school who apparently  did it.  >> robert kovacik is live with  what 
happened on the steps of  that middle school. >> reporter: earlier 
this  evening, nbc 4 was asked to go  and speak with the victim's  
family. but when we arrived they were  too emotionally spent and 
upset  to talk to us. now back here, this school up  until a few 
hours ago was shut  down until they could be sure  there was not 
a murderer among  them. as they look for a killer. the lausd now 
looks to monday. this is a murder that affected  two campuses. 
tonight, finally able to go  home. why did they keep you inside?  

1:58 1/23/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

punched in the face and  robbed. tonight the victim of a short  but 
violent home invasion  robbery tells his story to nbc  4. jane 
yamamoto, you talked with  him. how is he doing now? >> 
reporter: he is okay, still  recovering from his injuries  including a 
gash over his right  eye after trying to fight off  the suspect.  >> 
caught me by surprise. >> reporter: an encounter that  turned into 
a terrifying ordeal. the victim did not want us to  reveal his identity. 
someone rang his bell at 4:00  this afternoon. he didn't answer the 
door. moments later a man burst into  his office.  >> he got 
aggressive after i  tried to fight him off. and he punched me 
several times.  

0:50 1/23/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the ceo of a social media  company is in jail accused of  sex 
crimes against children. there may be more victims out  there. he 
is charged with 30 counts of  lewd acts. he used the name jeremy 
stevens  and claimed to be a teenaged boy  and in just a matter of 
minutes  had two young brothers making a  porn video of 
themselves and  downloading the video to him.  >> he was asking 
them to do  sexual positions, acts, show  body parts.  >> 
authorities say the man found  the nine and 12-year-old boys on  
tan go. that's an internet social  meeting site. the detectives did not 
search  his business but did take six  computers from the house 
he  shares with his wife and son.   

0:39 1/23/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and the district attorney's  office is being pressured to  prosecutor 
the lapd officers  involved in the shooting death  of ezell ford. 
activists said the autopsy  report shows that police shot  the 
unarmed black man in the  back at close range and they  want 
lacy to press charges.  >> he has the power to  independently 
speak with  witnesses and independently  gather evidence, 
independently  review evidence and to indict  these officers.  >> 
members of the group black  lives matter have also met with  chief 
charlie beck on this  issue.   
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0:29 1/23/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a lamp knocked on the floor,  suitcases full of clothing and  spilled 
popcorn. a judge releasing documents  today that give us a 
detailed  look inside the family home when  investigators arrived in 
2010. the mcstays vanished until three  years ago when a 
motorcyclist  found all four family members  buried in victorville. 
his former boss and partner  entered a plea of not guilty to  the 
murders.   

0:50 1/23/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

deputies are led to a big  marijuana bust. according to the 
neighbors there  were two people in this home  when fake 
probation officers  showed up at the front door. the two men inside 
were injured  and a harming davidson was taken  by the suspect. 
but when deputies arrived they  found and seized marijuana  
plants, processed marijuana and  drug-related things.  >> what if 
they go to the wrong  house and they beat us up? >> i was 
shocked because we have  our kids playing out here all  day. they 
are on their motorcycles  and to find out something like  that is 
going on so close to  home.  >> the two men at home were  
arrested. they face charges. deputies looking for the two  home 
invasion suspects.   

0:22 1/23/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

neighbors are hoping a cash  reward will generate leads for a  
serial tire slasher. silver lake city council is  considering a plan to 
create a  $2500 reward to catch the  vandal.  

0:34 1/23/15 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

right now we want to update  you on the manhunt going on in  
downtown l.a. >> this guy is still in  handcuffs.  >> the search 
continues in and  around the 110 freeway at the 10  freeway. 
canine teams searching every  inch of property under the  freeway 
there. abandoned cars, trash cans,  dumpsters you name it. the 
l.a. county sheriff's  department will not let this guy  go. back to 
you. >> he had to break the window to  get out.  >> and still 
handcuffed. 

2:26 1/26/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this robber has hit several  places in the inland empire. this video 
from his latest  attempt at a gas station in  murrieta this morning. 
and the store clerk spoke for  the first time to nbc 4's gadi  
schwartz tonight. there is no doubt this robber is  armed? >> 
reporter: that's right. but the men working here last  night and 
tonight, they are not  the type that scare very easily. that's them 
inside. that right there is james and  dennis. they are not most 
people. and last night, when the man who  has been terrorizing 
stores  around murrieta came in he seems  to have met his match.  

0:20 1/26/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new tonight, $700 worth  of packages stolen from the  front 
porch of a home in ventura  county. a viewer sent us her video 
from  last wednesday. they contained birthday presents  and 
valentine's presents. if you recognize the thief give  the ventura 
county's sheriff's  department a call.   

0:35 1/26/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a nurse was shot in the leg  at work. an armed man walked into 
the mlk  community hospital in willow  brook. he became par need 
and started  to struggle with security  offices. a handgun went off 
and a bullet  hit a nurse in the leg but it  wasn't life threatening.  >> 
this was a very ill young man  and i hope everybody will keep  that 
in mind.  >> how did it happen? security guards say they gave  the 
man a general pat down but  there were no metal detectors  that 
would have spotted the  weapon.   

0:20 1/26/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

gunfire erupted outside a  new hope, minnesota city council  
meeting. a man opened fire on a group of  police officers. he 
injured two of them. police returned the gunfire and  killed the 
shooter.   
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0:45 1/26/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

deputies in palmdale believe  a bank it deflected a bullet  that 
came close to injuring a  toddler. we talked with the boy's father. 
they say the bullet hit the boy  in the back while he was  sleeping 
with the blanket and it  was just thick enough. the blanket likely 
safed his  life. his family believes it was  divine intervention.  >> i 
have been serving the lord  for 15 years there while the  family is 
real humble. and they're in church four days  out of the week. >> 
police say that someone fire  lead the to five shots last  night and 
they're still looking  for the shooter.   

0:49 1/26/15 11:18p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the traffic app waze is  popular. but the lapd and departments  
across the country want to make  one change. the app gives you 
up to the  second road conditions including  where police are 
located. although it might help drivers  slow down. some of the 
departments want the  police tracking feature gone  because 
police are also involved  in stakeouts and investigations. >> the 
issue is this, that if  there is technology broadcasting  to the 
general public where all  our officers are all the time,  that couldn't 
be good for  officer safety. >> l.a. police chief charlie  beck asked 
google's ceo to  remove the police notification. a spokesperson for 
waze says the  app works with law enforcement.   

2:15 1/27/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a family divided over a man  who is charged with sexually  
assaulting and killing his  daughter. many gathered to remember 
the  victim, who wasn't even three  weeks old. nbc 4 ease beverly 
white is live  tonight where the vigil was  held. >> reporter: that's 
right,  chuck, investigators say the  baby's father reported her  
missing on friday and led them  to her body 12 hours later. with 
both sides of her family  present the focus was on the  baby. a little 
bit of singing, plenty  of hugs for the baby's family  and long 
stretches of silence. that was the mood for the vigil  for the 19-day-
old. her father in court accused of  her sex assault and murder 
where  his mother-in-law spoke out.  

0:35 1/27/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a two-man team has wracked  up $10,000 in fraudulent charges  
from credit cards they stole  from thousand oaks. one of the 
suspects distracts  the victim while the other  reaches into a 
handbag to lift  their wallet.  >> he has gone to another store  in 
the general area, and has  made numerous purchases of  either 
electronics or gift cards  before the victims realize what  is missing 
and cancel their  cards.  >> the two are spending money  
throughout ventura and northern  los angeles county.   

0:26 1/27/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and stealing sunglasses and  punching a security guard during  
the get away. new video catches the robber in  the act. this is from 
the nordstrom rack  in glendale. watch as the man grabs a couple  
of pairs of sunglasses and walks  around the store. it looks like he 
puts them in  his pants. when the security guard  confronted him, 
he hit the guard  and got away in this silver  cadillac.   

0:35 1/27/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the woman face charges for  running her car into a crowd of  
people coming out a redondo  beach church will stand trial. four 
were killed, including a  six-year-old boy who was coming  out of 
church just days before  christmas. margo brown steen was 
driving  under the influence of  prescription drugs. prosecutors 
claim what happened  was a crime and not an accident. one of her 
friends came to her  defense today.  
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1:56 1/27/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new at 11:00, vandals  turning cars into target  practice. car 
after car after car, all  with shattered windows. nbc 4's gadi 
schwartz joins us  with a look at all the damage  and the search to 
find the  person who did it. >> reporter: it's crazy to think  that a 
small bb gun can cause  tens of thousands of dollars  worth of 
damage. this truck window is about $300  to replace. while other 
windows we found  tonight will cost as much as  $2,000 each to 
fix.   

0:21 1/27/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the lapd made two arrests in  an unsolved murder of a  62-year-old 
last month. she was stabbed while walking  home from the grocery 
store. more details will be revealed at  a news conference that is  
scheduled for tomorrow afternoon  and of course we'll be there.   

0:19 1/27/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

los angeles county sheriff's  deputies hope you can help them  the 
person who stole the bronze  statue of a young girl waving  her 
hand. it is missing from imperial  highway and norwalk boulevard. 
it is worth $18,000.   

0:26 1/27/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a pot bust inside a  furniture store that never  opened for business 
in gilroy. the furniture store had a lot of  furniture but nothing was 
marked  for sale. in the back of the store,  detectives found more 
than 1,000  marijuana plants and 50 pounds  of processed pot. the 
street value on all this? more than $2 million.   

0:49 1/27/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the man who performs as mr.  incredible on hollywood  boulevard 
is convicted a woman  dressed up as bat girl. it was caught on 
camera in  october. 35-year-old mohamed billick is  looking at one 
count of battery,  three days of probation and  anger management 
sessions. we talked to one of the other  performers  

0:22 1/27/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man has been prying over  coin boxes on washing machines  
and taking the change. he is caught on camera at a  laundromat in 
camarillo.  

0:23 1/28/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have breaking news where  someone killed and dumped a  
woman's body in a parking lot  across from an lapd station. 
witnesses called 911 and  officers discovered she had been  
stabbed many times. the investigation into who and  why is just 
beginning.  >> we will continue to plow this  story throughout the 
newscast.   

3:54 1/28/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight a hitman serving 20  years to life in prison escort  by the 
lapd to be a guest  speaker for an l.a. crowd. robert kovacik is the 
only  reporter with video of what  happened tonight and the 
outrage  is already underway. >> reporter: i want to start  with a 
recorded conversation i  us with just listening to from  two people 
inside that event. the man they describe as the  king of the 
mexican mafia was  escorted in by s.w.a.t. and his  handcuffs 
were removed and as  waiters served the attendees, he  gave his 
presentation.  
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1:38 1/28/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

homicide detectives and the  coroner are on the scene after a  
woman was found stabbed to death  in a parking lot just across 
the  street from the foothill police  station. nbc 4's kate larson is on 
the  scene. >> reporter: we are behind the  businesses. and the 
woman was found in this  parking lot between this  7-eleven and a 
car wash. you can see the coroner's van. they arrived 30 minutes 
ago. and that radio tower is actually  the lapd's foothills division  
station. let's take a look at helicopter  video so you can see how 
close  is it to the police station. i'd say about 50 yards. lapd 
detectives say they arrived  on scene at 7:15 along with the  fire 
department when witnesses  found this woman in a parking  lot. 
she was dead when they arrived. i asked the detective how  
unusual it was to have a crime  like this right across from a  police 
station?  

2:04 1/28/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a million dollar home up in  flames. an arsonist caught in the act  
there. now investigators need to find  him before he strikes again. 
nbc 4's hetty chang is live with  new information about the  
homeowner there. >> reporter: we're about to show  you more of 
that surveillance  video that shows a heavy set man  throwing 
something into this  home. this is what nearly $1 million  of 
damage looks like. three months after the fire,  investigators have 
no idea who  the man is and they need your  help. neighbors 
remember that november  day when this recently remodeled  
million dollar home went up in  flames.  >> really fast. >> reporter: 
they had no idea  what caused the fire.  

0:21 1/28/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

also in san francisco, an  incredibly disturbing scene  downtown. 
police found a suitcase full of  body parts. they also found even 
more body  parts scattered around a  three-block area. police 
cannot confirm if it is  one body or several. investigators have 
identified  and are searching for suspect.   

0:32 1/28/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, one businessman  so fed up he called up with  
surveillance of a man who he  says vandalized his building. he has 
been hit twice since  december. over the weekend, video shows  
someone stealing three  air-conditioning units, valued  at $7500. in 
the other heist around  christmas time, a thief got away  with an 
electrical panel. he says repairs and replacements  cost him 
around $80,000. police say there is an uptick in  these heists with 
thieves  stripping the units for copper.   

0:46 1/28/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

another young life is lost  in a deadly hit and run. and this time the 
driver turned  himself in. candles and flowers mark the  spot where 
the girl lost her  life. she was a few months shy of her  18th 
birthday, run down  yesterday in hyde park.  >> i want to know 
when are we as  a community going to get tired  for allowing them 
to get four to  six years for killing our loved  one? what is the 
difference many your  choice of weapon? >> reporter: police say 
the  driver turned himself in today. rihanna's mother says she 
talked  to her daughter moments before  the crash and believes 
the  driver may have been following  her.   

0:25 1/28/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man known as the rolled  sleeves bandit is robbing banks  in the 
south bay. this man robbed at least seven  banks, many in 
huntington beach. but he has been caught in  hermosa, manhattan 
beach and  santa monica. he demands cash and has a gun.   

2:05 1/28/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a one-year-old dog is shot  and killed by a sheriff's  deputy. the 
deputy says the dog attacked  him and it's what happened after  
the shooting that has the owner  confused and angry. gadi 
schwartz on why this never  should have happened. >> reporter: in 
the last moments  of knox the dog's one year of  life.   
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0:27 1/28/15 11:19p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and this video shows what a  seattle high school teacher  
describes as an unprovoked  pepper spray attack by police. he 
says it happened after he  gave a speech at an mlk rally. he was 
on the phone with his mom  on his way to his three-year-old  son's 
birthday party. the naacp filed a claim against  the city of seattle 
and the  police department. the city has 60 days to respond.   

1:58 1/29/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news. suge knight to surrender. his truck was found but 
knight  was not.  >> beverly white is live in  compton live for us 
tonight,  where she talked with witnesses. beverly, what do we 
know about  the search for knight right now? >> right now he is not 
in  custody, chuck, nor has he been  questioned, to our 
knowledge. detectives tell us they place  suge knight at the wheel. 
tonight they are reviewing  videos and the suspect vehicle. the 
attorney for rap mogul  marion suge knight tells nbc 4  his client 
was driving the red  pickup truck that struck and  killed one man 
and injured  another here in compton around  3:00 p.m. 
investigator says whoever was at  the wheel did not stop. >> it 
looks like he drove  backwards and struck the victims  and then 
went forward and struck  them again as we left.  

0:27 1/29/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, we have now  confirmed that anaheim police  are 
investigating a report of  sexual assault at disneyland. police tell us 
the alleged  assault happened in december. but earlier today, 
investigators  had cast members submit dna  samples. anaheim 
police are not releasing  many details on this. we have also 
reached out to  disneyland for comment. a spokesperson telling us 
that  the theme park is aware of the  investigation and is  
cooperating.  

2:21 1/29/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight chief charlie beck  admits mistakes were made in  allowing 
a convicted killer to  be a keynote speaker. with heavy security, 
the lapd  escorted the hitman for the  mexican mafia into 
downtown l.a.  to speak to law enforcement and  wealthy business 
leaders. nbc 4's robert kovacik live  downtown tonight, where he  
learned the mayor addressed the  chief after our report. >> 
reporter: colleen, as soon as  our story aired last night, we  started 
to hear from you, our  viewers. some of you were perplexed. if the 
lapd wanted to take a man  out of prison to talk to him,  why didn't 
they just go to the  prison instead or skype? well, tonight we spoke 
with the  leader of l.a., who wants to  make sure this does not 
happen  again.  

0:19 1/29/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and this is new surveillance  video of the gang that made off  with 
more than a dozen propane  tanks from a 7-eleven in san  pedro. 
the video shows one man walking  out while another keeps the  
store clerk there distracted. and that's when those waiting  outside 
make off with the tanks. officers still haven't found the  thieves.  

0:26 1/29/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a new development in the  murder of a fox executive, gavin  smith, 
a convicted drug dealer  now charged with his death. john creech 
is the man and he is  already behind bars on a drug  conviction 
from september of  2012. the district attorney alleges  that creech 
killed gavin smith  in may of that year, and now  creech faces 
murder charges and  25 years to life. he is scheduled to be 
arraigned  next week.  
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0:36 1/29/15 11:19p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a silicone injection killed  a transgendered woman. and now 
investigators want to  know about something they call  plumping 
parties. the 40-year-old checked herself  into the hospital because 
she  had trouble breathing. now she is dead, and police are  trying 
to figure out if a crime  was committed here. investigators say that 
she went  to a silicone party in santa ana  for body modification  
injections. >> they found happiness in  seeing their body take 
shape,  their hips getting curvier, the  buttocks getting bigger and  
rounder. >> santa ana police hope that  anyone that was at that 
december  party will give them a call.  

0:23 1/30/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news now at 11:00,  a three-month-old baby abducted  
from her mother in a check  cashing business.  >> and l.a. county 
sheriff's  deputies released a description  of a 2004 honda element 
similar  to the one on the screen here. a woman says 28-year-old  
elsworth young punched her and  took off with her  three-month-
old daughter in the  backseat. he was last seen in bakersfield. the 
element has a washington  state made afd9769. if you see the car 
do not  approach it, just call 911.  

0:34 1/30/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man is detained in  connection with a bizarre murder  we have 
been following in san  francisco. a headless torso found inside a  
suitcase. you can see the man the police  detained with his head 
covered  by a sheet and on the right, a  surveillance photo of the 
person  of interest. someone called their tip line  saying they 
spotted the man in  the photos. investigators are quick to say  they 
do not know if this is the  man who is responsible for the  crime, 
only that he was in the  area where the suitcase was  found 
wednesday.   

2:03 1/30/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

shug knight is in a jail  cell facing murder charge after  police say 
he ran over and  killed a friend. family and friends are  
remembering the victim tonight. >> reporter: one compton native  
is dead and another in jail  tonight after an argument after  the 
straight out of compton  movie set. >> reporter: tonight by the  
parking lot where he was run  over and killed yesterday by rap  
mogul shug knight.  

0:15 1/30/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

have a game plan for super  bowl sunday. dui check points like 
this one  will be set up throughout the  weekend. the message 
from law  enforcement, if you plan on  drinking, designate a sober  
driver.   

0:28 1/30/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a whittier police officer is  out of the hospital after a  driver ran over 
his foot while  the officer was investigating a  separate deadly car 
crash. the man in his 60s crashed into  a tree and died on scene. 
that happened around 5:15 and  the officer was closing a nearby  
intersection when a car hit him. the officer was taken to the  
hospital but since been  released.   

0:37 1/30/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the man accused of killing  the mcstay family wants to  represent 
himself in court. he has a medical condition and  has six to eight 
months to live.  >> he rightfully wants to be  able to present this 
matter  tomorrow. or --  >> he is accused of killing his  former 
business partner,  joseph's wife and his two small  boys. the family 
disappeared in 2010. their remains were found in  victorville in 
2013.   

0:26 1/30/15 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

last night we reported on a  story about a convicted killer  and a 
high-ranking hitman for  the mexican mafia participating  in an lapd 
event for law  enforcement and business  leaders. we displayed a 
photograph that  was given to us by a law  enforcement source 
who told us  it showed him at the event but  it was not him. we 
apologize for the error.   
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2:16 2/2/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and more breaking news. a neighborhood on lock down. deputies 
closing in on a man who  tried to run over one of the  deputies.  >> 
gadi schwartz is live for us  in newhall with neighbors who  have 
been out of their homes  tonight. >> reporter: everyone has been  
allowed back in their homes. the suspect has been caught. we are 
far from where the scene  is. but we have been watching from  the 
mast cam on the live truck. this is a live shot as those  specialized 
units continue to  search for evidence. canine units and tactical 
teams  racing from all across the  country. from the air, units 
closed in on  a home where deputies believed  that jessie tucker is 
inside  refusing to come out.  

0:33 2/2/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a camera inside a pharmacy  captures the aftermath of what  
police are calling a hate crime. the victim in the striped shirt  was 
wounded on his right  shoulder. he was stabbed along with  
another man in a shopping mall  parking lot. witnesses heard him 
shouting  racial slurs at the men before  the attack. we're told they 
are both  expected to recover from their  wounds. vazquez is back 
in jail.   

0:23 2/2/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a suitcase shut down streets  in the hancock park area  tonight. it 
all turned out just to be a  suitcase, nothing more. news chopper 4 
was live at 6:00  at a's least 10 lapd units had  to investigate that 
suitcase. the mayor's wife says that no  one from the family was 
inside  the home at the time.   

0:25 2/2/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now just in, an  investigation is underway in  apple valley tonight 
where a  deputy shot and killed a man. deputies were responding, 
they  tell us, to calls of shots  fired. this was just before 6:30  
tonight. sheriff's deputies say a suspect  was shot and killed after 
he  opened fire on a law enforcement  helicopter. we understand 
the helicopter was  not hit and no one else was  injured.   

0:27 2/2/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

someone taking advantage of  all the personal information on  
your tax return, a tax burglar  caught on camera. this happened in 
highland at the  liberty tax that's on baseline  road. police say the 
man in the hoodie  and ski mask took files and  computers with 
documents and a  lot of personal information. if you've had your 
taxes done at  liberty you need to monitor your  accounts closely 
and contact the  company.   

0:27 2/2/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

suge knight will be in court  tomorrow to face murder charges. they 
say that he tried to run  down two men with his pickup  truck. one 
of them died and now knight  is being held without bail.   

3:47 2/2/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

held hostage in her own  home. a pasadena mother is telling her  
story for the first time in  hopes that other homeowners will  listen. 
nbc 4's hetty chang revealed the  critical but common mistake she  
made. >> reporter: beverly ginsburg  used to be the kind of person  
who never thought twice about  opening her home to need.  >> i 
never anybody is going to  take advantage of me. >> reporter: her 
rabbi told her  about a mother and daughter who  needed help.  

0:38 2/2/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

for the second time in a  matter of weeks a homeless man  was 
savagely attacked in ventura  on top of a parking structure  just 
after the super bowl ended. police believe five teenagers  attacked 
the man, hitting him in  the head with a bat and stabbing  him 
seven times in the back. the man is expected to survive. 
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0:41 2/3/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an lapd investigation is  underway into a santa clarita  teacher 
accused of inappropriate  behavior with minors. the lapd 
investigated after  several students reported the  staff member at 
the albert  einstein academy. it was determined the alleged  
crimes occurred in the city.  >> the sheriffs started it but  
determined that the alleged  crime happened in the city of  los 
angeles.  >> the academy says the staff  member will not be in 
contact  with students.   

1:56 2/3/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, sections of a  popular church boarded up after  
someone broke in and trashed it. beverly white joins us live with  
more on how this break in is  impacting church members. good 
evening. >> reporter: good evening. and that is correct. the thieves 
had to know they  were striking a church with a  steeple on the 
outside and  bibles on the inside. church goers are helpful that  
someone will help them replace  or recover their property. the 
office is just as thieves  left it.  >> they took computers and keys  
to the church van. they took credit cards and  crash.  

0:30 2/3/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details on a homicide  out of mission viejo. deputies have 
arrested a man for  killing his wife. in the past hour, the 
department  announced it arrested  74-year-old gary parsons for  
killing his wife barbara. the two got into a fight earlier  today and 
she suffered a fatal  injury. investigators haven't said how  she 
died but they are holding  her husband, gary parsons on $1  
million bail.   

0:38 2/3/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a former chp officer is dead  after a shootout with san  bernardino 
county sheriff's  deputies and investigators are  trying to figure out 
what  happened. friends of francis murphy rose  iii tell us he was 
depressed  after being forced to retire  from the police force. last 
night, officers say the  former officer fired at deputies  outside of 
his apple valley  home. the deputies fired back, killing  francis. 

0:19 2/3/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

l.a. police gave us this  video hoping to get a lead on a  burglary 
suspect. police say he was caught on  camera breaking to the 
business  after hours. they're not saying what the  business was or 
where just that  they would like to hear from  you.   

0:27 2/3/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and suge knight is in the  hospital after suffering a  medical 
emergency in court. he just pleaded not guilty to  murder in a hit 
and run case. knight faces charges for  allegedly running down 
two men  in comforten. it's unclear what kind of  medical 
emergency he suffered  from but a sheriff's deputy  described it as 
an anxiety  attack. knight's next court date is  scheduled for 
february 9th. 

0:58 2/3/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're going to take you to  the scene of breaking news. a hit and 
run. chris christie in news chopper 4  over the scene. where is 
this? >> it's on the corner of van  owen and bay that vista.  

0:43 2/3/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight, the l.a. police  commission met for the first  time since 
launching an  investigation into the lapd  escorting a convicted 
murderer  to a meeting with business  leaders. you saw the story 
last  wednesday. lapd s.w.a.t. taking a mexican  mafia hitman to a 
meeting in  l.a. the police commissioner wants  answers to what 
he considers a  waste of lapd resources.  

0:36 2/3/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and tonight, dozens of cars  and businesses had their windows  
shot out in a vandalism spree  out of long beach. most were shot 
out with a beebe  gun on monday night. police started getting 
reports  last week on this. investigators say two dozen  incidents 
have been reported  since friday.  >> glass all over inside  
everywhere.  
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0:36 2/3/15 11:18p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

godzilla is gone. someone apparently stole her. the owner of 
paramount pet  entertainment showed this video. you see the thief 
grabbing  godzilla, the iguana.  >> she is our mascot and she  
sleeps there and we miss her. >> reporter: the owner is hoping  
that the video will help catch  him.   

1:36 2/4/15 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have more developing news  tonight. a bank robbery leads to a 
chase  and deadly confrontation. now questions on why police  
needed to open fire. gadi schwartz is live in chino  tonight. >> 
reporter: i just spoke with  detectives on scene. they say they will 
be here well  into tonight, possibly into  tomorrow. whatever 
happened here took a  lot of fire power. i want to show you a van 
down  the street that is literally  riddled with bullets after a  chase 
and a bank robbery out in  corona. 

0:38 2/4/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a power outage led to the  bust of a sophisticated  marijuana 
growing operation in  santa ana. our cameras allowed inside of  
that operation. this building is filled with  specialized lights and  
irrigation system. a transformer cut power to  businesses in the 
area. when the power crews arrived  they found more than a 
dozen  air-conditioning units connected  to one building. today 
narcotics officers got  inside and found a warehouse  filled with 
hundreds of plants. detectives are going through  lease records in 
the hope of  finding the person or personing  responsible.   

0:20 2/4/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new tonight these  cookies, candy and sweet treats  landed 
four people in jail. investigators say the  confections are all laced 
with  marijuana. sheriff's deputies seized  several hundred pot 
plants and  commercial baking equipment as  well as other illegal 
narcotics  all found after a search warrant  at a home.   

0:43 2/4/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a former teacher at an  all-girls private school charged  with four 
felony sex crimes  involving former students. the attorney for one 
student  claims that she had six with her  when she was 16. police 
say there may be at least  two other victims. we talked with an 
attorney about  the accusations.  

0:20 2/4/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search for armed robbers  who stole july jewelry from a  
tiffany's store in san  francisco. it happened in the heart of  union 
square. three robbers ordered everyone  to the ground before 
taking off  with high-priced jewelry. investigators are trying to  
figure out how much they took.   

0:22 2/4/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and suge knight is in a  hospital where he was taken for  chest 
pains after entering a not  guilty plea on a murder charge. he was 
rushed to the hospital  yesterday. he is accused of intentionally  
running over and killing a  friend last thursday. authorities have not 
released  more information about his  condition.   

0:14 2/4/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

long beach police investing  a man's body found in the l.a.  river in 
long beach. this is in the area of west 25th  and deforest.   

3:41 2/4/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

i pressed the snooze button  and closed my eyes again and  when 
i opened them back up there  was a gun in my face.  >> a 
homeowner in ventura,  asleep in his bed confronted by  an 
intruder who shot him looking  for money. he's going to be okay 
and police  caught the suspect. but it's a trend we are seeing. law 
enforcement sources tell us  that they are on the rise in  some 
cities. hetty chang reveals for the  first time why intruders want  
someone to be home and how they  are targeting their victims.  
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0:28 2/5/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we certainly have shown you  a lot of police pursuits over  the 
year. but this one rarely happens. a car ran over a spike strip  four 
times tonight and still  kept going. that's what happened this  
evening. we watched the end of the  slow-speed pursuit on the 
news  at 5:00. officers even used the pit  maneuver several times 
before it  finally came to an end. we have learned the officers  
charged the man with driving  under the influence of drugs and  
the woman for transporting  drugs.  

0:23 2/5/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

gunned down some 8,000 miles  from home. tonight police are 
trying to  figure out who shot a saudi  national. we just learned that 
mansour  died from his injuries. the 21-year-old was held at  
gunpoint while he was sitting in  his car. this happened in santa 
ana. he had been taking classes at  irvine college.  

0:23 2/5/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, a peeping tom  has been arrested at a mall in  costa 
mesa. a gucci store employee hid a  small camera inside the store  
rest room. an employee spotted the camera  this morning, turned it 
off and  then hid her manager. they caught the employee when he  
went back in to the rest room to  retrieve the camera. he was cited 
for invasion of  privacy and released.  

0:20 2/5/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man is in jail tonight  after a shoot-out that occurred  in carson. 
here is a look at the scene from  newschopper 4. this happened 
just after 5:30  this afternoon in an area  between wilmington and 
central  avenue. the deputies say that is a man  pointed a rifle at 
the deputies  and they opened fire. the man ran into one of the  
nearby homes and later  surrendered. the deputies were not 
injured.  

0:38 2/5/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

rape accusations at a  fraternity party near the campus  of ucla. 
and tonight police are looking  for the suspect. a female student 
reported the  rape on sunday, but it went  public today after the 
campus  newspaper published the story. she told police it 
happened on  gayley avenue just west of the  campus there. we 
talked with some of the  students tonight who believe  this is not 
out of the ordinary. 

0:37 2/5/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a teenager was killed  because of his race. now three years later, 
there has  been an arrest in this case. 14-year-old lareanz 
simmons was  and killed while he was walking  home from a 
friend's house in  riverside. police say that christian  velazquez 
and manuel barbarin  are if two men who did it. simmons was a 
popular student. 

0:37 2/5/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight a reward and renewed  effort to find the person who  
murdered a woman in hancock park  who spent so much of her 
time  helping others. someone stabbed the 86-year-old  woman to 
death inside her  windsor park home just three  days before 
christmas. tonight friends of antonio  yaeger and police making a 
plea  to the public to track down this  woman's killer. 

0:22 2/5/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

los angeles police officers  have arrested a man who  threatened 
to kill one of the  most famous sheriffs in the  country. maricopa 
county sheriff joe  arpaio. police say that a 35-year-old  man 
steven crow called the  arizona sheriff's office and  said he was 
going to kill  arpaio, calling him a racist and  hitler. officers tracked 
him down to a  winnetka hotel where he was  arrested.  

0:22 2/5/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now to a parking lot purse  snatcher who picked a very tough  
victim in miami as he tried to  grab her purse, but she wouldn't  let 
go. he was relentless and so was  she. he dragged her to the 
ground. she kicked him in the nose. he only ran off when a witness  
came around. police say that the woman is  extremely lucky 
because fighting  off a robber like that is very  risky.  
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0:20 2/5/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news again tonight. there is a barricade situation  that is 
going on right now in  lancaster. one man, a known felon, is  
believed to be inside. and he is armed. police say he is the only 
one  they believe that is inside the  home. we're making calls right 
now. and police tell us that the  house has caught fire. so a new 
element there.  

0:47 2/5/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

also, new fallout from the  anthem insurance hacking among  the 
data stolen, medical id  numbers that could be used in  hospitals 
or emergency rooms. david lamb says that that is  just one of the 
possibilities  that he is thinking about. he is not onliage an i.t.  
security expert, but he is a  victim of the anthem hack. anthem 
says the data compromised  was never encrypted because it  was 
not health data. 

1:03 2/6/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news out of sherman  oaks where a man is attacked and  
stabbed outside an apartment  building.  >> let's go to nbc 4 ease  
beverly white who just spoke  with investigators and joins us  live. 
>> reporter: two men left this  location in an ambulance and one  
later died at a hospital after a  vicious knife attack in the rear  of 
this apartment complex one  block south of ventura  boulevard. the 
residents and lapd tell us  this area is disturbs by what  happened 
around 7:00 p.m. in the  15,000 block of dickens. neighbors heard 
screaming and  they called on police. police responded and police 
tell  us they met up with the attacker  who they say confessed and  
neighbors say they are upset  even though the danger may have  
passed.  

0:27 2/6/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new at 11:00, drugged  and robbed at the casino. three 
people are behind bars. sheriff's deputies say it  happened at least 
three times. this woman was accused of  slipping drugs into 
drinks. when they passed out an  accomplice would help them rob  
the victims of cash and cell  phones. all three were arrested in the  
hesperia area.   

0:20 2/6/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a bizarre crash in  chatsworth ends with a man in  handcuffs 
tonight. police say he rammed his car  into the side of a school  
auditorium and children were  playing inside at the time. when 
police pulled up, the  driver made a u-turn and then  hit the squad 
car. everyone involved is okay and  the driver was arrested.   

0:24 2/6/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

emotions are high tonight as  family and friends prepare to  bury a 
transgender woman who  died from a botched cosmetic  
procedure in orange county. she died after getting silicone  
injections in her backside. this person gave her the  injections and 
was not licensed  to do so. she will be buried tomorrow.   

0:52 2/6/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a teenager gunned down  while hanging out with a friend. 
police are releasing a video and  offering a reward in the hope  
you can help solve the crime. here is the footage from august  
22nd. see the 17-year-old running down  the street in shorts and a 
red  t-shirt and following him, a  friend on a bike. the friend ditches 
the bike in  the front yard and then moments  later both are shot 
and a white  car speeds down the street. the friend survived and 
crump  died at the scene. 

0:43 2/6/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

terry carter is the man that  suge knight is accused of  hitting and 
killing with his  truck and he will be remembered  tomorrow. to his 
family he is known as big  terry. and tonight many of those who  
knew him gathered in a chapel. carter was a successful  
businessman who gave back to his  community and his family 
made it  clear that suge knight was not  considered his friend.  
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0:27 2/6/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this is just released video  of a bank robbery in corona. police say 
that paul johnson  walked into pacific premier bank  on 
wednesday, locked up the  customers and employees, grabbed  
moneybags and took off. the getaway car was just outside  and 
located by using a tracking  device in the moneybags. when they 
got to the car there  was an exchange and officers  shot and killed 
johnss.   

0:33 2/6/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the judge in the courtroom  was visibly shaken in ventura  county 
today as she gave three  life sentences to the brutal  killer of a 
pregnant woman and  her husband murdered in their  beach front 
home. dna led joshua packer to the  murder. packer initially broke 
in to the  home to rob it but instead,  sexually assaulted the wife  
before killing the couple the  couple's two other children in  the 
home at the time were not  harmed.   

0:24 2/6/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a couple pleaded no contest  in the hit and run death of a  judge's 
son in pacific  palisades. prosecutors say he hit and  killed a 23-
year-old while on  her way to work in 2013. when police tracked 
her down,  her husband tried to take the  blame. gregorson was a 
budding film  director. his father and grandfather both  federal 
judges.   

0:21 2/6/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

have you witnessed a hit and  run? if so, police want to know 
about  it. los angeles is launching a hit  and run alert system next 
week. the city will post a  notification on facebook,  twitter and 
existing alert  systems. last year alone, 27 people died  in hit and 
run crimes.  >> shot me and left me for dead.   

1:11 2/6/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a court hearing for the grim  sleeper brought out the families  of 
the murdered victims and this  is a chance for them to pour out  
years of frustration and anger.  >> she was a mom, a grandmother  
and my sister.  >> we are all getting older and  we would like to 
see justice  served on this monster.  >> the families have gone  
through four years of hearing  for lonnie franklin jr. with  nothing to 
show for it. franklin is charged with ten  counts of murder and one 
count  of attempted murder. he says he's not guilty. but 
prosecutors say his dna is  connected to a dozen crime  scenes 
and today a lone survivor  made a chilling comment in  court.  

0:22 2/6/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police in santa ana have  surveillance video for you to  take a look 
at. they need help identifying three  thieves targeting your mail. 
this was taken last month. the suspects all appear to be in  their 
late 20s or early 30s. and were seen leaving in a gray  volvo 
station wagon and white  ford mustang.   

2:20 2/9/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a high speed chase and a  carjacking spree.  >> a gun shoved in 
her face, a  desperate suspect on the run  takes police on a high-
speed  chase slamming into several  cars, terrorizing drivers along  
the way. we watched this pursuit live on  the news at 6:00.  >> and 
robert kovacik spoke with  terrified drivers who found  themselves 
face to face with a  man waving a gun a few feet  away.  

0:14 2/9/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new video of police  arresting four people in  connection with a 
home burglary  in seal beach. the suspects are under  surveillance 
and moved in this  afternoon. they arrested two men and two  
women.   

0:23 2/9/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

handcuffed, duct taped and  executed. police are look for two men 
who  shot and killed two others. neighbors saw a third victim  
running away after last night's  shooting. blood hounds were called 
in but  lost the scent. police are asking hospitals to  be on the 
lookout for a man with  chest wounds.   
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0:20 2/9/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and rap mogul suge knight  will wait another month to find  out if 
he can post bail. his first court appearance since  he was rushed 
to the hospital  last week was today. he has health issues with 
blood  clots and is due back in court  on march 20th.   

0:29 2/9/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

investigators are looking  for two men who kidnapped a  woman 
and robbed her. the men grabbed her and forced  her to make a 
cash withdrawal at  the bank but she got their  license plate. they 
were driving a 2005 tan  chevy tahoe. police say that one of the 
men  is in his mid-30s and the other  in his 50s.   

0:35 2/9/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a former riverside  teacher will spend ten years in  jail for 
sexually abusing two  students. one of her victims came forward  
on youtube and today we heard  from that victim again. >> she 
could have been working  in the district still but  instead she will 
serve ten years  and she's going to have to  register as a sex 
offender. so i think that's better than  her being on the streets.  

1:33 2/10/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news just moments  ago, a man surrenders to police  
after being wanted for shooting  a san diego television anchor. 
robert kovacik has more. >> reporter: colleen and chuck  it ended 
a few minutes ago here  but not before an el cajon  neighborhood 
was cleared and not  before negotiators were called  in as 
journalists from san diego  stood around and journalists  from los 
angeles wondered why  the person we used to work with  would 
want to be in the cross  hairs of a gunman and someone  would 
want to kill him. that's what happened to kyle  kraska, the sports 
director of  the cbs station in san diego  shot outside of his home 
while  he was sitting in his mercedes. 

0:26 2/10/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new video shows the moments  before a 79-year-old woman was  
robbed. sheriff deputies want you to  look at this video. you see 
two suspects walking  around a store in carson. they approach the 
older woman  and demanded money. the woman was 
uncomfortable and  confused and agreed to drive the  men to her 
home. they made off with $8,000 in  cash the woman was saving.   

0:38 2/10/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tomorrow, prosecutors are  going to continue to lay out  their case 
against sam lopez who  is accused of killing a cal  state fullerton 
student 20 years  ago. he had an on again/off again  relationship 
with kathy torrez  who disappeared in 1994. a week later, police 
found her  body in the trunk of a car. sam lopez and his cousin 
became  the prime suspects in the case  but weren't arrested until 
2007. prosecutors say the dna testing  wasn't advanced enough 
until  then but defense attorneys say  the case was bungled right 
from  the start.   

0:55 2/10/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight we learn the man who  led the police on the dangerous  
high speed chase and terrorized  drivers from los angeles to  
montebello had a long criminal  history. now we watched it live at 
5:00  yesterday. a 29-year-old drove on the wrong  side of the 
road, way above the  speed limit and hit five cars in  the process. 
he carjacked a 22-year-old woman  at gunpoint. he has a few book 
photos with  charges ranging from domestic  battery and carrying 
a concealed  weapon to grand theft.  

0:42 2/10/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

caught in the cross fire. a teenaged girl hit by stray  bullets while 
waiting for the  bus this morning at 92nd and  central. the 13-year-
old was about to  catch a ride to school when she  was shot in the 
ankle. police say she is the unintended  victim of gangs operating 
in the  area. neighbors down the street from  the shooting say they 
keep their  kids inside. 
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1:46 2/10/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

jth all that is left is leashes. beverly white spoke with the dog  
owner who just wants the dogs  back. >> reporter: that's right. 
police confirm they took a  report about a stolen dog caper. the 
animals who are not inclined  to bark when they were snatched  
away by total strangers.  >> i don't breed animals here. i don't 
have kids. these are my children. >> reporter: isaac loved playing  
with his three-month-old bulldog  puppies. but someone stole the 
puppy's  mother and two adult siblings. 

0:51 2/10/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now police are hoping this  video you see in the big screen  will 
help them find the person  who stole ten cars from an auto  repair 
shop in orange county. they were all waiting to be  fixed or picked 
up from the  service shop in stanton. investigators say the thief cut  
the lock on the gate and spend  hours stealing car after car  after 
car. the thief then parked at least  three of the cars in a nearby  
alley.  

0:43 2/10/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and the city of l.a.  unveiled a new hit and run alert  system today. 
the program will use social  media to enlist the public's  help to 
track down hit and run  drivers. every year there are 20,000 hit  
and run cases in l.a. alone. only 20% are solved. damien is 
dedicating his life to  catching more of the guilty  drivers. he lost a 
leg when he was hit.  >> when i was hit on the freeway  on the 
streets of griffith park  i didn't realize my life would  change so 
drastically.  >> officials hope to make the  alert system statewide 
very  similar to what we see with the  amber alert.   

1:13 2/11/15 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

break developments now. an investigation underway into  the 
circumstances that led up to  an lapd officer shooting a  15-year-
old boy. no weapon was found only a fake  gun. hetty chang is 
tracking the  story for us. >> reporter: we told you about  this 
officer-involved shooting  yesterday in hyde park. we just 
confirmed through the  lapd, the weapon involved in  that shooting 
turned out to be a  fake and the man involved turned  out to be a 
15-year-old boy. it happened in an alleyway on  10th avenue 
tuesday morning.  

1:49 2/11/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, he's wearing a  lab coat and surgical mask but  he's 
no doctor but a gunman who  tried to rob a cashier. beverly white 
is live tonight  with surveillance video that  shows how this went 
down. >> reporter: the man dressed  like a doctor took the cashier  
by surprise. police are releasing the video  in hopes they can 
locate the man  before he decides to use the  gun. a stickup artist 
in surgical  gear describes this man who got  away after this 
robbery in  signal hill. this is video we obtained from  police. he 
has his arm extended,  pointing a revolver with a  10-inch barrel. 
signal hill police confirm he  threatened the cashier but left  empty 
handed.  

0:55 2/11/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and tonight we're learning  about a car accident that killed  a 
reporter in our business, bob  simon. simon was a passenger in a 
town  car that hit another car and  slammed into a metal barrier in  
manhattan. bob simon covered major  international conflicts and 
has  been with "60 minutes" since  1996.  

0:18 2/11/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a principal in compton is  under arrest for inappropriate  searches 
on students. detail on what the principal was  look for have not 
been released. and he has been at the school  only since last 
summer.   
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0:25 2/11/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we are getting a first look  at two men wanted for a violent  robbery 
in pasadena, police  released the sketches of the two  suspects. 
the men matching the  descriptions you see here robbed  a check 
cashing store and shot a  worker during the robbery. this was the 
scene. if you have any information on  the two men, you are asked 
to  call pasadena pd.   

0:43 2/11/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

perhaps you saw the coverage  of this today around noontime. a 
wild pursuit and standoff with  a small dog caught in the middle  of 
it all. from news chopper 4 we watched  as the driver of this white  
pickup smashed through gates,  hit an innocent man. officers had 
to use the pit  maneuver and a spike strip. the driver then took his 
own  life.  

0:31 2/11/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight we're learning the  man accused of shooting a tv  
sportscaster in san diego has a  history of arrests. kyle kraska is 
recovering in la  jolla tonight. a dispute between kraska and a  
painter named mike montana may  have led to the shooting on  
tuesday. montana has been arrested twice  in the past five months 
for  driving under the influence of  drugs and a series of small  
claims against him. authorities say montana is not  licensed to 
carry a firearm.  

0:28 2/11/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we see plenty of police  pursuits but when have you seen  one like 
this at the end. the chase ending when the driver  crashes into the 
back of two  vehicles. the man in the woman in the van  get out 
and get in the fight  with the driver until police  show up and make 
an arrest. a 14-year-old in the van was  rushed to the hospital. 
that's who you see in the bottom  of the screen there. he falls to 
the ground. his condition is not known.   

0:44 2/11/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there is a dog napper in the  hollywood hills. someone is targeting 
homes and  stealing dogs. surveillance video shows how  june 
bug, a jack russell terrier  vanished. a man parks his car and walks 
to  the house and a few minutes  later walking back to the car.  >> 
when he comes back, he has  the dog in his hands.  >> i say you 
are safe and loved  and protected and i feel like i  failed.  

2:50 2/12/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a convicted killer from  south l.a. could be set free. tonight we 
obtained new  documents detailing some local  law enforcement 
members are  endorsing parole for enncaa  enriquez. nbc 4 first 
told you the  controversy surrounding enriquez  when our cameras 
captured the  lapd escorting him to a wealthy  event for business 
owners in  downtown. robert kovacik returns with even  more 
revealing new information  we have just uncovered.  

1:43 2/12/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it's hard to believe, but it  was two years ago tonight that  
christopher dorner, the man who  gunned down police officers and  
civilians during a reign of  terror, died the flames of a  mountain 
cabin up in the big  bear area during a shoot-out  with police. and 
now for the first time, that  cabin's owner tells nbc 4 the  struggle 
that she has gone  through to try to recoup  everything she lost 
that night.  
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2:04 2/12/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have new developments  tonight surrounding an  officer-
involved shooting in  south l.a. we first told you about this  earlier 
this week when police  opened fire on a 15-year-old boy  in an 
alley. nbc 4's beverly white is live in  south l.a. with what is 
becoming  a controversy over a fake gun,  and what the teenager 
now wants. beverly? >> reporter: well, colleen, the  lapd admits 
they mistakenly shot  that 15-year-old boy. they were aiming for 
his friend,  who they say allegedly pointed  an airsoft toy gun. >> in 
the two most recent  officer-involved shootings here  in los 
angeles, both weapons  held by the individuals that  were shot at 
were both fake  guns.  

0:59 2/12/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

caught on camera, a woman  stealing tip jars from  restaurants on 
the west side. gadi schwartz is in beverly  hills tonight with how 
they got  her. gadi? >> reporter: a lot of the coffee  shop here is on 
the west side  have already been on alert for  this woman. today 
when she hit the brighton  coffee shop, within about 60  seconds, 
she was under arrest.  

0:57 2/12/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 4-year-old boy in hesperia  had he's left leg amputated  after a 
vicious attack by a  police k-9 that happened at his  own home. the 
twist here is that the boy's  father is the dog's handler, and  he 
works for the rialto police  department. a neighbor said he heard  
horrifying screams last sunday  coming from the young boy who  
was being mauled by the dog.  

0:24 2/12/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight detectives from  hundreds of miles away need your  help to 
figure out what happened  with southern california woman  whose 
body was found in a river  in washington state. detectives are 
trying to track  down anyone who knew 61-year-old  maria vega. 
she worked in san diego county  as a nanny. her body was pulled 
from the  spokane river in january of last  year. and if you know 
anything about  the woman, authorities would  like to hear from 
you.  

0:26 2/12/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new video never seen  before was released in the  so-called 
american sniper trial  in texas. the jury watched dash cam video  of 
a chase and a standoff with  eddie ray ralf, who they say  killed 
two men two years ago. the men were found dead at a  firing 
range about 90 miles  outside of dallas. the defense attorney 
argues he  is innocent by reason of  insanity.  

0:23 2/12/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a burglar 'fesses up to a  crime telling police that yes,  he 
vandalized more than 100 cars  in the past six months in the  
manhattan beach area. shawn harriet admitted to the  burglaries 
after someone  reported a car that was also  burglarized this 
morning. he was found sleeping in another  car nearby. harriet told 
the police that he  didn't break into any of the  cars. he says they 
were just all  unlocked.  

0:16 2/13/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we begin at 11:00 with  breaking news. a shooting on a double-
long  metro buses.  >> a frighting scene on the bus  as the sheriff's 
office has  responded to mlk and western  where this is all taking 
place. one person was shot on board  that bus. there is another 
report that  another woman outside of the  bus, perhaps in her car 
was also  struck by a stray bullet. the sheriff's office is trying  to 
bring it all together. reporting live, nbc 4 news.   
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2:37 2/13/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

 a dramatic and deadly volley  of gunfire ending a police  pursuit 
on the 215 freeway  captured by a viewer watching  all of this go 
down. we watched as well and counted  more than a dozen shots 
fired by  police. tonight, hetty chang has new  information on how 
that chase  began and how it ended. >> reporter: believe it or not,  
ten hours later here we are on  the 215 northbound and it is  still 
closed to traffic but the  tow truck is just arriving to  pull that white 
scion out right  here.  

0:25 2/13/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man robbed a marino valley  bank threatened everyone he had  
a bomb and he developed a case  of cold feet. earlier this evening 
he robbed  the chase bank and got away. earlier tonight, he 
walked into  the police station and simply  turned himself in.  

1:40 2/13/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in ten days, a convicted  double murderer could walk out  of 
prison. robert kovacik uncovered letters  how this mexican mafia 
kingpin  earned the gratitude of some of  this city's top cops. >> 
reporter: the california  parole board called the number  of letters 
supporting the man an  understatement. the lapd validates three 
letters  adding they do not advocate  parole for the hit man but 
they  were written with high praise.   

0:48 2/13/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man and woman have been  targeting men and women at a  
hotel. police arrested the 27-year-old  and 24-year-old on 
wednesday. here is some surveillance video  from the doubletree 
in santa ana  last month. investigators say he tried to  rob a man 
there. also the two are accused of  robbing a man at the best  
western hotel in dana point this  week.  >> in all these cases the  
detectives believe that our  victims are reaching out to meet  
people on back page. >> he is referring to  backpage.com which is 
a website  of classified ads similar to  craigslist.   

0:42 2/13/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we learned a lot more about  the elementary school music  teacher 
arrested for possessing  child pornography. the 41-year-old was 
teaching  music at multiple schools. he was arrested after an  
employee at vista verde found  him watching child pornography  in 
a classroom after hour.  >> this is the first i'm hearing  of it. i don't 
know if he is here right  now. you're telling  me he is in  jail. what 
else is going on here? >> that's where he is tonight. he remains in 
jail on $25,000  bail.  

0:39 2/13/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a southern california woman  loses her dream house to a  couple 
with a higher bid. that should have been the end of  it but it was 
just the  beginning. kathy roe says it was a prank  that got out of 
control. first she put a stop to the  couple's mail and sent  
missionaries to their home. she got pictures of the wife and  
created adult ads inviting  strange men over to the home for  rape 
fantasies. police traced the ads back to  roe who has been 
sentenced to a  year of house arrest.   

0:24 2/13/15 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

more on the breaking news. you can see the bullet holes  through 
the window right there  on the metro bus in south los  angeles. the 
pictures from mark james on  the ground there. a family relative 
just called us  to say the victim in that  shooting is a 17-year-old 
boy  who is a straight "a" student. the bus was full at the time. 40 
people on board. police are searching for more  evidence.  

1:45 2/16/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

started off this pursuit. oh, a collision right there. terrible accident. 
>> there it is, a high-speed  chase that ends in a violent  crash. 
only news chopper 4 captured the  drama as a man desperate to  
escape slams into another  driver. >> nbc 4's beverly white is live  
in gardenia. and what do we know about the  driver's condition 
there?  
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0:44 2/16/15 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

glass and nerves both  shattered in south l.a. tonight  when 
someone fired pellets at  two metro buses there. news chopper 4 
over the scene at  imperial highway and central  avenue just 
moments after it  happened. police say someone fired at a  bus at 
around 7:00 when another  bus came to pick up the  passengers, 
it too was hit by  pellets. no one was hurt, but those  onboard were 
more than a little  shaken. 

2:23 2/16/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a grandfather is beaten on  valentine's day at an atm, but  the 
assailant described as crazy  didn't want money. he is 79 years 
old. what's the victim telling you? >> reporter: well, he says this  is 
the area he was beaten into  the ground and then actually  
stomped on, and all of it right  in the view of a camera over  there 
next to the atms. he is hoping that camera will  help detectives find 
his  attacker.  

2:00 2/16/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a manhunt in las vegas  tonight to catch a killer who  opened fire 
on a woman from  southern california in a brutal  road rage attack. 
robert is following the  investigation and the  devastation one 
family is  dealing with tonight. robert? >> what we are looking at is 
a  family that originally was from  here in southern california, and  
now they are trying to find  someone or the people who are  
responsible for her murder. 

0:22 2/16/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, a cocaine  crackdown worth millions in  pasadena. all 
drugs believed to be headed  to the streets of the san  gabriel 
valley. officers seized 77 pounds at a  raid at this home. they also 
found cash and a  handgun there. officers arrested one person. 
investigators believe the drugs  were going to be sold in  
pasadena and surrounding cities.  

0:22 2/16/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search continues in long  beach tonight for the gunman who  
shot five people outside an  apartment complex there. the drive-by 
shooting happened  last night on west 14th street. tonight, all but 
one of those  shot are out of the hospital. a fifth person remains in  
serious condition. police plan to step up their  patrols and they are 
looking for  images of the shooter on  security cameras in the 
area.  

0:58 2/16/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this is like a second shoe  falling after you've been  violated and 
traumatized. thousands of rape test kits  sitting in storage and 
untest  for years. we learned in orange county  alone there have 
been 740 rapes  reported in the sheriff's  jurisdiction in the last 10  
years, but 70% of them weren't  tested in part because the  victim 
either recanted or  refused to cooperate. natasha is a victim from 
new  york who fought to get her rape  test kit tested, and 14 years  
after she was assaulted, police  finally caught her attacker.  

0:31 2/16/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a warning for you  tonight. your personal information may be  
at risk after officials say  hackers pulled off one of the  biggest 
bank heists in history. the so-called cyber gang hit at  least 100 
banks worldwide,  including jpmorgan chase here in  the u.s. 
officials say they sent emails  to bank employees.  

0:23 2/16/15 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're just getting breaking  news out of san bernardino. one 
person is dead after a  shooting at a marijuana  dispensary. news 
chopper 4 just flew over  the scene, and we have now  confirmed 
the victim is a  security guard at that  dispensary. no word on any 
arrests so far,  but we'll keep checking  throughout the night and 
have an  update on "today in l.a."  starting tomorrow morning at  
4:30.  
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1:59 2/17/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we will find justice. >> a driver hits and kills a man in a wheelchair. 
nbc 4 obtaining the video of the crime. and tonight the family vows 
to  find the hit-and-run driver. >> nbc 4's hetty chang joins us  now 
with a video you will see  for the first time after  speaking with the 
victim's  family. hetty? >> reporter: colleen and chuck,  we're 
learning more about that  victim tonight. the family tells us that he 
was  diabetic, that he suffered a  fracture a few years back that  
landed him in that wheelchair. 

0:17 2/17/15 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

pedestrian hit and killed in monterey park. at the corner of floral 
drive  and north mednik avenue. near east l.a. college. we don't 
know who the victim is  at this point or what led up to  the accident 
but he appears to  be an older man. we're told the driver did stay  
at the scene until officers  arrived.  

2:26 2/17/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it started as a shocking  road rage attack but tonight a  new twist in 
the shooting death  of a mother from southern  california. las 
vegas police are now telling a different story about what  they 
believe happened. nbc 4's robert kovacik following the 
developments from our  newsroom right now. robert? >> reporter: 
colleen, it has  changed. and eph been following closely. what 
exactly 457d to 44-year-old tammy meyers who was raised in  
glendora but was living in las  vegas. police there now say tammy 
and  her armed son went out looking  for the other driver. tonight 
tammy's azusa-born  husband had this to say. 

2:03 2/17/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

three men are in jail  accused of running a child  pornography ring 
here in  southern california. one of the three accused is a  licensed 
foster care provider  and a teacher's aide. tonight investigators 
continue  to look for more victims. nbc 4's gadi schwartz live now  
with more on how these young  victims may have been lured in. 
gadi? >> reporter: well, we're talking about the possibility of even  
more victims here in los angeles county, in orange county, in  
refereeside county. these men using skate parks to  find young 
boys. 

0:25 2/17/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

civil rights activists  rallied tonight outside the l.a. police 
department. they're demanding justice for a  15-year-old boy who 
was shot  with a toy gun in his hand. officers say they made a 
mistake when they shot and wounded jamar animalarson last 
week in hyde  park. activists say they want new  procedures and 
they're calling  for retraining officers. so far no comment from the  
police department.  

0:42 2/17/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

san bernardino police hope  surveillance video will help  them find 
two men who shot and  killed a security guard at an  illegal 
marijuana dispensary. after breaking this story at  11:00 last night 
we went back to the shop on rialto avenue today. there we found 
relatives of  25-year-old anthony pineda  overcome with grief. 
police say it's all part of a  growing problem. illegal pot shops 
popping up  within city limits. 

0:17 2/17/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a mystery in malibu. a body found on the beach and  now police 
are trying to piece  together exactly what happened  here. 
investigators are not releasing  many details, at least not at  this 
point. we only know someone found that  body around 1:30 this 
afternoon  near the 25000 block of pacific  coast highway.  
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0:24 2/17/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the woman dubbed the tip jar bandit pleaded not guilty five  counts 
of petty theft. police say this is video of  20-year-old jessica schub. 
she appeared in court today and  is charged with stealing money  
from the tip jars at five  restaurants in beverly hills. she is due back 
in court next  week. and despite the fact these are  misdemeanor 
charges, she faces  up to 33 months in jail if  convicted.  

0:38 2/17/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man wearing only his red  shorts is in custody tonight  after a 
two-hour standoff with  police in burbank. this began as a traffic 
stop  near 3rd and magnolia. the driver refusing to get out  when 
the standoff began. police eventually fired pepper  spray through 
the car window as  people in buildings nearby  watched. 

0:34 2/17/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a new video has st. louis  police officers under fire once  again. the 
video appears to show  officers kicking a man on the  ground after 
he refuses to get  out of his car. at one point an officer realizes 
that the camera in his patrol  car is recording everything. >> hold 
up. everybody hold up. we're wired right now. if you're worried 
about cameras, just wait. 

0:45 2/17/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

rising crime is forcing  l.a.'s top cop to create a  situation room. just 
a few steps away from chief charlie beck's office, inside  there are 
real-time monitors  displaying all kinds of data on  incidents and 
exactly who is  responding to them. the chief says violent crimes  
are up 27% compared with this  time last year. so he asked that 
this room be  put together.  

0:26 2/18/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

investigators calling it a  tragic accident. a teenage erycette to 
graduate  hit and killed by a dwp truck  just a few blocks away 
from his  high school in grenada hills. tonight classmates are trying 
to  deal with exactly what happened  out there this afternoon. 
beverly white talks to a mother  whose son was there at the time  
of the crash. 

0:23 2/18/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

>> we'll tell you about  something else that just  happened. in fact, 
airport police say that  the fbi is investigating an  attack that 
happened at l.a.x. an intoxicated passenger  assaulted an 
employee. it's unclear if anyone was hurt  in that attack, but police 
tell  us the passenger has been taken  to the hospital for 
treatment.  

0:28 2/18/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

that tv sports anchor shot  in front of his home in the san  diego 
area is out of the  hospital tonight. in a statement today, he said  
after awakening from a four-day  medically induced coma, i began  
the long process of healing. he goes on to say, thank you for  
lifting me up on your shoulders  when i needed it the most. 

0:21 2/18/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

investigators are hoping  that this video can lead them to  a hit-
and-run accident. the woman was killed. it happened on 7th street. 
it's difficult to see what kind  of car hit the woman,  investigators 
say the vehicle  should have extensive front end  damage.  

0:23 2/18/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and caught on camera. thieves getting creative with  how they 
steal money. a team of three men. two men act as a wall to block  
the third man who's at the cash  register taking the money. these 
three guys hit four stores  in one day. nor walk, north hollywood,  
panorama city and deventure.  

0:19 2/18/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

randolph jackson was picked  up and will be brought back to  
santa clarita to face sexual  charges against five boys. if convicted, 
he faces a  possible 30 years in prison.  
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0:33 2/18/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a body was found in the  waters off of three arch bay in  laguna. 
depending on what we hear from  the coroner's office, this could  
be what happened to a missing  teenager. lifeguards found the 
body in  three arch bay south of pacific  coast highway not far from 
where  the 18 year old anthony parnell  was swept into the ocean.  

0:23 2/18/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

manhattan police are looking  for two men who broke into a  house 
on the strand. the two were caught on  surveillance video. you can 
see one of the men  walking in the back alley. shortly afterwards, a 
second  suspect walks through the same  alley across the way. 
they tried to force their way  into several entrances before  they 
finally got through the  home through an unlocked door.  

1:42 2/18/15 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

heartbreaking discovery in a  los angeles neighborhood. a police 
officer finds an  abandoned doghouse with a dog  locked inside. in 
fact, nailed inside that  doghouse, left to die. nbc 4's gadi schwartz 
has more. >> reporter: they had seen this  doghouse for several 
days, a few  blocks away. here is what they found when  they 
peeked inside.  

0:26 2/18/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

cameras were rolling yep side an  oregon sheriff's station, and  
they caught a person repeatedly  punching him in the face and  
claiming officers assaulted him  and roughed him up. this 
happened last month. the man wanted to press charges  but 
detectives reviewed this. he punched himself again and  again in 
the face. he thought making the claim  would get him released and 
the  charges dropped. not the case.  

0:17 2/19/15 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now to breaking news out of  palms. we're hearing of an offduty  
officer who may be involved in a  shooting with a burglar. that 
suspect is still on the  run. the lapd and the highway patrol  have 
set up a from time to timer  to try to catch the burglar. we're 
making calls right now to  get you more information. we'll have it 
for you on the  air.  

2:12 2/19/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight we obtained some new  video of an out of control  driver 
who triggered a major  security scare. all of this just blocks from 
the  site of sunday's oscar ceremony. lapd officers swarmed the 
heart  of hollywood tonight. robert kovacik just learned.  >> this 
guy has been in and out  of county lockup four times in  the last 
three months. we're standing where he left his  car. now take a 
look at what he was  doing with it. fast and furious. 

0:40 2/19/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight students alert,  warned about a peeping tom on  
campus there. a man was discovered taking  pictures or 
videotaping men in  the rest room. the incident took place  
yesterday morning on the second  floor of the fizz cal science  and 
technology building. the man was spotted holding a  cell phone 
under the stall. >> i guess i'm not totally  surprised to mow it's 
happening  this close and so frequently on  the campus that is a 
bit  alerting.  

0:22 2/19/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

mysterious letters with  white powder showed up at  government 
office buildings in  los angeles today. and one was sent to the los  
angeles county courthouse  downtown. and a judge there 
investigators  tested the powder, and so far it  doesn't appear to 
be harmful. the fbi started getting calls  about these letters 
yesterday. it's not clear if they contained  a written threat as well or 
just  the powder.   
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1:25 2/19/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, a woman  vanishes after a valentine's  day. no cell 
phone activity, no  sightings, nothing. but investigators are looking  
for another couple who may have  some answers. nbc 4's gadi 
schwartz live in  costa mesa with a list of people  police are trying 
to track down.  >> reporter: police are running  out of leads on this 
case there  are two people who saw erica  alonzo right before she 
went  missing. these are some of the last  pictures of 27-year-old 
erica  alonzo, seen here in black with  a couple at the dutra lounge 
in  costa mesa.  

0:56 2/19/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details tonight on a  mexican mafia hitman who could  soon 
be released from prison. renee enriques is said to be  anxious and 
praying that  governor brown agrees with the  parole board 
decision to let him  out. we talked with former cop al  valdez who 
has known enriques  for years, even co-authoring a  book with 
him. signs have changed in this  two-time convicted killer. enriques 
has spent years as an  informant, working with federal  and local 
law enforcement. a move valdez says now puts  enriques on the 
hit list.  

0:21 2/19/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are on the hunt for  the man known as the starbucks  bandit. 
detective says this man stole a  starbucks gift card from a  
woman's unlocked car in canyon  country on january 15th. and the 
next day the woman got a  text message showing the card  was 
being used at a starbucks in  santa clarita. if you recognize this 
guy,  sheriff's deputies want to hear  from you.  

2:06 2/19/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, fear is  driving homeowners in one  neighborhood to 
protect  themselves and their property. and the police chief is 
blaming  the early release of prisoners  for the uptick in crime. nbc 
4's hetty chang is live for  us in manhattan beach tonight  with this 
story new at 11:00. hetty? >> reporter: chuck, you talk  with a lot of 
the residents  here, they say they're used to  leaving their doors 
and windows  wide open. they like that ocean breeze. but a recent 
spike in  residential burglaries have them  changing their habits. 
tonight we talked with the chief  of police. he blames two new laws 
for  putting more criminals on the  streets. 

0:43 2/19/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

word tonight a family pet  shot by san marino police is  expected to 
survive. this morning a nanny came  face-to-face with a burglar in 
a  home. after dropping off kids at  school. police officers 
searching for  the suspect went into the  neighboring backyard. 
and that's where they say they  were forced to shoot an  
aggressive dog. the dog's owner says police did  the right thing.  

0:36 2/19/15 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

cameras rolled in las vegas  just moments after a husband  learns 
that his wife's killer is  someone the family knows. >> there is an 
animal a block  away. are you happy? >> his wife, tammy meyers, 
was  shot and killed on valentine's  day outside her home. s.w.a.t. 
moved in today and  arrested a 19-year-old just a  block away 
from the house. the family says they not only  knew this suspect, 
they tried to  mentor him. 

0:47 2/19/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a community came together to  help a homeless man who found a  
kidnapped baby from long beach. it's a story that stunned even  
veteran police officers. in january a gunman opened fire  and 
kidnapped 3 weeks old eliza. the baby's parents and uncle  were 
wounded but survived. a homeless man later found the  body of 
that infant in a  dumpster in imperial beach and  called for help. 
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0:23 2/19/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details about elliot  rodgers, a student who went on a  deadly 
rampage near uc santa  barbara. sheriffs reports reveals that  
rodgers was interested in nazi  and searched online for the best  
way to kill someone with a  knife. even practiced on sheets and  
pillows. rodgers stabbed three people to  death at his apartment 
last year  and then shot and killed three  others before taking his 
own  life.   

0:44 2/19/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

orange county deputies want  your help in identifying a man  dead 
for more than a year now  whose body was weighted down and  
then dumped in the ocean. a boater found the man's body  just off 
the coast of crystal  cove state park christmas eve  2013. he had a 
35-pound dumbbell tied  around his ankles. he is believed to be 30 
to 50  years old, about 5'8", 165  pounds. this is what he might 
have  looked like. his face was recreated from bone  structure.  

0:24 2/19/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

well, we're still following  that breaking news out of palms  tonight. 
that's near culver city. and so far no sign of the gunman  involved 
in a shooting with an  offduty police officer. now reports of shots 
fired came  in around 10:00 tonight. we know that the lapd, as well  
as the highway patrol, they have  set up a large perimeter to try  to 
catch the burglar.  

1:30 2/20/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

break news. a grandmother attacked. and the suspect is her own  
grandson.  >> nbc 4's beverly white just  spoke with investigators 
who are  still searching for the murder  weapon. beverly? >> 
reporter: investigators cell  tell us the 77-year-old beating  and 
stabbing victim managed to  seek help from the neighbors  after 
she was attacked allegedly  by her grandson who is now in  
custody. let's look at the video. we'll show you the crime scene.  

0:23 2/20/15 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

more breaking news. a dog attacks its owner while  they are 
driving. we are told the dog was was in  the car with them in costa 
mesa  when all of a sudden it attacked  one of the owners. they 
stopped the car and called  911. one of the owners took the dog  
out of the car and it bit again,  the second owner. animal control 
took the dog into  custody. the owners are being treated for  
injuries.   

2:04 2/20/15 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

parole denied for a two-time  convicted killer. and that keeps him 
from coming  back home to los angeles. nbc 4's robert kovacik has 
been  on the story from the beginning.  >> reporter: we just heard 
from  the attorney for renee enrique  easy. he said he would not 
challenge  the decision as of right now. but he also says it would 
have  taken a lot of courage for the  govern or to set him free due 
to  all the negative press. despite the parole board  determining he 
does not pose a  threat to the public the  governor is hardly 
convinced.  

1:28 2/20/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

meantime, the hunt is on for  a group of gunmen who followed  
home their victim. tonight we learn these thieves  knew exactly 
who they were  after, and why. nbc 4's hetty chang spoke with  the 
victim and has new details.  >> reporter: just hours after  roberts 
held him and his wife at  gunpoint the owner of the liquor  store is 
back at work. too terrified to go on camera  but he told us tonight 
he  believes the gunmen who robbed  him may be the same 
robbers who  tried to break into his home  twice before. he says 
the robbers knew his  name and knew his store.   
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0:33 2/20/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight a traffic  accident in north hollywood  turns into a wild 
scene when a  driver pulls out an ax. cell phone video shows 
police  shooting the man with bean bags. the lapd tells us this 
started  as a hit and run in van nuys. and then into a nearby alley  
where police say the man pun  pulled out the ax and refused to  
put it down. the officers opened fire with  nonfatal bean bags.  

0:28 2/20/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new, tonight, a woman  accused of stealing bingo prize  money 
from an older woman, all  captured on video. police arrested this 
woman, 53  year old, marcela. police tell us this video shows  her 
stealing $250 in bingo  winnings from an 86-year-old  woman. 
police say the woman also took  the victim's purse at a senior  
center in monterey park. she faces charges of elder  abuse.   

0:42 2/20/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an orange county family is  desperate tonight for answers  and 
help. they don't know what happened to  their daughter. erica 
alonzo disappeared after  an argument with her  ex-boyfriend on 
valentine's day. the two had gone out for a date. her family is 
posting flyers in  laguna hills. sheriff's investigators say they  have 
seen no activity on  alonzo's phone or bank account.  

0:23 2/20/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

hired hitmen, three men  convicted for killing a woman in  the 
middle of a bitter divorce. if woman was stabbed 13 times in  a 
parking garage in century  city. previously a judge sentenced her  
husband james to death for  masterminding this crime. the three 
men who were convicted  today attacked his wife as part  of his 
plot.   

0:44 2/20/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

ist bizarre twist in the  trial of three men charged with  a violent 
takeover robbery at a  nordstrom rack in the howard  hughes ball. 
prosecutors played video in  court today showing the men  yelling 
at more than a dozen  employees and holding them  hostage at 
gun point. then an attorney for one of the  defendants said the 
alleged rape  victim, also a nordstrom  employee was in on the 
crime. 

0:20 2/20/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two gang members found guilty  of shooting and killing a  compton 
youth minister in june  of 201. oscar duncan was returning from  
dinner with his fiancee in  venice. words were exchanged with two  
guys in another car and he was  shot in the face. the men will be 
sentenced at a  later date.   

0:20 2/20/15 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it is a bitter sweet night  for isaac sandoval. we told you about his 
three  missing bull dogs earlier this  month. today a couple found 
thor  wandering the streets dirty and  bloody near isaac's home in  
inglewood. isaac says thor is scared and  looks like he might have 
been  abused. thor's sister and mom are still  missing.   

1:51 2/23/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

120 miles an hour. a desperate driver turns  freeways into 
racetracks and  slows down to set a woman free  before crashing 
into an innocent  driver and setting off a  standoff.  >> robert 
kovacik is live for us  in palmdale where he learned the  identity of 
the driver in the  last few minutes. >> reporter: the chp tells us he  
is 32-year-old shaun christopher  drusher. he is on probation and 
failed to  meet with his probation officer. why did he come here to 
this  gated community behind me? he lives here and he's not the  
only one.   

0:23 2/23/15 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and there was more. news chopper 4 over a second  pursuit 
tonight. we caught up with a man driving  a u haul weaving in and 
out of  traffic. less than 10 minutes later, the  driver crashed into a 
parked car  and jumped out. he didn't get far. officer caught up 
with him and  arrested him in sylmar.   
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0:22 2/23/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and just in, a carjacking  and kidnapping at cal state san  
bernardino, police releasing  these photos of the man they  think 
could be the suspect here. a man with a gun around noon  
carjacked a student from campus  in the parking garage and stole  
money and a cell phone before  letting the student out of the  car 
and driving off.   

0:20 2/23/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

investigators are on the  scene after a police shooting in  south los 
angeles. this was breaking news at 5:00. lapd detectives went to  
investigate the suspect when he  started shooting at them. police 
returned fire, hitting  the man. he is in the hospital right now. his 
condition is unknown. all the officers involved were  okay.   

1:58 2/23/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details on a party bus  that hit and dragged a father of  two 
down the street. the police have located the bus  but haven't found 
the driver. beverly white is live outside  the hospital where she 
spoke to  relatives tonight. >> reporter: the sheriff's  department 
credits media reports  with the discovery of the bus. and they are 
hopeful additional  exposure will help them fight  the felony hit and 
run driver. at the hospital, relatives say  he is unaware that the 
party bus  that mowed him down was found  today.  >> i have not 
told him anything  i'm trying to keep most of that  away from that.  

0:37 2/23/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

prosecutors will not file  charges against three los  angeles police 
officers who shot  and killed a man at the end of a  high-speed 
pursuit that happened  in 2013. national guard veteran brian  baird 
crashes his corvette in  downtown los angeles and  officers open 
fire, killing him. his family says that brian was  mentally disabled. 
the district attorney says there  is not enough evidence to prove  
that the officers did not act in  self-defense or in defense of  
others. we talked with brian's brother  tonight and he says that the  
family is devastated and they  are in disbelief.   

0:37 2/23/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

family members are pleading  for the return of a costa mesa  
woman who disappeared on  valentine's day. they were handing 
out fliers  today hoping someone will  recognize her.  >> we're not 
going to give up. we're going to keep on going,  working hard to let 
everybody  know that we are still searching  her and that whatever 
that  happens, we are not going to  stop until we find something  
more.  >> she disappeared after going  on a date with her ex-
boyfriend.   

0:24 2/23/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

animal control officers had  to put down hundreds of roosters  from 
two illegal cockfighting  organizations. these photos are from two 
homes. at one home they found enough  pot to fill three garbage 
bags. they also found more than more  than a dozen birds that 
didn't  survive.   

0:20 2/23/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

he calls it a reenactment of  50 shades of gray. but police call it 
sexual  assault. police say he tied up a woman in  his dorm room, 
hit her with a  belt before sexually assaulting  her. when officer 
arrested him he  said he was inspired by the  movie and it was 
consent yule.   

0:42 2/23/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight we hear from a man  who admitted stealing hundreds  of 
dollars from girl scouts. he admits to stealing cash from  a ten-
year-old girl scout, make  off with about $300 before  police caught 
up with him and  made the arrest. we asked him why he did it? >> 
because i needed money for  drugs. >> you are sober? >> that 
was the problem. i was starting to withdraw from  heroin.  >> as for 
the girl scouts, they  got their money back and more. police bought 
the remaining $240  worth of cookies and threw in an  extra 60 
bucks.   
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1:58 2/24/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a woman sucker punched by a  stranger and she and the police  
have no idea why it happened. hetty chang talked with that  
woman tonight. >> reporter: surprise and  certainly shock in this  
community because this is  irvine, one of the safest cities  in the 
nation. that's what one woman thought  until she was allegedly  
attacked, unprovoked on a sunday  afternoon. she is finally able to 
see out  of her right eye swollen shut  when a man came out of 
nowhere  and knocked her to the floor. she only wants to use her 
first  name, fearing for her safety,  something she never thought 
she  had to do in irvine at the  luxury park apartment complex. 

0:56 2/24/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we're so thrilled  that -- that we have the verdict  that we have 
tonight. >> this just in, family reaction  tonight to the guilty verdict 
in  the american sniper trial. it took a jury less than three  hours to 
convict ex-marine eddie  ray routh of killing chris kyle  and chad 
littlefield. routh will spend the rest of his  life in prison without 
parole. after the verdict, chad  littlefield's mother expressed  relief.  
>> god has proved to be  faithful. >> reporter: routh showed no  
reaction when the judge read the  verdict. his attorneys say they 
will  appeal.   

0:23 2/24/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, an autopsy  report for a man who died  following an 
altercation with  the lapd shows cocaine killed  him. officer 
arrested the man last  year. witnesses say police beat and  
punched him for what they say  seemed like ten minutes. angry 
family members blame  police but the effects of  cocaine led to his 
death.   

0:21 2/24/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

torrance police release  photos of four women accused of  
shoplifting at a children's  clothing store this month. when an 
employee at the store  confronted the women one started  pushing 
and punching. a couple months ago a group came  into the store 
and did exactly  the same thing.   

0:33 2/24/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a wheelchair stolen from a  driveway. now the five-year-old girl 
who  uses it and her family desperate  to get it back. she has a 
birth defect with her  hips. she is facing major surgery and  needs 
the wheelchair to get  around. someone stole her daughter's  pink 
wheelchair from in front of  their home in apple valley.  >> my feet 
gets tired and i  used. if i don't have it i can't use  it. >> reporter: 
the front wheels  light up when they roll forward.   

0:35 2/24/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 7-eleven in san bernardino  did a double take when a man  
walked in looking like he just  came from a haunted house. the 
right side of his face was  covered in blood. he asked for a slice of 
pizza,  paid them and walked out.  >> he was pretty bloody. he 
seemed really terrified. and he just walked in and seemed  like he 
needed something.  >> police tell us when they got  there, he 
appeared to be very  drunk. paramedics were called and he  
should be okay.   

0:33 2/24/15 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a teacher is in jail accused  of having a sexual relationship  with a 
student. he was a full-time science  teacher at the school since  
2009. investigators say that's when he  met the 15-year-old girl, 
the  two allegedly committed  inappropriate acts in a  classroom 
and at park's home  last fall.  >> the safety of the student is  
utmost importance of the school  district.  >> he was also a football 
coach  at two high schools as well.   
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0:44 2/24/15 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police say a 72-year-old man  told his victim she was getting  
training on a device to remove  wrinkles. now he has arrested for 
sexual  assault. police say that raymond baker  used the device for 
sexual  battery. a 29-year-old woman who applied  for a job there 
told officers  she was assaulted several times  with his cosmetic 
microcurrent  device. it is supposed to reduce  wrinkles. we asked 
what kind of training  someone would need to use it.   

0:26 2/24/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

at least seven people  recovering after a police  pursuit ended in a 
crash in  south l.a. among those hurt a baby and  three children. 
the officers tried to pull over  the driver this morning. all of a 
sudden he took off. he crashed just a few minutes  later near main 
street. the driver was arrested. two children were in the car  with 
him. before the crash, police say the  suspect also hit a bicyclist.   

0:29 2/24/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the driver of a party bus  that hit a man and dragged him  several 
hundred people turned  himself in. he was booked on suspicion of  
felony hit and run. he was identified by several  people on the 
party bus. the victim was out walking early  on saturday morning 
when the  party bus came by. after he was hit the bus kept on  
going. the father of two is out of a  coma tonight.   

0:30 2/24/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police look at images of a  robber on valentine's day. the attack 
happened on east  foothill boulevard near amelia  avenue. the 
woman said the suspect hit  her in the face repeatedly and  
dragged her for 30 feet before  the strap on her purse broke. this is 
the getaway car.   

0:25 2/24/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are asking for your  help in locating four men who  terrorized 
a couple in their  home. the four men forced their way  into the 
house on white oak  avenue last night. they handcuffed the people  
inside, stole cash and jewelry  and took off. investigators tell us 
that one  of the men had a gun. the other had a screwdriver or  
perhaps it was a small knife. the victims own three  restaurants in 
the area.   

0:29 2/24/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

if you want to see crazy,  take a look at this, a  terrifying scene 
caught on  police dash cam last month in  cleveland. let me 
explain what you are  seeing, the driver getting  ejected from his 
suv after  losing control. there he is on the icy road  there. officers 
say he was speeding. the man ended up in the middle  of the 
interstate there. he suffered back injuries and a  concussion. but 
there he is, he's walking  around and is okay.   

1:21 2/25/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breakinging news where a  police pursuit ends with a  driver hiding 
out in a couple's  home.  >> this is the standoff. police trying to get 
that man  out of this home. let's go to chris christie. >> reporter: 
another wild  pursuit, following the suspect  into wentworth street 
where he  crashed the vehicle and jumped  the fences through the  
neighborhood and ended up in the  home of an elderly couple who  
were able to make it to safety. the suspect is now in the attic  of 
this home.  

1:37 2/25/15 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the bodies of a man and  woman found shot to death in a  beverly 
hills apartment. tonight investigators are trying  to figure out what 
happened.  >> nbc 4 ease robert kovacik  live with what he has 
just  learned from detectives there. >> reporter: exactly right. i just 
got an update about what  happened here. an apartment on the 
300 block of  south "m" here in beverly hills  between wilshire and 
olympic. we now know we are talk about a  man and a woman. 
they were in their 30s. a man and a woman, we don't know  their 
relationship but they  lived in this apartment together  and died in 
this apartment  together this afternoon.   
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2:11 2/25/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and poker buddies hit by  home invasion robbers. for the first time 
one of the  victims is breaking his silence  about the connection 
that could  make them targets and break this  case. hetty chang 
live with what she  has uncovered tonight. >> reporter: that's right. 
we have confirmed that  detectives from a number of law  
enforcement agencies are looking  at all possibilities and are  
comparing notes. we are learning of a surprising  connection that 
two home  invasion victims visited the  same casino the night they 
were  robbed.   

0:19 2/25/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now to new details tonight  on a missing costa mesa woman. 
detectives say she had  restraining order filed against  her from 
november of last year. that order ended days before she  
disappeared following a  valentine's day date. detectives don't 
believe it is  connected to her disappearance.   

0:34 2/25/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a family demanding that the  lapd officers be responsible for  the 
death of their loved one. we showed you the autopsy report  that 
showed that he died from  the effects of cocaine. tonight, family 
and friends  protested saying there is a  video that shows the 
officer  beat him for ten minutes and  that's what killed him last  
year.  >> if you or me would kill  someone we would go to jail. the 
same should apply to the  cops.  >> the group plans to file a  
lawsuit against the lapd.   

1:17 2/25/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

what started at two  carjackings led police to a  surprising and 
dangerous  discovery and the arrest of a  father/son duo. gadi 
schwartz has that story  tonight. >> reporter: carjackings have  
rattled a lot of students on  campus, even more so when they  
have seen how many guns have  been seized.  >> it was right 
here. my class is right there. >> reporter: in the spot where a  
student was robbed at gunpoint.  

0:23 2/25/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the man who police say  stabbed to death a man in the  parking lot 
of a south los  angeles donut shop is look at  murder with special  
circumstances. the 38-year-old is accused of  robbing the donut 
shop and as he  made a run for it, the owner  chased after him. 
that's when the suspect pulled  out a knife and killed the donut  
shop employee.   

0:35 2/25/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

half a million dollars  stolen from a home in burbank  and police 
believe they spotted  one of the men who took it. take a look at the 
photo here. police say this man and an  accomplice forced their 
way into  a home in november. they tide up the housekeeper and  
got away with $500,000.  >> we exhausted all of our law  
enforcement resources to family,  friends, anything like that,  
business acquaintances, whatever  that could be. 

0:19 2/25/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a warning about a peeping  tom near apartments at ucla. a student 
said she heard a noise  in the middle of the night on  her second 
story balcony. she saw a man standing at her  door and he saw 
her, jumped off  the balcony and ran away.   

0:28 2/25/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the woodland hills man who  is the most hated man on the  
internet admitted to stealing  e-mails and photos for his  revenge 
porn website. evidence linked the 28-year-old  and another man to 
hacking  e-mail accounts and posting nude  and sexual explicit 
photos of  his victims. his alleged accomplice will go  on trial next 
month.   
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0:23 2/25/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a former teacher at an all  girl's school answered to sex  charges 
today. the 47-year-old pleaded not  guilty in a downtown 
courtroom  this morning. prosecutors say he initiated a  
relationship with a teenaged  girl in the year 2000 and it  continued 
for two years. if convicted he could face the  five years in state 
prison.   

0:45 2/25/15 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a sheriff's deputy is on  restricted duty after he dragged  a mentally 
incompetent woman  through a courthouse hallway. take a look.  
>> stop. you're hurting me. you're hurting me! >> while the incident 
was caught  on video on monday morning in  ft. laurderdale. the 
woman was dragged down the  hall as she sobs and pleads with  
the deputy. the woman was mentally  incompetent during a 
trespassing  and criminal mischief case.  >> no one had the 
common sense  to say stop, this is wrong? this is inhumane? >> 
an internal investigation is  now underway.  

0:55 2/25/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking developments in  that top story we were telling  you 
about where the chase  standoff just ended. beverly white has new  
information for us. >> reporter: that's right. in fact we are still on 
the  13,000 block of wentworth. let's go to the video. the capture of 
the gentleman who  was in the vehicle being chased  by 
investigators. the pursuit began around 10:00  p.m. and now we 
understand the  driver is in custody. the video showing right now,  
just captured from news chopper  4 moments ago. there are still 
choppers here. the lapd spotlight helicopters  and canines arrived 
moment ago  so they can take him in for  apparent erratic driving. 
i'm beverly white. back to you in the studio.   

0:26 2/25/15 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news. an arrest in the murder of a  transgender woman in 
south los  angeles. she was shot on her front porch  two months 
ago. officers investigating the  shooting, not as a hate crime  but 
now possibly that's changed. we will continue to get you more  
information on who police  arrested with new information  
overnight and on our nbc l.a.  app.   

1:27 2/26/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it's 11:00, and there is  breaking news in baldwin park,  where a 
possible lover's quarrel  leaves one man dead. >> nbc 4's beverly 
white is  speaking with investigators and  joins us live with the 
latest. beverly? >> reporter: that's right,  colleen. it's a very active 
investigation  here, and maine avenue in  baldwin park. an active 
sheriff's homicide  investigation to be exact. they tell us around 
5:30, a  woman discovered an 18-year-old  female sitting on a 
porch. she was stabbed in the upper  body, alive but stable  
condition. 

1:40 2/26/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

happen right now, the search  is on for the street racer who  hit 
and killed two people in  chatsworth. nbc 4's ted chen is live there  
right now with new information  on what happened. ted? >> 
reporter: chuck, we've seen  about a dozen people come by  this 
memorial site to honor the  victims. police are hoping more 
witnesses  will come forward with cell  phone video, reminding 
them that  they cannot get in trouble by  simply watching a street 
race. also hoping that the suspect  they've identified will  surrender 
himself.  

0:25 2/26/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a teenager fights off an  attacker as she is walking home  from 
valley high school in santa  ana. 21-year-old jesus bahena is  
accused of kidnapping. he drove up next to her and  yelled at her 
and a friend to  get in the car. she claims he came back and  
grabbed her. the teenager was able to kick  him and run away to a 
nearby  church or the help.  
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0:35 2/26/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the man accused of killing a  fox executive gavin smith says  he 
was acting in self-defense. john creech entered a plea of  self-
defense. his southeastern it was smith  who attached creech and 
his  client was defending himself. the fight may have been over a  
woman. >> the prosecution has alleged  that the victim had a  
relationship with my client's  wife. 

0:42 2/26/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it is a bittersweet night  for a family of a transgender  woman 
murdered in south l.a. her family opened up tonight  about the 
arrest of her  suspected killer. we first told you about the  arrest 
last night at 11:00. and today the family of deshonda  sanchez 
thanked the lapd for  making the arrest. the 21-year-old was shot 
to  death nearly three months ago. detectives say robert stells is  
the shooter.  

0:23 2/26/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and the girls high school  basketball coach arrested,  accused of 
having sexual  relations with at least two  players. 19-year-old 
duane jordan  richardson was most recently  coaching at a villa 
park high  school in orange county. one of the alleged victims was 
a  student there and a second  attends el dorado high school in  
placencia. school officials say richardson  is a volunteer coach. he 
has posted bail.  

0:18 2/26/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details of the death of  a man and a woman in beverly  hills. 
the coroner's office has  identified the man as  39-year-old vincent 
maggio. police believe he killed the  woman and then turned the 
gun on  himself. the woman has not yet been  identified. the 
bodies were discovered in an  apartment on south elm drive  
yesterday afternoon.  

0:50 2/26/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

man suspected of drunk  driving ends up getting a check  for 
$70,000, all because he  pulled out his cell phone and  hit the 
record button. >> have you had anything to  drink tonight? >>. no.  
>> you don't take any  medications or anything? >> no. >> he 
posted a youtube video  with the audio and transcription  when the 
officer pulled him  over. when the officer asked him to  perform a 
sobriety test, he  refuses. but the officer says he is  slurring his 
words so he gets  arrested. 

1:33 2/27/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we begin with this breaking  news out of north holly this  street is 
now closed to traffic. this is where investigators have secured the 
remains. and are awaiting the coroner. just before 8:30 p.m., her 
body  was thrown 20 to 30 yards and  she remains in the road way  
under sheets and a tent. the police are confident that  the car was 
badly damaged and  said they have been  investigating a lot of hit 
and  runs lately.  

0:20 2/27/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

video surveillance of a man  who held up the west covina  medical 
facility. the robber comes in. and points a gun at a female  
employee. she runs and locks herself in  another room while the 
lobby is  ransacked. when he is done, he leaves with  her personal 
items and about  $400 cash. >> new tonight, a nursing  assistant 
arrested for stealing  from his patients in glenndora,  he stole 
account numbers from  two patients 

0:25 2/27/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

>> new tonight, a nursing  assistant arrested for stealing  from his 
patients in glenndora,  he stole account numbers from  two 
patients. he then bought $40,000 worth of  shoes and car parts 
online. investigators say he worked in  several nursing homes in 
the san gabriel valley and they say it's possible there's more 
victims.  

0:17 2/27/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a suspected drug dealer is  busted in simi valley. they searched 
her home yesterday and found 82 grams of meth,  cash, guns and 
several boxes of  ammunition.  
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0:42 2/27/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

was it an accident or was a  grandmother hit with a car on  
purpose. a deadly family fight in  hawthorne. he got in to a heated 
argument  with his girlfriend last night. her mother heard the 
comotion  and stepped in to help.  

0:18 2/27/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and three armed robbers are  on the run tonight after forcing their 
way in a house and  demanding cash. the victim got away, and 
called  9-1-1, on our news at 5:00, we  showed you police setting 
up a  perimeter, somehow the suspects  got away.  

0:32 2/27/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the l.a.p.d. identified a  21-year-old that was street  racing when he 
lost control and  veered in to a crowd of  spectators, police are 
looking  for the diver. henry divorgian, they will  charge him with hit 
and run, his dented mustang is in police  custody. dozens of 
people witnessed the  street race and their testimony  will be 
important once police  find him. this all went down a little  after 
2:00 a.m. on plummer in  chats worth.  

0:39 2/27/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a car pool buddy was a wooden figure wearing a hoodie. the long 
island man was  initially pulled over for  speeding. that's what the 
new york highway patrol officer noticed the fake  passenger. 

0:26 2/27/15 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a case of animal cruelty  takes a turn. the dog involved now 
missing. the pictures were posted of the  dog saying that was  
mallnourished. and when they went back to check the dog, the 
owner he said she  was taken.  

2:05 3/2/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the backlash continues. anger and frustration as police find 
themselves facing a hostile homeless community after a man is 
shot and killed over the weekend. gadi schwartz is live downtown 
with reaction for us. >> reporter: skid row is one of the most 
difficult places to police in the country and tonight that policing 
continues despite high tensions and residents filled with rage. 

2:16 3/2/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now a story that stretches from coast to coast. a man from 
victorville is behind bars, accused of using social media to lure a 
teenager from new york to california and sexually assaulting her. it 
has hollywood connections. nbc 4's robert kovacik has the new 
developments. >> reporter: a teenager disappears. a mother hires 
a private investigator to track her down and with help of police 
from apple valley and the san bernardino county sheriff's human 
trafficking detail she is rescued. but is she the only victim of a 
alleged rapist?  

0:26 3/2/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

lapd detectives are looking for two men responsible for a series of 
burglaries just off the 110 between dodger stadium and south 
pasadena. this is video from last november when the two were 
caught on camera burglarizing a home on elder bank drive. the 
most recent heist took place on wednesday. the two men broke 
into a house while the homeowner barricaded herself in a 
bathroom.  

0:46 3/2/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the family of a man who died after being arrested by the lapd is 
suing the police department and city of los angeles. the family 
claims an autopsy report saying that the victim died from the 
effects of cocaine is part of it. witnesses say the police briefed the 
man for several minutes and that, not the drugs is what killed him. 
the family is suing for $25 million.  

0:24 3/2/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two west covina teachers are expected back in court on 
wednesday to answer new charges they had sex with students 
and gave them alcohol, possibly even cocaine. investigators didn't 
have enough evidence to charge the two women. it seems that 
has changed. investigators now say this all happened during a 
non-school-sponsored camping trip last year.  
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0:42 3/2/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the family of a 14-year-old boy is pleading for help hoping to find 
the person who hit him and drove away, leaving the teenager in 
the middle of the road. he was on his way to school on saturday 
morning when the driver hit him in santa ana. he is now listed in 
critical condition. >> multiple injuries to his head, to his brain, to 
his leg. he's fighting. he's fighting for his life. he's strong. he's not 
giving up. 

1:08 3/3/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we begin tonight at 11:00  with breaking news. three people shot 
in a parking  lot outside a pharmacy. six suspects now on the run.  
>> nbc 4's beverly white just  arrived on the scene there. what's 
happening now? >> right now, chuck, we  understand they are 
emptying out  a nearby smoke shop. this is patrolled by l.a.'s  
police department and they have  a chopper flying right now as we  
speak doing low, tight circles  over the cvs pharmacy, searching  
for suspects. one of the six is in custody.  

1:24 3/3/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now to the manhunt and  anxious moments for students at  the 
university of southern  california downtown and tonight  two armed 
men have been  arrested. nbc 4's gadi schwartz is there  with what 
happened that put the  campus on alert. >> reporter: earlier 
tonight,  lapd was on a traffic stop. they pulled over a car right  
here. two men got out and started  running through the alley and  
towards campus. choppers circling and a huge  perimeter.  >> a 
cop car every five houses. 

0:24 3/3/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an investigation is underway  after a los angeles county  sheriff's 
deputy shot a man in  lakewood. police cars surrounded that  
neighborhood. it's on 215th street. a 50-year-old man armed with a  
knife approached one of the  officers refusing to put it  down. he 
was shot several times. he was taken to the hospital and  is in fair 
condition right now.   

0:28 3/3/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're learning more about  the homeless man shot and killed  by 
police over the weekend. he is a convicted bank robber  from 
cameroon living here under  a fake name and a french  passport 
he stole so he could  get into the united states. he pistol whips a 
bank teller to  get cash to pay for acting  classes. he had mental 
problems and was  wanted for a parole violation.   

0:29 3/3/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new information on last  week's deadly street racing  crash in 
chatsworth. attorneys say he owns the car  that hit and killed two  
spectators. this video shows a man  resembling the owner 
throwing  down the flag. his attorney says that proves he  is 
innocent. the judge kept his bail at just  over $2 million.   

0:39 3/3/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a woman is arrested and  charged in the rape and murder  of a 15-
year-old. brenda disappeared 13 years ago. 27-year-old 
rosemary -- was  arraigned this afternoon. investigators say that 
sierra  news rosemary and likely trusted  her.  

0:43 3/3/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a crackdown by federal  agents on what they are calling  a 
maternity tourism ring. the scheme allowed pregnant  women from 
china who would  travel to the u.s. to give birth  to babies who 
would become u.s.  citizens. some of the women paid up to  
$80,000 to give birth here in  the u.s. investigators say the ring  
leaders coached them to lie  about why they were here. 

0:19 3/3/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

officer with the lapd facing  a new threat tonight. we're told hackers 
are  threatening to post officers'  personal information online. 
hackers say it's in retaliation  for the deadly police shooting  on 
skid row. the department has warned the  officers to secure their 
online  accounts.  
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0:36 3/3/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

>> serving an eviction notice  took a bizarre turn after they  
discovered a body in a  container. the deputies went to serve the  
notice this morning. but once they arrived in the  apartment, the 
tenant said there  was a body inside. and they found a steel 
container  in one of the rooms.  

5:35 3/3/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have action in the boyle  heights area. a pursuit is going on. 
they are chasing that white van  there. >> reporter: we've been  
listening to the pursuit for the  last six minutes or so. this white 
van, high speed  pursuit in the boyle heights  area. lapd officers in 
pursuit of the  vehicle. we understand there has been  shots fired 
during this pursuit. we understand that there might  be a victim 
down from that  shooting but we don't know what  the condition is. 
a car blocking the path of the  driver. 

0:20 3/3/15 11:34p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have a quick update on  this high-speed pursuit that  ended in 
the boyle heights area. we understand there were two  suspects in 
the car. we watched as police chased one  into the backyard 
there. they have apprehended two of the  suspects. we'll have the 
latest tomorrow  morning on today in l.a. >> quite a chase.   

0:24 3/4/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we begin tonight at 11:00  with breaking news. a deadly shooting 
in el monte  and sheriff's deputies are  looking for the suspect as 
we  speak. a man was shot and killed on  elliot avenue a few 
blocks from  el monte high school. deputies tell our crew on scene  
they will update us shortly but  right now they are looking for  any 
witnesses to come forward.   

1:49 3/4/15 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

to a developing story we are  watching in exposition park. a school 
on lockdown. police searching for a gunman.  >> beverly white 
joins us live  with the latest. >> reporter: that's right,  colleen, 
about five hours after  it started they declared the all  clear at mlk 
elementary school  and the surrounding areas. this after a man 
with a gun  trespassed on the campus and  disrupted the after 
school  programs and the rush hour.   

1:55 3/4/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man is exposing himself to  girls outside a school and in  one 
case he tried to grab one of  the young girls. hetty chang has 
shown that  suspect's sketch to moms in the  neighborhood and 
they have seen  this guy before? >> reporter: this is the sketch  we 
have been showing around the  neighborhood. three women say 
they have seen  the man around here a lot. there have been since 
incidents  since february, the most recent  and brazen this 
morning.  >> you have seen him?  

0:28 3/4/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new a at 11:00, closing in  on a driver who hit a  14-year-old boy 
then took off. police released these  surveillance photos of a black  
wmw they are looking for. the victim was walking on  saturday 
when he was struck. the driver left him in the  middle of the road 
and took off. the car is missing a mirror, fog  light with damage to 
the  passenger side fender.   

0:25 3/4/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a frightening scenario on  the 71 freeway. a woman jumps out of a 
moving  car to escape a kidnapper. she had been on social media  
chatting with this riverside  man. he claim head worked for amazon  
and could get her a job. the attack happened this  afternoon. he is 
now in jail and is not an  amazon employee.   

0:24 3/4/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we are learning a lot more  about a homeless woman stabbed  to 
death at a bus stop in korea  town. it happened near wilshire and  
norton avenue. the lapd wants you to look at  this picture. this is a 
41-year-old. they are hoping that someone  will know something 
about her  murder. investigators say she was dead  for hours 
before she was found  at the bus stop.   
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0:29 3/4/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and sex, drugs and alcohol. serious allegations against two  
former west covina teachers who  pleaded not guilty in court  
today. the 30-year-old had sex with a  17-year-old student and 
melanie  lippert played the match maker. they are accused of 
giving  students alcohol and cocaine at  a beach party last year. 
the drugs and alcohol raise  questions about whether they  knew 
the students' ages.   

0:27 3/4/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two masked men broke into a  woman's home, tide her up and  
robbed her. a massive response just after  8:00. the woman called 
911 claiming  she had been held hostage and  two men in ski 
masks ransacked  her house. neighbors tell us they are still  
shaken up over the ordeal  knowing that who did it could be  
among them.   

2:07 3/4/15 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an unexpected guest showed up  to remember africa, the 
homeless  man shot and killed on skid row  last weekend. that 
guest is a fellow lapd  officer. our gadi schwartz has more on  the 
service and the officer who  we understand has worked on skid  
row for two decades? >> reporter: it's a very tense  time on skid 
row for lapd. but tonight one of their fellow  officers was embraced 
by the  community as he said a prayer  for the man shot and killed 
by  lapd. \m\m in a crowded room of prayer and  remembrance.  

0:33 3/4/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

sacramento police are trying  to figure out who is dumping  
mutilated animals all over the  city. headless animals left scattered  
in boxes and paper bags. animal control has discovered a  lamb, 
tortoise, goat, and  several chickens. a dozens cases are being  
investigated.  

0:42 3/4/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police officers in whittier  are suing the city saying they  face 
retaliation if they didn't  meet ticket quota. in total, six officers claim  
they are being forced to abide  by an illegal i station and  arrest 
quota and facing  harassment when they reported it  higher up the 
chain of command.  >> what it does is force them to  go to certain 
locations to meet  the minimum and satisfy their  superiors. 

0:24 3/5/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

moving on the breaking news,  we are getting word that police  
have arrested a man wanted for  killing his sister in san  gabriel. 
this is 31-year-old johnny  goines. police say he shot to death  32-
year-old tanya goines at her  san gabriel home this morning. 
neighbors say they heard  shouting and gunshots and more  
yelling. officials believe some sort of  domestic dispute may have 
led to  the shooting. 

0:14 3/5/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new tonight, a pedestrian  hit and killed on the miracle  mile. 
this happened on wilshire  boulevard near alacma. we don't know 
who the victim is  at this point. the driver did stay at the scene  
until police officers arrived.  

0:29 3/5/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and there are lingering  questions tonight about who was  behind 
the wheel in that deadly  street racing crash in  chatsworth last 
week. it comes after ireal valenzuela,  the second suspect arrested 
in  connection with the crash  tweeted not guilty today on  murder 
charges. video taken during the raid  shows a mustang out of 
control  and into a crowd of onlookers. detectives won't say what 
role  valenzuela played, but his bail  is set at $2 million.  
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0:37 3/5/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a husband and wife  appeared in court today, accused  of 
attacking another couple in a  fit of road rage in murrieta. gabriel 
bowker and his wife  denied the accusations against  them. 
investigators say gabriel  attacked the couple with an  aluminum 
bat monday night, and  his wife helped him get away. both the 
man and the woman  suffered major injuries while  their young 
children were in the  back seat. 

0:24 3/5/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a police search is  suspended tonight after someone  fired 
shots near cal state  northridge today. the report set off a flurry of  
police activity around 1:00 this  afternoon. officers briefly detained  
several people, but later  released them. witnesses heard the 
shots near  university park apartments. that's just blocks away 
from the  campus. no one was hurt and classes  continued as 
normal.  

0:38 3/5/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we are learning more about  the homeless man shot and killed  by 
the lapd on skid row. today the coroner identified the  man as 43 
cunan. it has been determined he died  of multiple gunshot 
wounds. records he is he was a convicted  bank robber from 
cameroon. living here under a fake name  and passport he 
allegedly stole  so he could get into the united  states. 

0:25 3/5/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police officers in whittier  are suing the city claiming they  faced 
retaliation if they don't  meet ticket quotas. now the city is 
responding. the whittier city manager tells  us the city does not 
believe it  requires quotas in violation of  state law. the city also 
does not think it  engaged in retaliation. six officers claim they are  
being forced to abide by illegal  citation and arrest quota.  

0:19 3/5/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and the glendale police  department is looking for more  possible 
victims of an internet  predator. kenneth robert delmon was  
arrested last month for  soliciting an underaged female  over the 
internet. police say he likely targeted  other young victims in 
glendale  and the surrounding areas via  social media. and they're 
asking them to come  forward.  

0:45 3/5/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new surveillance video may  help santa ana police track down  the 
driver in a deadly  hit-and-run investigation. now police want you to 
take a  look at this car, believed to be  a black m series bmw. the 
car was spotted on civic  center drive not far from the  police 
station. investigators say only minutes  earlier the driver struck a  
teenaged boy over the weekend  who walked on to the street to  
pick up a skateboard. that boy is now in a coma. 

0:41 3/5/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a confrontation this  week between a homeless man on  skid 
row and the lapd is the  latest example of how more law  
enforcement stops are now being  recorded. a new phone app is 
designed to  catch every second of a police  stop. the video 
recorded is uploaded  to a person's preset dropbox and  can also 
be sent to an emergency  contact.  

2:04 3/6/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

she's a very good girl. she's a -- i can't anything. sorry.  >> family 
and friends too  devastated to speak tonight as  the police search 
for the driver  who hit and killed a 4 year-old  girl and then just took 
off.  >> nbc4's robert kovacik is in  glendale tonight where  
investigators are pleading for  the driver to come forward.  >> 
chuck and colleen, i just  spoke with tom lorenz of the  glendale 
police department. he tells me detectives are going  through video 
from this area but  so far nothing. 
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2:22 3/6/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

for more than six months,  detectives have tried to find  the killer of 
a 17-year-old shot  because he didn't want to fight. tonight police 
along with family  members continue to look for  anything to lead 
them to that  shooter. nbc4's beverly white spoke with  the mother 
of this young man and  joins us live right now from  south l.a. >> 
colleen, it's a campaign to  remind citizens near the crime  scene 
there's still a $75,000  reward on the table. this is a quest by loved 
ones  and law enforcement to get a  bike riding killer off the  
streets. we found cops and relatives in  rush hour traffic tonight  
seeking justice for a murdered  teenage boy.  

0:26 3/6/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, a million  dollar marijuana bust in pomona. police 
moved in on a business  just off town avenue there. inside they 
found this, some 630  pot plants weighing more than  300 pounds. 
officers made at least one  arrest, phillip startman. they believe 
he's behind this  elaborate grow operation. the street value of 
these plants  estimated to be $1 million. 

0:24 3/6/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're finding out why police  evacuated a neighborhood in west  
kubina during our newscast this  evening responding to a 911 call  
on sand string drive. first responders heard a gunshot  when the 
they got there. surrounding homes were evacuated  as a 
precaution and after they  got inside the house, they  discovered 
the body of what they  tell us was a juvenile  apparently the only 
person in  the home.  

0:26 3/6/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a former signal hill police  officer is now out on bail  tonight but not 
out of trouble. police arrested jacob swigert on  charges of using 
excessive force  last november along the 5  freeway. >> he's 
accused of slamming a  50-year-old man against his car  and then 
holding him there at  gunpoint on the freeway. he was still an 
officer at the  time of this incident. but not in uniform and it wasn't  
his own car or it was his own  car  

0:27 3/6/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

too firefighters in san  bernardino no doubt trying to  figure out who 
had want their rescue equipment. apparently someone did and 
stole  it right from the fire station. this almost empty storage  
contain ser all that's left. crews went to get the equipment  today 
for training and noticed  all of a sudden it was gone. the storm 
container sits outside  a closed down fire station near  milan 
arrowhead. firefighters say that equipment  is valued at $200,000.  

0:25 3/6/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a mother is under arrest  in. >>er ris and charged with using  
her own teenage daughters in a  human trafficking scheme. task 
force officers arrested  antoinea muhammad and her  live-in 
boyfriend charles smyth  yesterday. both forced mohammed's  14-
year-old daughter caught  along with another daughter just  over 
18 into prostitution. this happened in murrieta and  the san 
fernando valley. 

0:25 3/6/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

no response from the lapd  tonight regarding a lawsuit  about a 
man shot and killed by  police at universal city plaza. officers 
responded to a  disturbance call at universal  city walk last may  
james white junior opened fire  in a crowd of people and that's  
when the officers shot and  killed him. his parents are now suing 
the  city of los angeles alleging  wrongful death and civil rights  
violations. 
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0:47 3/6/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police tell us they have  found some if not all of the  stolen band 
equipment from a  pasadena high school. so far no one is in 
custody. we have video of the band in  action last weekend taken 
from  marshall fundamental school in  pasadena. investigators 
stopped a man  rummaging through a station  wagon that 
happened to be full  of music equipment. the man took off. tonight 
police are still trying  to track him down.  >> tech is processing the  
vehicle today as well as the  items ha it contained, noticed  several 
of the cases said  pasadena school district.  >> the community 
came together  for the kids yesterday and set  up a go fund me for 
the band and  so far, more than 200 people  have donated 
$12,000.  

0:25 3/6/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the jury in the blurred lines  copyright infringement trial has  gone 
home for a long weekend  without reaching a decision. they're 
trying to determine if  robin thicke's hit song is a  copy of marvin 
gay's song got ta  give it from up '97. thicke co-wrote blurred lines  
with pharrel williams. the jury will resume  deliberations tuesday.  

0:28 3/6/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we are now getting  surveillance video of a man who  used 
counterfeit cash to buy  girl scout cookies in south  pasadena. 
here is the man police are  looking for. he first tried to use the fake  
$100 bill at a von's and used  that same bill to buy girl scout  
cookies inside. he walked away with about $80 in  cash. 

0:47 3/6/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a hit and run driver who  killed a judge's son in pacific  palisades 
has been sentenced to  three years in prison. 67-year-old 
margaret daovuong  entered a no contest plea last  month. >> it's 
actually one of the  saddest circumstances that i've  ever he had to 
be engaged in in  any fashion. >> the victim of the accident  23-
year-old david pregger son  was the son of an l.a. judge and  the 
grandson of a federal  appeals court judge. this happened back in 
december  2013. 

0:17 3/6/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there was a verdict today in  the nordstrom's rack armed  robbery 
trial. all three charged in the case  were found guilty of robbery as  
part of a takeover robbery that  happened at the rack store in  
westchester two years ago. one defendant was also found  guilty 
of rape. 

1:35 3/9/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news, found, a  mother learns her little boy is  alive and 
safe and we're there  as the family now prepares to  reunite.  >> 
nbc 4's beverly white live in  san pedro with a mother who has  to 
be relieved. >> reporter: she is thrilled. we met her tonight 
preparing for  a mother and child reunion,  traveling with detectives 
from  the lapd.  >> he is good. from what i hear, he's good. so i'm 
happy. 

1:23 3/9/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have more breaking news  in orange county. her target, 
anyone sitting in  their car. police are after a woman  carjacking 
people at knife point  and remains on the run. gadi schwartz is live 
in irvine  with this story that is  unfolding tonight. >> reporter: this 
woman's first  carjacking starts in irvine. i want to get to the 
chopper  video you can see looking down  at the area where this 
all  started. it looks like a business park, a  place where a lot of 
people who  are getting off work at 6:00  when this happen. 

0:31 3/9/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and happening right now,  investigators trying to figure  out who hit 
a three-year-old,  stopped for a short period of  time and drove off. 
it happened at indian street and  atwood avenue. the woman got 
out of the car and  appeared concerned but left the  child. the 
three-year-old is expected  to be okay. investigators are looking for 
an  older red or marooned colored  gmc yukon.   
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0:25 3/9/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a home in el monte shut down  after officers discovered a  
massive grow operation there. and they say there was one  glaring 
tip-off. the electrical meter at the  house was bypassed which 
creates  a fire hazard. investigators found more than  500 
marijuana plants along with  the grow equipment throughout  the 
house. the house just off huddard  avenue.   

0:27 3/9/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a brawl with police officers  landed a former mma fighter in  jail 
again. police arrested miller in front  of the white house restaurant 
in  laguna beach over the weekend. reports say that miller broke a  
glass and when the police got on  the scene, miller tried to take  
them on as well. last year, miller live tweeted  another standoff 
with s.w.a.t.  officers in mission viejo.  

0:46 3/9/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

san bernardino police are  searching for a man who  attempted to 
kidnap a cal state  student in the middle of the day  and it's not the 
first time.  >> these experiences are hurting  the confidence and 
the safety  that we expect. and this is unacceptable. let me be 
clear. the safety of our campus  community is our highest  priority. 

0:28 3/9/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and caught on camera,  terrifying moments for a  washington state 
family after a  man tried to abduct their child  and was almost 
successful. the man grabbed the boy from the  stroller and started 
running  down the two-year-old. the boy's brother and sister  
started chasing after the man. police believe their screaming  
scared the man.  

0:23 3/9/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

nearly 2,000 people marching  in madison, wisconsin tonight  
protesting the police shooting  of an unarmed bi-racial  teenager. 
police say that the officer shot  him after the two got into a  
confrontation. robinson's family says they'd  like to say changes in 
the way  that police deal with potential  suspects.   

1:40 3/10/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news, a hit and run  driver near usc and a man is in  
critical condition.  >> nbc 4's gadi schwartz just  arrived on scene. 
what do you have? >> the force of impact was  tremendous. this is 
the crosswalk where that  man was crossing the street. and if we 
go to the left right  there, that black dot is one of  his shoes. 
officers, if we can pull back  out, were just pointing out  there was 
another shoe thrown  into that yard down there. and down the 
street about 70  feet away, you are looking at a  backpack and 
clothes that's  where the victim landed. there is no evidence that 
the  driver stopped to help.  

0:48 3/10/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the 110 freeway shut down  during rush hour with two men  and a 
woman arrested face down  on the freeway after a chase and  
shooting. and tonight they are still  looking for a fourth suspect. 
police say it started just  before 6:00 when a person was  shot in a 
leg at a smoke shop in  echo park. the lapd spotted the suspect 
car  and followed the chase. it came to an end on the 110  near 
flower where the suspects  gave up nearly an hour after the  
shooting. 

1:49 3/10/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

just in now, a new photo  could be the clue that leads to  a missing 
student who didn't  show up for class monday in san  bernardino. 
nbc 4's beverly white has more  on this development tonight. >> 
reporter: the parents are  desperate to help police locate  their 
daughter. they are sharing an image they  pray will lead to the  
recognition and safe return of  the 22-year-old woman. there is 
increased concern for  safety tonight. many aware that a woman 
from  sunrise apartments never made it  to class or work monday 
morning. 
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0:47 3/10/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we want to go to the scene  of breaking news in ontario. the end of 
a dangerous pursuit  there. the latest in news chopper 4.  >> this is 
the 1400 block of  fern avenue in ontario. you can see the suv 
there. this pursuit ended in gunfire. the suspect in this pursuit  
exchanged gunfire with police. the suspect was shot. his condition 
is unknown at this  point. but he has been taken to chino  valley 
hospital. this is real close to a park. it ends in gunfire with the  
suspect shot and taken to the  hospital. the investigation continues 
at  this point.  

2:01 3/10/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, she found her  naked selfies posted on  craigslist. 
now her exfaces charges in a  first of its kind case. nbc 4's robert 
kovacik in  thousand oaks with what this  could mean for the girls 
and  future victims of revenge porn.  >> we have, perhaps, the first  
example of how california is  take the next step to protect  women 
who become the unaware and  unwilling prey of  cybercriminals. a 
teenaged girl finds naked  photos of herself on craigslist. revenge 
porn, yes.  

0:43 3/10/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight we're seeing a woman  just over 5 feet tall who may be  
behind a carjacking spree in  orange county for the first  time. this 
is surveillance video of a  woman running away where an  
attempted carjacking happened  last night. she matches the 
description of  the person police are looking  for right now. since 
we broke this story at  11:00 we obtained a victim's  call for help. 

0:24 3/10/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new details on that dog  attack. the pit bull will be put down. 
this is the story we told you  about at 5:00, how a tree  trimmer 
saved a woman who was  being attacked by her dog. she went to 
the hospital with  bites to her head and arms and  tonight offices 
tell us the  attacking dog and another  aggressive pit bull at the 
home  will be euthanized tomorrow.   

0:14 3/10/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're following two breaking  stories with both of our  helicopters 
tonight. on the left, a pursuit that ends  in a shootout in ontario. the 
suspect was injured. on the right is a search for a  hit and run 
driver at usc. a man is in critical condition. the vehicle involved is a 
white  sedan. we are expecting a license plate  number from the 
los angeles  police department. we will keep you updated  
overnight with our morning team  on today in l.a.  

0:44 3/10/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a preschool may face legal  action after parents accuse two  
teachers of abusing their kids  with push pins. a ground of parents 
said their  children were abused and the  school didn't report it. the 
teachers jabbed their  children in the leg with these  push pins as a 
method of  discipline.  

1:51 3/11/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

both of our nbc 4 news  choppers over two breaking  scenes 
tonight. a pursuit and a shooting. this ended in a front yard in  
south gate. and a deadly end to a chase and  a fire truck in the 
middle.  >> we begin with gadi schwartz  in south l.a. with a crash  
involving a fire truck. 

1:03 3/11/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and the other news out of  south gate where a chase ended  in a 
police shooting. our chopper was over the scene  after this 
happened. robert, what do you have? >> reporter: not much, 
colleen. southgate police are not giving  us much at this hour. they 
keep pushing us back from  where this went down. this is at 
capistrano. officers were involved in a  pursuit involving the car 
that  you see. 
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0:19 3/11/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have more breaking news. we have shown you two pursuits  
that happened tonight. and this is the aftermath of  another in 
anaheim. one person went to the hospital. we're making calls right 
now to  get you details on the driver  and how this all came to an 
end.   

2:07 3/11/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

what would you do if someone  broke into your home when you  
were there. for a man in mid city that's  what happened as he 
watched it  unfold in realtime on his  security cameras. beverly 
white is live with what  happened next. >> reporter: the chuck the 
young  men in the video ran off empty  handed. the house is on la 
brea and  wilshire where the cameras got a  good look. the 
homeowner shows us who  appeared on his security system  
sunday, march 1st. two strangers trying to get  inside. he promptly 
called 911.  

0:46 3/11/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

reports of two officers shot  during a protest in ferguson,  missouri. 
this is a live picture of the  downtown area. the report of that 
shooting  coming from our nbc affiliate in  st. louis. it is unclear 
right now if the  two officer who were shot are in  fact ferguson pd, 
this is all  happening in the past hour. we're working to get you the  
conditions of the officers and  more information and video from  
the scene. 

0:39 3/11/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are still looking for  the driver of a hit and run that  took the 
life of a 58-year-old  man in the university park  neighborhood last 
night. tonight a roadside memorial  stands for the victim who died  
after being hit while crossing  the street there. police are hoping 
this video  showing the black sedan will  help them track down the 
driver. tonight family members still  hopeful the driver will come  
forward. 

0:53 3/11/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

what really happened, it's  still not clear if a santa ana  man shot 
and killed himself or  died by police gunfire in a  scene that was 
caught on cell  phone video. >> drop the gun! >> reporter: police 
say the  39-year-old had been in a fight  with a man over a 
woman. apparently he shot that man and  took off in a pickup 
truck. when officers caught up with  him, he tried to shoot himself  
and then tried to come at  officers and that's when they  opened 
fire. this is the third officer  involved shooting in santa ana  in a 
month.  

0:20 3/11/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have a sketch of a man  who tried to rape two women at  cal 
state bern dino this week. if you recognize the guy in the  sketch 
call the police.   

0:19 3/11/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

thee people are in jail  accused of operating a fraud  operation in 
l.a. the scheme allowed students to  live in the u.s. even though  
they weren't going to class any  more. three executives at the 
prodee  university face charges for  immigration fraud and money  
laundering.   

1:17 3/11/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the audio is much better  now. we want to go to the breaking  
news in south los angeles and  gadi schwartz, a deadly end to a  
chase and a fire truck that was  caught in the middle of it all.  >> 
gadi schwartz is live with  new information from some of the  
witnesses out there. >> reporter: one of the  witnesses was just 
telling me  some remarkable new information. they were 
describing that  accident right after it happened  right after the 
suspect vehicle  plowed into the fire engine. 
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0:18 3/11/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and now caught on camera, a  vicious fight that happened in  new 
york. a group of girls kicking,  punching and pulling the hair of  a 
teenager. all of this happening at a  mcdonald's. the victim is 
wearing the blue  hoodie. police call this a gang beating. the victim 
went to the hospital  but is not cooperating with  authorities.   

0:36 3/11/15 11:18p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we are getting these  pictures from ferguson,  missouri. two police 
officers have been  shot. this happened during a protest  outside 
the police station. still unclear if the officers  are part of the 
ferguson police  department because there are  reports there were 
state  troopers and other law  enforcement there tonight. this 
comes a week after the  justice department released a  report 
accusing ferguson's  police and court system of  racial bias. we're 
going to stay on this  through the night and give you  the latest 
tomorrow on today in  l.a. at 4:30 and updates when we  get them 
right here.   

0:44 3/11/15 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new information about the  daycare center where two  teachers 
are accused of using  push pins to discipline  toddlers. we spoke 
to the mothers who are  suing tutor time. they talked about the 
lingering  effects. the kids have nightmares, wet  the bed and grind 
their teeth  because the teachers poked them  with the push pins. 

2:10 3/12/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now at 11:00, breaking news  in long beach. a 15-year-old stabbed 
and  killed, and the suspect is a  teenager.  >> let's get right to 
beverly  white, who just spoke with the  police chief there. >> 
reporter: we just came from  across the street at the police  
department behind me to share  with you what we know about the  
event. tonight they hosted a hastily  called news conference with a  
dozen family members and the  police chief regarding this  
incident. the attempted theft of a  backpack. let's show you the 
victim who  died. he is 15-year-old key shawn  brooks a student 
attica brio  high school.  

0:17 3/12/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an investigation is underway  right now after los angeles  county 
sheriff's deputies shot a  man in huntington park. the shooting 
happened just  before 7:00 tonight near santa  fe avenue and 
flower. place say a man was taken to the  hospital. still no word on 
his condition. the deputy was not hurt.   

0:40 3/12/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a nice guy, that's how kids  describe a fourth grade teacher  at the 
center of a child abuse  investigation. police arrested the teacher 
who  teaches at rosewood elementary  school. today the school 
district handed  out letters to parents letting  them know about 
garcia's arrest  and the allegations. we talked with a student who 
was  in one of his classes last year. 

0:28 3/12/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

some residents in hesperia  woke up to finds their cars  vandalized 
today. we're told as many as 25  vehicles were either scratched  or 
had their tires scratched. the cars were parked out on the  streets 
or in their driveways.  

0:21 3/12/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and police looking for this  man, who walked into a zale's  store in 
culver city and took  off with four diamond rings. and he also hit 
two other  jewelry stores in the south bay. detectives say he pulled 
a gun,  grabbed one ring and threatened  a zale's employee. then 
reached over the counter  and grabbed the other rings. all 
together, about $17,000.   

0:22 3/12/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news in north  hollywood. the police station evacuated  
after someone called in a bomb  threat. the burbank boulevard 
offramp is  also closed. police are investigating a  suspicious bag 
found outside the  station. we'll continue working overnight  to 
bring you new details on  today in l.a. tomorrow morning.   
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0:42 3/12/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

many folks in a neighborhood  concerned about their safety  
tonight because the uptick in  home invasions. that brought this 
crowd together  tonight for a community meeting. police say 
commercial burglaries  are up as well. a 240% increase in a three-
mile  radius in the sherman oaks, van  nuys area has people on 
edge.  

0:37 3/12/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

outrage tonight over a  handbag with an impression of a  hand gun 
on one side. it looks like a plain black  purse and you flip it over it  
and it has an impression of a  strikingly real impression of a  hand 
gun. the bag popped up in the bronx. with so many police 
shootings  one woman fears the $18 bag  could fool a police 
officer. 

2:31 3/13/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

these three images tell the  story, a chase, shooting and  standoff 
and unfolds live on nbc  4. a man refuses to stop and when  he 
does, he opens fire.  >> nbc 4's beverly white has  more on the 
shootout and the  neighborhood held hostage for  hours. >> 
reporter: deputies were  unhurt. we have to stress that, when  they 
exchanged gunfire with the  man who was accused of kidnap  and 
assault five days ago. he led them to the victim's home  and was 
shot and wounded and  transported to the hospital. a gun battle 
left neighbors  forced from their homes out in  the streets for 
hours. l.a. sheriffs had no choice but  to shoot back at the man 
who  they say fired on them first. 

1:38 3/13/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details in a case at  venice high school. eight students were 
taken into  custody, marched out of the  school accused of sexual  
assault. investigators say the victims  say they were attacked on 
and  off campus. nbc 4's kate larson has new  information on the 
students who  may be involved. >> reporter: venice high  softball 
team celebrated a big  win today. but talk off the field --  >> it's so 
unspeakable. >> reporter: was focused on what  happened at 
school this morning. 

0:30 3/13/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and an investigation is underway  right now in watts after someone  
shot three people. this is the scene from news  chopper 4. there 
was gunfire just before  9:00 tonight. we're waiting for word on the  
three who were shot. and the lapd has set up a  perimeter.   

0:49 3/13/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

hundreds gathered in hopes  of finding a missing college  student 
in san bernardino. she vanished five days ago  outside an 
apartment just across  from cal state san bernardino. her cell 
phone and laptop  computer were found in bushes  nearby. she 
was supposed to graduate in  two weeks.  >> it's not like any other  
ailment. sleep doesn't help. 

0:43 3/13/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 15-year-old stabbed to  death after he refused to give  up his 
back passage. messages of love and candles for  the 15-year-old. 
police say he was attacked by  this man near a high school  
yesterday afternoon. police say brooks was stabbed in  a struggle. 
and parents say they are not  letting their guard down.  >> he was 
just going home and  out of the blue, you know,  getting stabbed 
by somebody that  is scary.   

0:23 3/13/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

just in, investigators on  scene of a deadly stabbing near  railroad 
tracks in riverside. a fight took place. one person was killed. the 
surrounding area will be  closed for several hours. police not 
releasing more  information at this point. but when we hear 
anything we'll  update you.   
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0:23 3/13/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have a drawing of a woman  that police are look for in the  
deadly hit and run. the driver of the car looked  like this. right after 
the crash police  released video surveillance of a  car and 
moisture they are look  for. this is the victim. police say the driver 
did not  stop.   

0:24 3/13/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are warning residents  in the perris area about a  sexual 
predator. this man tried to drag a girl  into the bushes while she 
was  walking home from school  yesterday. a passing car scared 
off the  attacker. officers are asked residents to  use caution in that 
area.   

0:18 3/13/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

damien kennedy was sentenced  to 120 years to life in prison. he 
tried to kill a sheriff's  deputy in 2009. one of the bullets hit the  
window of the patrol car. the officer ducked just in time. he has 
prior convictions.   

0:36 3/13/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

montana police searching for  a gang of thieves who stole gas  
right out of the tanks of  several parked cars. this happened on 
wednesday in  wheeler court in fontana. at least five people were 
hit  and they had gas stolen from  their cars.  >> it's just infuriating 
for  someone to do that for a tank of  gas. their lucky i didn't catch 
them. 

0:21 3/13/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

los angeles county sheriffs  are look for a man who snatched  a tip 
jar from a business back  in january. he walks in with an 
accomplice,  rings a clerk's bell and before  the clerk can get 
there, they  grabbed her lakers yellow cookie  jar filled with cash 
and took  off. if you see him, deputies would  like to hear from you.  

0:33 3/13/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a the recording industry of  america and fbi raided a home  and it 
took four men into  custody as well. two large truckloads of 
evidence  were taken away. the operation was going on for  more 
than two years. there were clues that something  unusual was 
going on.  >> very, very bad. i thought that was a business  place. 

1:57 3/16/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

robert durst facing murder  charges. he killed a local crime writer. 
the local family has a message  for the real estate heir.  >> hetty 
chang talked to the  last person to see her alive. >> reporter: this 
is the  criminal complaint that charges  robert durst with murder. 
the complaint says that he  killed her because she was a  witness 
to a crime. >> reporter: a cryptic message  to the family of robert 
durst. 

0:23 3/16/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there are 11 students that  have come forward in the sex  crimes 
investigation at venice  high school. the late test a boy a group of 1  
students accused of sexually  assaulting two high school  girls. 
police arrested ten other boys  last week. some of the crimes 
happened in  the last few months and others  date back to 2013.   

1:51 3/16/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, a music  producer vanishes on his way to  a music 
shoot. his mother is speaking to us  about his disappearance. jane 
yamamoto joins us with  their emotional message. >> reporter: he 
lives in chino  with his parents and his mom  told me she is hoping 
that  someone will have information  about her only son. >> 
worried, sad, angry, mad  because i know someone knows  
something. 

0:38 3/16/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a veteran of the los angeles  police department is in jail  accused 
of trying to smuggle a  man from mexico into the united  states. he 
appeared in court after he  was arrested over the weekend. he and 
a friend were driving  back from mexico when border  agents 
found a 26-year-old  mexican citizen in the trunk.  >> he was 
pulled out of duty. 
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0:33 3/16/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a pregnant woman is in  critical condition after someone  shot her. 
the bullets just barely missing  her baby. the woman, six months 
pregnant  was shot last night in the peko  union area. a man 
approached the 18-year-old  woman and fired several times  
hitting her in the torso. tonight she is out of surgery.  

0:22 3/16/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man wanted in a robbery  spree has been arrested tonight. 
officers say that justin davis  robbed at least three people in  as 
many days at gunpoint. each of the hold ups happening  near a 
shopping center. investigators say he wasn't  alone. tonight they 
continue to look  for a second man they say was  the get away 
driver.   

0:37 3/16/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the father of an art student  missing for a week renewing his  plea 
for his daughter's safe  return. she was last seen by her  
roommate last monday. san bernardino police are  investigating 
two people in  connection with her  disappearance but they are not  
calling them suspects. 

0:16 3/16/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a long beach man could face  the death penalty for the murder  of 
a 15-year-old high school  student who was walking home  from 
school on thursday when he  was stabbed to death. the suspect is 
a gang member who  stabbed brooks while robbing  him.   

0:29 3/16/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an actor faces an assault  charge after putting a studio  executive 
in a choke hold and  dragged her across a nightclub  table. the 
alleged assault happened in  january in utah. he had just turned 
30. he was drinking that night --  his attorney says he was  drinking 
that night and does not  remember exactly what happened.  

2:19 3/16/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it doesn't happen that often  but when it does, it's  especially 
troubling for officer  and lapd tonight are trying to  track down one 
of their own. this is a rookie officer who is  on the run accused of 
killing a  man in pomona. nbc 4's kate larson has more on  the 
search. >> reporter: i have been  covering this story since  
saturday when henry solis was  the only person of interest in  the 
shooting death of a man. but in the last 24 hours that  has all 
changed.  

0:46 3/16/15 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a woman in a wheelchair  nearly killed in a hit and run  and police 
are hoping that video  will help them find the driver  who was 
responsible. natalie winger was riding in a  wheelchair with a dog 
in her lap  when she was hit in hesperia. this is video from a 
nearby gas  station. it shows when she was hit by a  dark colored 
sedan. the impact destroyed her  wheelchair. her dog was also hit 
and had to  be put down. 

0:38 3/16/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

racist and homophobic  remarks and four san francisco  police 
officers are at the  center of a scandal. the officers are accused of  
writing and receiving text  messages from the sergeant using  
slurs against blacks, mexicans,  filipinos and homosexuals.  >> if 
these are sustained i  don't think that police work is  the 
appropriate line of work for  somebody who has those views. 

2:11 3/17/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

iphones rolling and suspects  running. a mob of spectators 
swarms the  end of a police pursuit and our  cameras catch it all. 
the showdown, the takedown and  the partners in crime who tried  
to bolt.  >> nbc 4's gadi schwartz joins  us now with more on what 
the  driver was wanted for and the  scene that unfolded right after. 
>> reporter: this started off as  a stolen car call. there is something 
so dangerous  about slow-speed chases when  large crowds come 
out to see  something so unpredictable  unfold. 
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1:26 3/17/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a disturbing story at a  huntington beach movie theater. a stranger 
touched a 15-year-old  boy in theater while his father  was hitting 
nearby. jane yamamoto is live in  huntington beach with a photo of  
the person police want to find. >> reporter: that's right. a 
surveillance camera here in  the regency theaters captured an  
image of a movie goer. the victim's dad told his father  who chased 
the suspect out of  theater. this is a still image of the man  police 
want to identify. 

0:14 3/17/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now to breaking news in  stockton where three people are  dead 
and at least four others  wounded after a shooting outside  a 
market there. police say one person died at  the scene, two others 
died at  the hospital. gang investigators are arriving  on the scene.  

0:26 3/17/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the arrest of real estate  millionaire of robert durst in  beverly hills 
has set off a  ripple effect. the police chief in eureka wants  to talk 
about karen mitchell. she disappeared in 1997 when she  was 16 
years old. investigators believe that durst  was living in the area at 
the  time. now although so far they have  not linked him to this 
case.   

0:37 3/17/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in houston, texas, seven  officers raided durst's  condominium. in 
los angeles, prosecutors  charged him with first degree  murder of 
susan berman. his wife kathy disappeared in  1982 and her family 
is waiting  for answers. 

0:43 3/17/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details from compton  residents concerning the  
disappearance of a music video  producer who was last seen 
about  a month ago. raymond collins junior also  known as ray rich 
was last seen  in february leaving dwight  avenue at 2:00 in the 
morning. the two had been working on  producing a music video. a 
witness reported seeing a man  in a hoodie getting out of  
raymond's car. 

0:34 3/17/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a warning for women  living near usc tonight, be  aware of 
your surroundings. detectives looking for a man  similar to these 
two sketches  who sneak up behind women and  slap or grab their 
buttocks. five victims have come forward. the incidents are 
happening on  the north side of campus.  >> be aware of your 
surroundings  and make sure it doesn't  escalate into something 
bigger. 

2:17 3/17/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

pregnant women coming from  china to the united states to  have 
babies are part of a  federal crackdown. we told you about this two 
weeks  ago when investigators raided  more than 20 maternity 
hotels. tonight, the women in those  hotels speak for the first time  
to nbc 4's hetty chang. >> reporter: federal  investigators have 
said all  along they're not going after  the women in their 
investigation  but instead they're focusing on  the organizers, the 
so-called  ring leaders. some of the women are speaking  out for 
the first time. 

0:27 3/17/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new tonight, detectives  want to find the person who  robbed 
an in-n-out burger in  highland now. they have pictures of the 
video. it's hard to tell much from the  pictures but we're told there  
are customers in the restaurant. surveillance video outside shows  
the getaway car. investigators say it sat in the  parking lot for 
about an hour  before the robber moved in.   

0:20 3/17/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

st. patrick's day is winding  down but officers are crack down  on 
drunk drivers. tonight and for the next several  hours, dui check 
points have  been set up. we stopped by this location. this check 
point and others in  the area will be pulling drivers  over until at 
least 1:00  tomorrow morning.  
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0:39 3/17/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

when santa ana police found  a dead cat in a front yard that  was 
just the beginning of an  investigation that would lead to  20 cats 
living in deplorable  conditions. the homeowner faces animal  
cruelty charges for hoarding  nearly two dozen cats. 18 adults and 
two adults were  covered in fleas with a hard  time breathing. 

0:23 3/17/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

charlie beck has fired the  rookie police officer wanted for  murder. 
chief beck made the plea for  27-year-old henry solis to turn  
himself in. solis has dishonored the  department, and his family. he 
is wanted for shooting salome  rodriguez jr. after a fistfight  on 
friday night.   

0:22 3/17/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the police are still looking  for two teenaged boys who are  part of 
14 boys who committed  crimes at venice high school. 
investigators say the assaults  date back to 2013 but most of  
them happened within just the  past two months.   

0:40 3/17/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an investigation is underway  into a gold heist at the home of  a 
grammy-winning song writer. burglars broke into the home of  toby 
gadd and stole gold coins  and other valuables. the burglary 
happened on monday  afternoon but not discovered  until later that 
night when his  wife came home. 

2:12 3/18/15 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a daredevil put everyone in  danger while leading the highway  
that patrol on a wild pursuit. hetty chang is live in ontario  with 
more on the close calls and  how this one ended. >> reporter: this 
definitely was  a wild one. this is where it all ended at  this gas 
station. the motorcyclist pulled into  between these gas pumps. he 
started doing tricks on the  motorcycle and blamed police for  
getting in his way. what started as a high-speed  pursuit turned 
into a spectacle.  

1:50 3/18/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tough questions from parents  demanding answers about the sex  
scandal at venice high school. nbc 4's john cadiz klemack sat  in 
on a meeting on the campus  tonight. and he has more of the 
concerns  from the parents. >> reporter: it's not apparently  what 
some were expecting tonight  and they left with many  unanswered 
questions.  >> i want to know what is going  on.  

0:38 3/18/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a producer of tv talk shows  is released after being arrested  in 
connection with the death of  her sister. the district attorney did not  
have enough evidence to charge  jill blackstone so she was  
released this a evening. blackstone reported finding her  sister and 
a dog dead in the  garage of their studio city  home. 

0:35 3/18/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

millionaire real estate  investor robert durst was  getting ready to 
run. the lapd wants durst brought to  southern california so he can  
face charges that he killed  susan berman. a warrant shows when 
he was  arrested in new orleans police  found more than $42,000 
in his  hotel room. 

1:38 3/18/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

family and friends gathered  for a vigil to remember a man  shot 
and killed last friday. this is the hunt for a former  lapd officer 
wanted for his  murder continues. gadi schwartz has been with 
them  since the vigil started four  hours ago. >> reporter: it has 
been a  peaceful crowd, a loving crowd. you can see they are 
now --  family only heres, gathered at  the scene where the 
shooting  happened and they are pleading  with the former lapd 
officer  henry solis to turn himself in. little brother j.j. rodriguez is  
one of a huge family still  suffering tonight.  

0:42 3/18/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

more details about the  gunman who killed one person and  shot 
five others all of this in  mesa arizona this morning. police say that 
ryan giroux, an  ex-con went on a ram pain  shortly before 9:00. it 
started with an argument in a  motel room, then to a restaurant  
and when it was over, one man  was dead. 
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0:38 3/18/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new video and information  about the murder of a young baby  in 
long beach during the first  week of the new year. and police now 
say that the  baby's mother was not only  targeted, she was 
followed to a  bus stop. this video shows a black range  rover 
driving along long beach  boulevard an hour before the  shooting. 

0:27 3/18/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

just in, a well-known  character on the venice beach  boardwalk is 
behind bars for  murder tonight. but we are told it happened in  the 
venice area, some kind of a  violent confrontation, a fight  occurred 
with a homeless  individual and the victim was  taken to the 
hospital. bail has been set at $1 million. we will be working 
overnight to  bring you new information on  today in l.a.  

0:48 3/18/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and caught on a police body  camera, two dallas police  officers 
shooting and killing a  man just outside his home. we are not 
showing the shooting  because of its graphic nature. but the man's 
mother says she  called police in june to get  help to get her son to 
the  hospital. she says he has a mental illness  and stopped taking 
his  medication. an attorney for the two officers  says the man 
became a threat  when he positioned a screwdriver  he was 
holding in a stabbing  motion.  

0:38 3/18/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man is under arrest  tonight because an upland  resident found 
him hiding from  the police inside his home. police say this man 
stole a car  and ditched it in an alley as  police were closing in and 
ran  through the neighborhood looking  for a place to hide and 
ended up  in this home.  >> he was in our living room and  hiding 
between our couches. 

0:41 3/18/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a crime alert to tell you  about in north hills. a sexual predator has 
not been  caught. a mother says her daughter was  attacked by a 
man at the gate to  her apartment complex. the young woman was 
coming home  from work. her screams brought out  concerned 
neighbors.  

1:55 3/19/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

he is on the run with help  from his family. tonight we've learned 
the former  lapd officer wanted for murder  got a lift out of state. >> 
nbc 4's kate larson is live  at lapd headquarters tonight  with 
developing details on this. kate? >> reporter: chuck, colleen,  
that's right. here at lapd headquarters, they  are gearing up for 
another  police academy graduation. there are chairs and tents set  
up tomorrow, ready to go.  

0:25 3/19/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the man who stole a truck  and drove it into the front of a  liquor 
store in south el monte  is now in jail. police spotted 22-year-old 
allen  sanchez earlier today. sanchez refused to pull over and  he 
rammed patrol cars before he  drove off. he eventually slammed 
into the  liquor store and was arrested  after making a run for it. l.a. 
sheriff's deputies tell us  that there was an  officer-involved 
shooting after  the crash, but nobody was hit.  

1:45 3/19/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a serial burglar is  hitting orange county in a big  way. now 
we're getting our first look  at the man who police believe is  
behind all of this. nbc 4's gadi schwartz live in  placentia with a 
photo police  want you to see. gadi? >> reporter: i'm going get to  
those pictures for you in just a  few seconds. but first, do you want 
the see  how bold this burglar is? 

0:30 3/19/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are now hopeful that  new video will lead to the  hit-and-run 
driver who ran down  a woman near the university of  southern 
california. and here it is, this new  surveillance video from monday  
morning at the intersection of  adams and figueroa. now watch the 
silver infinity  suv. the driver making a u-turn, hits  the woman on 
the right side of  your screen just as that bus  blocks our view. 
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0:22 3/19/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and some disturbing graffiti  shut down part of l.a. trade  tech 
college today. and now police are hoping  several drawings related 
to the  graffiti will help find the  person who did it. the messages 
and the drawings  were found in bathrooms in two  buildings this 
morning. 

0:36 3/19/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

parents and classmates of  the 43 college students who  
disappeared in mexico are in los  angeles this weekend. the 
group, which is known as  caravana 43 arrived today. they 
marched to the mexican  consulate building and met with  students 
at cal state university  northridge and talked about the  43 students 
that disappeared  after a clash with police late  last year. 

0:22 3/19/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an alert for parents in  south pasadena tonight after a  man is seen 
exposing himself  near a middle school. the incident happened this  
afternoon just before 2:00 near  south pasadena middle school. 
two girls say the man drove past  them in a gray lexus, exposed  
himself and then kept driving. they say he was wearing a white  
baseball t-shirt with red  sleeves.  

1:01 3/19/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight we're learning new  details from those who have  tried to 
bring real estate  millionaire robert durst to  justice. retired lapd 
detective paul  colter who worked on the susan  berman murder 
case for more than  a decade was talking tonight in  an interview 
with "dateline." he said that a handwritten  letter to police with only  
berman's address and the word  cadaver gave them important  
information about the killer. 

0:21 3/19/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police say they busted a  drug dealer in ventura who sold  heroin 
just a block from a  middle school with his  3-month-old baby in a 
stroller. investigators searched the home  of gabriel flores and they 
found  heroin along with used and  loaded syringes. they say it 
was all easily  accessible by young children who  are now in 
protective custody.  

0:23 3/19/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

five high school students in  arizona face charges of  conspireing 
to kill another  student. police arrested all five  teenagers 
yesterday. one of the suspected students  apparently brought a 
knife to  school, and that's how  detectives say that the  teenagers 
planned to kill the  other student. 

0:29 3/19/15 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we want to get this to you. we just received new cell phone  video. 
it shows the moments the  sheriff's deputies opened fire  in an 
officer-involved shooting  in south el monte. here is the tape. the 
video comes from edward  delgado, and it happened just  after 22-
year-old allen sanchez  stole the truck and crashed it  into the front 
of a liquor store  this afternoon.  

1:42 3/20/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there was a lot of screaming  and everyone was running.  >> 
breaking news. travellers terrified. a man pulls out a machete and  
starts slashing through airport  security in new orleans.  >> 
passengers started running  for their lives and gadi  schwartz has 
what they're saying  tonight. >> reporter: the suspect had the  
machete in his pant legs as he  approached the first set of tsa  
officers. this video shows panic in the  terminal.  >> i didn't know if 
it was real. >> reporter: as passengers  scramble for cover.  

2:18 3/20/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight a mother is sharing  her anguish with hundreds of  people 
who gathered to support  her. her daughter vanished on  
valentine's day but the search  for answers is far from over. kate 
larson spoke with the  family of erica alonzo. >> reporter: that's 
right. you know, if the past five  weeks, erica alonzo's family and  
friends have been driving all  over california passing out  
thousands of these missing  persons fliers, hoping that  erica will 
come home safe. a family holding out hope.  
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0:21 3/20/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

here's what is left of the  vehicle after somebody tossed  what 
appears to be a molotov  cocktail into a car on second  street in 
san bernardino. we're told at least one vehicle  caught fire and 
another crashed  into a house. one driver was burned on his arm  
and is in the hospital tonight. no word on a motive and no  arrests.  

0:31 3/20/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

$25,000 reward for a former  lapd officer who now has this  price 
on his head as the search  continues for that man, henry  solis, 
who is wanted for a  nightclub murder in pomona. police say he 
fatally shot a  22-year-old man after the two  got in a bar fight. solis 
is armed and dangerous and  hiding near suarez, mexico.   

0:26 3/20/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a burglar breaking into an  office realizes he is caught on  camera 
and tries to disguise his  face with a bag. from there, he breaks the 
camera  and police say steals over  $3,000 in office equipment. 
sheriff's deputies believe this  is the very same guy breaking  into 
businesses all across  orange county.   

0:39 3/20/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in east hollywood, a man is  demanding answers from the lapd  
after an officer shot and killed  his dog. officers responded to a  
disturbance call this morning. police say a pit bull/lab mix  charged 
at the officers in the  courtyard of the apartment  building. one of 
the officers shot the  dog. the dog's owner and neighbors  say 
police should have acted  differently. 

0:28 3/20/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

safe and sound. an art student from san  bernadine know says she 
was not  missing at all. police say the 22-year-old was  not held 
against her will and is  in good condition but  investigators believe 
they may  have been misled in her  disappearance. police will not 
say where the  woman was found but she saw  herself on 
television and called  her dad some time yesterday  afternoon.  

0:36 3/20/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the colorado woman whose  unborn baby was cut from her  belly 
tonight is still in  critical condition. there may be more victims  
throughout.  >> female stating to our call  taker that she has been 
cut by  another female. looks like she is pregnant.  

0:19 3/20/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the attorney for real estate  mogul robert durst says he was  
illegally arrested. today his attorney filed the  paperwork to prove 
there is no  probable cause to keep him in  jail. a judge agreed and 
will hold a  hearing on monday.   

0:29 3/20/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the los angeles police  department is in hot water  thanks to a 
mexican mafia  kingpin. he was whisked away from prison  in 
january so he could speak to  the young president's  organization. 
the department's inspector  general released a report saying  an 
expired court order was used  to remove him from prison. the 
report says the $22,000 in  taxpayer money was spent on that  
event.   

0:27 3/20/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

they are calling this the  spider-man escape at an alabama  wal-
mart, a shoplifter who was  being detained managed to get  away 
through the ceiling. he crawled between the ceiling  panels. he 
made his way to the entrance,  kicked out a panel and hung  there 
like spider-man. he dangled for several minutes  before he 
dropped to the floor  and ran away.   

2:14 3/23/15 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

on the run but not being  caught in the act. robert kovacik spoke to 
the  driver whose car was torched. >> reporter: and we are 
standing  outside what is described as an  artist community here 
and you  are about to hear from two  members of an alternative 
rock  band about a burglar's  alternative method of breaking  and 
entering. surveillance video is your guy  to try to explain the  
inexplicable. a man is rifling through the  garbage and stuffs 
blankets  under a car. 
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1:03 3/23/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we have more breaking  news tonight. a massive street 
closure in the  delray area as police  investigate the death of a 
man  who was shot while driving his  truck. nbc 4's gadi schwartz 
has the  latest on the investigation. >> reporter: this is where that  
truck came to a stop in front of  those police cars over there  after 
a frantic escape from a  gunman still on the loose. the driver 
suffering from a  gunshot wound to the chest, he  has died.  

1:47 3/23/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

security concerns in venice  after a homeless man bites off  the 
finger of a business owner. beverly white has more on why  some 
good may come out of this  incident. >> reporter: 40 stitchings and  
scrapes to his face and a  renewed sense of activism for  the man 
who took on the  panhandler. optimism from the owns of cow's  
end cafe where his finger was  partially bitten off.  >> someone 
said to me, your  finger is bleeding. 

0:18 3/23/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man on a bicycle is shot  and killed in south los angeles. 
investigator says the shooter  got out of a car at 104th and  
inglewood and shot a man in the  middle of the crosswalk. the 
shooter got back in the car  and took off leaving the victim  to die. 
the police are looking for leads  on the getaway car.   

0:25 3/23/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

nearly three tons of pot  seized. someone spotted a boat over the  
weekend at san miguel island. that's part of the channel  islands to 
the north. drug enforcement agents arrest  lead the men and took 
5700  pounds of pot worth about $3  million. the three men facing 
drug  trafficking charges.   

0:20 3/23/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight police hope a  $25,000 reward will lead to tips  and clues of 
a murder of a  musician from temecula. investigators think two 
people  are responsible but other than  that, they have few leads.   

0:24 3/23/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we just learned that arson  and explosives detectives are  
investigating the brush fire  near magic mountain. firefighters 
battled the flames  into the night and managed to  keep the fire to 
about three  acres. what started the fire, they  still don't know but it 
reminds  us that dry conditions will  impact our fire season.  

0:27 3/23/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and darren sharper who won a  super bowl with new orleans now  
faces jail time in several rape  cases. this is a picture of sharper in  
a downtown los angeles  courtroom. he pleaded no contest to 
raping  two women in west hollywood. the 39-year-old will serve 
about  nine years in prison. 

0:27 3/23/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

millionaire real estate heir  robert durst had more than  $100,000 
in cash mailed to his  hotel room and investigators  found a map of 
cuba. those details coming out in the  bail hearing. the judge said 
that durst is a  flight risk and a danger to  others. police arrested 
durst on weapons  charges linked to the deaths of  at least three 
people including  susan berman of los angeles. she was murdered 
14 years ago.   

0:42 3/23/15 11:18p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a waitress cannot believe  she is alive after what happened  after 
one of her shifts. she tried to stop a car when the  diners tried to 
skip out on the  bill. their car runs her over. she got up and limped 
away.  >> just thinking of how worse my  situation could have 
been made  me just realize that maybe that  wasn't the right thing 
to do. 

0:40 3/24/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an officer shot and killed  in northern california. his killer is still on 
the run  tonight. police in san jose, officers  responding to a call 
about a man  threatening to kill himself. when day got there they 
were met  by gunfire. a veteran san jose police  officer who hasn't 
been  identified was hit and died at  the scene. officers have 
closed off streets  while they continue to search  for the shooter 
who may be  armed, they say, with a  high-powered rifle 
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2:11 3/24/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

investigators reveal a key  development in the search for a  
huntington beach woman. someone allegedly abducted her  and is 
holding her for ransom  somewhere in the bay area. nbc 4's gadi 
schwartz is live in  huntington beach where her  family just wants 
answer. >> reporter: we watched a live  stream of the press 
conference  with her aunt here. and it is agonizing for the  family to 
have so little  information. tonight, a rare underwater night  search 
at low tide with sonar. 

0:15 3/24/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

happening right now, gunfire  in hawthorne and two men are in  
critical condition. news chopper 4 was over the  scene a few 
minutes after this  happened. at least one other man was also  
shot and we don't know his  condition. police do not have a 
suspect or  a motive.   

0:28 3/24/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, investigators  continue to look for more  victims in 
what is known as the  pigeon drop scam. sheriff's deputies say the 
two  women targeted elderly people in  parking lots. they tell the 
mark they found a  large amount of valuables and  they will split it 
with them if  everyone puts up good faith  money. that's the hook. 
then the two take the cash and  make a run for it. 

0:41 3/24/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a stabbing in van nuys left  a woman dead and a man  hospitalized 
and that man is a  person of interest. this happened just before 
8:00. police say that oscar gomez  claimed he and a girlfriend 
were  tacked by three men but gomez  waited three hours before  
calling 911. that is one reason that police  believe is it a case of 
domestic  violence. 

0:25 3/24/15 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

robert durst's lawyer says  that durst is not connected to a  missing 
person case in vermont. despite the attorney's denial,  police are 
look at possible  links between the two. durst is already facing 
charges  in the death of susan berman in  beverly hills.  

0:38 3/24/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an investigation in costa  mesa after dozens of residents  woke up 
to find their car  windows had been shot out. someone had hit 33 
cars. residents heard popping sounds  and glass shattering 
around 3:30  this morning. most didn't know their cars were  
targeted until police knocked on  their door. 

0:38 3/24/15 11:18p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

he was attacked on the job. a bus driver is trying to figure  out why 
someone would throw hot  coffee in his face. the man says his ten 
years of  bus driving in all that time he  has seen people do all 
kinds of  things, spit, curse at him. but in manhattan this morning,  
he opened the door and for no  reason, a woman started  
screaming and tossed a cup of  hot coffee in his face. 

0:27 3/24/15 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have new information on a  breaking news story. san jose 
police released this  picture of a man who shot and  kill advert ran 
police officer  tonight. he is on the run. he could be armed with a  
high-powered rifle. the search right now is focusing  on the 
neighborhood where the  shooting happened. we'll continue to 
follow the  story overnight.   

2:39 3/25/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news. gone again, a huntington beach  woman's 
kidnapping called a hoax  but she is nowhere to be found.  >> john 
cadiz klemack joins us  live with the new response from  the family 
to what police  revealed. >> reporter: it's been the only  way we 
have been able to get any  word from her family. any reaction from 
her family. her uncle calling the  announcement complete crap and  
saying in regards to the family  hiring an attorney, the attorney  is 
protecting an innocent girl.  
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2:17 3/25/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

to a developing story right  now we learned new details at  the 
motive behind the kidnapping  and murder of a three-week-old  
infant. tonight after three months they  arrested four people. nbc 
4's beverly white live in  long beach to what led  investigators to 
the arrest. >> reporter: we are outside the  former home of the 
murdered  baby's family. 

2:22 3/25/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have a major break in a  disappearance of a costa mesa  
woman. her car was found a mile from  her family's home but no 
sign of  erica alonzo. robert kovacik is live with  video you are 
about to see for  the first time. >> reporter: the orange county  
sheriff's department is  cautioning us that they don't  know exactly 
where this may  lead. but you are exactly right. this is a major 
break. 

0:19 3/25/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we have now two men in  custody tonight after a wild  chase. 
this one started in anaheim and  ended up in buena park. inside 
the car, officers found a  large amount of stolen property.   

1:31 3/25/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

first there was a suspicious  house fire and a bizarre traffic  stop 
that took a disturbing  turn. human remains of a woman  possibly 
put in bags inside this  suv. now the victim's daughter-in-law  is the 
prime suspect. gadi schwartz is live at the  home in diamond bar 
where all of  this started. >> reporter: this whole case  broke wide 
open after a very  specific tip. 

0:27 3/25/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new information on a story  we have been following more than  a 
week now. a $50,000 reward will be offered  in connection with a 
hit and run  accident in south l.a. an 87-year-old woman was left in  
critical condition when she was  hit while crossing adams  
boulevard.  

0:23 3/25/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

santa ana police are looking  for a group of men caught on  
camera stealing hundreds of  thousands of dollars in computer  
parts. the men smashed the windows of  the business and made 
off with  $350,000 in high-end computer  components. the men 
disabled the alarm  before they broke in.   

0:39 3/25/15 11:19p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the owner of an indian  restaurant is facing human  trafficking 
charges. the case involves a cook at the  restaurant. the cook was 
forced to work  without pay for around three  years. the cook, a 55-
year-old man from  india, also told deputies he was  assaulted by 
the owner.  

2:07 3/26/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

she is absolutely up  egivecally 100% positively a  victim. >> 
breaking news. kidnapped tell-all. for the first time we are  hearing 
denise huskins' side of  the story, the huntington beach  woman 
still at the center of  controversy.  >> john cadiz klemack is live in  
san francisco for us tonight  with new information on what  denise 
says really happened. john? >> reporter: going into this, we  talked 
to her uncle earlier  tonight.  

0:48 3/26/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

at the scene of breaking  news right now. a suspicious package at 
a cargo  facility at l.a.x. newschopper 4 and chris christie  over the 
scene. >> reporter: the bomb scare  taking place in the middle of  
tons of cargo here. a suspicious package was  discovered, and 
now you can see  ground operations have resumed  behind the 
building there. but not before one person has  been taken into 
custody. of course, police giving us more  information. 
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2:20 3/26/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new video showing a lapd  officer wanted for murder  crossing the 
border into mexico. robert kovacik the latest to  learn and robert is 
live  downtown with the arrest of that  officer's father. >> reporter: 
following that  murder in pomona, chief charlie  beck of the lapd 
said that this  officer had not only disgraced  his department, he 
disgraced his  country. well, now we understand he has  fled the 
country.  

0:24 3/26/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, a bizarre clue  in a search for a machine on a  
robbery spree. it's the comment he made before  getting away. 
police say the man highlighted  here walked into the multiware  
corporation in el monte asking  for donations. he reached into his 
waistband as  if he had a gun.  

0:27 3/26/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and just in, a crime alert  near the ucla campus. university police 
warning  students and nearby homeowners  about these two guys. 
police say they only have a  vague description, but describe  them 
as in their early 20s  wearing black baseball caps and  jeans. 
investigators say the men hit  two apartments in the early  morning 
hours. 

0:27 3/26/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we now have the name of a  woman accused by liss of  murdering 
her mother-in-law and  then cutting up her remains. police say un 
young lee started  a fire at her mother-in-law's  house in diamond 
bar yesterday. and then after a tip that lee  had bags full of her  
mother-in-law's body parts in  her car, tustin police pulled  her 
over, took her into custody. 

0:36 3/26/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a san bernardino art  student is breaking her silence  tonight, 
revealing the  circumstances surrounding her  own disappearance 
that triggered  a massive search and captured  headlines. the 
search for sahray barber  lasted two weeks. but she wasn't 
missing at all. 

0:42 3/26/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man who worked at an  islamic center in orange county  
teaching children about faith  now faces molestation charges. 
tonight police are looking for  more victims of ahmad henry  
osman, accused of performing  lewd acts on children ranging  from 
6 to 9 years old. he met his victims at the indo  islamic chinese 
center. 

0:16 3/26/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a victorville man is  under arrest on several accounts  of 
annoying children and  indecent exposure. 26-year-old david 
vargas is  accused of approaching several  teenaged girls walking 
to school  and touching himself in front of  them. investigators 
believe there may  be additional victims.  

0:33 3/26/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a new published report  tonight in a deadly police  shooting that 
happened in  pasadena. 19-year-old kendrick mcdade was  
unarmed when officers shot and  killed him. that was in 2012. 
according to the pasadena star  news, an independent review  
found that the officers made,  quote, repeated tactical errors  in the 
moments just before  mcdade's death. 

0:26 3/26/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police in ontario have  arrested two men for offering  bogus 
mortgage relief services  to many unsuspecting immigrants. 36-
year-old eliseio delgado is  arrested. they ran cma debt relief. 
many of the victims were mexican  nationals.  

0:23 3/26/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man accused of terrifying  a san fernando valley  neighborhood 
is facing another  murder charge tonight. we covered this deadly 
shooting  spree extensively last august. when drivers and others in  
chatsworth, pacoima and atwater  village were all targeted. 34-
year-old alexander hernandez  now faces a total of 30 charges,  
including five counts of murder. 
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7:43 3/26/15 11:26p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and there is breaking news. a chase is under way. we'll send it 
over to chuck and  colleen. >> this is the 5 freeway, fred. in fact, 
they're heading up from  the buena park/anaheim area into  los 
angeles. and they're chasing a taxi cap.  >> chris, where are they 
right? >> coming up into the norwalk  area, colleen. this is pursuit 
of apparent  stolen taxi.  

2:10 3/27/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a vicious attack. a mob jumps and beats a teenaged  girl and her 
friends. tonight the appalling video that  could lead to arrests and 
we are  getting new information about  this.  >> nbc 4's jane 
yamamoto is live  with the investigation. and this all started with a 
call  from an nbc 4 viewer.  >> that's right. what that viewer did 
could help  police out here. tonight the search is on to find  up to 
ten suspects wanted for  assault with a deadly weapon. 

2:15 3/27/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

glendale's police chief is  now responding to an oscar  nominated 
actress who called  auto the department for racially  profiling her 
son. she apologized today. robert kovacik is live with  more. >> 
reporter: this was not a  direct apology, instead, she  posted it on 
social media. nonetheless, the chief said he  is distributing it 
among members  of his department. the glendale police 
department  tells me tonight to please keep  this in mind, glendale 
is number  one in the state of california  when it comes to 
pedestrian  fatalities ages 55 and over. something they're trying to 
do  something about.  

0:20 3/27/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

just in, learning more about  an arrest in a series of  burglaries in 
orange county. investigators say 40-year-old  jason scott lee is 
believed to  be the man in this video  burglarizing offices. police 
say he stole petty cash  and small items from each  office.   

0:15 3/27/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new information on a  shooting in asousa. this happened on tenth 
street a  few blocks from long fellow  elementary school. the victim 
has nonlife  threatening injuries.   

0:27 3/27/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

coming out of his vehicle  now showing off he is not --  >> four 
people are in custody  tonight after this stolen car  pursuit in 
anaheim. two men, two women allegedly  took the car from the 
hotel this  afternoon. the joyride lasted 20 minutes  and the driver 
surrendered. every time there is breaking  news you can download 
our nbc  l.a. app and watch stories like  this one.   

0:22 3/27/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we have more information  about this suspicious package  left 
at l.a.x. last night. it happened around 8:00. the fbi says the man 
dropped the  package off at the lufthansa  airlines cargo facility. he 
was arrested. contents inside the package  turned out to be gym 
chalk.   

0:43 3/27/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in san diego an after school  assistant is in jail after she  took off 
her clothes, tossed  desks around and she was  arrested at lemon 
grove academy  yesterday. on wednesday she began to act in  a 
bizarre manner and rambling  about satan. the call came from 
students. 

0:24 3/27/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there may be automatic  rewards for information finding  hit and 
run drivers in and  around los angeles. the committee approved 
the new  law today. that is the first step. rewards would start at 
$1,000  for crashes involving property  damage and up to $50,000 
if  someone is killed 

0:26 3/27/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this dog is used to help  special needs children and was  he was 
taken early on saturday  morning on east washington  boulevard. 
one man apparently grabbed the  dog as two others in a white  
parked car picked him up.  
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2:13 3/27/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, a rapper  headlining a concert in santa  ana arrested. 
police say he beat up a couple  and robbed them after he caught  
them selling t-shirts outside  the venue. nbc 4's beverly white live 
in  santa ana with more on how all  this unfolded. >> reporter: the 
entertainer  immortal technique played the  venue in santa ana last 
night  but was jailed this morning. police say he is accused of  
attempting to dissuade victims  of reporting a crime and more.  

0:20 3/27/15 11:34p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

before we leave you for the  weekend a dangerous end to a  
pricey street race in hollywood. a brand new ferrari totalled. now 
police say he was racing a  porche early this morning. the other 
driver took off. no one was hurt but it's the  ferrari isn't any more.   

2:23 3/30/15 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

questions around  the death of a uc berkeley  student. 
investigators are trying to  figure out what happened after  he left a 
usc frat party and how  he ended up on the 10 freeway.  >> nbc 
4's beverly white joins  us live with what led to the  discovery. >> 
reporter: the student athlete  who admit head was drunk when he  
left the party was not found  hungover today but found dead  after 
walking to freeway traffic  about a mile away. 

1:49 3/30/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a heart broken mother  speaking out tonight just days  after a new 
report reveals what  may have happened moments before  officers 
shot and killed her son  kendrick mcday in 2012. nbc 4's robert 
kovacik joins us  live tonight with the story new  at 11:00. >> 
reporter: a heart broken  mother and still very angry. this is a 
report that has been  held up in court for months now.  

0:18 3/30/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, the fbi is look  for a bank robber in the san  fernando 
valley area with an  unusual disguise. the los angeles office sent 
us  this tweet tonight. he robbed a bank this month with  a patch of 
gauze as you can see,  covering his right eye.   

0:39 3/30/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 71-year-old woman was  killed in her sleep by a  suspected dui 
driver whose truck  crashed into her home and landed  on top of 
the bed where she was  sleeping. the 25-year-old's toyota tacoma  
collided with several cars and  slammed into the woman's house. 
the woman's name has not been  released. she was the only 
person home at  the time and pronounced dead at  the scene. 

0:20 3/30/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

one man is dead and another  injured after ramming a stolen  suv 
into a police cruiser  outside the gates of the  national security 
agency. an officer opened fire when the  men dressed as women 
tried to  drive through the gate. this appears to be a local  criminal 
matter and not linked  to terrorism.   

0:55 3/30/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it has taken 34 years. the cold case murder of a  6-year-old orange 
county boy may  be over. the arrest of a man in idaho. dna 
evidence that links  56-year-old kith rasmussen to  jeffrey barrows 
murder in 1991. 

0:19 3/30/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

l.a. police arrested a man  for attacking and beating a girl  with a 
skateboard. it all happened last thursday at  a venice skate park. it 
apparently started with an  argument. police are looking for two 
other  attackers.  

0:30 3/30/15 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

newly released video tonight  shows a border patrol agent  
shooting a taser that ignites a  car fire and kills the driver  inside. 
now the family of alex martin is  suing the federal government. 
their attorney says the plain  clothed agents never tried to  save 
martin's life even though  they had fire distinguishes in  their cars.   
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0:36 3/30/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are looking for two  men involved in a purse  snatching. they 
want to talk to the good  samaritans who took down the  robber 
and got the purse back. this happened yesterday when the  
woman was walking home from urge  which. police arrested this 
man. but only after two men who  witnessed the attack jumped into  
help in this parking lot. 

0:44 3/30/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are looking for a man  who stole scuba gear from a car  
parked in an apartment complex  garage in studio city. the man 
was caught on video  walking to the garage. the manager says 
that man took a  garage door opener out of an  unlocked car and 
returned in his  own car, backs it up to another  unlocked car and 
then goes ahead  and cleans it out. 

1:41 3/31/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a deadly end to what appears  to be a street race. the debris field 
from the crash  is nearly half a mile long. beverly white spoke to a 
witness  to the crash. >> reporter: excessive speed has  been 
confirmed, street racing  has yet to be determined. police say this 
black mustang  was traveling at freeway speeds  before it hit this 
honda and  skidded and rolled over. the driver was ejected and  
killed. 

0:23 3/31/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police arrested a driver who  led them on a chase in  bellflower. 
the highway patrol tried to pull  over the driver for speeding but  he 
took off. eventually he got off the  freeway and crashed into a 
white  suv. the driver was taken into  custody. the highway patrol 
hasn't said  if anyone was injured in the  crash.   

0:29 3/31/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a canine helped officers  take down a burglary ring. it's a story 
you'll see here at  11:00 for the first time. the police sent us these 
photos. they caught the suspects in the  act this afternoon. one 
tried to pepper spray a  canine but the dog didn't stop  and bit the 
suspect in the arm. 

0:19 3/31/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a bartender busted for  credit card fraud. he used a card reader to 
swipe  dozens of numbers over the past  five months. an off duty 
officer noticed it  was happening and called it in. the officers 
responded and found  the card reader.   

0:24 3/31/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

caught on camera, a man  stabbed in the neck near culver  city. he 
managed to ride his bicycle  to the hospital. it happened close to 
kaiser  permanente. two men got into a fight. one walked to his car 
and  grabbed a knife, stabbing the  victim in the neck. 

0:37 3/31/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two in custody and two on  the loose tonight. the four people beat 
up and  robbed an 87-year-old man near  the rose bowl. police 
released the video of the  suspects using the victim's  credit card 
at a gas station. two turned themselves in while a  man and female 
accomplice have  yet to be caught. 

0:25 3/31/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a new twist in the supposed  abduction of denise huskins. they 
have received e-mails from  a person claiming  responsibility. the 
anonymous person writes that  her ordeal was real and they  want 
to clear her name and are  demanding that police apologize  to 
huskins for calling her  abduction a hoax. 

0:21 3/31/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an investigation in the  hollywood hills an a hiker found  human 
remains near a trail. the hiker reported finding body  parts and 
bones on bonnie hill  drive. that discovery was made a mile  away 
from a death investigation  to an heir to the getty fortune.   

0:33 3/31/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two men slashing car tires  didn't expect to have their  faces 
caught on camera. they targeted cars around 1:00  in the morning. 
they slashed as many as 30 tires  on cars parked on the street. 
one family had to cancel the  trip to the zoo because they had  to 
pay $500 to replace tires. 
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0:27 3/31/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the tires on this pickup  took a beating in virginia. it looked at times 
like it might  be a round up as police tried to  corral the woman 
behind the  wheels doing this several times. the police cars 
eventually  stopped her and penned her in  and that was the end 
of it. they took her down. 

0:24 3/31/15 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a warning from beverly hills  police about a phone scam  involving 
a person claiming to  be a city employee. the man is asking if he 
can  inspect their property for  earthquake damage. never give out 
personal  information to anyone over the  phone. anyone who is 
received this call  is asked to contact police.   

0:23 3/31/15 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

more than 800 body cameras  are at the los angeles police  
department. they will be used this summer in  the newton division, 
the  missionary and central division. the police department is 
working  on the policy for the use of the  cameras. this is just the 
beginning. 

0:42 1/8/15 11:08p deaths 

you may not recognize his name right away, but you will certainly 
recognize his legendary work. gospel singer andrae crouch has 
passed away at age of 72.  ill be with you always >> the gospel 
grammy winner has worked with huge stars the likes of michael 
jackson and madonna and on huge movies like "the lion king." 
crouch lived in pacoima where he and his sister sandra pastored 
the new christ memorial church. the songwriter was known for 
penning gospel hits like "to god be the glory" and "soon and very 
soon," which was sung at michael jacksons funeral.   

0:30 1/8/15 11:13p deaths 

actor rod tail whorl was attacked by birds in alfred hitchcocks 
classic passed away at his beverly hills yesterday, just days before 
his 85th birthday. taylor starred opposite tippi hedren in "the birds" 
and appeared in more than 50 films. his daughter said acting was 
his passion. his goal was to act until he was 90.  

0:31 1/23/15 11:08p deaths 

ernie banks, the baseball  world is mourning his death. he spent 
his career playing for  the losing chicago cubs. he is known for his 
big smile  and enthusiasm and the phrase of  his, "it's a great day 
for  baseball, let's play two." he hit 512 home runs and five  
seasons with 40 or more. the team did not say how he  died. he 
was 83.   

0:21 2/11/15 11:05p deaths 

just in, police are look for  the man in these surveillance  photos. 
he was part of a carjacking on  century boulevard on monday  
night. a couple said he got in their  car. when he told him to get out 
he  pushed them out instead and took  off in their 2013 chevy 
malibu.   

0:23 2/12/15 11:06p deaths 

new details on the sudden  death of "new york times" media  critic 
david carr. carr was 58 years old. he collapsed in the newsroom  
there tonight and later died in  the hospital with his wife and  
daughter beside him. just hours before, carr had  moderated this 
online discussion  for "the new york times" with  national security 
leader edward  snowden and other journalists.  

0:24 2/18/15 11:16p deaths 

he was as famous and  well-known as the rose parade  floats that 
he designed. raul rodriguez has passed away,  died of cardiac 
arrest at his  home in pasadena. every year, rodriguez would take  
one of his floats to run down  the boulevard with a colorful  macaw 
on his shoulder.  

0:27 2/27/15 11:07p deaths 

a stellar career as an  actor, a writer and artist and  director. the 
man best known as mr. spock  from star trek died at the age  of 
83. he was briefly hospitalized last week. and tonight, fans are 
paying  tribute to leonard nimoy, dipped   -- dimmed lights is 
surround  his star at the hollywood walk  of fame.  
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2:15 3/31/15 11:00p deaths 

break news, an heir to the  getty fortune found dead in his  home. 
the coroner is revealing how  andrew getty died.  >> nbc 4's robert 
kovacik was  the first on scene as the  officers responded to the 
911  call from the home. he has the new developments. >> 
reporter: for hours we have  watched lapd robbery homicide  
detectives go up and down the  street where andrew getty lived  
two decades and was found today  unresponsive. 

0:37 1/19/15 11:15p diversity 

today was meant to honor dr.  martin luther king jr., but some  
people in santa ana woke up to  find messages in their driveways  
from the kkk, while neighbors  found messages like these  calling 
martin luther king jr. a  communist, among other things.  >> it looks 
like a recruitment  kind of thing getting people to  be angry and 
hateful and let's  drive people out who are not  just like us.  >> 
well, police say the letters  themselves are not a crime but  officers 
will investigate this  case, they say, as a hate  incident.  

0:21 2/5/15 11:08p Diversity 

we have protests tonight at  a grammy preparty. lgbt advocates 
are targeting the  world famous beverly hills hotel  which is owned 
by the sultan of  brunei. the sultan initiated sharia law  in his 
country which this year  will allow death by stoning for  gay sex 
and adultery. john legend has refused to  attend the party.  

2:12 2/6/15 11:01p Diversity 

strangers stand in  solidarity, hundreds gathered  around a 
manhattan beach family. hetty chang has new details on  the 
investigation just in. >> reporter: that's right. i just received late  
confirmation from the fire chief  he has been in talks with the  atf 
and fbi. he confirms that both  organizations are expected to  join 
this investigation very  soon. an all-out effort to catch  whoever is 
responsible and they  have the community support,  100%. as the 
sun disappeared into the  horizon. a different glow lit the  
manhattan beach community.  

0:41 2/11/15 11:06p Diversity 

these muslim students are  gunned down and people are  
gathering to remember and  question what happened. this is the 
off cam put  religious center at usc where  people came together 
to show  their support for the families  of those killed. police in 
chapel hill, north  carolina are trying to determine  if this was a 
hate crime or the  result of an argument with a  neighbor over a 
parking space.  

0:38 2/25/15 11:17p diversity 

a game app is generating  buzz over what some say is  
demeaning. the developer created this game. it plays on latino 
mothers using  their flip-flops to discipline  children. garcia says it 
reflects his  upbringing and nothing more  than. that but others 
aren't so sure.  >> kids feel like they have to  follow the stereo 
types. >> it's just a product of our  environment. we're not trying to 
be racist. it's what we grew up with. >> reporter: offensive or not,  
the app has been downloaded  1,000 times in the first week.   

0:35 3/3/15 11:09p diversity 

a new round of outrage in  ferguson, missouri. first the shooting of 
michael  brown jr. by a police officer  and now a report that shows 
that  police officers routinely  violated people's rights with  unfair 
traffic stops,  questionable arrests and  unreasonable use of force. 
while african-americans make up  67% of the population in  
ferguson, they account for 93%  of the arrests. 
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0:49 3/9/15 11:08p diversity 

members of local  fraternities are outraged by the  video of a 
fraternity chanting  racial slurs from the university  of oklahoma. 
the school chapter of sigma  alpha epsilon is shut down and  
members have until tomorrow to  move out. an african-american 
who is a  member of the chapter 13 years  ago says behavior like 
that  would not have been tolerated  when he was a member.  >> 
it's like getting punched in  the stomach. somewhere along the line  
everything went off the rails. 

0:47 3/10/15 11:15p diversity 

apologies and expulsions are  the latest fallouts.  >> students 
protesting outside  the sigma epsilon house tonight. parents of one 
fraternity  student apologized to the  african-american community  
saying they raised their son to  be inclusive. the university expelled 
one of  the frat members today.  

0:40 3/16/15 11:14p diversity 

outrage on long island after  anti-semitic picture pops up on  a 
facebook page for high  schoolers. the picture was eventually 
taken  off the page but not before word  spread with the students 
and  their parents.  >> when you see something like  that when it's 
someone you know  it's disturbing and you want to  know why 
someone does something  like that.  

0:46 3/30/15 11:15p diversity 

backlash in indiana tonight  over that religious freedom bill  that 
the governor signed last  week. tonight, indiana republicans  
rushed to defend the bill. critics say it is anti-gay. lawmakers are 
trying to add  language to clarify it all. 19 other states have similar  
laws but indiana's is different  because there is no state-wide  
nondiscrimination law. 

0:20 1/13/15 11:07p education 
calpoly san luis-obispo puts  all fraternities and sororities  on 
probation. no one can hold social events  until greek leaders can 
change  the culture.   

0:50 1/13/15 11:15p education 

some schools are running  controversial programs teaching  their 
students to fight back  against school intruders like  this one right 
here. the students are told to throw  their backpacks. bun middle 
school in alabama is  take it one step further. the principal asked 
for students  to bring in canned goods that  can be stockpiled and 
used to  throw at potential gunman. the letter reads the canned 
food  item could stun the intruder or  knock him out until police  
arrive. this is a middle school. this is grade 7, 8, and 9. if at the 
end of the year the  food is not used, it would be  donated.    

0:33 1/15/15 11:17p education 

 arizona, now the first day  to require students to pass a  civics test 
in order to graduate  from high school. the students will have to 
prove  they know history and the works  of the u.s. government 
before  they can receive their diplomas. students have to pass this 
exam  with at least 60% or 60 out of  100. they can start take it,  
beginning in eighth grade and  retake it until they pass. critics say 
the exam sends the  wrong message at a time when the  state is 
facing a deficit and  education funding crisis.  

0:29 1/16/15 11:34p education 
San Bernardino basketlball coach suspended after his team wins a 
game is taking heat for how they won.  The scrore 161 to 2. 

0:25 2/6/15 11:09p education 

as the measles outbreak  spreads the uc system announces  a 
plan for students regarding  vaccines. starting in 2017, the system  
will require all students be  required for measles. right now they 
are only required  to have the vaccine for happen  tights b. 
education officials say they are  pressing more now because of the  
current outbreak.   
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0:51 2/12/15 11:18p education 

learn for morgan. that's the message for students  at esperanza 
high school. the need to know cpr, that's  what it's all about. and it 
was a classmate that  brought this lesson home to  students. [ 
cheering ] tonight yorba linda students  wore purple at this 
basketball  game in honor of morgan wilson. in july, the 17-year-
old died  after collapsing after a warm-up  run. her best friend 
started an  educational organization that  encouraged students at 
the high  school to learn cpr. 

0:26 2/13/15 11:33p education 

50 teams and hundreds of  students competed in the  academic 
decathlon but there can  only be one winner. we congratulate 
grenada hills  charter high school. they beat out 58 other schools  
and scored the highest total  points in the history of the  
competition. they move on to the state  competition next month in  
sacramento.   

0:25 2/18/15 11:05p education 

now new at 11:00, cal state  north regge suspends a third  
fraternity for alleged hazing  and misconduct. they are suspended 
until july of  2008. the college suspended two other  fraternities 
following hazing  accusations and the death of a  19 year old 
pledge last year who  collapsed and died while he was  on a road 
hike.  

0:26 2/20/15 11:09p education 

no money for ipads. that is the word tonight from  the los angeles 
unified school  district superintendent ramon  corps teen easy who 
says the  district simply doesn't have the  money. the program 
called for ipads for  all students at a cost of $1.3  billion. the ipads 
would have will be  also been distributed to  teachers and school  
administrators. he says instead the district  will try to provide 
computers to  students when needed for  instruction and testing.   

0:47 3/2/15 11:16p education 

a community is searching for answers after a teacher in el dorado 
high school committed suicide in a classroom. students and school 
staff held a vigil a few hours ago to remember the teacher. police 
say the 31-year-old locked herself in a classroom this morning. 
she was discovered during first period by several students and 
another teacher. police say she committed suicide by hanging 
herself. paramedics tried but couldn't revive her. 

0:36 3/10/15 11:09p education 

uc irvine is in a fight over  the american flag. and college security 
cancelled  the meeting because of violent  threats. the legislative 
council approved  the removal of the american flag  from the lobby 
of the student  government office. the student government 
executive  committee vetoed that decision  and tonight's meeting 
was to  talk about overriding that veto.  

0:39 3/10/15 11:16p education 

emotions were high after a  video surfaced of a brutal  beating of a 
student. you can see the students using  their fists, brass knuckles 
and  a baseball bat. the victim went to the hospital  with a broken 
jaw. but the parents say they told  the school the day before he 
was  being harassed. 

0:49 3/20/15 11:14p education 

a transgender teacher is  speaking to nbc 4 to address the  
controversy surrounding her  transition. amanda swagger, formerly 
known  as michael is breaking her  silence. she struggled with her  
transition with her students in  mind. some of the parents are upset  
and others support the decision  but feel the school district  should 
have told them about it. 
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0:38 3/23/15 11:19p education 

parents and students are  supporting a brentwood history  teacher 
accused of making  offensive comments in class. he referred to 
michael brown who  was killed by police in ferguson  as a thug 
who got what he  deserved. but a petition in support of the  
teacher said he was quoting  others.  >> he likes to tell us about  
what people say and how the  outside world is and how people  
think even though he doesn't  think it.  

0:43 3/31/15 11:14p 
Elderly-Seniors-

Retirement 

dozens of senior citizens  who live at a residential care  facility are 
being evicted and  most say they have no idea where  they are 
going next. the owners of the breakers have  given 80 residents 60 
days to  find a new home. the letter comes on the heels of  a 
settlement of allegations that  the seniors received improper  
home. they are no longer a senior care  facility.  

0:25 1/19/15 11:08p employment/labor 

dream works animation is  laying off hundreds of  employees. the 
l.a. times reports that more  than 100 people could lose their  jobs. 
these layoffs would likely  affect the animators and story  board 
personnel. they have features like turbo,  rise the guardians, and 
mr.  peabody, all of which lost  millions at the box office.   

0:22 1/22/15 11:08p employment/labor 

the company is cutting about  500 jobs this year as part after  cost-
cutting move that includes  producing two instead of three  feature 
releases a year. dream works ceo jeffrey catsen  berg says he 
thinks his plan  will deliver great film, better  box office results and 
growing  profitability.  

0:31 1/22/15 11:08p employment/labor 

and thousands of long shore  and warehouse workers and their  
supporters made their way from  the vincent thomas bridge to the  
maritime museum tonight in  support of dock workers contract  
talks. live at 6:00 tonight, many of  the workers have been without 
a  contract on the job for 6 months  now. there is a backlog of 
cargo in  the port. the congestion has forced  customers to divert 
cargo away  from the west coast.   

1:02 1/23/15 11:14p employment/labor 

a mother who lost her son is  suing target claiming that they  
caused the man to take his own  life.  >> i don't want any other 
mother  to go through what i have gone  through. this is my only 
child.  >> he committed suicide three  days after he was fired as a  
cashier at the target store in  pasadena. his mother claimed that 
two  target store managers humiliated  him in front of his co-
workers.  >> he was paraded through the  store into a room and 
was  interrogated there and then  paraded back out through the  
store, put in a patrol car and  taken to the police station.  >> no 
criminal charges were  filed but he was fired that very  day. the 
attorney claims that the  experience was intensified by  the fact 
that graham had  aspergers. target says it does not have a  walk 
of shame policy or  practice.   

0:23 2/19/15 11:16p employment/labor 

walmart is trying to shake  up its image. so the company is giving 
workers  a pay raise. walmart will hand out raises to  40% of its 
staff beginning in  april. by early next year, employees  will be 
making at least $10 an  hour there at walmart. more than the 
federal minimum  wage. walmart also plans to offer more  
consistent scheduling, and train  entry level employees for higher  
paying management positions as  well.  

0:21 2/20/15 11:05p employment/labor 

work is underway at the port  of l.a. tonight. what does it mean for 
you? hopefully, no uptick on prices  of everyday items. ship 
workers reached a tentative  contract this evening. this avoids a 
full shut down of  29 ports and a choke hold on  imports here on 
the west coast.   
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0:22 2/23/15 11:10p employment/labor 

a cheating scandal in the  los angeles county fire  department's 
hiring process. an investigation found a high  number of family 
members hired  by the department and that  launched an add it 
that turned  up cheating in exams and testing  requirements. the 
extent of the cheating is  not being released right now.   

0:41 2/26/15 11:09p employment/labor 

teachers in l.a. say they  are fed up. classes are too big. pay is too 
small, and they want  change. nearly 15,000 educators filled  
grand park in downtown l.a.  tonight. they are protesting an 
impasse  in contract talks. the teachers union wants the  l.a. 
unified school district to  reduce class size, raise teacher  pay and 
develop a new system for  evaluating the teachers. but neither 
side can agree on a  solution. 

0:40 3/4/15 11:33p employment/labor 

today, they took to the  streets of hollywood to  criticize a plan from 
the actors  equity union. they claim it will undermine the  business 
model that allows  99-seat theaters to thrive and  force many 
theaters to close.  >> small theaters are good for  the los angeles 
economy and we  have many dozens of these small  theaters in 
the 13th district.  

0:34 3/9/15 11:17p employment/labor 

new at 11:00 we are hearing  from a bay area carpenter who  was 
fired for freeing a raccoon. he came to work on a $610  million 
project last month, saw  the raccoon in a trap. that raccoon caused 
damage to  the site. instead of euthanizing it, he  released it 
nearby.  >> i boxed it up and wheeled it  out and went back to 
work.  >> his employer says that  amounts to theft.   

0:30 3/10/15 11:09p employment/labor 

l.a. unified school board  will issue layoff notes to 600  teachers 
and staff. the layoffs come as the board  and teachers are 
negotiating a  new contract and as the district  faces budget short 
falls. they have until march 15th to  notify teachers who will be  
impacted. the district is facing a $160  million deficit heading to the  
2015-2016 school year.   

0:40 3/19/15 11:13p employment/labor 

11 filipinos who came to the  united states on visas for what  they 
thought would be good  paying jobs are now suing the  owners of 
a los angeles bakery. the group says they were paid as  little as $2 
an hour to go  cleaning and landscaping work  for the owners of le 
mans french  bakery. when some refused to lie about  their 
working conditions, they  say they were fired. 

0:56 3/19/15 11:15p employment/labor 

workers at the san francisco  zoo say that management there  has 
been listening in on their  private conversations. and this goes 
back to 2007 and a  deadly tiger mauling at the zoo. that was 
around christmas time. because of what happened then,  the zoo 
installed radio  monitoring system. the technology also uses gps  
tracking to locate an injured  employee quickly should  something 
like that ever happen  again. 

0:32 1/6/15 11:03p entertainment 

the stolen heisman trophy honoring o.j. simpson has been found 
after two decades. it was originally stolen more than 20 years ago 
from usc. the lapd now has it back but because it is an ongoing 
case they wont say where they got it or where it has been. the 
trophy is a duplicate given to the university and not the one 
awarded to simpson himself.   

0:24 1/6/15 11:06p entertainment 
bill cosby has a message for his fans. in a statement bill cosby 
asked his fans to remain calm if someone tries to disrupt the show. 
he promised to give his fans the show of their life.   
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0:31 1/7/15 11:15p entertainment 

 bill cosby returned to the stage in the first stop of his canadian 
tour. he entered through the loading dock. when he took the stage 
tonight, the reception was subdued compared to his last 
performance in florida in november. but he got a standing ovation 
in the end. a small group of demonstrator shouted at fans arriving. 
cosby made no mention of the allegations he is facing on stage 
tonight.   

0:50 1/7/15 11:15p entertainment 

 three more women came forward accusing the comedian of 
sexual assault. they were at a news conference arranged by their 
attorney. all three say cosby drugged them and sexually assaulted 
them years ago.  

0:26 1/8/15 11:33p entertainment 

the red carpet is this place tonight and the air is filled with 
anticipation. at least everybody around here is anticipating the 
72nd annual golden globes. anticipate for me there, fred. >> im 
looking around at the air. im feeling it. >> just two days left to 
prepare for the arrival of stars like george clooney, robert downey 
jr., and reese wither spoon. and tina fey and amy poehler have 
been huge hits as hosts. theyll be back on sunday. 

0:24 1/9/15 11:19p entertainment 

did the golden globe website just spoil the show. it appears to 
announce a winner two days before the ceremony. it lists "selma" 
as the winner of the outstanding motion picture but the actors and 
actresses on the page are last years winners. well all find out on 
sunday right here on nbc 4.  

0:31 1/12/15 11:33p entertainment 

an estate that once belonged  to bob hope is on the market. the 
asking price is $23 million. now the property includes a  nearly 
15,000 square foot house  as well as an outdoor pool and  glass 
enclosed indoor pool. it was for sale two years ago  for $27 million.   

0:20 1/13/15 11:09p entertainment 

ticket master is offer two  refunds for two cosby shows in  denver 
but the show will go on. more than 3,000 people bought  tickets for 
saturday but there  are protests planned for that  day. cosby is 
facing sexual assault  allegations from more than 15  women.    

0:42 1/14/15 11:17p entertainment 

 another woman accusing bill  cosby of sexual assault. she could 
be the only alleged  victim at this point to be  within the statute of  
limitations. she could bring criminal charges  against cosby. she 
claims he spiked her drink  at the playboy mansion in 2008. she 
then blacked out in a  bathroom and woke up with cosby  over her.  
>> she was drugged and doesn't  know what happened.  >> you 
have a vegas lap dancer. and as a result, it could taint  her 
credibility and hurt the  credibility of all the purported  victims.  >> 
two dozen others have accused  bill cosby of sexual assault.   

0:25 1/15/15 11:05p entertainment 

 boxing legend muhammed ali  is back in the hospital tonight. but 
doctors say it is just for  follow-up care. relatives first took the  
heavyweight champ to the  hospital late last month. doctors initially 
thought he had  pneumonia, but it turned out to  be an infection. 
ali's family says they hope  he'll be home in time for his  73rd 
birthday. and that's on saturday. he has been battling parkinson's  
disease for about three decades.  
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0:37 1/15/15 11:08p entertainment 

 probation for chris brown  revoked after a second shooting  at a 
club where he was inside. but he is still free until a  hearing which 
is now scheduled  for march. last weekend, brown was on stage  
in san jose when five people  were shot. his probation officer says 
he  wasn't supposed to be up north. he left l.a. county without  
permission. but his attorney says he  incorrectly advised him that it  
was okay to travel. brown also needs to finish  another 200 hours 
of community  service by the end of this  month. his probation 
stems from an  assault case in 2009 involving  rihanna.  

0:52 1/16/15 11:15p entertainment 

this is a small group of protesters outside bill cosbys performance 
in colorado. the audience inside gave cosby a standing ovation. 
most of the jokes were about his wife and family and friends. there 
were no hecklers inside the show itself and bill cosbys attorney is 
fighting backagainst the latest allegation of sexual assault. this 
weekend -- or this week, chloe goins said that bill cosby spiked her 
drink and touched her at a party in august of 2008 and that would 
fall within the statute of limitations for criminal charges. bill cosbys 
attorney says the comedian was in new york at the time and will 
turn over flight and phone records to prove it.  

0:29 1/16/15 11:16p entertainment 

marijuana without the munchies? thats what bethany frankel may 
have in the works. now, a source close to her says she is working 
to create a type of marijuana that curbs appetite afterwards. that 
source says skinny girl marijuana would be available here in the 
states where recreational marijuana is legal. so far, she, deat is 
not commenn the idea.  

2:47 1/19/15 11:00p entertainment 

box office backlash, a  billboard for the hit movie  "american 
sniper" vandalized  after some controversy and others are going 
even  further. how far? that is what nbc's robert  kovacik has been 
working on  tonight.  >> american sniper is the top  box office draw 
right now at the  movie theater. keep in mind that opening night  
audiences gave a film of an  average grade of a-plus. but not 
everyone is praising the  movie or its message.  >> in west l.a. on 
a billboard,  it was tagged with the word  "murder." nominated for 
six academy awards  and best picture, american  sniper is the 
story of an  american s.e.a.l., confirmed as  the deadlyist sniper in 
american  history. 

0:36 1/19/15 11:33p entertainment 

and now one company is  hoping to cash in on the global  
phenomenon that is "50 shades of  grade." just in time for 
valentine's  day, they are basing it with the  teddy bears. as for the 
teddy bears, they  carry a mask and a set of cuffs.  >> like 
anything, i don't think  it is a product for anybody. it is a unique 
product geared  towards the adult.  >> now the company plans to 
make  at least 10,000 of the bears at  $90 each.   

0:26 1/20/15 11:32p entertainment 

sony's conflict with north  korea set to make history  online. but 
sony has a way to go to  break even on "the interview." the film 
has pulled in $40  million in digital downloads,  putting it on track to 
be the  highest grossing movie in online  sales history. but 
production and all the  marketing costs total about $65  million so 
far.   

0:31 1/21/15 11:10p entertainment 

new information tonight on  the death of that body builder  in 
burbank. police calling it an accident  even though he knew the 
train  was close. the train hit and killed the man  on saturday while 
he was filming  a promotional video. police say there is no doubt 
he  saw that train coming but he  still stepped on the tracks and  in 
front of it and started  running. the operator sounded the horn  but 
did not react. police say they found no  evidence of suicide.   
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0:26 1/22/15 11:06p entertainment 

former dodger ted lily is  facing charges tonight h. e  damaged his 
rv but didn't file a  claim until after he purchased  insurance for the 
vehicle. he spent 15 years in the majors  and three and a half with 
the  dodgers. in that time he reportedly  earned $100 million. if 
found guilty he could be look  at five years.   

0:22 1/26/15 11:10p entertainment 
melissa rivers is suing the  clinic where her mother died. melissa 
rivers says she is suing  because of the clinic's  incompetence and 
outrageous  behavior.   

0:35 1/27/15 11:33p entertainment 

if there is something  strange in your neighborhood,  help me out, 
guys, i'm not a  good rapper. who you going to call? okay? >> 
ghostbusters.  >> after you call us here at nbc  4 you call the new 
ghostbusters. chuck didn't bite on that at  all. this time they are all 
women. the hollywood reporter says  melissa mccarthy has signed 
on. the rest of the cast? sony is in talks with leslie  jones.  

0:30 1/28/15 11:33p entertainment 

hiking, picnic and  sightseeing has given way to  lights, camera, 
action. is it the most popular shooting  location. part of the appeal, 
4,000 acres  of caves, canyons and dusty  roads. there were 322 
days of  production at the park last  year. other popular locations 
include  the iconic herald examiner  building and the sixth street  
bridge with downtown los angeles  as the backdrop.   

0:20 1/30/15 11:08p entertainment 

val kilmer is recovering  from a major health scare in  santa 
monica. kilmer best known for his role  as iceman in "top gun," 
kilmer  started bleeding from his throat  and had emergency 
surgery for a  tumor. he is in the hospital.   

1:56 2/2/15 11:06p entertainment 

bobbi kristina brown is in  grave condition tonight. he was found 
unconscious in her  bathtub over the weekend. even though it is 
difficult to  get accurate details, robert  kovacik has new 
information from  her family tonight. >> reporter: out of georgia and  
tonight hospital officials will  not comment on the condition of  
whitney houston and bobby  brown's only child but it's a  family 
without going into detail  says today there was a positive  sign. >> 
this is my blood relative. this is my cousin, little  sister. >> reporter: 
we are hearing from  a relative of bobbi kristina  brown.   

0:25 2/2/15 11:13p entertainment 

new video showing nfl hall  of famer warren sapp running  from 
reporters following an  appearance in court in phoenix  for 
allegedly assault two women. judge said he could return home  to 
florida until his next court  date later this month. after his arrest, 
the nfl  network fired sapp within  arizona to cover the super bowl.   

1:04 2/2/15 11:33p entertainment 

just go ahead and take any  empty seat that you see. >> i hope it's 
not contagious. >> was this a great spot or  what? chances are 
this super bowl  commercial made you laugh. it also made a usc 
grad a lot of  cash. the burbank man is an executive  producer at 
tosh.0.  >> the commercial won him a new  job and 1 million 
bucks. we caught up with him returning  from the super bowl. he 
was in competition with 5,000  commercial makers but there is  
only one winner. he earned a dream job at  universal pictures.  >> 
i don't know what that  entails. i have always wanted to direct  
movies.  >> and the baby in the spot,  that's his son. >> great 
commercial.   

0:29 2/3/15 11:08p entertainment 

 the daughter of whitney houston  and bobby brown is at emery  
university hospital. a source close to the family  says that bobbi 
kristina brown  moved hospitals and is in grave  condition. she is 
not actually married to  nick gordon. police have said several times  
they found no drugs inside of  her home and are treating the  
investigation as a medical one.  
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0:32 2/4/15 11:33p entertainment 

a local film maker honored  in hollywood. this is the african-
american  film critics association awards  dinner. among the on 
rees for best  director and best film for  "selma." she was born in 
long beach.  >> the largest group of  african-american film critics in  
the country.  >> the aasca helps organize  internships for aspiring 
film  makers.   

0:51 2/5/15 11:09p entertainment 

a grammy party tonight  across hollywood. while many of the stars 
are  celebrating there, their minds  and hearts were on whitney  
houston's daughter. bobbi kristina brown was pulled  from a 
bathtub, facedown and  unresponsive five days ago at  her home 
in georgia. sources tell e! news that she is  not brain dead but is in 
a  medically induced coma. just three years ago her mother  
whitney houston was found dead  under similar circumstances.  

0:41 2/6/15 11:32p entertainment 

if you love disney you're  going to love this. 30 years worth of 
collectibles  auctioned off. posters, characters, props, all  for sale. 
why get rid of it now? the organizer of the auction has  a theory.  
>> he said he has been  collecting 30 years and i want  to share 
this and get it out and  it's the 60th anniversary of  disneyland.  >> 
the collection is on display. the items go on auction february  28th 
to march 1st.  

0:50 2/6/15 11:33p entertainment 

as you know, jimmy fallon  moved the "tonight show" to los  
angeles this week but a big  highlight was his "saved by the  bell" 
segment on wednesday.  >> we're upset with jimmy just a  little bit 
because he did not  include a key character. nbc 4's beverly white. 
take a look.  >> this is beverly white she  would like to --  >> 
habitat for humidity families  work alongside the volunteers to  
build their own homes.  >> there is beverly playing what  she does 
in real life, a  reporter on "saved by the bell  new class" this was in 
1997. beverly was in the newsroom when  the general manager 
asked her if  she would do a favor and beverly  said yes and 
history.  

0:44 2/9/15 11:07p entertainment 

praying for a miracle. the family of bobbi kristina  brown gathered 
for a vigil and  any sign that will give them  hope. hundreds of 
people gathered  inside an amp theater atlanta. people held 
candles, flashlights  and cell phones as they prayed  for the 
daughter of whitney  houston and bobby brown.  

0:28 2/9/15 11:33p entertainment 

rapper iggy azalea wanted a  cheese pizza but she got an  
onslaught of texts to her phone. an employee gave out her 
number. she went on a ten-tweet rant  demanding answers. so far, 
papa john's has not  responded.  

1:10 2/10/15 11:01p entertainment 

reaction mixed after nbc  news suspended anchor brian  williams 
without pay for six  months. nbcuniversal ceo steve burke  says 
that brian has jeopardized  the trust that millions of  viewers place 
in nbc news. it centers around the mistakes  that brian williams 
admits he  made in recalling an incident  that happened while 
covering the  iraq war in 2003. 

0:29 2/10/15 11:04p entertainment 

new details tonight about  bobbi kristina brown and what  may 
have happened days before  she was found face down in a  
bathtub. a security guard says he  reported a domestic dispute 
one  week prior to bobbi kristina  being found. he says people 
were hitting each  other outside the home although  he gave no 
description of who  was involved in the fighting. police haven't said 
much about  their investigation. bobbi kristina remains in the  
hospital tonight.   
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0:53 2/10/15 11:07p entertainment 

for 17 years, he made the  news funny, all of the news and  he 
made viewers think at the  same time. but jon stewart made the  
announcement the fans didn't  want to hear.  >> it is time for 
someone else  to have that opportunity.  >> stewart didn't say 
when  exactly he was stepping away  from the show or what he 
was  planning to do next. but he did say he was looking  forward to 
one thing. 

0:27 2/11/15 11:14p entertainment 

after a couple of weeks of  investigation by the honolulu  police 
department an arrest has  been made in a case that  involves 
robert allenby,  32-year-old owen -- is charged  with three counts 
of second  degree theft. he is charged of using allenby's  claim.   

0:37 2/12/15 11:05p entertainment 

new at 11:00, actor emile  hirsh charged with putting a  studio 
executive in a chokehold  at the sundance film festival. the 
woman, danielle burnfield  works for paramount pictures. she says 
hirsh put her in the  chokehold and dragged her across  the table 
and on to the floor  where he landed on top of her. herrish 
appeared intoxicated and  said burnfield was a rich kid  who 
should not be at sundance. this is moments before the  alleged 
altercation. hirsh is best known for starring  in "the lone survivor" 
and "the  girl next door". he is due in court on the 16th  of march.  

0:49 2/12/15 11:11p entertainment 

a developing story now. the boyfriend of bobbi kristina,  the 
daughter of the late singer  whitney houston is denying that  he is 
planning legal action so  that he can visit her in the  hospital. his 
attorney says in response to  reports that nick gordon is  taking 
legal action, he would  like to it be clear that he is  not. mr. 
gordon's only concern is the  recovery of bobbi kristina.  

0:49 2/12/15 11:14p entertainment 

another bill cosby show  canceled. this one in bakersfield, as he  
continues to face a steady  onslaught of sexual assault  
allegations. two more women came forward  today, accusing bill 
cosby of  sexually assaulting them decades  ago. they held a news 
conference at  the law office of attorney  gloria allred. both women 
say cosby first  drugged them and then assaulted  them.  

0:42 2/12/15 11:33p entertainment 

christian grey has hit the  big screen. the movie "fifty shades over  
grey" is out tonight. the film is an adaptation of the  steamy novel 
by e.l. james that  sold more than 100 million  copies worldwide. 
not everyone, though, a fan. some protesters hit the streets  of 
westwood tonight, voicing  their concerns about the message  they 
say the movie sends.  

0:22 2/13/15 11:05p entertainment 

we have new video of another  malibu accident involving a  
celebrity. this time it's actor gary bucey. tmz shows paramedics in 
the  parking lot of a pavilions on  pch. the sheriff's department 
says  this is where bucey backed into  a woman. she was not 
seriously hurt and  he was not cited.   

0:52 2/16/15 11:17p entertainment 

some parents not too happy  in sacramento tonight about the  way 
"fifty shades of grey" was  positioned. most of the highway and not 
far  from "spongebob square pants." the movie theater began  
receiving complaints when calls  came in that people could see  
the movie from the highway. parents not too happy. >> i just don't 
think it should  be on a big screen out in the  middle of the public 
to where  anybody could, you know, turn  around and see it.  

0:24 2/17/15 11:06p entertainment 

all right, robert. detectives are concentrating on  sufshlts video 
from that deadly  chain reaction crash involving  bruce jenner. l.a. 
sheriff detectives tell us  the video is from a bus that  happened to 
be nearby. investigators believe the crash  happened when a prius 
stopped in the middle of pacific coast  highway earlier this month. 
an attorney representing the  driver of that car claims that  bruce 
jenner actually caused the crash.  
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0:24 2/18/15 11:17p entertainment 

the tour manager for nikki  minaj stabbed to death after a  bar 
fight. it all started when devon picket  and three friends got into an  
argument with another group of  men. police are now looking at  
surveillance video, but so far  no arrests have been made. he also 
worked with stars  including rihanna, lady gaga and  justin 
timberlake.  

0:22 2/18/15 11:33p entertainment 

former rapper turned host  charged with burglary. the one-time 
rapper broke into  an abandoned home right next to  one he was 
renovating. several items were stolen,  including furniture and  
bicycles. the 47 year old has been charged  with residential 
burglary and  grand theft.  

0:12 2/19/15 11:06p entertainment 

a producer on the comedy  parks and recreation was found  dead 
in his los feliz home. police say this is a possible  drug overdose, 
but that won't be  confirmed until the coroner's  report. whittles 
occasionally appeared  in front of the camera as well,  but he 
worked mainly as a writer  and producer. eric whittles was 30 
years old.  

0:19 2/19/15 11:15p entertainment 

rap mogul suge knight is  back in jail after yet another  courthouse 
emergency. knight was due for arraign  inspect a case unrelated to 
his  murder charge, but an ambulance  took knight to the hospital  
before he could face judge. his attorney says suge was  having 
stomach problems. the woman who filed the charges  against him 
thinks he was just  faking it.  

0:11 2/20/15 11:06p entertainment 
final prep is underway for  this sunday's oscars. tonight security is 
very, very  tight for the academy awards.  >> they cannot prevent 
rain. 

0:12 2/20/15 11:17p entertainment 
speaking of the night. let's take a live picture at the  dolby theater 
in hollywood where  they will have the oscars on  sunday night. the 
question is, is it going to  rain?  

0:31 2/20/15 11:32p entertainment 

honoring women and film. the event honors all 44 women in  front 
and behind the camera who  have been nominated for an oscar  
this year.  >> a lot of people talk about  the need for strong 
women. and i think it's more  complicated than that. we've got to 
have real women  with all their colors put out  there on the screen.  
>> women in film is a nonprofit  organization that's dedicated to  
promoting opportunities for  women and expanding and  
enhancing the portrayal of women  in the media. 

0:25 2/23/15 11:33p entertainment 

a lot of great talent. "the voice" is back. season eight kick off 
tonight. blake shelton and adam return  once against. pharrell is 
also there. blind auditions continue  tomorrow night at 8:00. right 
here on nbc 4.  >> crazy good tonight.   

1:03 2/25/15 11:05p entertainment 

and for the first time since  robin williams committed suicide  his 
daughter talks about the  difficult days that followed his  death.  >> 
you were gesturing with your  hands.  >> it's more just a bird that  
reminded me of him. when a lot of people saw it i  got responses 
of why didn't you  get a robin? robins aren't in san francisco  that 
i've seen and i never  called my dad that. so it was more -- i like  
hummingbirds. they are fun and flighty and  strange and it's hard 
to keep  them in one place and dad was  like. that. 

0:28 2/25/15 11:11p entertainment 

it was interested in court  as singer robin thicke took the  stand 
and played music on the  stand. the family of marvin gaye is  suing 
thicke saying that they  copied elements of gay's song. thicke 
denied having anything to  do with the creation of the  song. he 
played several songs on a  keyboard to show that many pop  
songs share the same chord  progression.   
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2:02 2/26/15 11:13p entertainment 

a high fashion oscar heist. lupita nyong'o's oscar dress  worth 
about $150,000 stolen  right out of a west hollywood  hotel. >> it's 
really hard to believe. nbc 4's robert kovacik live with  the latest 
from detectives in  this heist. robert? >> reporter: and it probably 
has  never been talked about before. something like, this colleen 
and  chuck. here is what we know. we know it was stolen 
sometime  yesterday.  

2:20 2/27/15 11:05p entertainment 
>> well, it is back, the missing pearl covered $150,000 gown worn 
by the actress. it was returned to the holt  where it was taken. -- to 
the hotel where it was  taken, what happened? kate has the news.  

0:25 3/2/15 11:10p entertainment 

and former rap mogul suge knight back in court and back in the 
hospital for a third time today. he appeared brotherly in court to 
have his murder and robbery cases transferred to one judge in 
downtown l.a. during that hearing knight complained of medical 
problems like the fact he has lost 35 pounds in jail and gone blind 
in one eye. he told the court he fired his attorney.  

0:44 3/2/15 11:18p entertainment 

how would you stop your team from moving to los angeles? if you 
are a san diego chargers fan you rally, demonstrate and just hope 
that someone comes up with $1.7 billion to build a dade yum in 
carson. for 13 years the chargers have wanted a new stadium. 
and a group is looking for way to do just that and save the bolts 
from moving north.  

0:27 3/4/15 11:16p entertainment 

robin thicke and t.i. are  scheduled to testify about the  hit song 
"blurred lines"  pharrell williams testified  today that he was not 
trying to  copy the late marvin gaye's  music when he wrote that 
song. gaye's children are suing  pharrell.   

2:04 3/5/15 11:03p entertainment 

>> harrison ford has kept a very  private life, but his passion  for 
flying was the opposite. it was very public. let's go live right now to 
nbc  4's beverly white live outside  ucla ronald reagan with more 
on  the story and more on another  crash that he walked away 
from. beverly? >> reporter: that's right,  colleen. it's looking like an 
overnight  stay at this hospital for  harrison ford, the crash  survivor 
and cinema star who  learned how to fly at the age of  54. 

1:31 3/5/15 11:05p entertainment 

gadi schwartz continues our team  coverage now live in venice. 
and gadi, you just spoke with  the doctor who was one of the  very 
first people at ford's  side? >> reporter: well, dr. sanjay  karana 
was actually playing on  the 7th hole when he saw the  group in 
front of him start  pointing up at the sky at a  plane that was flying 
way too  low.  >> when i saw them point to the  sky, i looked up 
myself and  thought maybe it's a seasoned  pilot doing some sort 
of trick  entry. as soon as he clipped the tree,  it was obviously 
wrong.   

0:37 3/5/15 11:14p entertainment 

it is the end of an earl ra  for elephants at the greatest  show on 
earth. ringling circus says it will  phase out elephant acts in their  
shows by 2018 following  increasing criticism, often from  animal 
rights groups. the city of los angeles banned  the use of bull hooks 
by  trainers last year. l.a. city officials and those  activists are 
applauding the  move. 

0:27 3/5/15 11:17p entertainment 

a verdict could come as  early as tomorrow in the blurred  lines 
copyright infringement  case. pharrell williams and robin  thick are 
accused of stealing  from marvin gaye's 1977 hit got  to give it up, 
including their  song blurred lines. if the jury does decide the  
songs are too similar, marvin  gaye's family could get up to  $25 
million in damages.  
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0:37 3/6/15 11:09p entertainment 

because he did everything  that he was taught as a pilot,  harrison 
forward is alive and  being praised for the homes he  avoided in 
yesterday's forced  landing on the pen mark golf  course. in ford's 
last radio call to the  control tower, he said he lost  power and was 
returning. he tried what flyers called the  impossible turn but he 
was too  low when he lost his power and  crashed just a quarter of 
a mile  short of the end of runway 3. ford had surgery last night. 
his publicist said the actor is  expected to fully recover.  

0:34 3/9/15 11:07p entertainment 

and the l.a. district  attorney is staying quiet on  newly released 
video evidence in  the suge knight hit and run  case. knight made 
an appearance in  court hours after tmz released  this footage 
from a compton fast  food restaurant. the video shows the man 
attacked  suge knight and will help in his  defense. the family of 
terry carter says  the video is proof that knight  was never attacked 
or even  threatened. suge night is scheduled to  return to court on 
march 20th.   

0:27 3/9/15 11:10p entertainment 

jury deliberations resume  tomorrow in the copy right trial  over the 
2013 hit "blurred  lines." they are accused of plagiarizing  parts of 
marvin gaye's hit "got  to give it up" millions in  damages could be 
awarded.   

0:49 3/10/15 11:07p entertainment 

a huge victory for the  family of singer marvin gaye. a jury 
determines that robin  thicke and pharrell williams  infringe judged 
on the  copyright. thicke and williams reportedly  made about $5 
million apiece on  "blurred lines" now they have to  pay a majority 
of the set  element.  >> there was nothing do to but  stand up for 
him and his music.  

0:44 3/11/15 11:04p entertainment 

a victim is speak out about  her encounter with steven  collins. she 
says he exposed himself to  her three times.  >> when he turned 
around her  abouts were unfastened and his  penis was hanging 
out and i am  just shocked. he doesn't make any mention of  it. so i 
decided it is really weird  but i'm going to play along and  didn't say 
anything either.  >> april was 13 when she said  this happened. 
earlier this year, collins  admitted to inappropriate  encounters with 
teenaged girls.   

2:06 3/12/15 11:02p entertainment 

new at 11:00, former  "survivor" producer convicted of  murdering 
his wife in can  country in 2010. jane just spoke with the  victim's 
sister.  >> reporter: monica burgos older  sister met me here at the  
beverly hilton tonight along  with the family attorney, both  of them 
relieved to hear it has  now come to an en.  >> it is a relief for me 
and my  parents.  >> monica's older sister carla  along with the 
family's attorney  is reacting tonight to the  conviction of monica's 
husband  bruce beresford-redman for her  murder.  

2:03 3/13/15 11:07p entertainment 

red tonight his father says  his son could be out of prison  in a 
year. jane yamamoto has more. >> reporter: tonight, bruce  
barrister redmond's dad says  that one day his son will be  back in 
l.a. >> just got sentenced 12 years,  43,000 peso fine. >> reporter: 
this is the text  his son bruce sent him from a  mexican prison in 
cancun.  

0:47 3/13/15 11:32p entertainment 

we see him on the big screen  and think he is a good guy. tom 
hanks was leaving a  typewriter shop with his son  last month 
when he spotted the  girl scouts. he about boxes of cookies and  
donated an extra 20 bucks to the  scouts. >> i was like, okay, 
another  guy. >> i got a picture too. >> well, tom hanks offered to  
have his photo taken with others  who recognized him as long as  
they bought girl scout cookies  too. what do you think? thin mints? 
>> i like those.   
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0:26 3/16/15 11:33p entertainment 

ashley judd is a big star  and a bigger fan of kentucky  basketball. 
but all of that is being met  with sexism. she tweeted this 
yesterday. when i express a stout the  during march madness i'm 
called  names we can't say on the air,  threatened with sexual 
violence,  not okay. she plans on pressing charges  against the 
people who sent  those tweets.   

0:33 3/17/15 11:14p entertainment 

we have new 911 recordings  from after harrison ford crashed  his 
plane on the golf course in  venice.  >> a plane went down.  >> a 
plane went down? >> yeah, it's on the eighth tee  area.  >> excuse 
me? >> it's on the eighth tee area. 

0:47 3/20/15 11:08p entertainment 

rap mogul suge knight is  recovering after another medical  
incident in court. suge collapsed face down at the  defense table 
after hearing the  judge set the bail at $25  million. the attorney 
says knight isn't  getting the proper medication he  needs at the 
county jail.  

0:50 3/23/15 11:00p entertainment 

break news at 11:00,  angelina joely reveals a new  cancer scare 
and undergoes  surgery to reduce the risk of  developing that 
disease. she is baring the story in her  own words.  >> in the past 
hour she posted a  "new york times" editorial. in it she reveals she 
removed  her ovaries and fallopian tubes. the 39-year-old you may 
remember  underwent a double mastectomy.   

0:22 3/23/15 11:10p entertainment 

david crosby hit a jogger  with his car near santa barbara. 
investigators say the sun may  have got in crosby's eyes when  he 
hit the jogger some time  yesterday. the jogger had broken bones,  
cuts and bruises but should  survive. crosby did stop and 
cooperate  with authorities.   

0:24 3/23/15 11:33p entertainment 

she hit all the notes tonight  but in the end, ashley morgan  was 
the one with the broken  heart. she was eliminated on "the  voice" 
tonight. christina aguilera said she had  the talent but needed to let 
it  loose.   

0:31 3/26/15 11:09p entertainment 

we had some colorful  testimony today in a battle  between a 
former wife and an  alleged mistress over millions  of dollars in 
luxury gifts. v. stiviano called shelly  steriling a bully on the stand  
today. it was recordings of donald  sterling's comments about  
african americans that forced  him to sell the l.a. clippers  and got 
him tossed out of  professional basketball. 

######## 3/27/15 11:09p entertainment 

hard to believe but it has  been 20 years since selina was  shot 
and killed. tonight, fans gathered in  downtown l.a. to celebrate her  
life. a tribute included a concert,  film screening and dance. fans 
say they will never forget  her influence on their life. 

0:31 3/30/15 11:16p entertainment 

the widow of robin williams  and his children agreed to  resolve the 
dispute over his  clothing and memorabilia. they were fighting over 
who  should get his personal items. now they agreed to meet 
outside  a courtroom to resolve the  dispute. 

0:18 3/31/15 11:07p entertainment 

just in, singer/song writer  joni mitchell is reportedly in  the hospital 
tonight. paramedics answered a 911 call  from her home in bel-air 
and  found her unconscious. he regained consciousness on the  
way to the hospital. we'll have more for you  tomorrow.  

0:27 1/15/15 11:12p environment 

 here is the video just in  that colleen was telling you  about. it 
shows a mountain lion on the  hunt and kills four goats  outside a 
home in agoura hills. this video just released. and it shows the big 
cat that is  there in the front yard of a  home near paramount 
ranch. the homeowner tells us that he  has lived there for about 26  
years and he has never seen a  mountain lion. he thinks the cat 
apparently got  through a hole in a six-foot  chain-link fence.  
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0:39 1/20/15 11:32p environment 

problem up in the san  francisco bay area. a gooey substance is 
showing up  on sea birds up there. international bird rescue is  
trying to stabilize and clean  200 birds. scientists are trying to 
figure  out what the gunk is. they think it's similar to a  fuel additive 
that affected  birds in the united kingdom a  few years ago.  >> 
need to find out what it is,  where it came from and if  somebody's 
responsible. those are our three priorities  right now.  >> although 
it is not toxic,  rescue teams are wearing  protective gear just in 
case.   

0:48 2/11/15 11:17p Environment 

you dig and find something. a construction site dig has  turned up 
some ancient turtle  fossils and scientists are able  to examine 
fossils from a  leathererback turtle between 3  and 7 million years 
old. the turtle still exists today. there are leg bones and ribs  from a 
seal, shark's teeth and  even a walrus.  >> you can take the whole 
animal  out. so this is the way to collect  fossils.  >> this is in san 
juan  capistrano. whenever a bone is found  tractors are told to go 
around.   

0:45 2/12/15 11:15p Environment 

a mother and her son rescued  a small dog that was being  carried 
away by a coyote. this happened in griffith park. they did it by 
tossing golf  balls at the tie coyote. the coyote tries to grab the  
chihuahua mix named different  and then make a run for it in  the 
bushes. but mom and son wouldn't let it  get away. despite neck 
wounds, the little  dog was still breathing and  taken to a nearby 
animal  hospital. >> i think different is  extremely lucky. and i am 
so happy that they  found her and rescuered her. 

0:37 2/16/15 11:18p Environment 

an alarming number of  starving sea lions are turning  up in our 
neighborhoods. one marine center is full of  sick animals. workers 
are having a difficult  time picking up new animals and  treating 
them. the number of sick sea lion pups  increased in just the last 
few  months. >> the fact is, these animals  came to us in numbers 
that  doubled what we saw in 2013. 

0:42 2/18/15 11:17p Environment 

hundreds of residents in  santa clarita spoke out against  plans for 
a waste disposal well  below their homes. >> you don't care about 
anything  but money. this confounds all of our  families and that is 
important. >> these residents are upset  about the state-mandated 
project  that would build a deep water  well in westwood and 
stevens  ranch.  

0:25 2/26/15 11:06p Environment 

50 years of toxic soil is  being removed from the  california school 
for the deaf  in riverside. the press enterprise newspaper  is 
reporting nearly 3,000 tons  of soil contains high levels of  lead, 
arsenic and pesticides and  was buried under a gym decades  
ago. now the gym has been demolished  and they can start 
removing the  toxic dirt. environmental officials say so  far there 
has been no evidence  that anyone has been harmed.  

0:38 3/2/15 11:10p Environment 

chanting, cheers and controversy. a large crowd at the hermosa 
beach pier to stop an oil drilling project. the voters will be making a 
decision tomorrow. those against it tonight spread the message 
that the 8,000 barrel a day operation would be an environmental 
hazard. >> the great part about this is that it has brought the 
community together to unite to fight this and protect our quality of 
life and beaches.  
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0:38 3/6/15 11:15p Environment 

and a scary situation in the  inland empire. a mountain lion 
roaming around a  shopping mall temecula. wardens used a 
tranquilizer dart  to sedate the lion. the lion was breathing quickly  
but appeared in good health. still the lion died as the state  
wardens drove it to a wilderness  area in order to be released. >> 
kids here and older people  and even us walking into work. i mean, 
that's freaky.  >> the lion is now being  examined at a lab in san  
bernardino. wardens believe the lion may  have found its way to 
the mall  by using a nearby wash just off  margarita road.  

0:22 3/6/15 11:16p Environment 

there is a young humpback  whale just out of santa cruz and  it's 
not clear how the whale  about the length of a minivan  died. 
biologists said there are no  obvious signs of anything wrong  with 
the mammal first spotted  offshore on thursday night. cause you 
have death won't be  known they say for at least a  couple days. 

0:26 3/9/15 11:10p Environment 

a power outage in redondo  beach killed 3,000 sea bass. they 
were in covered pens since  november. but a power outage shut 
down the  pumps that circulate the water  and oxygen to the pens. 
grow pens at the sea lab produce  the 12,000 sea bass a year. 
once they are full grown they  are put back in the ocean.   

0:53 3/10/15 11:33p Environment 

tonight we have an updated  earthquake forecast from the  usgs 
and it shows a greater  chance that a magnitude 8 quake  could hit 
southern california. in the new forecast the usgs as  there is a 7% 
chance a large  quake could hit the u.s. in the  next 30 years. 
researchers believe a system of  faults running along the  
mountains could generate a  massive seismic event. 

0:29 3/11/15 11:03p Environment 

just in, the plant in vernon  is permanently closing. nbc 4 confirmed 
an agreement was  lated with the u.s. attorney's  office. the battery 
recycling plant has  been at the center of a  community outrage. 
under the agreement, the company  will not face couple charges 
but  be will pay tens of millions of  dollars to clean up the problem. 
the company will make a  commitment and comment tomorrow.   

0:58 3/12/15 11:05p Environment 

a neighborhood celebrates  the news tonight that the exide  
battery recycling plant in  vernon is under an immediate  order to 
shut down. >> communities united here from  royal heights,est l.a.,  
huntington park, commerce,  custody hey. we are all united in this 
fight,  right? >> yeah! >> neighbors battled for the --  over the 15-
acre facility for  generations, closing the plant  also means that 
exide can avoid  criminal prosecution for the  storage and 
transportation of  hazardous waste 

0:43 3/12/15 11:18p Environment 

we are getting an inside  look at an emerging crisis along  our 
coast, starving sea lion  pickups washing ashore. warmer water is 
forcing the food  source for these guys even  further out into the 
ocean. we drove along with one rescuer  today. he says it has 
gotten so bad he  has had to treat sea pups in the  beach bath 
rules because there  isn't enough room at the rescue  centers. 

0:46 3/20/15 11:18p Environment 

for the second time in 13  years a mountain lion crossed  the 101 
freeway. the national park service says  this is the cat that did it. 
she is known as p33. the 101 isolates them in the  santa monica 
mountains. the only other lion known to  have crossed the freeway 
is the  father and grandfather of p33. 

0:23 3/23/15 11:04p Environment 

at least 100 people  reporting they felt an  earthquake tonight. it 
measured 3.5 here in southern  california. it hit about 20 minutes 
ago  about 35 miles east of  bakersfield. being described as a light  
earthquake but we have seen a  decent response online the  
number of people reporting they  felt it.   
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0:20 3/30/15 11:33p Environment 

rangers are track agnew  mountain lion. meet p38. he is now 
outfitted with a gps  collar. that's how they will track him. he will be 
part of the agency  study about the impact of  highway 126 on the 
wildlife in  the area. a beautiful cat.  

0:24 3/31/15 11:16p Environment 

are you doing enough to save  water? two san francisco bars are  
offering lower prices for drinks  without ice. the $1 discount applies 
to any  ice-free drink. this move comes after the state  passed 
water regulations last  week. cocktail bars need 3 pounds of  ice 
per customer. that is twice as much as  restaurants.   

0:40 1/6/15 11:02p foreign news 

the news we have been waiting for. they have found the missing 
airasia jet that disappeared nine days ago. divers located the tail 
section. you can see part of the tail number that confirms that this 
is the missing airbus a320 aircraft. and all of this is important. the 
flight and data recorders are located in this part of the plane which 
means we are one step closer to knowing what led to the disaster. 
the plane disappeared with 162 people on board, possibly flying 
into a violent thunderstorm. divers have recovered only 40 bodies 

0:19 1/6/15 11:03p foreign news 

a strong 6.6 earthquake rattled the west coast of panama in 
central america. the earthquake was centered 100 miles off shore 
in the pacific. there is no threat of a tsunami and no reports of 
damage.   

0:46 1/7/15 11:00p foreign news 

a massacre now a manhunt. men dressed in black tonight 
identified but still on the run as the world fears the gunmen will 
attack again. the french remain defiant. after the worst terrorist 
attack there in decades. raids are underway in the search for the 
men two killed 12 people. >> the story unfolds tonight. we have 
team coverage for you tonight. nbc 4s robert kovacik is live where 
sidewalks overflowed with mourners and dignitaries. and beverly 
white is in our newsroom with new photos of the brothers wanted 
for the rampage. 

2:14 1/7/15 11:01p foreign news 

the french authorities said the youngest suspected killer 
surrendered but they need the publics help to locate the two men 
who are still missing who stormed the place armed and killed a 
man in the doorway. the world still reeling from the terror in paris. 
journalists, cartoonist and police all gunned down. a dozen others 
hospitalized. heavily armed killers stormed an editorial meeting of 
the magazine shouting god is great in arabic. tonight, photos of the 
men identified as the attackers, french nationals who are also 
brothers and an 18-year-old, the killers dumped this bullet-riddled 
getaway car and hijacked another. 

0:22 1/7/15 11:03p foreign news 

the french capital is shaking but defiant. thousands gathered for 
vigils honoring those murdered. in berlin flowers were laid and 
candles lit as 400 people came out to mourn the lives taken in that 
massacre. 

2:34 1/7/15 11:04p foreign news 

we are joined by robert kovacik now as southern californians are 
showing their support for trance tonight. robert is live where 
several hundred people gathered to remember victims of this 
attack. >> reporter: just who are these people who showed up 
here tonight? so many, in fact they spilled out on to the sidewalk 
on to north vermont avenue. some are young students who are 
from france and here trying to learn english. others were born in 
paris but moved here many years ago. and still others, perhaps, 
the majority, have no real reason to be here at all tonight except 
they explained that everyone has a french connection.  
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0:13 1/7/15 11:06p foreign news 

 we are getting new information on this. the french prime minister 
says there were several arrests tonight in the hunt for the two 
suspects we have been telling you about involved in that deadly 
shooting. 

0:33 1/7/15 11:13p foreign news 

back now to the breaking development in the paris terrorist attack. 
the french prime minister said authorities made several arrests 
overnight. they have been searching for two men in the deadly 
shooting at a newspaper known for its satire. the prime minister 
said authorities released pictures of the two gunmen and asked 
witnesses to come forward because preventing another attack is 
their main concern. 

0:15 1/7/15 11:32p foreign news 

were following breaking news out of paris where they are waking 
up to news from the french prime minister who says that police 
have made several arrests in the manhunt for the two terrorists 
responsible for the attack on the satirical newspaper. 

0:40 1/8/15 11:08p foreign news 

right now it is early friday morning in france, where the manhunt is 
intensifying. their target -- two al qaeda-trained brothers who 
executed 12 people in a terrorist assault on a satirical paris 
newspaper. now, the search has been centered in a wooded area 
in the countryside just northeast of the capital. frances prime 
minister saysanother attack is a real concern as long as this pair 
remains on the run. meantime, the newspaper they tried to 
silence, "charlie hebdo," will publish again. in fact, theyre working 
on a special survivors edition. usually, that newspapers circulation 
is about 60,000, but next week theyre printing a million copies.   

0:35 1/12/15 11:06p foreign news 

the french magazine,  "charlie hebdo" has a cover for  the next 
publication with a  bug-eyed prophet muhammad with  the 
headline "all is for given." french police now believe as  many as 
six terrorist cell  members may still be at large. the magazine office 
is under  heavy security. one senior editor says they  tried to kill 
"charlie hebdo." instead, they made it the most  famous magazine 
in the world and  added, how stupid they are.    

0:24 1/12/15 11:08p foreign news 

divers have retrieved the  second black box from the  airasia jet 
that crashed into  the java sea last month. this is video of the first 
black  box from the air bus. investigators will download and  
analyze both in jakarta. one contains flight data and the  other the 
conversations between  the pilots in the cockpit 

0:30 1/12/15 11:14p foreign news 

at least 69  people died in mozambique after  drinking home-
brewed beer  believed to be intentionally  poisoned with something 
like  crocodile bile. samples of the beer and  suspicious objects 
inside the  beer drum were sent to a lab for  testing but it's they 
believe  crocodile bile is to blame. 169 people remain in the  
hospital from this.    

1:44 1/13/15 11:04p foreign news 

the two brothers who opened  fire last wednesday inside the  
offices of a weekly newspaper in  paris. the brothers were not 
acting  alone, insisting they had help  and more people are out 
there. so while the hunt is on,  meantime, another terror cell is  
making headlines of its own  today. from this angle it's even more  
terrifying. video showing the karachi  brothers. the police arrive 
and the  brothers open fire. sending the squad car into  reverse. 
the brothers drive at the police  and escape three. police officers 
were killed in  last week 's terror spree by the  brothers who claim 
their orders  came from al qaeda in yemen.  
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0:22 1/19/15 11:03p foreign news 

and isis is threatening to  kill two japanese hostages. new video 
has now surfaced and  right now nbc news is verifying  it. a british 
militant who has been  involved in other beheadings  appears to 
be in this video, as  well. isis has shot and beheaded  hundreds of 
captives. many journalists, japanese  officials have not 
commented on  the video yet.   

0:20 1/20/15 11:06p foreign news 

israeli police say a  palestinian man stabbed several  people on a 
bus before officer  chased him down to make an  arrest. police are 
calling this a terror  attack. nine people have been injured  
including three with moderate to  serious wounds.   

0:20 1/22/15 11:18p foreign news 

saudi leader king abdullah  has died. he joined washington's fight  
against al qaeda and sought to  modernize the ultraconservative  
muslim kingdom. his successor is expected to be  his 79-year-old 
half brother.  

0:25 1/27/15 11:07p foreign news 

we learned the idea of an  american killed in a terrorist  attack in 
libya. gunmen stormed the hotel used by  businessman in tripoli, 
killing  at least ten people. officials confirm an american  employee 
at that hotel, david  barry died in the attack. he worked for northern 
virginia  based consulting firm. isis is claiming responsibility.   

0:38 1/29/15 11:14p foreign news 

you can see and hear the  power of that explosion. someone just 
happened to have  his cell phone camera rolling at  the time. and 
tonight a third person, an  infant has died as a result of  the gas 
explosion at a  children's hospital, this in  mexico city. a nurse and 
a baby also died in  the blast that collapsed three  quarters of that 
hospital. more than 70 other people were  injured. many remain in 
serious  condition. tonight search and rescue teams  say there are 
no more victims to  be found in the rubble of what  was a hospital.  

0:51 2/3/15 11:00p foreign news 

breaking news, a plane clips  a bridge as it crashes in  taiwan. 
news agencies showing this  dramatic dash cam video just a  few 
moments before the plane  crashes into the water.  >> rescuers 
continue to pull  people from that plane. gadi schwartz has the 
latest  including more video just coming  now into our newsroom. 

0:56 2/3/15 11:00p foreign news 

and more breaking news late  tonight, the country of jordan  
executed two prisoners just  hours after isis released a  video 
showing the 26-year-old  jordanian pilot being burned  alive in a 
cage. one of those prisoners was the  former top aid to the former 
top  leader of iraq. and this is the other sajida al  rishawi. jordan 
was negotiating a  prisoner exchange to trade her  to isis for the 
young pilot  until the group released the  shocking video today. 
nbc 4 is showing one still image  from the 22 minute video. it drew 
worldwide come determine  nation. isis is holding two other  
western hostages, a british  journalist and american aid  worker.   

0:30 2/4/15 11:05p foreign news 

may day, may day, engine  flameout. aviation officials say that's  
what a pilot said just moments  before this transasia flight  crashed 
into the river. they did not say how it may  relate to the cause of  
yesterday's crash and have not  made any other comments about 
a  possible cause. but from this video  investigators say the left  
engine's propeller is at a stand  still. 31 people have died and 12 
are  still missing.   
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1:59 2/6/15 11:03p foreign news 

the parents of a woman held  by isis come forward tonight. until 
now they kept extreme  measures to keep her name quiet. all that 
changed when the group  claimed she was killed. robert kovacik 
has their message  released just in the past few  hours. >> 
reporter: the parents from  prescott admitted they have  
communicated with their  daughter's captors and they  addressed 
them publicly. they write we are hopeful kayla  is alive. her safety 
and well being  remains your responsibility. kayla mueller is a 
2009 graduate  of northern arizona university  in flag staff. seen 
here in pictures now  provided by her family,  including one with 
her mother,  marsha. she is described as adventurous,  and 
posting this video in 2011,  two years before she was taken  
hostage.  

0:59 2/10/15 11:04p foreign news 

late tonight, the u.s.  embassy in yemen is shut down  and the staff 
is evacuated amid  terrorism fears. here in the united states,  
families of isis hostage kayla  mueller received confirmation  that 
their daughter is dead. a year and a half after the  25-year-old 
went to syria to  help the needy, the terrorists  sent the family 
several photos  of her body. remembered as a young woman  
filled with compassion to do  everything she could to make a  
difference.  

0:35 2/16/15 11:07p foreign news 

seismologists say two  earthquakes including a strong  6.9 off the 
coast of japan are  in fact aftershocks from that  devastating 9.0 
quake that hit  the region in 2011. both of these earthquakes hit  
within 20 miles of each other in  northern japan. the first one 
measuring 6.9 this  afternoon triggered a small  tsunami. the 
second quake, considered  moderate at 5.7, hit even closer  to the 
coastline about two hours  ago. officials listed their tsunami  
warning tonight. so far, no reports of major  damage or injuries.  

0:25 2/20/15 11:13p foreign news 

hundreds of people evacuated  from this, one of the world's  tallest 
apartment buildings. flames shot from two sides of  the 79-floor 
skyscraper. this is in the center of due by,  right on the persian 
gulf. residents of two nearby  buildings were also evacuated. we 
don't yet know how this fire  started. but considering this video it is  
amazing that everyone got out  okay.  

0:14 2/24/15 11:21p foreign news 
we have breaking news. this is breaking news, 6.2  magnitude 
earthquake off  southern japan. we'll have much more on today in  
l.a. in the morning.   

0:19 2/25/15 11:07p foreign news 

a suicide bomb attack in  what is supposed to be a secure  area 
for diplomats. the taliban claiming  responsibility in a suicide car  
bombing near the iranian embassy  in kabul. the blast killed the 
driver of  an embassy convoy.   

0:52 2/26/15 11:15p foreign news 

the world calls him jihadi  john. he is the masked man with the  
british accent who beheads isis  hostages. well, tonight we learned 
his  real name is mohammed emwazi  from a well to do london 
family. described as a shy college  educated 20-something who 
left  home in 2012 to join isis in  syria. and a california woman says 
that  her brother and his family could  be isis hostages. her brother 
left modesto about  two years ago to bring his son  and family 
back here to the  states. apparently, the family never got  out and 
could now be among those  captured in syria.  

0:29 3/4/15 11:05p foreign news 

we have new details in the  razor blade stabbing of the  united 
states ambassador to  south korea. look at this picture right after  
a man slashed mark lippert today  in seoul. the attacker kept 
screaming  north and south korea should be  unified. here is new 
video of lippert  going into the hospital. he is in stable condition  
following surgery.   
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0:23 3/4/15 11:16p foreign news 

a hollywood based spanish  artist is trying to call  attention to 43 
missing students  in mexico and doing it by  performing naked. jill 
love performed outside the  mexican consulate in los  angeles. she 
wants to heighten the  incident late last year where 43  college 
students vanished.   

0:21 3/5/15 11:08p foreign news 

new details tonight  involving the stabbing of the  united states 
ambassador to  south korea. police say they are now  investigating 
possible links  between the attack and the  suspect's frequent 
visits to  north korea. ambassador mark lippert is  expected to 
have about 80  stitches from his face early  next week. the suspect 
is expected to  appear in court today.  

0:33 3/9/15 11:33p foreign news 

at last ten people are dead  in the midair collision of two  
helicopters during the filming  of a french reality show in  
argentina. the helicopters went down north  of buenos ayres. cast 
and crew members of the  show called "dropped. morning those 
killed are two  former french olympians. there was an explosion 
when the  helicopters collided and they  are still trying to recover 
the  bodies.   

0:45 3/10/15 11:15p foreign news 

new video shows the exact  moment of impact in that deadly  
helicopter crash we told you  about last night. the choppers 
collided in midair  shortly after takeoff in  northwest argentina. ten 
people died including two  french olympians. they were among the 
contestants  on a european reality television  show shot in south 
america, that  show called "drop."  

0:26 3/17/15 11:09p foreign news 

just in, israeli prime  minister benjamin netanyahu and  the likud 
party have won a clear  victory. netanyahu will continue as prime  
minister for a fourth term. it was a resounding victory  sweeping 
past his challenger  isaac hertzog and a turn around  from last 
year when hertzog was  in the lead.   

0:26 3/20/15 11:09p foreign news 

the isis affiliate in yemen  is claiming responsibility for a  pair of 
suicide bombings attacks  on a mosque. they left 137 people dead 
and  more than 300 injured. survivors described the attack  as 
resembling an earthquake. the claim from isis for the  attacks was 
posted online but  could not be immediately  confirmed.   

0:31 3/24/15 11:11p foreign news 

emergency crews will brave  weather and terrain looking for  the 
second black box from the  german air bus that slammed into  the 
alps. the cockpit voice recording has  already been recovered. the 
plane climbed to 38,000  feet. it began an unexplained descent,  
dropping more than 30,000 feet  over the alps. there was no 
distress signal  from the pilots. all 150 passengers and crew  
members were killed.   

0:32 3/25/15 11:10p foreign news 

an intriguing new clue in  the crash of the germanwings  airliner. 
one of the two pilots was locked  out of the cockpit before the  
plane crashed. according to the paper, on the  voice recorder you 
can hear one  of the pilots banging on the  cockpit door trying to 
get back  in. then it sounds like he is trying  to break the door 
down. the jet crashed yesterday in the  french alps.  

0:34 3/26/15 11:08p foreign news 

and new details tonight on  the copilot who investigator  says 
deliberately crashed that  german jet liner into the alps. he learned 
to fly here in the  u.s. lufthansa officials say andreas  lubitz learned 
how to fly at a  training center outside of  phoenix in 2008. he 
stopped training for a few  months, no reason given, but  later 
passed all his test. 
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0:35 3/27/15 11:05p foreign news 

developing news, amanda knox  will remain a free woman. she 
spoke publicly for the first  time from her home in seattle.  >> i'm 
incredibly grateful for  what has happened and the  justice i 
received, for the  support that i've had from  everyone. >> the 
guilty verdict for amanda  knox and her former boyfriend  
overturned for a second time in  italy. knox served four years in an  
italian prison for the 2007  murder of her roommate. 

0:25 3/31/15 11:15p foreign news 

we are learning more about a  co-pilot who deliberately  crashed a 
plane in the french  alps. lufthansa knew six years ago  that 
andreas lubitz suffered  from severe depression. he described his 
condition in  e-mails but later passed all  medical checks. 

0:26 1/13/15 11:08p 
funerals and 
memorials 

about 60 people came to a  vigil to mark the one year since  a jury 
acquitted two police  officers accused of killing  homeless man 
kelly thomas. take a look at video from the  vigil. the jury cleared 
former  fullerton police officers of all  charges. they were caught on 
camera  brutally beating thomas at a  fullerton transit station back  
in 2011.    

0:28 1/14/15 11:16p 
funerals and 
memorials 

 tonight, remembering a baby  boy found dead near a colton  trash 
can about a week ago. 100 people got together for a  vigil at the 
site where the  one-week-old boy was found. he never received a 
legal name  so the community is calling him  colton evans referring 
to the  former evans market at that  site. the police are searching 
for the  mother and offering a reward for  information in this case.  

2:18 1/20/15 11:09p 
funerals and 
memorials 

 a fitting tribute to a gospel  giant. a two-day celebration to honor  
and remember andre crouch, the  grammy award winning artist. 
nbc 4's beverly white was inside  the concert tonight.  >> it can't be 
overstated what  andre did with gospel music had  a tremendous 
impact on so many  people. >> reporter: that's right. many of his 
fans are streaming  past us right now. he started his musical 
journey  right here in los angeles. tonight we heard from many  
people who say they dvr ed the  state of the union address so  
they could be here. everyone expected a gospel  concert on the 
eve of andrae  crouch's funeral.  >> the world has lost a  
phenomenal person and a  phenomenal artist. >> reporter: in the 
audience,  tyler perry, reverend jesse  jackson. 

0:42 1/22/15 11:07p 
funerals and 
memorials 

memorials for officers  killed in the line of duty. they are filled with 
emotion and  today was no different e. except  this time officers 
gathered to  remember a very brave k-9. they lined up for sulton 
killed  in the line of duty last night. the dog east body resume e 
moved  and draped in a american flag. the first police dog to die in  
the department's history. he was sought by a man who  barricaded 
himself in a home in  emt. that standoff lasted several  hours and 
ended when he was shot  and killed by deputies.   

0:40 1/29/15 11:06p 
funerals and 
memorials 

a tragic story. a mother molding her 3-year-old  daughter in her 
arms unable to  escape the flames that engulfed  their 
condominium in inglewood  are remembered tonight. both were 
burned beyond  recognition according to  firefighters. their family is 
heartbroken,  describing the young mother and  happy and sweet 
who doted on her  children. >> this is a -- this is a dream. i watch 
this type of stuff on  tv. i never thought it would happen  to me. it 
happened to my family. not my daughter. >> investigators tonight 
are  still working to try to figure  out how what they are calling a  
suspicious fire started.  
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2:16 1/30/15 11:00p 
funerals and 
memorials 

i seen his seat empty and it  breaks my heart.  >> students lose 
two classmates,  a brother and sister killed in  an out of control 
high-speed  crash.  >> hetty chang spoke with them  tonight. a big 
night at the school. many stopped by the vigil before  starting their 
night? >> that's right. >> reporter: is it a somber  night here in 
wilmington where  eli and lexi tragically lost  their lives yesterday 
afternoon. and as we're talking with  family, friends and students  
this was supposed to be a  special night that both of them  were 
looking forward to making  new happy memories. for students, this 
is a special  night, tonight is their winter  formal. in cocktail dresses 
and all,  paula and her friends made sure  the memorial was their 
first  stop.  >> we wanted to pay our  respects. >> reporter: eli 
garcia was  looking forward to tonight.  

1:00 2/13/15 11:09p 
funerals and 
memorials 

tonight, family, friends,  and colleagues remembering the  
legendary ktla reporter stan  chambers. he died at the age of 91 in 
his  home.  >> hello. i'm stan chambers.  >> he was the face of 
ktla for  more than 60 years. he filed more than 20,000  stories 
during his career there  and many of them the biggest of  his time. 
people describe him as a pioneer  in l.a. television, honest and  
fair and one of the greatest tv  newsmen. he was kind, a mentor to 
many  and someone who never lost his  cool.  

0:25 2/13/15 11:13p 
funerals and 
memorials 

an unusual and therapeutic  training drill in florida. a house where 
a young child was  murdered in 2009 was  deliberately burned to 
the  ground. the child's mother says the  torching of this home will 
help  her move forward in her life. firefighters honored her son's  
memory by letting his mother  start the fire and then they  moved 
in to start their training  exercise.   

0:46 3/19/15 11:14p 
funerals and 
memorials 

nearly 14 years after the  world trade center attacks on  september 
11th, the remains of  one of the thousands of victims  have been 
identified. matthew david yarnell of new  jersey worked on the 97th 
floor  of the world trade center south  tower. he was 26 years old. 
his remains were identified  after several dna samples were  
retested. yarnell's family says not having  proof of his death made 
it  harder to let go. 

0:19 3/27/15 11:16p 
funerals and 
memorials 

several vigils and  fundraisers are planned for a  california officer 
killed in the  line of duty. michael johnson was responding  to a call 
about a suicidal man  who ended up killing him. his funeral is april 
2nd. he is the first officer killed  in san jose since 2001.   

0:46 1/5/15 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

huntington park residents talking trash. protesters say that 
garbage is piling up around the neighborhood. the city manager 
says there have been some snafus. the contract went into effect 
just a few days ago. residents say thats when the trouble began.  
on the 31st, the previous company came and picked up their 
dumpsters. and as of january 1st we dont have dumpsters on our 
property. so trash is piling up.   city officials say the new deal 
should save residents $7 a month.  

0:25 1/6/15 11:17p 
Government and 

Politics 

the numbers are in and tourists spent $18.5 billion in los angeles 
in 2013. thats according to mayor eric garcetti. and the mayor 
wants to increase the numbers from 43.4 million this year up to 50 
million by 2020. and one way to do that is the $7 billion makeover 
at l.a.x.   

0:21 1/6/15 11:17p 
Government and 

Politics 

and its full speed ahead for the start of high-speed rail in southern 
california. a ceremonial ground breaking today. the first leg of the 
bullet train will be 29 miles between fresno and madeira in the 
central valley. we should see them by the year 2022.   

0:20 1/7/15 11:17p 
Government and 

Politics 
a law against foie gras was ruled that it interferes with federal 
commerce laws and was overturned.  
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0:34 1/12/15 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

attorney general harris is  expected to announce a run for  the 
senate. she would be the first to go for  boxer's vacated seat. and 
many experts agree running  for the senate is a logical next  step.  
>> it is a very wise move on her  part to be the one who would say  
i can represent what california  really looks like.  >> former mayor 
is also  considering a bid for that seat.   

0:28 1/12/15 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

the twitter feed for the  u.s. central command is back up  and 
running after being hacked  by supporters of the terrorist  group 
isis. there was a link to the press  release of the incident. the 
hackers tweeted pro-isis  messages before centcom took  down 
the attack. it did not compromise networks  or operations.    

0:27 1/12/15 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

local activists showed up  chanting outside a french  restaurant to 
protest the return  of foie gras. last week a judge overturned the  
ban on serving fattened duck  liver or foie gras. tonight a 
restaurant is serving  all foie gras menu.   

0:18 1/12/15 11:15p 
Government and 

Politics 

and the controversial  keystone pipeline is one step  closer to 
reality. it has picked up enough votes in  the senate to filibuster. 
supporters say that the canada  to texas pipeline would create  
jobs but opponents worry about  the environmental impact.    

0:34 1/12/15 11:32p 
Government and 

Politics 

inglewood's mayor is  fighting back on claims that  taxpayers 
would help pay for a  sports complex that could host  an nfl team. 
he disputes a claim from the  a.p. that $100 million in tax  dollars 
would be used for the  stadium. the mayor says the city will  only 
pay back the cost of the  public infrastructure to donors  if the 
complex makes more than  $25 million a year.    

0:26 1/13/15 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

a bartender from ohio facing  charges for threatening to kill  house 
speaker john boehner. the man planned to either poison  his drink 
or shoot him. the speaker often frequented the  country club where 
he worked has  a bartender and do. s show that boehner was 
mean to  him and he blamed the speaker  for the spread of ebola 
and they  say that he suffers from mental  illness.    

1:59 1/13/15 11:13p 
Government and 

Politics 

when it comes to  transportation, the bullet train  project is a 
polarizing issue. just ask the hundreds of people  who showed up 
to voice their  opinion tonight. beverly white attended the  debate. 
is it true it's not the project  that is the problem but the way  it 
evolved? >> reporter: it was less debate  and more rollicking 
discussion. and you may recall in 2008  voters approved a $10 
billion  bond for its construction but  that's not what these folks had  
in mind.   

0:29 1/13/15 11:17p 
Government and 

Politics 

and for the first time the  mayor of long beach delivered a  state of 
the city address.  >> long beach is a safer city  today than it's been 
in two  generations. >> we were there to hear robert  garcia speak 
for about an hour  on a range of topics including  the future of the 
city, economy,  and education. one notable moment here, the  
mayor says they are building a  major preschool center at barton  
elementary school in north lang  beach.    

1:44 1/16/15 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

romney now says he is giving serious consideration foranother run 
for the white house next year. conan nolan was at his speech to 
the republican nationalcommittee in san diego tonight. >> feeling 
like a campaign yet? >> reporter: mitt romney was not here to talk 
to the press but to put the establishment on notice he may try it 
one more time. >> im giving serious consideration to the future. >> 
reporter: wife, ann stated that a third run for president was not 
going to happen. apparently thats changed. 
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0:37 1/16/15 11:17p 
Government and 

Politics 

the army has given the green light for women to train with the 
army rangers. now those who make it to the end will be allowed to 
wear the coveted army ranger tab. ranger training is extremely 
difficult. in fact the dropout rate is nearly 60%. passing the course 
does not guarantee they will be assigned to combat unit. those 
women will be assigned to non-combat duties at least for now.  

1:02 1/19/15 11:17p 
Government and 

Politics 

for the first time as chief  executive, president obama will  deliver 
his state of the union  address tomorrow before a  republican-
controlled congress. you of course can see it live  right here on 
nbc 4 starting at  6:00. but watching in person as the  guest of the 
white house and the  first lady are several invited  guests from 
here in southern  california. captain phil tangredes and his  wife 
both with the lapd were  invited because of building a  better 
relationship with the pd  leading to a reduction of crime  in the 
watts area. the police hope to do the same  on the task force on 
community  policing. they can't believe they are  guests of the 
president.  >> i am completely overwhelmed  with excitement. i still 
think i'm in shock.  >> other l.a. residents sitting  with the first lady 
include a  teacher from the los angeles  unified school district, a 
woman  who works in construction in  comton, and a community  
organizer from watts.   

3:26 1/20/15 11:02p 
Government and 

Politics 

president obama delivers the  state of the union. outlining a vision 
for the  middle class. with public approval of the  economy on the 
rise it was a  confident president obama who  addressed the 
country declaring  the shadow of crisis is past and  the state of our 
union is  strong. among his key points, a plan to  raise taxes on 
wealthy americans  to pay for tax breaks on middle  income 
families. and called for sick paid leave  and free community 
college  education for qualified  students.  >> nbc 4's robert 
kovacik  watched the speech. he has the story of four people  from 
los angeles invited to  washington to watch the address. >> 
reporter: it is a coveted  invitation for a teacher, an  lapd captain 
and sergeant and a  community activist all from  southern 
california. and all guests of the first  lady. another first, the 
president's  speech released online to the  public moments before 
he got to  the podium and moments after he  spoke, that l.a. 
contingent used  their cell phones to speak to  us.   

0:13 1/20/15 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

iowa senator joni ernst  delivered the republican  response tonight. 
she pledged to forge ahead with  their mandate in the new  
republican congress.   

0:32 1/20/15 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

new at 11:00, the city of  pasadena has fired two  department 
heads because they  didn't catch a multimillion  dollar 
embezzlement scheme. they oversaw a fund that was  supposed 
to pay for buried  utility lines. instead, investigators say a  former 
dwp employee embezzled  $6.5 million from that fund. after being 
fired, green and  foster, the city manager sent  out this letter 
saying current  challenges require a change in  department 
leadership.   

0:30 1/20/15 11:15p 
Government and 

Politics 

a community meeting in  ventura takes an unexpected turn  days 
after a homeless man was  let on fire and severely burned. three 
people deliberately set  him on fire last weekend. the injuries are 
so bad they  can't even talk with him at this  point. the 
homeowners expressed concern  there are no arrests in this  
case. others used the attack to  discuss the problem of too many  
homeless people in the area.   
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0:35 1/20/15 11:17p 
Government and 

Politics 

the battle over huge homes  in arcadia went to battle today. those 
in the area say that  mcmansions don't fit in with the  
neighborhood. homeowner after homeowner got up  to ask the city 
council to deny  a construction permit for  another big house.  >> i 
have canvassed the area  with petitions and 99% of the  people i 
met with are against  this kind of development.  >> the city council 
members did  not make a decision tonight but  it's they plan to 
have another  public meeting on february 3rd.   

0:52 1/21/15 11:18p 
Government and 

Politics 

two months after brittany  maynard moved to oregon to die  by 
assisted suicide, california  lawmakers are pushing for a  right to 
die bill here. it would give patients a choice  of a lethal prescription 
from  their doctor after guidelines  are met. opponents say it would 
end with  irreversible mistakes.  >> please help me carry out my  
daughter's legacy. please help me assure that other  terminally ill 
patients don't  have to face what we had to  face.  >> there have to 
be two  physicians to confirm their  prognosis of six months or less  
to live and the patient has to  make three requests for the  drugs, 
two verbal and one in  writing.   

0:28 1/22/15 11:18p 
Government and 

Politics 

vice president joe biden is  in down. and that means motor kads,  
police escorts and a long  commute. plans to make talks to make 
two  years of community college free. he'll go to west l.a. college  
and then attend an event  saturday night in irvin. look for areas 
with possible  traffic delays. and about the time he'll be  traveling, 

0:27 1/23/15 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

two of the democratic  party's biggest names are in  southern 
california tonight. we were there as former  president bill clinton 
spoke in  irvine. the event brings together  political leaders, 
activists and  health care providers. tomorrow, vice president joe  
biden will be there. he spent time in west los  angeles, pushing the 
president's  plan for free community college  education.   

0:46 1/26/15 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

tension escalated at a city  council meeting when residents  
demanded a crosswalk. they remember a hit and run that  killed an 
11-year-old boy  walking to school. the boy's mother spoke for the  
first time saying she came out  to remind the city council that  
isaiah was so much more than a  statistic.  >> he was a beautiful 
kid. he never got in trouble. he didn't steal. he was special. he 
counted. but to them he's just a number. one fatality isn't enough 
to  change things.  >> the council did not make a  decision at 
tonight's meeting  but they set a deadline of march  1st for a ruling.  

0:21 1/26/15 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

the company running the  greek theater is not going  anywhere. 
the city council rejecting the  recommendation to turn it over  to 
live nation. residents packed the meeting  saying that live nation 
would  bring nor traffic and more  noise. the issue will now go 
before the  full city council.   

2:02 1/28/15 11:14p 
Government and 

Politics 

the new secretary of  veterans affairs says he will  not be satisfied 
until every  veteran has a home. that is a big undertaking in  l.a. 
where thousands of veterans  are on the street and homeless. nbc 
4's beverly white live in  westwood village tonight where  part of a 
nationwide census got  under way tonight. >> reporter: that's right. 
a master plan is due next month  that will dedicate the west l.a.  
v.a. to homeless veterans. but this week, citizens are  trying to 
tally all of the  homeless. dozens volunteered to count the  
homeless in westwood tonight,  starting with orientation in  this 
nearby church and fanning  out in the village, searching  parking 
lots and alleys and  more. it's part of a nationwide census  to find 
people on the margins  and get them help. the l.a. headcount will 
be  joined by the u.s. secretary of  veterans affairs.  
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0:30 1/29/15 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

the new veterans affairs  secretary spent the night with  volunteers 
counting the homeless  in southern california. it's all part of an 
effort to  find every homeless vet a place  to stay. v.a. secretary 
robert mcdonald  walked the front lines taking  part in the point in 
time census  which is done every two years. this year the 
president  challenged cities to end veteran  homelessness. to help 
meet that goal, the v.a.  announced an agreement in west  l.a. to 
develop a plan to build  more housing for the vets.  

0:52 2/4/15 11:13p 
Government and 

Politics 

a serious threat is how l.a.  county's top health official is  
describing the measles outbreak. and tonight it is showing no  
signs of slowing down. new numbers show the measles  outbreak 
that originated at  disneyland has grown to 99 cases  in our state. 
measles cases have been  confirmed in a half dozen other  states 
and mexico. doctors say the best way to  prevent measles is to get  
vaccinated.  

0:24 2/4/15 11:15p 
Government and 

Politics 

if approved it would impact  anyone renting property for  fewer 
than 30 days. right now short term rentals are  banned in all 
residential  neighborhoods in west hollywood  and los angeles. but 
on airbnb we found hundreds  of results.   

0:51 2/6/15 11:15p 
Government and 

Politics 

the upgrade of sewer lines  is making headaches worse. the 
construction work is causing  more potholes. the department of 
street  services gives 40% of our  streets a failing grade when it  
comes to potholes and cracks. city controller told our i team  
consumer investigator randy mak  that utility crews are weakening  
the streets as well.  

0:32 2/11/15 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

republicans and democrats  are not seeing eye to eye  tonight. 
president obama formally asked  congress to authorize and at the  
same time limit a three-year  military campaign against isis. the 
proposal sets up the first  war powers vote in 13 years. and it 
could allow the fight to  expand beyond syria and iraq. republicans 
say it's not enough  to contain the terrorist group  and democrats 
worry it opens the  door to a wider conflict.   

0:30 2/12/15 11:17p 
Government and 

Politics 

voters here in california  may decide whether to legalize  
marijuana in 2016. that being said, a northern  california university 
is  offering a marijuana policy  class. students at santa clara  
university school of law will  study the legal issues the state  could 
face if pot is legalized  here. they will study how driving  under the 
influence will be  measured, how marijuana sellers  would be 
regulated, and the  rules related to employee drug  testing.  

0:22 2/13/15 11:18p 
Government and 

Politics 

there is buzz about  california becoming the next  state to legalize 
marijuana. the cannabis business conference  will get underway 
this weekend  in san francisco. 1,000 investors and activists  will 
talk about plans to draft  an initiative for the 2016  ballot here. the 
deadline to submit is  august.   

0:45 2/17/15 11:12p 
Government and 

Politics 

los angeles city attorney's  office going after homes they  say are 
dens of drugs, gangs,  and prostitution. they say this is one of 
those  locations at vermont square in  south l.a. a magnet for 
crime in the  neighborhood, they say. city attorney mike pure is  
taking on other homes like this  with lawsuits to kick out the  
current occupants. police have also targeted two  other houses in 
hollywood. 
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0:28 2/20/15 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

in movies and politics they  say timing is everything. with the 
oscars this weekend,  mayor erik gar setty chose  saturday to 
launch his campaign  to keep film production here in  hollywood. 
as part of the mayor's  greenlight hollywood initiative  he plans to 
pose the $330  million film and tv tax credit  that governor brown 
signed into  law last year to studios and  agencies. this campaign 
will take place in  march and april.   

0:38 2/23/15 11:17p 
Government and 

Politics 

water fines on the agenda  for people in sierra madre. officials will 
decide whether to  charge users who do not conserve  water 
because of the drought. they have been asked to cut back  30% 
last year. but one in four people still has  not done so.  >> there 
needs to be a nudge or  two.  >> as much as i don't like the  city 
fining people for stuff you  see a lot of violations.  >> i think fines 
are fine. i think it's important.  >> the fine would be double the  
cost of the excess amount used.   

2:08 2/24/15 11:04p 
Government and 

Politics 

one of the most important  city council meetings ever for  
inglewood and football fans. a decision on whether or not to  build 
a new nfl stadium. gadi schwartz is there right now  where the city 
votes in the last  few minutes. did they have that vote? >> reporter: 
they just voted in  the last few minutes. you can see there's some 
fans  here that are pretty happy. the city council has decided to  
green light this program. and i want to show you how rowdy  it was 
earlier tonight. this is one way to kick off a  city council meeting. 
full pads, horns and raider  nation flags flying. the overflow room 
looked like a  tailgate party. some admitting they don't even  love 
in inglewood.  

0:35 2/26/15 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

because of an nbc 4 i team  report, the city of los angeles  takes a 
major step in protecting  you and your pets from vicious  dogs that 
injure or kill. animal services will now  immediately impound any 
dog that  seriously injured a person or  another pet. earlier this 
month, the i-team  revealed how dogs that attack  people like 8-
year-old jack  hinton were often returned to  their owners only to 
attack  again. after a dog is impounded, the  owner must then 
attend a hearing  where the city will decide to  return the dog or 
order it out  of the city or be euthanized.  

0:24 2/27/15 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

no shutdown for now on. congress approximate passed a  week 
long security patch. tonight, president obama put his signature on 
the funding  extension without it, the agency would have suffered a 
midnight  partial shutdown. this allowed for another week of 
negotiations in the event of a  shutdown, but 80% of homeland  
security employees would still  be required to come to work but  
they would not be paid.  

0:37 3/2/15 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

tomorrow is election day and there are several important seats up 
for grabs. one is the race to replace bernard parks. he is leaving 
because of term limits and there are four candidates trying to take 
his spot. >> the only one i'm paying attention to is district 8 
because i live here and know parks. 

0:29 3/2/15 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

apparently there is an appearance by the infamous blue dress. 
while he painted this portrait he dressed up a mannequin in a blue 
dress and that's what casts a shadow in the picture. the former 
president didn't know about it when he posed for the painting and 
now he does. the clintons want it removed from the national 
portrait gallery.  
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2:21 3/3/15 11:04p 
Government and 

Politics 

the results are coming in  but there are big changes coming  to 
future elections. nbc 4's conan nolan has an  update on the races 
today and  two key amendments. >> reporter: that's right, in  boyle 
heights the city  councilman who was blasted for  an extramarital 
affair and  sexual harassment lawsuit, a car  accident that cost 
taxpayers  $180,000. in the end it wasn't close. 

0:25 3/3/15 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

one of the most  controversial measures was in  hermosa beach 
where a voter  turnout shut down an oil  drilling project. last night 
those against the  project gathered on the pier. 3100 people voted 
no and 845  voting yes. some people saying it's the  biggest voter 
turnout ever in  hermosa beach.   

0:22 3/4/15 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

hillary clinton wants to  release all her private e-mails. she tweeted 
i want the public to  see my e-mails. i asked the state to release  
them and they said they will  review them as soon as possible. 
clinton is catching criticism  for using her personal e-mail  address 
instead of a government  account while secretary of  state.   

0:23 3/5/15 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

a signature drive is under  way to push for the nfl stadium  in 
carson, the one that could be  used by the chargers and the  
raiders. if the required 8,000 voters  sign the petition within 180  
day, the city council can  approve the stadium plans  outright or 
place the project on  the ballot. the petition comes a week after  
the inglewood city council  approved the plans for a stadium  at 
hollywood park.  

0:55 3/6/15 11:17p 
Government and 

Politics 

the la city attorney going  after the company he says is to  blame 
for the dwp's major melt  down. dwp hired price waterhouse  
coopers to implement its new  billing system 18 months ago. the 
rollout resulted in tens of  thousands of people being  overbilled, 
underbilled  sometimes never billed at all. today make feuer said  
pricewaterhousecoopers misled  the dwp meeting its obligation  to 
fulfill the contract.  >> we allege the contract was so  poorly 
performed, so pervaded  with misrepresentations that the  results 
were disastrous.  >> meantime the company  
pricewaterhousecoopers reesed a  statement saying today's  
announcement is "a transparent  attempt by the ladwp to shift  
blame away from the department  for its self-inflicted  problems."  

0:32 3/9/15 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

republicans in the  california state legislature say  it's time to send 
a clear  message after a uc irvine  student council voted to ban the  
american flag from the school's  main lobby. they announced a 
constitutional  amendment to block universities  from banning the 
flag. student leaders passed a  resolution banning old glory  from 
the student government  offices. it was supposed to curb any  
nationalistic displays. 

0:24 3/10/15 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

he won't be in the running  for the u.s. senate seat vacated  by 
barbara boxer, eric garcetti  just started his re-election  campaign 
for 2017. the mayor filed the paperwork  sunday which allows him 
to start  fundraising. this is what the mayor's website  looks like 
right now. his name was brought up to  replace senator boxer next 
year  but he put those rumors to bed.   

0:32 3/10/15 11:11p 
Government and 

Politics 

the state auditor is blaming  the l.a. department of water and  
power for overcharging  customers. the dwp knew about the 
problems  years ago but they rolled it out  anyway. as we 
uncovered the dwp sent out  incorrect bills generated by the  new 
system. the dwp says it disagrees with  the report. the department 
blames an outside  consultant for the problems.   
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0:25 3/10/15 11:32p 
Government and 

Politics 

utah is about to become the  only state to execute prisoners  by 
firing squad. lawmakers approved that measure  today as a 
backup to lethal  injection. the governor hasn't said whether  or not 
he will sign the bill. the state took the option away  in 2004 but 
many in death row  were sentenced before that date  and have 
that option.  

0:33 3/12/15 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

just in, the president in  los angeles tonight, not  surprisingly, he is 
calling for  the arrest of the person who  ambushed and shot two 
officers  in ferguson. now, the president is no town  for a 
democratic fund-raiser. so that certainly means a lot of  security. 
he also appeared on the jimmy  kimmel live show. that's where he 
talked about  last night's shooting during a  protest in ferguson, 
saying  there is no excuse for criminal  acts. 

0:55 3/12/15 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

8041 signatures, that's what  backers of a proposed nfl  stadium in 
carson need if they  want immediate approval from the  city council 
there. >> bring them back! >> well, the petition drive  officially 
started at a rally  tonight. if they get those signatures,  the city 
council can immediately  approve the stadium project or  leave it 
up to the voters. the stadium would be home field  for both the san 
diego chargers  and the oakland raiders which  may explain why 
we ran into a  former raider at the rally  tonight. 

0:24 3/16/15 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

the state water resources  control board will vote to  increase 
water restrictions and  tracking enforcement. last summer the state 
regulators  established restrictions and set  fines for excessive 
water use  but los angeles only issued a  pair, just two, $200 fines 
but  sent out 5,000 warning letters.  

0:27 3/17/15 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

the secret service received  a letter yesterday at an off  site 
screening facility that  inspects the mail sent to the  without. the 
first test showed a  tentative positive for cyanide. the secret 
service has not  released information about the  sender.   

0:33 3/17/15 11:11p 
Government and 

Politics 

hotels, restaurants and your  lawn are all affected by the  water 
restrictions mandated by  the state of california. the water 
resources control  board voted to ban homeowners  from turning 
on sprinklers on  days when it rains and for the  next two days. 

0:44 3/18/15 11:17p 
Government and 

Politics 

it is a problem in the city,  piles of trash on the streets. now the city 
council wants to  get rid of it. it has been the subject of an i  team 
investigation which looked  at the clean streets pilot  program. now 
the council wants to improve  on that campaign.  >> we picked up 
2500 tons of  trash in the first 16 months in  office. 2500 tons. 

0:25 3/18/15 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

here's an interesting one,  in light of last year's security  breach, 
the secret service wants  to build a replica white house  to train 
their agents. the director wants $8 million  for this project. right 
now he says the agents are  training in a parking lot. the pitch 
comes six months after  a man with a knife made it over  a fence 
and inside the white  house before he was caught.  >> that is 8 
million just for  the replica.   

0:29 3/19/15 11:12p 
Government and 

Politics 

those folks are not happy. a community meeting tonight  turning 
into an all-out brawl. this is in philadelphia. nearly a dozen people 
arrested. protesters were upset about a  deadly officer-involved 
shooting  that happening in december. 

0:22 3/19/15 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

so with the state running  dry, governor jerry brown is  hoping a 
billion shower of cash  will help. and here is how that money is  
going to be spent. $273 million is going to go to  water recycling, 
desallization  and water quality improvements. more than half of 
the money is  going to go to flood control. and $76 million for relief  
including food for farm workers.  
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0:28 3/23/15 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

a report of a man with a gun  and extra security in maryland  
where the president's niece is  in the ncaa women's basketball  
tournament. leslie robinson is her name. she is may shell obama's  
brother's daughter and player  for princeton. now police say 
someone called in  the report earlier today about a  man with a 
gun and bringing up  the president's niece. 

0:51 3/23/15 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

the pentagon may have  inadvertently helped terrorists  with 
names, addresses and photos  of military personnel on an isis  hit 
list. the chilling list showed up on  social media. isis wants brothers 
residing in  america to hunt them down and  kill them. in a 
troubling twist, the names  and pictures of 66 of the  americans 
most likely came from  the pentagon news reports on  these 
individuals who  participated in airplane strikes  that targeted the 
islamic state. 

0:40 3/26/15 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

president obama announced a  proposal for tighter  restrictions on 
payday and title  lenders. the president says the consumer  
financial protection bureau  outlined a plan to crack down on  
payday lending practices. some restrictions would limit a  $500 
limit and a 60-day cooling  off period before a borrower can  take 
out another short-term  loan. 

0:39 3/31/15 11:13p 
Government and 

Politics 

you see tour buses like  these all the time in hollywood. residents 
in one neighborhood  have had enough of it and they  voiced their 
displeasure at the  hollywood west hills  neighborhood council 
meeting and  their frustration was clear. 

0:29 1/5/15 11:09p 
Health and 

Medical 

the flu outbreak is getting worse and some california clinics are 
running low on tamiflu. while california is not in a severe state yet, 
it is making its way west. experts still advise getting a flu shot 
because it could be effective against another strain that may pop 
up in the coming months.   

0:44 1/6/15 11:16p 
Health and 

Medical 

a startling report from the cdc reveals who is most at risk of 
alcohol poisoning from binge drinking at once. and the group that 
is most at risk? adults. the centers for disease control says every 
day in the united states at least six people will die from alcohol 
poisoning after binge drinking. and more than three quarters of 
those are adults. most often, white men. >> whats of particular 
concern here is not just the fact that people binge drink but the 
amount they drink when day do. >> 38 million people say they 
binge drink several times a month with an average of eight drinks 
in a sitting.   

0:59 1/8/15 11:14p 
Health and 

Medical 

in orange county diversion means a hospital has declared itself 
unsafe to accept any more patients. >> nbc 4s dr. bruce hensel 
says this does not include trips to the emergency room, but it does 
mean ems crews will have to take you to a hospital further away. 
>> dont call 911 unless its a real emergency. if it is a real 
emergency and you get in an ambulance, you may not be able to 
go to your hospital. ask but you may not be able to control it. >> 
dr. bruce also says diversion doesnt necessarily mean danger. if 
the system is working well, other hospitals should be able to help 
out.  

0:26 1/14/15 11:33p 
Health and 

Medical 

 new tonight, an urgent care  clinic near san diego open again  
after being shut down after a  measles scare. six people showed 
up complaining  of a fever and rash. around 40 people were in the  
waiting room. most were immunized against the  measles. county 
officials testing the six  siblings after two of them took  a trip to 
disneyland after the  outbreak there.   
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0:33 1/15/15 11:05p 
Health and 

Medical 

 just in now, from san diego  county, health and human  services is 
confirming another  case of measles. so as of tonight, there are 13  
cases connected to a visitor at  disneyland last month. and now 
the total number of  cases in california is 35. measles is highly 
contagious and  spread through coughing and  sneezing. it was 
considered eliminated in  2000. but it can still be brought into  the 
country by visitors and  unvaccinated individuals. symptoms 
include fever, cough,  and a reddish rash that spreads  across the 
body.  

1:45 1/19/15 11:04p 
Health and 

Medical 

stay home, that is what  they're telling students at one  huntington 
beach high school as  the measles outbreak continues  to spread. 
gadi schwartz talks to parents  who believe it has gone too far.  >> 
reporter: this is some of the  strongest action taken by the  district, 
the administrators  saying basically if you don't  have your shots 
you don't have  to come to school until the end  of the month. a 
letter to parents of  huntington beach with a letter  confirming that 
the measles were  at the school sometime between  january 6th 
and 8th. because measles is airborne and  extremely contagious, 
the school  decided that students didn't  need to come to school 
until the  29th.  >> i'm not a doctor, but that  seems extreme.   

1:54 1/20/15 11:00p 
Health and 

Medical 

developing news, five  disneyland workers diagnosed  with 
measles and the virus  outbreak is ongoing. gadi schwartz spoke 
with the  health department.  >> they are warning there is no  way 
to tell if the virus is  still at the park. >> reporter: is it possible to  
catch measles inside the park  right now? and the answer to that 
based on  the information we received  tonight has some people 
asking  for refunds. a trip to disneyland is a lot of  money for a lot 
of families.   

0:43 1/21/15 11:07p 
Health and 

Medical 

there are more confirmed  cases of the measles in southern  
california as it continues to  spread across the border. san diego 
county reported three  new cases which brings the total  to 13 in 
that area and 62 across  the state. at least 42 cases are linked to  
the initial exposure at  disneyland. measles started showing up in  
oregon, utah, washington state,  colorado, and mexico. if you are 
unsure about your  measles vaccine history. there is a simple 
blood test  that will tell you whether you  need one or an added 
booster  shot. we have posted everything you  need to know at 
www.nbcla.com.   

2:00 1/23/15 11:06p 
Health and 

Medical 

the measles outbreak  continues to grow. another case reported. 
this one on a college campus in  camarillo. beverly white is live 
with what  school officials are doing to  hopefully prevent this case 
from  multiplying. >> reporter: that's right,  colleen. the newest 
member of the cal  state university family is  working hard to be a 
good  guardian and good neighbor by  keeping the campus family 
in the  loop and trying to prevent the  spread to the community. >> 
reporter: the workers  disinfect the library as the csu  in camarillo 
declares a measles  advisory.  

0:19 1/27/15 11:07p 
Health and 

Medical 

new cases of the measles in  ventura county. two more cases, 
bringing the  total in ventura county to eight  at this point. one of 
the new cases is linked  to the disneyland outbreak which  has 
spread to states like  washington, utah, and colorado.   
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1:05 1/29/15 11:10p 
Health and 

Medical 

a thousand people may have  been exposed to the measles in  
arizona, just as fans are  arriving for the super bowl on  sunday. 
nbc 4's carolyn johnson is in  arizona tonight. one of a dozen 
states where  measles is making a comeback. >> reporter: seven 
people with  the measles virus potentially  exposed a thousand 
other people  here. among those being monitored,  some 200 
children who may have  been exposed at a phoenix area  medical 
center.  

0:50 1/30/15 11:16p 
Health and 

Medical 

a local boy hospitalized  with the measles after a trip to  
disneyland despite having  received his first vaccine. the three-
year-old wasn't due  for a booster shot so he was in  that area 
where he was 93%  protected. he had had the one shot, not the  
second one. he was not 99% protected. his parents were shocked 
when  they found out he had the  measles.  

2:06 2/2/15 11:03p 
Health and 

Medical 

too young to be vaccinated. a 1-year-old at their daycare  center 
was diagnosed with the  measles. it's a story we have been  
following since this morning on  today in l.a. better business 
bureau joins us  live with new information for  us. >> reporter: 
there were cameras  and custodians when we arrived. they are 
cleaning the facility  that served the littlest people  to be found. an 
infant at this child care  center at santa monica high  school is 
diagnosed with  measles. 26 children cared for here. their parents, 
mostly district  employees or students, now  forced to make 
alternate child  care plans.  

0:17 2/5/15 11:10p 
Health and 

Medical 

and the flu has just turned  deadly in san bernardino county. the 
health department says two  adults have died from the flu,  both 
with underlying medical  conditions. both were from the high 
desert  area, and one had a flu shot. this brings the total to nine  
flu-related deaths statewide.  

0:29 2/11/15 11:16p 
Health and 

Medical 

if you are someone you know  suffers from migraines there is  a 
new device that might just  keep the pain from coming back. that 
would be terrific. this visor applies electrical  stimulation to nerves 
across the  forehead which in turn stops  them from sending the 
signals  that start the headaches. it costs about $350 and $25 a  
month for supplies and it  requires a doctor's  prescription.   

0:23 2/17/15 11:11p 
Health and 

Medical 

and new tonight riverside  county health officials confirm  the first 
flu-related death of  the year. 33-year-old man died after he  tested 
positive for the  influenza virus last week. officials say the man had 
some  other health problems as well. still not clear if he'd gotten  
the flu vaccine. but there were 26 flu-related  deaths in riverside 
county last  year.  

0:33 2/17/15 11:33p 
Health and 

Medical 

a new study by the "new york times" may have you thinking  twice 
about what you order next  time you're at chipotle. according to the 
newspaper the  typical order is about 1,000  calories. they also 
found that most  chipotle orders contain almost a full day's worth 
of sodium and  3/4 of your daily saturated fat. chipotle 
communications director said the company is aware of the 
nutrition of all its ingredients but does not track information  about 
each individual order. the nutritional information is  also posted 
publicly.  

2:20 2/18/15 11:13p 
Health and 

Medical 

now we want to circle back  to the new information we have  on 
the ucla superbug scare. robert kovacik is live for us. >> reporter: 
we have the county  public department of health  involved that 
declared this  bacteria a national threat to  hospitals in 2013. it has 
let those hospitals in  pittsburg, chicago, seattle, and  now the one 
considered to be the  best in the west.  
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0:29 2/19/15 11:07p 
Health and 

Medical 

new information on a deadly  super bug infection at the  ronald 
reagan ucla medical  center. ucla has seven of these  endoscopes 
which are used in  hundreds of cases every year. in december, 
two became  contaminated with the cre  bacteria. seven people 
were infected, and  two of them have died. we have learned that 
some 179  patients there may have been  exposed to the virus. 
ucla says those individuals have  been notified and sent an  at-
home test kit.  

0:48 2/23/15 11:15p 
Health and 

Medical 

relief and hope for parents  tonight although peanut  allergies are 
on the rise, there  is a study out that may change  the way parents 
handle allergies  with their children. researchers studied 700 
children  under a year old. half were given a peanut snack  three 
times a week and others  were told to avoid peanuts until  5. 17% 
of those who avoided the  peanuts were allergic by age  five. but 
only 3% of those exposed  every day were allergic.  >> 
consumption seems to protect  against developing an allergy.  >> 
about 14% of children in the  u.s. have some allergy to  peanuts.   

0:16 2/27/15 11:09p 
Health and 

Medical 

it's official. a middle school in riverside is  now the latest to report a  
confirmed case of the measles,  six other students were exposed  
to the contagious disease and  they were sent home. those 
students will not return  to class until march the 5th or  longer if 
they start showing any symptoms.  

0:28 2/27/15 11:15p 
Health and 

Medical 

it was only a matter of time and the measles outbreak has hit the 
loss regulate as strip. three people came down with the  measles 
from a staff member at  the new orleans style fish house in the 
mgm grand hotel. two staff members and the other  one they say 
is a visitor one of them also visited a walgreen's  and a chilis if you 
happen to be in las vegas between february  the 18th and 21 
thest, you  should check with your doctor if you develop a rash. 
one of the leading approximate  pet food makers are claiming  
their food is safe tonight,  

0:23 3/4/15 11:06p 
Health and 

Medical 

a health and letter for  parents. some students in corona may have  
been exposed to tuberculosis. doctors are treating a student  for 
tb. the school is trying to identify  other students and staff who may  
have been exposed. all will be notified by letter.   

0:47 3/4/15 11:06p 
Health and 

Medical 

the same superbug that  killed two patients at ronald  reagan ucla 
is being reported at  cedars sinai medical center in  los angeles. it 
is linked to a contaminated  medical scope. four patients were 
infected  during procedures between august  and january and as 
many as 67  may have been exposed. our doctor bruce hensel 
says the  concern is real but affects only  a small amount of 
people.  

0:22 3/11/15 11:33p 
Health and 

Medical 

a sexually transmitted  disease is causing vision  problems up and 
down the west  coast. there have been eight cases in  san 
francisco, six in washington  state and two possible cases in  los 
angeles county. symptoms include blurred vision,  eye pain. there 
is a report that one  patient went blind in one eye.   

0:27 3/13/15 11:33p 
Health and 

Medical 

you can't escape from the  sun's ultraviolet rays. the damage 
continues into the  night. scientists say that harmful uv  radiation 
continues to damage  your skin three hours after you  move into 
the shade. sunscreen containing vitamin e  should be applied at 
night to  prevent the ongoing dangers of  uv radiation.  >> are we 
going to have to  slather up as we walk out at  night.   
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0:30 3/19/15 11:04p 
Health and 

Medical 

and just in, a new alert  tonight about a super bug, this  time at usc 
verdugo hills  hospital in glendale off the 2  and 210 freeways 
there. the single case of superbug cre  found this week and it was 
not  spread with a medical device  this time. this same super bug 
is linked to  two deaths at ronald reagan ucla  medical center. 
nearly 180 patients were exposed  there. the patient at usc 
verdugo is in  isolation and is reportedly  being treated with 
antibiotics.  

0:54 3/20/15 11:06p 
Health and 

Medical 

a family's fight to stop a  hospital from taking their  father off life 
support. the daughter accuses doctors of  misdiagnosing and 
improperly  treating an open topic  pregnancy. doctors told the 
family they  were taking her off life  support. they have told the 
family they  have until tuesday at noon to  find another hospital 
and move  her out. 

0:51 3/27/15 11:16p 
Health and 

Medical 

a mother wants to warn  everyone about a brain-eating  parasite 
that took her  daughter's life. her mom says the only way to get  
this rare condition is if the  parasite gets into your sinus. it has a 
98% fatality rate but  is preventable. you can get it in just about 
any  body of water besides the ocean.  

0:25 3/30/15 11:32p 
Health and 

Medical 

a remedy used for eye  infections a thousand years ago  could kill 
modern antibiotic  resistant superbugs researchers  were 
surprised to find out it  would nearly wipe out mrsa. their find lgs 
be presented at  conference.   

0:19 2/16/15 11:06p immigration 

just in now, a federal judge  in texas temporarily blocked  president 
obama's executive  action on immigration. the president wanted to 
defer  deportation and provide work  permits for up to 5 million  
people living illegally in the  united states. and now those 
programs that were  supposed to go into effect this  week have 
been halted.  

0:35 2/17/15 11:12p immigration 

the wait continues for tens  of thousands in southern  california 
tonight after a  federal judge blocked president  obama's 
immigration reform plan. erica alvarez was set to apply  tomorrow 
for the president's  deferred action for childhood  arrivals program, 
or daca. now that's not going to happen  after last night's ruling 
from a federal judge in texas. 

0:24 1/5/15 11:34p lifestyle Canyon Trail to Hollywood sign reopens 

0:49 1/6/15 11:32p lifestyle 

fifth graders dont usually have high-ranking jobs to put on a 
resume. but one man can say he has been mayor of lynwood. he 
was honored at the city council meeting. a student is nominated 
every month to become mayor. two teachers nominated the 11-
year-old for his high grades, achievement and character and he 
beat out 500 other students and he told us his secret to 
success.>> my mom and dad told me to work hard and you can 
achieve things. this is really big for me. >> way to go. he will be 
joining the real mayor at city functions and lead a klee up program 
at his school.   

0:25 1/8/15 11:34p lifestyle 
i dont know if youve ever seen one, but youre about to. tracking a 
wolverine. 

0:30 1/9/15 11:33p lifestyle 

there it is, are you ready for the l.a. county air show? we had a 
chance to meet the thunderbirds. and we got a sneak preview of 
what to expect in this years show. scheduled for march 21st and 
22nd. if you have not seen them up close it is special. if you want 
to know how to get tickets download our free nbc l.a. app.  
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0:46 1/12/15 11:32p lifestyle 

to call it harrowing would  be an understatement. a former miami 
dolphin is  telling his story after being  stranded in the middle of 
the  ocean. rob konrad is a lifelong boater. a wave knocked him 
overboard and  his boat was set on auto pilot  and motored out of 
reach. after 16 hours of swimming  without a life vest, a circling  
shark and multiple jellyfish  stings, he finally washed  ashore.  >> i 
just said, i can do this  and i'm going to swim all night  and i'm 
going to hit the shore. >> reporter: the dolphins  drafted him in the 
second round  in 1999.    

0:31 1/13/15 11:32p lifestyle 

you know if it's never been  done before then it's probably  pretty 
difficult, right? but two climbers are about to  scale a half mile of 
sheer rock  with nothing more than a safety  rope. they are 17 
days into their  climb up the don wall at  yosemite national park 
and hope  the be the first ever to  complete the free climb 
tomorrow  night. there is little grip up the  3,000 feet wall making 
their  journey even more impressive.    

0:15 1/13/15 11:33p lifestyle 
and look at the scene in the  bay area this morning. the bay bridge 
floating in a sea  of clouds. that's time lapse showing the  fog 
moving through the area for  about two hours.   

2:12 1/14/15 11:13p lifestyle 

 an alligator and allegations  tonight. animal control seized an  
eight-foot gator from a van nuys  backyard. his owner says that 
jackson is  the family pet. but they want to know if he is  eating 
neighborhood cats. gadi schwartz has new details on  the story. 
>> reporter: it started off as a  tip from a neighbor about a huge  
gator in the backyard. that led to a search warrant. but the owners 
insist for the 36  years that jackson the alligator  lived here he 
never once ate  anyone's pet. by now a lot of los angeles is  abuzz 
over this picture. a full-grown alligator in a van  nuys backyard. the 
owner of the alligator let  us inside her home to show us a  softer 
side of jackson.  >> they are cuddling. they were not afraid of him 
at  all.  

0:39 1/15/15 11:06p lifestyle 

 new tonight, another  alligator found in the san  fernando valley, 
the second one  in just a couple of days. and this time again in the  
backyard of a home, although  this time it's in north hills. the 2 1/2 
foot gator was found  abandoned in an aquarium in that  yard. the 
home had an eviction notice  posted on it. right now the gator is at 
an  animal shelter while officers  try to locate the owner. neighbors 
still cannot believe  there was an alligator living  right next door.  

0:36 1/19/15 11:16p lifestyle 

he was just out for his  morning jog when the man in  oregon was 
suddenly attacked,  not by a mugger but an owl. at first he thought 
he was hit  in the head by a 2 x 4, but he  looked up and saw 
something he  didn't expect. a great horned owl.  >> then i looked 
up and saw a  huge shadow of a wing span  flying off.  >> well, 
besides being a runner,  jack is also a packers fan so  after losing 
to the seahawks  yesterday being attacked by any  kind of bird is 
only adding  injury to insult.   

0:21 1/23/15 11:14p lifestyle 

we have this dramatic video  from the coast of scotland. this is the 
british coast guard  rescuing the crew of a sinking  ship here. two 
crew members made it to the  raft before the ship went under. the 
rescuers managed to pull all  three to safety.   
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0:56 1/23/15 11:18p lifestyle 

it is amazing video to see  and really an even better story. good 
samaritan helping a deputy  rescue a man who crashed into an  
above the groundwater mains. you may have seen it here for  the 
first time in october. tonight all three reunited at  the riverside 
convention center. the deputy and good samaritan  received 
awards. and for the first time we heard  from the man they saved. 
>> obviously, i'm very honored  to be here and i owe everything  to 
these two heroes here. my family thanks them, my kids  and 
grandkids and you all are  heroes here. you put your lives on the 
line  every day and us citizens  appreciate it. thank you.  >> he is 
right about that. we also heard from the good  samaritan who said 
she just did  what anyone would do in that  kind of situation.   

0:51 1/27/15 11:12p lifestyle 

heroes in action. four fresno firefighters. you see them on the 
screen right  here. they save three children with  body cameras 
they record the  whole thing. tonight we take you inside that  
rescue.  

0:43 1/29/15 11:33p lifestyle 

a wedding party is trapped  in a hot air balloon before  making a 
forced landing on a  road. the balloon was seen floating  above the 
5 and 805 freeways in  san diego county this afternoon. eight 
people in the balloon  basket hired the pane to take  them up after 
the bride and  groom said i do.  

2:45 1/30/15 11:02p lifestyle 

now to a river rescue that  had everyone in our newsroom  glued 
to their television sets  today. you see the dog struggling in  the 
water. a firefighter swooped down into  the water and pulled the 
dog to  safety. you saw it right here on the nbc  4 news at 5:00 
today. and right now you're about to  hear from the firefighter who  
risked his own life to save the  dog. nbc 4's robert kovacik live with  
more on that for us. >> reporter: hard not to be  glued to your 
television. everybody loves action and  adventure. this had it all. it 
started with a call from a  movie studio to get the ball  rolling and a 
cast of 16  firefighters to get the tail  wagging. the dog that put on 
quite a show  makes a cameo for the waiting  cameras after being 
in front of  them late this afternoon. 

0:40 1/30/15 11:15p lifestyle 

a woman answered a phone  while she was being attacked. it was 
a telemarketer calling. that telemarketer may have saved  the 
woman's life.  >> hello? [ screaming ].  >> get up! >> the woman 
screaming was in  oregon. the telemarketer was in las  vegas, 900 
miles away. the woman had her phone in the  back pocket. the 
telemarketer realize shed  was hearing an attack and  notified 
police in oregon. officers arrested the man and  charged him with 
assault. the woman is okay an the  telemarketer says she is just  
happy to help.   

0:33 1/30/15 11:32p lifestyle 

tonight cal tech  seismologist kate hutton is  retiring. she never 
played favorites and  was seen on every los angeles  television 
station at the same  time. and to many of us who counted on  
kate's knowledge it seemed as if  she always had just a slight  
smile when she was talking about  her favorite subject. cal tech 
says that she won't be  speak publicly about her  retirement for 
now.  

0:38 2/3/15 11:33p lifestyle 

people in seattle can now  buy marijuana from a vending  
machine. the machine opened today in  downtown seattle. the 
company says it's the first  age verifying climate controlled  self 
service dispensary.  >> years ago we recognized the  fact that 
uncle harvey's dive  bar that was giving out  cigarettes the 21st 
century is  here. it's an effective way to service  the public.  >> 
more vending machines are set  to be rolled out in washington.   
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0:44 2/4/15 11:15p lifestyle 

there is a woman who tells  us she has to sleep on her couch  to 
avoid getting a contact high  from her neighbor. lisa lee says she 
started to  smell an odor similar to pot in  her apartment. it became 
more frequent and she  wakes up with migraines and what  she 
describes as a sick feeling  which effects her work as a  voiceover 
artist. so she moves to the sofa to  avoid the smell and its 
apparent  effects.  

0:10 2/4/15 11:32p lifestyle 
tomorrow, you watched his  rescue on nbc 4. now lucky the dog 
goes up for  adoption. he gets a new home  

0:30 2/4/15 11:33p lifestyle 

so chances are you've never  seen anything like this before. a 
horse stuck in a bathtub. the 30-year-old named phantom  tripped 
over her food trough and  needed rescue crews to get her  back 
on all fours. the horse was dancing in her  stall before taking the 
fall. glad she is okay.   

0:41 2/5/15 11:18p lifestyle 

now, because he was lucky,  firefighters call him lucky. we're 
talking about the little  dog who was rescued from the  cold l.a. 
river six days ago. well, tonight he has a new home. we certainly 
received plenty of  e-mails about lucky since  showing you this 
amazing rescue  last week. well, tonight he met his new  owner, 
rachel. 

0:57 2/10/15 11:17p lifestyle 

a south african boy and his  family who came here to los  angeles 
for life-saving medical  treatment will be allowed to  stay in the u.s. 
longer. baby reef and his family faced  deportation after their visas  
ran out. his family has been granted a  two-year extension. then 
the family got discouraging  news.  >> a few weeks ago, reef was  
diagnosed with a secondary  cancer, with skin cancer on his  
head.  

0:45 2/10/15 11:33p lifestyle 

despite the loss to the  nuggets there were smiles before  the 
lakers game today. nick young bought three v.i.p.  suites for 60 
kids from south  l.a. and for many of these kids it  was the first time 
attending an  nba game. >> i really appreciate this.  >> this is a 
great event. and i'm happy to be a part of  it.  >> 60 kids that's 
trying to do,  you know, their best in their  communities. and it's my 
time to give back.  >> this is the second time the  youth program 
has come to the  staples center. organizers plan to do it again  
next year.  

1:52 2/11/15 11:00p lifestyle 

the jackpot that had  everyone taking notice. more than half a 
billion dollars  on the line and tonight we know  that three winning 
tickets were  sold.  >> in texas, north carolina and  puerto rico, 
tickets matched all  six numbers on the screen.  >> but there are a 
few  millionaires in california as  well. robert is live in cypress at a  
lucky store. 

0:51 2/11/15 11:32p lifestyle 

we have an update on a story  we followed for weeks. a donor 
came forward to help a  south african boy get the  medical 
treatment he needs. sky hope network is now offering  to fly baby 
reef and his family  from los angeles to cincinnati  so he can get 
the treatment he  needs for skin cancer on his  head. we reported 
the story when the  family faced deportation. they were granted a 
two-year  extension. that along with today's good  news gives the 
family relief.  

0:26 2/13/15 11:33p lifestyle 

police in hayward are hoping  so slow down speeding drivers  and 
careless pedestrians with  humor. not a speed limit. it's a 
suggestion. cross the street then update  your facebook. the signs 
cost about $200 a  piece. if they work, the lives they  save would 
worth so much more.   
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0:22 2/17/15 11:33p lifestyle 

well, today was fat tuesday, the day before lent, or in new  orleans 
it's known as mardi  gras. traditionally, fat tuesday is  the last night 
of eating fried,  fatty, and rich foods as  christians take a 40-day  
reflection period leading up to  easter. of course, new orleans is 
the  center of the celebration, as  you can see. thousands of 
people took over  bourbon street in the french  quarter for one last 
night of  partying.  

0:59 2/20/15 11:13p lifestyle 

dog owner is outraged  tonight after video of her pet  popped up 
on you tube showing  someone at a shelter dragging  that dog 
down a hall. for the first time tonight we  hear from the owner. here 
is the video that's gone  viral. this is victor valley pets in  hesperia. 
tracy says her dog somehow got  out of the house this week. 
animal control picked her up and  brought her to the shelter. the 
dog needed to be spayed and  tracy left her there overnight. that's 
when a friend told her  about this video.  

0:26 2/20/15 11:16p lifestyle 

do you want to see a cosmic  creation? here it is. we pointed our 
cameras to the  skies tonight and saw planets  all aligned. venus, 
mars and the circle is  the moon. the reason we can see this, mars  
is moving toward the sun and  convenient success moving away  
from the sun. it happens they meet up like  this for one night only. 
there you see it.   

0:15 2/20/15 11:32p lifestyle 

we want to clarify something  we said earlier about the dog  being 
dragged boo a pet shelter. the dog was at the hesperia  animal 
shelter. we reported it was at the vick  tar valley shelter. but that's 
the shelter that  originally posted the video.   

0:42 2/20/15 11:33p lifestyle 

you are probably familiar  with the iconic oscar statue.  tonight we 
are hearing from a  street artist who goes by the  name plastic 
jesus who put his  own controversial spin on it. if you were around 
hollywood the  past couple of days you might  have seen this, life 
sized  oscars snorting cocaine. plastic jesus placed the statue  on 
hollywood boulevard and la  brea avenue this morning. we caught 
up with him tonight.  >> to have a dialogue about  cocaine use in 
society, the war  on drugs isn't working.  >> there is definitely a 
theme  here. last year the same artist  created an eight foot oscar 
with  a needle in his arm. 

0:35 2/23/15 11:09p lifestyle 

a video showing a family pet  being dragged by the neck. we 
showed you this video last  week. some people are outraged when  
they see this including the  dog's owner who says she wants  
everyone in this video fired.  >> you should have streaming  video 
inside animal control  facilities since we can't rely  on the staff to 
treat the  animals appropriately. >> reporter: the mayor has  
launched an investigation.   

0:24 2/23/15 11:32p lifestyle 

thanks to a lot of good  people, dozens of neglected dogs  will get 
a better life. they were rescued from an  abandoned home and 
they are up  for adoption and hundreds of  people showed up 
today to get  one of those red numbers and a  chance to own one 
of these dogs. if you're interested, the  adoption lottery will 
continue  for the next few days.  

0:23 2/25/15 11:33p lifestyle 

ben wolfe saves three lives  as an organ donor. he died from 
complications after  being hit by a car in hollywood. he donated his 
liver and both  kidneys. the organs were transplanted  into three 
californians. there are 3,000 people here in  california in need of 
an organ  transplant.   
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0:32 2/26/15 11:33p lifestyle 

most nights we sit out here  and talk about chases. i can honestly 
say we've never  covered one like this before. usually we talk 
about black and  whites in the chase and we're  talking about cop 
cars. but these are llamas on the run  in arizona two. llamas found 
momentary freedom. they're being used as therapy  animals at a 
care center for the  elderly when they got away. not happy. who 
knew they were so fast and  so slippery. had eyes like that up 
close. >> third strikers.  

0:14 2/27/15 11:18p lifestyle 

let's go up to the big bear  right now and see what the  weather is 
like up there. where the chairs are moving  anding, they are not 
skiing  right now. they are grooping the runs as  you can see. >> 
gorgeous. it will be great in the morning  with the more snow on 
the way. let's find out about it, here is fritz. 

0:41 3/2/15 11:15p lifestyle 

it may not look like it but this was a precision operation tonight. a 
dog operation in west hollywood. they had to get creative on this 
one. the dog was stuck between a house and retaining wall. they 
weren't able to break the wall. they used a pole to keep the dog 
from falling further and tied a strap around a paw to pull him free.  

0:38 3/4/15 11:17p lifestyle 

new photos of mountain lions  living in the santa monica  
mountain. this is the mother and three  kittens that are four weeks 
old. these photos were taken by a  wildlife camera monitored by 
the  national park service. the agency will place collars on  the 
kittens when they are about  one so they can track them and  find 
out where they're going.  >> makes you wonder if  hollywood's big 
cat p-22 has  explaining to do.  

0:21 3/12/15 11:33p lifestyle 

it is a good day for  california public schools, but  not so great for 
one lottery  player. this man purchased his winning  ticket in 
rosemead last  september. but the rules state that you  have 180 
days to claim your  money. tell, tonight at 5:00 the  deadline 
passed. that means the $1 million now  goes to california public  
schools.   

0:27 3/13/15 11:13p lifestyle 

safe to say we cover police  chases all the time. but this looks like 
something  from a james bond movie. that is a moisture rider 
heading  down an escalator. the rider rode into a store. this chase 
happened last month  in british columbia. the man hit the open 
road and  apparently rode away.   

0:35 3/13/15 11:17p lifestyle 

we are so excited to show  this to you. this is the l.a. marathon like  
you've never seen it before, our  photographer took this amazing  
photo. it's absolutely gorgeous. each spotlight is every mile  along 
the route all the way from  dodger stadium to santa monica. it's the 
first of its kind  event. as for the marathon we have been  
reminding you all week long, it  is going to be extremely hot  this 
weekend.  

0:29 3/16/15 11:15p lifestyle 

the 90-degree heat and  record temperatures in march  means a 
lot of people,  thousands, in fact head to the  beech for relief and 
that means  a lot of water rescues. about 1.2 million people went 
to  l.a. county beaches this past  weekend. they had 459 rescues. 
the best advice the next time  you jump into the ocean. stay close, 
very close to the  life guard towers.   

0:46 3/16/15 11:20p lifestyle 

a california man from  southern california, as a matter  of fact, who 
lost his million  dollar lottery ticket says he is  going to keep on 
plague. we talked to him tonight. his boss translated.  >> next time 
he buys a lottery  he will keep in the a safe place  and make sure 
everything is okay  for he tossed away.  
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0:22 3/17/15 11:17p lifestyle 

a woman in san francisco got  a surprise when she opened a  
letter from her landlord. her rent was going up 400%. this is the 
letter. she had been paying about $2100  a month for her 
apartment. but the letter says the rent is  going up to $8900 a 
month. she is meeting with her lawyer.  

0:27 3/17/15 11:33p lifestyle 

a cat missing from south  carolina was found in california  after a 
trip of a lifetime. kevin the cat traveled 2,000  miles to the arizona-
california  border hiding in a u-haul  trailer. riverside animal control  
services tracked kevin's owner  through his microchip. going home 
tomorrow, in style,  flying home.   

0:13 3/18/15 11:18p lifestyle 

we have cameras and  helicopters in southern  california. we 
picked this nice shot taken  from the camera at mt. wilson. look at 
the layers of light you  see in the clouds and the hills  in the 
foreground. 

0:16 3/18/15 11:33p lifestyle 
viewers showing us  photographs of the light show  tonight. these 
from jeff zimmerman. he sent us pictures of the  lightning strikes 
out there. send us your photos through the  nbc la app.   

0:22 3/19/15 11:34p lifestyle 

before dinosaurs, there was  a nine-foot crocodile like beast  with 
blade-like teeth and it  walked upright. paleontologists discovered 
part  of the creature's skull, spine,  arm, and bone in north 
carolina. they say it's 230 million years  old and one of the earliest  
relatives of the crocodile. they nicknamed it the carolina  butcher.  

0:31 3/20/15 11:33p lifestyle 

people in l.a. and hundreds  across the country are shedding  light 
on homelessness. tonight they are sleeping with  nothing but a 
card board box and  a sleeping bag. it's part of the sleepout  
campaign. the event is happening  nationwide. 

0:45 3/23/15 11:17p lifestyle 

fire crews really have a  story to tell. they came to the aid of a  
newborn baby. she was in a dark, dirty alley  in south l.a. officials 
say the baby girl was  born just before 1:00 this  morning in the 
alley behind a  church at 47th place in san  pedro street. members 
of the church say it is  a crowded homeless encampment. 

0:25 3/23/15 11:33p lifestyle 

this discovery is  unbelievable. in orange county, 69 cars were  
found at the estate of a man who  died last summer. an appraiser 
will determine the  price of the collection. you can have a shot of 
picking  up one of the cars in may when  they will be going up for  
auction. 

0:43 3/26/15 11:17p lifestyle 

well, we've spotted a  musical mystery there it is  right there. that 
piano in the santa monica  mountains, and it has everybody  
scratching their heads. newschopper 4 found the piano at  the 
topanga lookout in the santa  monica mountains. the few people 
who trekked up to  see the piano in person before  sunset say it 
was worth the  hike. 

0:35 3/27/15 11:33p lifestyle 

if you were with us last  night we ended our newscast with  a 
pursuit of a stolen taxi. four hours later, spike strips  took out the 
front tires. the chase went through orange  county and l.a. county 
and ended  up in the l.a. valley. at one point news chopper 4 had  
to put down to refuel. gadi schwartz continued our  coverage live 
on www.nbcla.com  using a new app. 

0:16 1/15/15 11:33p religion 

 pope francis says he'll  declare father junipero serra a  saint. serra 
established nine of  california's nine spanish  missions up and 
down the coast. once he is canonized, churches  can be named st. 
junipero serra  in his honor.  

0:25 2/18/15 11:18p religion 
today marks the start of ash  wednesday, the christian  
observance of lent, and this  time comes amongst concern for  
libyans being beheaded.  
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0:43 3/18/15 11:16p Religion 

they are homeless and  drenched regularly by sprinklers  at a 
catholic church. they come on once every hour all  night spraying 
those who sleep  there. you are looking at the damp  concrete. this 
is in the doorway of st.  mary's cathedral in san  francisco. all of 
that is about to change  with the sprinklers being  removed and an 
apology from the  church. 

0:34 1/5/15 11:17p Safety 

 it was a 4.2 earthquake that happened on saturday night. this is 
not a large earthquake but it is a big deal for our early warning 
system. so far only a few get these alerts. the idea is to provide 
enough of a warning that you could get some protection at least a 
minutes warning.   already done in japan. its really time to get 
serious about it and do it here in california.   he also says in one to 
two years you might be getting these warnings on your 
smartphone.   

0:27 1/6/15 11:16p Safety 

petco pulled all china-made dog and cat foods from the shelves 
and online. they are making pets sick. petco announced the move 
in may when the fda reported 5,000 illnesses and 1,000 dog 
deaths. petco is now the first national pet retailer to pull all china-
based products.  

2:09 1/7/15 11:07p Safety 

it looks like some people visiting disney land over the holidays 
took home a souvenir known as the measles. gadi schwartz is 
outside disney land right now with more on the outbreak linked to 
the park. >> reporter: we all know how busy disney land can get 
and when people are waiting in line they are usually thinking about 
how fast or slow that line is moving. theyre not thinking about 
things like the measles. in a place where huge crowds are 
constant -- measles are still posing a threat. 

0:26 1/7/15 11:17p Safety 

30 people are sick at a santa ana bakery has been shut down. 
orange county health shut down the bakery after food poisoning 
from king cakes. and discovered a cockroach infestation that may 
be related to the tainted bread. king cake is eaten on january 6th 
to mark the arrival of the three wiseman after the birth of the christ 
child.   

2:37 1/9/15 11:00p Safety 

three terrorists in paris are dead but their accomplice who faked 
being a hostage got away.>> and tonight the worry shifts to 
whether more attacks are on the way.>> americans here at home 
and abroad are being warned to stay on alert. robert kovacik joins 
us with the worldwide travel warning and the drama that unfolded 
on tv today. >> the united states state department concerned 
about u.s. citizens abroad believing there is an increased 
likelihood of revenge attacks. while french police hunt for any 
accomplices, one specifically who may be responsible, whoever 
killed 17 people.  

0:54 1/9/15 11:08p Safety 

and now to a developing story about the cases of the measles tied 
to a single visitor at disneyland. five more people were diagnosed 
all were at disneyland between december 15th and the 20th. this 
is coming from the orange county health care agency. health 
officials believe a person infected with the disease at the park this 
brings the orange county cases to at least eight.>> people dont 
remember when measles was common that kids died of it. account 
be a serious disease. even though the vaccine is not perfect its the 
best prevention. >> the children with the plemeas were not 
vaccinated. if you believe you have measles call your doctor 
before showing up at the hospital or your doctor.  
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2:07 1/12/15 11:04p Safety 

the measles outbreak reached  a new county tonight. the health 
department warning  people in and around long beach  after a 
confirmed case in that  city. gadi schwartz joins us now with  more. 
>> reporter: we know at least  one of the patients in long  beach 
had a busy morning the  saturday after new years. they visited 
these two buildings  and the bank of america. first the lines at 
disney land  and now at a grocery store  checkout.   

0:26 1/21/15 11:08p Safety 

the orange county bakery  that made dozens sick is back  open. 
but the investigation continues  after lab results showed that  
someone put synthetic drugs into  the king's cake. we're told the 
employees were  retrained and the shop is  cleaned up. police are 
still investigating  how the drugs got into the cake  in the first 
place.   

0:41 1/27/15 11:17p Safety 

tap water that is more black  than clear is causing a major  
concern and frustrations for one  group of neighbors in gardena. 
and wants want answers. here is the water straight out  of the 
faucet. it smells like rotten eggs. the golden state water company,  
we talked with the general  manager who told us they are  
investigating the on and off  issue to determine what is  causing it. 
meantime some people are trying  to remain in good spirits. 

0:24 1/29/15 11:08p Safety 

new tonight, a local company  recalling thousands of pounds of  
chicken stew products. this is what we are talking  about. the 
product being recalled is  ginseng chicken stew. the item comes 
from south korea. it's stored at korean farms  based out of santa fe 
springs. the u.s. department of  agriculture says the company did  
not present their products at  the u.s. port of entry for  inspection.  

3:35 2/5/15 11:13p Safety 

dozens of f-16s hit isis  weapon supply centers in syria. the gun 
camera video shown on  jordan's state tv and its  facebook page 
with patriotic  music in the background. the mission in direct 
response  to isis and the murder of this  jordanian pilot who was 
burned  alive. now the terrorist threat remains  high abroad and at 
home. in los angeles, a major concern  every single day is the 
single  terrorist or the lone wolf,  targeting awards show, big  
events and ordinary citizens. in a rare interview, i sat down  with 
the retiring fbi assistant  director to find out what keeps  him awake 
at night. >> trust me, the times are  dangerous.  

0:24 2/13/15 11:17p safety 

a torrance food company is  recalling close to 2,000 pounds  of 
imported beef that was never  properly inspected. here is a look at 
the packaging. it was imported by atm  international out of torrance  
between october of last year and  january 15th. the beef has 
japanese labeling.   

0:20 2/19/15 11:33p safety 

a bat found in an orange  county shopping center tested  positive 
for rabies, and now  animal control is trying to  assess the rabies 
risk for  anyone who came near the bat. and they tell us that the 
bat  was found during the day. that they say is not a good  sign. a 
bat that comes out like that  near people is usually sick, and  you 
should always stay away from  it.  

0:42 2/23/15 11:07p safety 

an islamic militant group is  calling for terrorist attacks on  u.s. 
shopping malls but police  in southern california say there  are no 
credible threats in our  area. we caught up with van hip before  he 
spoke at the nixon library. he said even though it is likely  
propaganda, everyone should  always be on alert.  >> this is the 
challenge of our  time. and there's no one magic bullet. the one 
thing we can do, it's  going to take a combination of  things to keep 
this country  safe.  
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0:42 2/27/15 11:16p safety 

one of the leading approximate  pet food makers are claiming  
their food is safe tonight,  after a consumer is saying that  his 
bulldog died after eating  the the kible, three weeks after feeting 
the food, beneful, his  dog died and his two other dogs  became 
gravely ill.  

0:42 3/2/15 11:17p safety 

twitter is increasing security at its headquarters after isis 
threatened the founder of the social media site. twitter has stepped 
up the amount of isis related accounts it is suspended. isis posted 
this image of the twitter founder with a target over his face. a 
former fbi agent says it could be a grab for attention.  

0:24 3/13/15 11:16p safety 

certain blue bell products  have been pulled from the  shelves after 
three people died  in kansas from eating the ice  cream. it has 
been linked to a blue  bell creameries plant in texas. blue bell has 
removed the  affected ice cream from  retailers and hospitals as 
well.   

0:21 3/17/15 11:33p safety 

a food recall. kraft foods is recalling 242,000  cases of macaroni 
and cheese  because of small pieces of metal  in the boxes. it 
applies to the original  flavor 7.25 size. if you have the boxes 
return  them for a refund.   

0:20 3/23/15 11:18p safety 
organic food giant amy's  kitchen is recalling thousands  of cases 
of frozen food. some of the spinach could  contain listeria if you 
want to  check the freezer we have a list  on our nbc l.a. app.   

0:23 3/24/15 11:33p safety 

a warning from officials  about mosquito bites. the mosquito 
population is  rising at an alarming rate in  orange county cities. 
some are breeding ahead of  schedule and with increased  
numbers comes a higher risk of  west nile virus. last year 250 
people were  infected in orange county and  seven dried. experts 
blame the drought for  the early arrival of the  mosquitoes.   

0:17 3/31/15 11:32p safety 

dodgers fans will see more  security at the stadium this  season. 
fans will not have to take off  their belts, shoes or jackets  but will 
have to put larger  objects including cell phones on  screening 
tables.   

0:16 1/5/15 11:18p Severe Weather 

a storm in western washington state left behind some flooding. but 
it also created a spectacular sight. this is snoqualmie falls. its not 
going to last long, though. the forecast calls for dryer weather 
starting tomorrow.   

0:44 1/26/15 11:00p Severe Weather 

breaking news. rain, wet roads and a driver  loses control. a 
woman plunges into the  wetlands just off tch. the driver and 
passenger manage  to climb out of the car and get  to shore. the 
brand new bmw will have to  be towed out. the rain falling at a 
steady  pace just about everywhere.  >> the storm knocking over 
trees  and power lines. this video shows what caused  thousands 
to lose power. a tree landing on power lines. this amazing video 
was shot by a  viewer. fortunately no one was hurt. fritz coleman 
joins us right  now. has the rain moved on?  

1:10 1/26/15 11:02p Severe Weather 

they are in the middle of a  historic blizzard. the city that never 
sleeps is  virtually empty. a travel ban is in effect with  thousands 
of forced  cancellations. in manhattan, mass transit is  shut down 
and a curfew is in  effect. pacy change is in los angeles  where 
three feet of snow is  expected in the next few hours. >> reporter: 
snow is expected to  fall two to four inches an hour  and it will be 
so treacherous  and dangerous for hours. 
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0:36 1/26/15 11:33p Severe Weather 

we continue to follow  breaking news from new york  where airline 
passengers  tweeting about being stranded. this person was 
supposed to take  off at 6:30, an hour delay and a  passenger got 
sick and they had  to go back to the jetway. she tweeted virgin 
atlantic  leaving us stranded in jfk  airport after sitting on tarmac  
for six hours. we'll continue to follow the  story and bring you 
updates on  today in l.a.  

1:08 2/6/15 11:05p Severe Weather 

it's happening right now,  effecting millions of people. we're talking 
about torrential  rains hitting san francisco  tonight. will it reach us? 
>> fritz is tracking the storm.  >> we are going to get a taste  of the 
storm. but as always happens, santa  barbara and northward is 
the  cutoff line from a substantial  amount of rain to insignificant  
amounts of rain. in the north they have had  historic weather. it 
was the first dry january in  san francisco since 1850 and now  in 
just a five-day period they  have done 50% of their yearly  rainfall.  

0:19 2/6/15 11:17p Severe Weather 

and take a look at these  incredible images out of  washington 
state. flood waters just taking over  the community of brinnon. cars 
and trucks and roads are  washed out in a mudslide. the rain is so 
heavy these  couple days it pushed the river  over its banks.   

1:51 2/23/15 11:02p severe weather 

rain returns for a second  night. many neighbors soaked and hail  
hit parts of glendale. this light show was captured. lightning and 
thunder rolled  through burbank. there you see the news vans in  
the background there. and tonight we are seeing heavy  snow. 
gadi schwartz is live in big  bear where you need chains to  get 
around out there tonight. >> reporter: that's right. the snow has 
stopped falling in  big bear but on the mountains  the snow makers 
still work. this storm's heavy rain across  the coast and valleys 
means  chains only on the way up to big  bear. 

0:16 2/23/15 11:17p severe weather 

right under this cloud you  can see it, a tornado that  popped up 
100 miles northwest of  los angeles touching down near  
bakersfield. the tornado was on the ground  for about ten minutes. 
no one was hurt and no damage  reported but quite a sight.   

1:07 2/27/15 11:02p severe weather 
as we enter the weekend, we  have company. a storm system is 
that could  stick around for a few days. be ready for what could be 
four  days of wet weather. fritz?  

1:58 2/27/15 11:03p severe weather 

  >> wet weather could create  beautiful snow and great skiing  but 
getting there could be  dangerous if you are not  prepared. now 
with ways that you can get  ready before you hit the road? >> 
definitely slick road  conditions out here. we passed by a auto 
supply store and the clerk said she sold a  lot of chains and a few 
new  windshield wipers. >> rained today, and look was in the car. 
my rain jacket.  

1:16 3/2/15 11:00p severe weather 

wild weather day here in southern california, snow in the 
mountains and hail turning the beaches white. and it's raining out 
there right now. >> it seems like it's not over. are we getting a lot 
more? fritz coleman has the answers. >> over the last couple 
hours the doppler has beefed back up again. malibu, we are 
seeing action about to blow ashore. the san fern than doe valley, 
all the way up to the north end of the valley from torrance up to 
gardena.  

1:48 3/2/15 11:01p severe weather 

>> nbc 4's beverly white continues our coverage tonight from east 
los angeles. >> reporter: we were witness to what fritz was 
describing a moment ago but it's from the national weather service 
we learned of a lightning strike south of malibu over the water 
number damage was reported. we don't know it struck anything in 
particular. but a lightning strike off malibu this evening. 
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0:52 3/18/15 11:00p severe weather 

a light show in the sky,  lightning strikes all over  southern 
california and that's  not all. many areas hit with hail. big hail, part 
of a wild weather  night that included rain and  snow in the 
mountains.  >> it's not over yet. we have trouble spots on the  
radar at 11:00 and fritz coleman  is tracking it all.   

2:02 3/24/15 11:00p severe weather 

break news. dangerous high winds throughout  southern california 
tonight. a driver trapped when a tree  falls on his car.  >> beverly 
white joins us live  in beverly hills where she was  just moved back 
for safety. >> reporter: that's right,  chuck, we are a few houses 
down  from where the incident happened  because the beverly 
hills police  believe the tree you see, there  are more trees just like 
it and  all at risk of coming down just  now. 

2:01 3/24/15 11:02p severe weather 

now out to robert kovacik in  west hollywood where wind is  
threatening to take down a  billboard on santa monica  billboard.  
>> a billboard the l.a. county  fire department tells me is more  like 
a sail right now. they are not sure which way it  is going to blow. 
they are monitoring it and it is  hanging on, on those four posts. we 
watched it sway back and  forth. it is in such a dangerous and  
precarious position that the  usar team that goes to places  like 
haiti has been called in to  try to reinforce this before it  collapses 
on to buildings on  either side of it. 

0:49 3/24/15 11:04p severe weather 

there is more as well. chris christie over north  hollywood where 
crews are work  on scaffolding that fell on an  apartment under 
construction.  >> this is the 13,000 block of  sherman way where 
just a short  time ago a sudden and scary  burst of wind came 
blowing  through here in north hollywood. this was a four-story tall 
tower  of scaffolding that came tipping  over over that wall in the  
center of your screen. 

1:27 3/24/15 11:05p severe weather 

the high winds will continue  to be an issue. the wind really kicked 
up the  dust in the san fernando valley. people out walking had to 
cover  their faces just to breathe. fritz coleman has been tracking  
all of this for us. has the wind died down? >> it settled down for the  
moment but it will shift  directions and become a light to  moderate 
santa ana winds. look at some of the peaks since  6:00 at no time. 

0:25 3/24/15 11:15p severe weather 

here's a live picture fire  crews on the scene as we are  following 
this dangerous  situation. high winds threatening to take  down a 
large billboard at santa  monica and robertson. robert kovacik is on 
the scene  there and reports that urban  search and rescue is 
trying to  secure the billboard before it  falls and it's likely to do that  
if they don't act quickly. 

0:12 3/24/15 11:18p severe weather 

as we told you at the top of  the news here, it has been a  very, 
very windy night in  southern california. news chopper 4 caught 
this "t"  wind in this flag in mission  hills tonight. fritz is tracking it 
for us. 

0:31 3/25/15 11:09p severe weather 

we are now getting our first  look at the aftermath in  oklahoma 
where several  devastating tornados touched  down killing at least 
one  person. there is damage throughout the  tulsa area. here's 
what it looked like when  the tornado passed by. you can see a car 
rocking back  and forth. part of a gym collapsed and some  of the 
70 people inside were  injured.  
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0:41 1/5/15 11:33p technology 

a self-driving car is getting closer to reality. we took one from a 
test drive took at the consumer electronics show in las vegas. new 
technology is called cruise for you. it will drive the car but is it not 
perfect. no, this car swerves when it crosses an intersection 
because there are no lines to follow and it cannot recognize 
people or bicycles and that is a huge problem.  there is additional 
software will get rid of this issue.  

0:51 1/15/15 11:07p technology 

do you ever feel like it's  taking your phone forever to  download 
directions or perhaps  stream video? the reason may not have 
anything  to do with the signal strength  of a cell tower. the 
problem is called  throttling. right now the federal government  is 
suing at&t for throttling  data speed by up to 90%. the ftc says 
customers paying  for unlimited data who use as  little as 2 
gigabytes in a  billing cycle are still  experiencing issues surfing 
the  web or streaming video. >> unlimited means unlimited. if you 
slow down the service of  customers who believe they're  getting 
unlimited data, they're  not getting unlimited data.  >> well, the 
government also  called out t-mobile. but the companies insist they  
only slow connection speeds in  order to manage their network. 
at&t wants the lawsuit  dismissed.  

0:33 1/16/15 11:17p technology 

we are getting a first look at the failed landing of a space x booster 
rocket. the camera on a floating platform captured these dramatic 
images minutes after it sent a spacecraft into orbit. the rocket 
touched down at an angle and exploded into a huge ball of fire 
here. it was the first attempt at making a soft landing. many 
experts say it is remarkable it hit the floating platform at all. 
another landing test is planned for next month.  

0:32 1/26/15 11:02p technology 

a social media outage could  be linked to a hacking group. 
facebook and tinder have been  taken down. this is the same 
group that took  credit for the christmas day  hacking that brought 
down xbox  and playstation networks. we are contacting facebook 
and  instagram and will bring you  information on the break story. 
you can follow developments on  the nbc l.a. app right now.   

1:21 1/26/15 11:14p technology 

more now on the breaking  news we told you about at the  top of 
the hour. a major social media outage.  >> a notorious hacking 
group  taking responsibility on  twitter. robert kovacik is tracking 
the  developments for us. >> reporter: we can tell you  that a 
number of social media  sites are back online including  facebook 
and instagram. they went off just basically no  one could use them 
or access  them. there was nothing wrong with  your computer or 
smartphone. you just couldn't get on. we spoke with a source at  
facebook who called it a  standard denial of service  attack just 
after 10:00 tonight. 

0:22 2/6/15 11:17p technology 

uber will be introducing  safety features for riders. the company will 
launch a panic  button on the app to allow a  rider to notify police 
in case  of an emergency and allow users  to share their details 
with up  to five people.   

0:36 2/9/15 11:33p technology 

are you in the market for a  new tv? samsung is responding to  
concerns about the smart tv  voice recognition feature. the small 
print in the privacy  policy warns that the voice  recognition feature 
can record  your personal conversations. now depending on where 
you have  that tv, it could be quite  embarrassing. there are reports 
that  information can then be passed  along to third parties. 
samsung calls those claims  groundless and reminds users you  
can deactivate the voice  feature.   
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0:36 2/16/15 11:17p technology 

movie shoots, bridge  inspections, real estate  appraisals, the sky 
really is  the limit for drones under a new  proposal. they cannot be 
flown under 500  feet at night or near an  airport. and the person 
flying the drone  has to be certified. 

0:21 2/18/15 11:18p technology 

starting tomorrow, uber is  launching its carpool service  right here 
in l.a. the company says you can save  50% by using the uber 
pool  service, which matches two  passengers per ride for similar  
routes. you can also bring along one  person with you, for a total of  
four people in the car.  

0:28 3/12/15 11:18p technology 

three, two, one -- zero. and liftoff. >> always a spectacular sight at  
night. nasa launching its atlas five  rocket tonight. this rocket has 
four small sat  likes lights and is going to  study a cosmic 
phenomenon known  as magnetic reconnection. they are basically 
looking at  magnetic field lines that cause  explosions in space.   

0:30 3/23/15 11:20p technology 

your computer router could  be putting your online privacy  and 
security at risk. hackers can access millions of  these devices from 
anywhere  because people just don't change  the default 
password setting. hackers can see your credit card  data, social 
security number and  more. you can find more tips on how to  
keep your home computer safe  from hackers on our free nbc  l.a. 
app. 

0:34 3/27/15 11:33p technology 

and liftoff. the year in space starts now.  >> there he goes. that is 
astronaut scott kelly on  his way to the international  space station. 
he will spend a year in space to  test how the human body adapts  
to long-term space flight. 

0:40 1/5/15 11:16p Transportation 

 air care is promising to put cash in your pocket quickly if you have 
problems with your flight like delays, missed connections and lost 
bags. if you pay 2w5 $25 a ticket they will deposit money in your 
paypal or bank account when these mishappens happen. but no 
everyone thinks this is the best option.   i want people to look at 
this as possibly a great deal but look at what else is out there.   air 
care does not cover all the problems like flight cancellations. it only 
covers domestic travel at this point.  

2:39 1/6/15 11:12p Transportation 

dangerous laser strikes aimed at pilots in cockpits flying out of 
l.a.x. we uncover lead the attacks in the past 48 hours. putting 
thousands of people in jeopardy. robert kovacik is live with this 
story for the first time. robert? >> reporter: there is a reason why 
were here. this is the home of news chopper 4 that is up in the air 
right now. keep in mind that having a laser is legal. pointing it at 
flying aircrafts is not legal. but however, it is becoming more and 
more popular, more and more dangerous. nearly 400 incidents 
reported in 2006. and now nearly 4,000 at the end of 2013. tonight 
we spoke with pilots, including our own who fear catastrophe is 
inevitable.  

0:56 1/7/15 11:16p Transportation 

everybody in this story is okay but out of michigan, a family of four 
hitched a ride accidentally they will never forget.>> we rammed 
into the back of a semitruck and hes not stopping and our car is 
embedded under it. >> the family was driving home this morning 
when they accidentally rear ended a tractor trailer and were 
wedged underneath. with the snow coming down, the truck driver 
didnt know the van was stuck there and dragged it for 16 miles 
down interstate 75.  
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0:26 1/8/15 11:05p Transportation 

happening now, searchers might be closer to the missing black 
box recorders from asian air flight 8501. teams are hearing pings 
now from one of those recorders. the pings have come and gone 
for the last few days, did you drivers still -- divers still need to 
confirm that the sound is from the voice and data black box 
recorders. the jet plunged into the java sea december the 28th 
with 162 people aboard. there were no survivors.   

0:28 1/9/15 11:33p Transportation 
we want to tell you about the road closures this weekend for the 
golden globe awards on Sunday 

0:24 1/12/15 11:16p Transportation 

two weeks of construction at  l.a.x. starts about two hours  ago. a 
gas company is installing a  new underground gas line. century 
boulevard west of  airport boulevard will go from  four lanes to one 
every night. work is scheduled weeknights  from 9:00 p.m. to 7:00 
a.m. crews are hoping to have this  all wrapped up by next friday.   

0:30 1/15/15 11:16p Transportation 

 parents traveling on a plane  with under 2s, well, that can be  
stressful enough. well, now brazilian airlines is  considering 
charging a toddler  tax for parents who travel with  infants on their 
laps. right now children under 2 fly  free, or they're charged 10% of  
a full fare. but brazil's airlines want to  change that rule. the tax is 
part of a proposal to  update airline regulations in  that south 
american country. so far no u.s. carriers plan to  adopt such a tax.  

0:20 1/19/15 11:05p Transportation 

and a bomb threat forcing  the search of two planes, both  delta 
flights one just landed  coming from san francisco to new  york, the 
other leaving new york  for tel aviv. somebody apparently called in 
an  anonymous threat to delta, it  took about two hours to clear  
the scene.   

2:15 1/22/15 11:31p Transportation 

what are the chances the  flight you are on will crash? believe it or 
not there is an  app for that. yes it's true. i it is called "am i going  
down." a london based company created  this morbid app which 
uses  flight statistics for 10 million  happy apps. if you are flying 
say from hong  kong to los angeles there is  about a 1 in a million 
chance  the plane won't make it.  

2:24 1/26/15 11:04p Transportation 

amtrak cancelled all rail  service between boston and new  york. 
and video from boston gives you  an idea how brutal this blizzard  
is. blowing and drifting snow making  driving or walk treacherous. 
a state of emergency for 60  million people across the  northeast. 
many got a flight out before the  blizzard hit and arrived at  l.a.x. 
tonight. and beverly white talked with  some of them. >> reporter: 
that's right. 4300 and counting. that's the number of flights  that 
have been cancelled. regional weather emergency is  having 
implications coast to  coast. we spoke to angelenos who are  
happy to be back. we met travellers who were  thrilled to dodge 
the blizzard  of 2015. this couple left right before  mother nature 
brought the hammer  down.  

1:40 1/27/15 11:05p Transportation 

breaking news, a swarm of  new internet bomb threats  targeting 
commercial jet liners  including a flight out of l.a.x.  that plane 
landed safely at  o'hare in the past few hours. nbc 4's robert 
kovacik is in our  newsroom right now. you have been on the 
phone with  the fbi tonight. what are they saying? >> reporter: as 
soon as that  american airlines 737 touched  down the fbi says 
passengers and  luggage were sweeped for  explosives and none 
found. and nbc news investigative unit  confirms more threats 
made  tonight. one made just about 45 minutes  ago.  
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0:15 2/3/15 11:33p Transportation 
and if you are flying to san  francisco, delta is upgrading to  a 
boeing 717. that means 40% more seats. delta is rolling out the 
new jet  on eight of their daily flights  to san francisco.   

0:21 2/9/15 11:04p Transportation 

happening right now, this is  what happens when a jet has to  
make an emergency landing  without the nose gear. this u.s. 
airways flight from  philadelphia to houston skidded  to a stop after 
the front  landing gear didn't extend  properly. one of the 
passengers sent this  picture to his son who tweeted  it out. none 
of the 57 people on board  was hurt.   

2:22 2/9/15 11:04p Transportation 

now new at 11:00, an  investigation is underway  tonight into how 
a drone came  dangerously close to a southwest  flight that was 
landing at  l.a.x. one of the questions  being asked tonight, what 
was  this helicopter drone doing at  more than 4,000 feet? nbc 4's 
gadi schwartz is here  with audio from the plane. >> reporter: the 
recordings are  giving us a glimpse of what  pilots are dealing with 
as  drones are more affordable and  popular. take a listen to this  
conversation between a southwest  pilot and control at l.a.x.   

0:37 2/16/15 11:10p Transportation 

get ready for traffic and  the oscars this sunday. preparation is 
already underway  outside the dolby theater in  hollywood. that 
means the road closures  between highland and orange is  already 
in effect for drivers. it will not be lifted until next  tuesday. luckily, 
the holiday made for  light traffic today, and the  sidewalks are still 
open. but some tourists are  disappointed the closure is  covering 
up some of the stars on  the walk of fame.  

0:20 2/17/15 11:13p Transportation 

gasoline prices continue  upwards, and the closure of a  refinery in 
torrance is not  helping the situation any. the average price in los 
angeles county is now up by more than 17 cents in just one week. 
yesterday the exxon mobil  refinery in torrance had a  mechanical 
problem serious  enough to temporarily shut down  operations 
there.  

0:39 2/17/15 11:15p Transportation 

for some bus riders here in  los angeles the age of fumbling  
around for loose change, cash or a fare card could soon be over. 
los angeles launching an app  that lets you pay for your ride  with 
a smartphone. riders can buy tickets or passes with a credit or 
debit card and  automatically store them on  their phones for use 
later.  

1:46 2/18/15 11:00p Transportation 

right before our eyes, gas  prices go up. look what we found. an oil 
refinery explosion only  hours ago already has us paying  more at 
the pump. >> you don't like to see those  numbers change like 
that, do  you? hetty chang is live. >> reporter: you may want to  fill 
up on your way home  tonight. it happened to us as we were  
pulling into this mobil gas  station. we saw the clerk change it.  

0:20 2/23/15 11:04p Transportation 

scary moments for dozens of  passengers on a flight in dallas  
tonight. the plane was taxiing on the  runway when it went off the  
runway and on to the grass  there. one of the passengers sent us  
these pictures you're seeing. the airline had to bus all the  
passengers and crew members back  to the terminal.   

0:34 2/24/15 11:06p Transportation 

we have breaking news right  now, many people will not be  
making their flights tonight. southwest airlines just grounded  128 
planes -- that's one fifth  of its fleet of 737s because  they missed 
required safety  inspections. more than 90 flights have been  
cancelled so far. inspectors failed to check  backup hydraulics on 
the planes. we are checking on the impact at  l.a.x. and airports in 
southern  california, still no answer on  that but we will continue.   
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0:23 2/24/15 11:33p Transportation 

a new vote in sacramento to  lower the state's gas tax but  will it 
mean a difference at the  pump? last wednesday's explosion at  
the torrance refinery caused  prices to rise a bit. and there was a 
vote to reduce  the gas tax by 6 cents a gallon  by summer. but 
other factors will determine  the price we ultimately pay.   

0:22 2/27/15 11:33p Transportation 
gas may jump up $.15 a gallon overnight. aaa said is that january, 
the  year 2000 was the last time our  region saw a one-day jump 
this  large.  

0:25 3/3/15 11:08p Transportation 

72 passengers on the asiana  flight that crashed in san  francisco 
have reached a  settlement. the crash kill lead the chinese  
teenagers and injured 20 other  passengers and crew members. 
this is the first set of  lawsuits to be resolved. there are dozens of 
others  pending.   

0:34 3/5/15 11:06p Transportation 

the crash will likely renew the  controversy over what to do  about 
the santa monica airport. keep it operating or shut it  down. 
residents argue it is unsafe  because of proximity to homes in  
venice and santa monica. santa monica officials have  talked 
about closing all or part  of the airport after this july. but pilots like 
harrison ford  use it and want it open. 

0:45 3/5/15 11:13p Transportation 

15 hours after it slid off  the runway at la guardia, delta  flight 1086 
remains sitting up  against the fence there, few  feet away from a 
frigid bay. video a witness shot moments  after the crash captured 
the  understandable relief the  passengers felt. it also showed the 
challenges  the flight crew faced, helping  127 passengers escape 
as the  plane began leaking fuel.  

0:37 3/6/15 11:09p Transportation 

now new questions about the  future of the santa monica  airport 
following this crash. supporters say that the airport  is an important 
part of the  economy of the region and the  faa says it is safe and 
they  have no intention of closing it. others say the real problem is  
with jets that use the runway  there. >> what if we have an 
earthquake  disaster, where else will  weiland? >> a crash that 
could take out a  whole block if one of those jets  that fliers out 
there.  >> crashes involving planes  landing or departing the 
airport  in the last 25 years average  less than one every two years 

0:26 3/6/15 11:33p Transportation 

there's a feeling in  huntington beach that red light  cameras do 
more harm than good. now there's a move to have them  taken 
down on a permanent basis. mathieu harper says he has the  
evidence. rear end accidents have  increased because of those 
red  light cameras. people slam on the brakes to  avoid detection 
or speed up at  the last second. he opposes the extra fees that  
are tacked on those red light  tickets. 

0:19 3/6/15 11:33p Transportation 

if you're going to be flying  in or out of l.a.x., you might  run into 
runway delays. one of the four runways will be  shut down for next 
month or so. the closures began today,  mandatory federal safety  
improvements. other roadways will be shut down  one by one over 
the next three  years.  

0:23 3/12/15 11:17p Transportation 

cracking down again. more red light cameras are set  to go up in 
beverly hills. the enter sections include  wilshire and whittier drive,  
olympic boulevard and roxbury  drive and sunset and crescent  
drive. drivers will get a 30-day  warning period. 

0:26 3/19/15 11:33p Transportation 

a big dig to tell you about  tonight that will cause some  major road 
closures. l.a. dwp is taking the reservoir  out of service and 
replacing wit  a buried tank. they're trying to meet some  tougher 
water quality standards. people were told about the eight  to ten-
month project out there  tonight.  
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0:42 3/20/15 11:17p Transportation 

tonight we are looking at  some of the most dangerous  
intersections in los angeles and  why so many people are being hit  
by cars in those areas. los angeles walks an  organization that 
strives to  make walking in l.a. more  enjoyable and safer has 
created  a map showing many of the  pedestrian hot spots. on the 
list, santa monica and  vermont. and flower and wilshire in  
downtown. 

0:26 3/20/15 11:33p Transportation 

get ready for more weekend  traffic than usual in the san  fernando 
valley. 5.5 mile route from north  hollywood to universal city. it's to 
encourage walk and  biking as alternatives to  driving. here's a 
look at the closed  streets. we can help your steer around  the 
traffic with our free nbc  l.a. news app.   

0:50 3/26/15 11:16p Transportation 

toll lanes are supposed to  make your commute a lot easier  and 
faster, but one change seems  to be doing just the opposite on  
the harbor freeway. jeremy simmons rides his  motorcycle on that 
freeway five  days a week, and he told us he  has seen a big 
difference since  the metropolitan transportation  authority let solo 
drivers pay  for access to high occupancy  express lanes. 

0:57 3/27/15 11:17p Transportation 

you talk about your  uncomfortable flights,  passengers on a virgin 
airlines  flight tonight are told to stop  using the bathroom on the 
coast  to coast flight because the  toilets got all clogged up. a 
viewer sent us an e-mail  midair and shared this video. the flight 
should be landing  soon in new york. but passengers say the flight  
attendants announced the toilets  were full and wouldn't flush. 

0:21 3/31/15 11:33p Transportation 

a pair of ride sharing  companies has been allowed to  pick up 
passengers, uber and  wings applied for permission to  pick up 
passengers. john wayne airport is one of the  first in southern 
california to  allow uber, lyft and other ride  share services.   
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ACCESS HOLLYWOOD, Recorded, 
Other/Public Affairs/Entertainment, 7:30-
8:00PM Monday through Friday, and as 
an hour at various times on the weekend, 
is an entertainment news-magazine 
which discusses the current news and 
issues in the entertainment business.  
The program also profiles current stars as 
well as behind-the-camera personalities. 
  

NBC4 NEWS CONFERENCE, Local, 
Public Affairs/Other, various times on 
Sunday, is a regularly scheduled series 
featuring topical, informative interviews 
with public figures, community leaders, 
and government officials. 

NBC4 NEWS, Local, News, various times 
and lengths, Monday through Sunday, 
includes concise reports from authorities 
on a variety of subjects as well as 
comprehensive coverage of fast breaking 
stories in Southern California, the nation, 
the world. 

DATELINE NBC, Network, News/Public 
Affairs/Other, various times, is a prime 
time news magazine program co-hosted 
by Jane Pauley and Stone Phillips.  There 
are usually 3 segments per show, 15-20 
minutes each.  

EXTRA!, Recorded, Public Affairs/ 
Other/Entertainment, 7:00-7:30PM 
Monday through Friday, and as an hour 
at various times on the weekend, is a 
news magazine program about the 
current happenings in and around Los 
Angeles.  

MEET THE PRESS, Network, Public 
Affairs, 8:00-9:00AM Sunday, is the 
longest running program on television.  
Different members of the press and 
media join each week to question leading 
figures involved in and/or with expertise in 
current and timely issues and events. 

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS, Network, 
News/Public Affairs, 6:30-7:00PM 
Monday through Friday; various times 
Saturday and Sunday covers hard news 
of the day as well as commentaries.  
Segments are usually 3-5 minutes in 
length. 

TODAY IN L.A., Local, News/Public 
Affairs/Other, 4:30-7:00AM covers news, 
interviews, discussions, and reviews with 
a decided emphasis on Southern 
California in general and Los Angeles, in 
particular. 

TODAY IN L.A.:  WEEKEND, Local, 
News/Public Affairs/Other, 7:00-8:00AM 
Saturday and Sunday covers news, 
interviews, discussions, and reviews.  It is 
the weekend version of the weekday 
program.   

TODAY SHOW, Network, Public 
Affairs/News/Other/Entertainment, 7:00-
10:00AM Monday through Friday, is a 
presentation of NBC News.  It covers 
national and international news as well as 
news making interviews, discussions, and 
reviews.   Segments are usually 3-5 
minutes in length. 
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ON THE MONEY, Recorded, Public 
Affairs/Other, various times on the 
weekend.  This weekly program hosted 
by Maria Bartiromo who has been 
covering financial news for over 15-years.  
The program gets inside the best minds 
in business with high-profile newsmakers, 
high-powered debates and high-priority 
issues.  There is a what’s new segment 
featuring top newsmaker interviews on 
the upcoming week’s most pressing 
financial news stories.  Also, there is a 
“personal journal” segment where viewers 
will learn and be able to take away 

important information on 401K news, 
taxes, retirement, investing and career as 
well as views of top money managers. 

WEEKEND TODAY SHOW, Network, 
News/Public Affairs/Other, 60-minutes, 
various times Saturday morning and 
Sunday morning, covers national and 
international news as well as interviews, 
discussions, and reviews.  Segments are 
usually 3-5 minutes in length. 

 

 
 

 

 

KNBC’s daily program schedule for the reporting quarter follows.
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start 
time

Mon 12/29/14 Tue 12/30/14 Wed 12/31/14 Thu 1/1/15 Fri 1/2/15 Sat 1/3/15 Sun 1/4/15
start 
time

5:00a
Wen Healthy Hai (Paid 

Program) 
5:00a

5:30a Women of Power [5R] 5:30a

6:00a Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a 7:00a

7:30a 7:30a

8:00a Tournament of Roses Parade Astroblast 8:00a

8:30a The Chica Show 8:30a

9:00a Tree Fu Tom
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201501]
9:00a

9:30a Lazytown On the Money [#1684] 9:30a

10:00a
Cp 2 V. 1 /Newd (Paid 

Program) 
10:00a

10:30a
Teeter Hang Up  (Paid 

Program) 
10:30a

11:00a Poppy Cat org sch 1/3 [#201] 11:00a

11:30a
Noodle and Doodle org sch 

1/3 [#119] 
11:30a

12:00p 12:00p

12:30p 12:30p

1:00p 1:00p

1:30p
Access Hollywood Live jip 

[AHL1124R] 
1:30p

2:00p The Meredith Vieira Show
Cp 2 V. 1 /Newd (Paid 

Program) 
Open House [#5271] 2:00p

2:30p
NBC4 News Special Report 

LAPD News Conference  
(2:33p)

Proactiv 14 V.  (Paid 
Program) 

On the Money [#1684] 2:30p

3:00p Steve Harvey [3014R] Open House [#5276]
The Better Memo (Paid 

Program) 
3:00p

3:30p
NBC4 News Special Report 3.9 

Earthquake - San Pedro  (3:44p)
LXTV: First Look Dress Me 

Up [3251R] 
Wolfgang Puck O (Paid 

Program) 
3:30p

4:00p NBC Nightly News Open House [#5276] 4:00p

4:30p
NBC Sports Special NFL 

Prre-Game 
On the Money [#1684] 4:30p

5:00p NBC4 News 5:00p

5:30p NBC Nightly News 5:30p

6:00p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

6:30p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
6:30p

7:00p Extra [#21097] Extra [#21098] Extra [#21099] Extra [#21100] Extra [#21101] 7:00p

7:30p Access Hollywood [#4776] Access Hollywood [#4777] Access Hollywood [#4778] Access Hollywood [#4779] Access Hollywood [#4780] 7:30p

8:00p 8:00p

8:30p NBC4 News (8:41p) 8:30p

9:00p Bad Judge 9:00p

9:30p A to Z 9:30p

10:00p 10:00p

10:30p 10:30p

11:00p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p 11:30p

11:35p NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a 12:30a

1:00a
LXTV: First Look Dress Me Up 

[3251R]  (1:02a)
1:00a

1:30a
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)
Open House [#5271] 1:30a

2:00a 2:00a

2:30a
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(2:32a)
Montelongo Flip (Paid 

Program)  (2:32a)
2:30a

3:00a 1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

3:30a Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

4:00a Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

4:30a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Omega Larry Kin 
(Paid Program) 

Proactiv 14 V.  (Paid 
Program) 

Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1121R]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [3052R]

Ellen [12027R]

NBC4 News at 5p

State of Affairs

State of Affairs

State of Affairs

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3072R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1122R]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Ellen [12033R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Chicago Fire

Chicago Fire

Chicago Fire

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3076R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1123R]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [3061R]

Ellen [12004R]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC News Special A 
Toast to 2014 

NBC's New Year's Eve 
with Carson Daly

NBC's New Year's Eve 
with Carson Daly

The Tonight Show 
Starring Jimmy Fallon

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (1:32a)

Steve Harvey [3074R] 
(3:02a)

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Tournament of Roses 
Parade 126th 

National Hockey 
League Chicago @ 

Washington 

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [3048R]

Ellen [12018R]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Biggest Loser

Parenthood

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3073R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1125R]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3202]

Ellen [12002R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Grimm

Dateline NBC (The 
Man Who Wasn’t 

There) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3075R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

U.S. Army All-
American Football

Action Sports USSA: Mid 
Season Recap  (1:03p)

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Baltimore 

Ravens @ Pittsburgh 
Steelers  

NBC Sunday Night Football 
Baltimore Ravens @ 

Pittsburgh Steelers   (7:34p)

Extra Weekend 
[#21102] (9:14p)

Dateline NBC (In an 
Instant) 

Saturday Night Live    
(Woody Harrelson & 

Kendrick Lamar) 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W956] (1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W956]

Extra Weekend 
[#21102]

NBC4 News

Dateline NBC (Starting 
Over & Afer Midnight) 

Celebrity Apprentice

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#21102]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press

Page 1 of 14
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start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 1/5/15 Tue 1/6/15 Wed 1/7/15 Thu 1/8/15 Fri 1/9/15 Sat 1/10/15 Sun 1/11/15
start 
time

Cp 2 V.1/Cr (Paid Program) 
1/15 Los Angles (Paid 

Program) 
5:00a

Women of Power [6R] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Astroblast 8:00a

The Chica Show 8:30a

Tree Fu Tom
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201502]
9:00a

Today Show (9:35a) On the Money [#1685] 9:30a

NBC4 News Special Report 
Tour Bus Crash  (10:13a)

10:00a

Today Show (10:27a) 10:30a

Golf PGA Tour: Season 
Reset 

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

Days of Our Lives (1:04p) 1:00p

Days of Our Lives (1:33p) 1:30p

LXTV: First Look Hollywood's 
Biggest Party [#3257] 

2:00p

Talk Stoop - Award Season 
Kick-Off [#397]

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

NBC4 News (5:27p) 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
6:30p

Extra [#21103] Extra [#21104] Extra [#21105] Extra [#21106] Extra [#21107] Open House [#5277] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4781] Access Hollywood [#4782] Access Hollywood [#4783] Access Hollywood [#4784] Access Hollywood [#4785]
LXTV: First Look Hollywood's 

Biggest Party [#3257] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

Marry Me Bad Judge 9:00p

About a Boy A to Z 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

Going Roggin (12:11a) 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Hollywood's 
Biggest Party [#3257]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5272] 1:30a

2:00a

Nuvo H2O #8 (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a
Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Meaningful Beau 
(Paid Program) 

Fast Five Plus  (Paid 
Program) 

Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1126]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3080]

Ellen [12036R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Celebrity Apprentice

State of Affairs

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3038R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1127]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3078]

Ellen [#12075]

NBC4 News at 5p

Parks & Recreation

Chicago Fire

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3009R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1128]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives jip  
(1:04p)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3077]

Ellen [#12076]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Mysteries of Laura

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Chicago P.D.

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3058R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1129]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3079]

Ellen [#12077]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Biggest Loser

Parenthood

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3011R] 
(3:05a)

Today in LA 5am

Today Show (7:11a)

NBC News Special Report 
Paris Shootings  (8:04a)

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1130]

NBC4 News at Noon

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3081]

Ellen [#12078]

NBC4 News at 5p

Grimm

Dateline NBC (Secrets of the 
Snake River) 

NBC News Special 
Countdown to the Globes 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3201R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Soccer Barclay's 
Premier League 

NBC Sports Special NFL 
Prre-Game 

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Baltimore 

Ravens @ New 
England Patriots 

NBC4 News

Dateline Saturday Night 
Mystery (Family 

Business) 

Saturday Night Live    

Saturday Night Live    
(Jim Carrey & Iggy 

Azalea) 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W957] (1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Action Sports USSA: 
Freestyle Intl 

Golf Hyundai 
Tournament of 

Champions 

1st Look: Live on the 
Red Carpet

Golden Globe Awards 
Red Carpet Special

Golden Globe Awards

Golden Globe Awards 
encore presentation  

(8:06p)

NBC4 News at 11p 
(11:12p)

Extra Weekend jip 
[#21108]  (12:41a)

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st qtr 2015 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 04/02/15

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 1/12/15 Tue 1/13/15 Wed 1/14/15 Thu 1/15/15 Fri 1/16/15 Sat 1/17/15 Sun 1/18/15
start 
time

Nutribullet Rx  (Paid 
Program) 

Cp 2 V. 1 /Newd (Paid 
Program) 

5:00a

Women of Power [#7] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Astroblast 8:00a

The Chica Show 8:30a

Today Show Today Show Tree Fu Tom
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201503]
9:00a

Today Show jip  (9:36a)
NBC News Special Report 

Presidential News Conference  
(9:35a)

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Antis 2015 / Md (Paid 
Program) 

On the Money [#1686] 3:00p

Lazytown org sch 1/17 [#123] Lazytown org sch 1/10 [#120] 3:30p

Poppy Cat org sch 1/17 
[#203] 

Poppy Cat org sch 1/10 
[#202] 

4:00p

Noodle and Doodle org sch 
1/17 [#121] 

Noodle and Doodle org sch 
1/10 [#120] 4:30p

NBC4 News NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
6:30p

Extra [#21109] Extra [#21110] Extra [#21111] Extra [#21112] Extra [#21113] Open House [#5269] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4786] Access Hollywood [#4787] Access Hollywood [#4788] Access Hollywood [#4789] Access Hollywood [#4790]
LXTV: First Look The 

Getaway  [#3258] 
7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

Marry Me Bad Judge 9:00p

About a Boy A to Z 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look The Getaway  
[#3258]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5273] 1:30a

2:00a

Montelongo Flip (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a
Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
L U M I N E S S (Paid 

Program) 
The Better Memo 
(Paid Program) 

Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1131]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3083]

Ellen [#12079]

NBC4 News at 5p

Celebrity Apprentice

State of Affairs

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3052R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1132]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3071]

Ellen [#12080]

NBC4 News at 5p

Parks & Recreation

Chicago Fire

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3014R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1133]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3082]

Ellen [#12081]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Mysteries of Laura

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Chicago P.D.

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3061R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1134]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3042]

Ellen [#12082]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Biggest Loser

Parenthood

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3048R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show jip  
(10:03a)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1135]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3090]

Ellen [#12083]

NBC4 News at 5p

Constantine

Grimm

Dateline NBC (Deadly 
Betrayal) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3202R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Soccer Barclay's 
Premier League 

NBC Sports Special 
Incredible Dog Challenge 

NBC Sports Special 
USSA: Freestyle Intl 

Figure Skating US Figure 
Skating Championships 

Preview 

NBC4 News

Dateline Saturday Night 
Mystery (The Officer's 

Wife) 

Saturday Night Live    

Saturday Night Live    
(Kevin Hart & Sia) new 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W958] (1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

National Hockey 
League NY Rangers 

@ Pittsburgh 

Figure Skating US Figure 
Skating Championships 

Preview  (12:05p)

Golf Sony Open  
(12:59p)

NBC4 News

Dateline NBC (Second 
Chances) 

NBC Movie of the 
Week Bridesmaids 

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#21114]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st qtr 2015 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 04/02/15

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 1/19/15 Tue 1/20/15 Wed 1/21/15 Thu 1/22/15 Fri 1/23/15 Sat 1/24/15 Sun 1/25/15
start 
time

1/15 La Fbs (Paid Program) 5:00a

Women of Power [#8] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Astroblast 8:00a

The Chica Show 8:30a

Tree Fu Tom
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201504]
9:00a

Lazytown Cp 2 V.1/Cr (Paid Program) 9:30a

Poppy Cat 10:00a

Noodle and Doodle 10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

Days of Our Lives 1:00p

Days of Our Lives (1:27p) 1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin
Atlantis 2015 / (Paid 

Program) 
3:00p

Atlantis 2015 / (Paid 
Program) 

Omega Larry Kin (Paid 
Program) 

3:30p

Open House [#5278] 4:00p

On the Money [#1687] 4:30p

NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
6:30p

Extra [#21115] Extra [#21117] Extra [#21118] Extra [#21119] Open House [#5278] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4791] Access Hollywood [#4793] Access Hollywood [#4794] Access Hollywood [#4795]
LXTV: First Look Animal 

Instincts  [#3259] 7:30p

Parks & Recreation 8:00p

Parks & Recreation 8:30p

Extra [#21116] Bad Judge 9:00p

Access Hollywood [#4792] A to Z 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5265] 1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a
Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Larry King V9 (Paid 

Program) 
1/15 La Fbs (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1136]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3085]

Ellen [#12084]

NBC4 News at 5p

Celebrity Apprentice

State of Affairs

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3080R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1137]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3088]

Ellen [#12085]

State of the Union 
Address

Dateline NBC (Deadly 
Trust) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3078R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1138] (11:02a)

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3087]

Ellen [#12086]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Mysteries of Laura

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Chicago P.D.

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3077R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1139]

NBC4 News at Noon

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3084]

Ellen [#12087]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Biggest Loser

Parenthood

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3079R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1140]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3069]

Ellen [#12088]

NBC4 News at 5p

Constantine

Grimm

Dateline NBC (The 
Unusual Suspects) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3081R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

NBC Sports Special 
World of Adventure 

Figure Skating US 
Figure Skating 

Championships: Paris 
Free Dance 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W959]

NBC4 News

Figure Skating US 
Figure Skating 

Championships: 
Women's Free Dance 

Saturday Night Live    
(Blake Shelton) new 

Now Brian Copeland 
(1:02a)

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W959] (2:02a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Special 
Auto Show 

NBC Sports Special 
Mecum Auto Show 

NBC Sports Special 
Lindsay Vonn Special 

Figure Skating US 
Figure Skating 

Championships: Men's 
Free Dance 

NBC4 News

Dateline NBC (The 
Mystery Man) 

Miss Universe Pageant

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#21120]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st qtr 2015 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 04/02/15

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 1/26/15 Tue 1/27/15 Wed 1/28/15 Thu 1/29/15 Fri 1/30/15 Sat 1/31/15 Sun 2/1/15
start 
time

Open House [#5252] 5:00a

Women of Power [#9] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Saturday Today Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Astroblast 8:00a

The Chica Show 8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Tree Fu Tom org sch 1/31 
[#106] 3:00p

Lazytown org sch 1/31 [#126] 3:30p

Poppy Cat org sch 1/31 
[#205] 

4:00p

Noodle and Doodle org sch 
1/31 [#122] 4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
6:30p

Extra [#21121] Extra [#21122] Extra [#21123] Extra [#21124] Extra [#21125] Open House [#5279]
NBC Sports Super Bowl Post-

Game Show  (7:10p) 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4796] Access Hollywood [#4797] Access Hollywood [#4798] Access Hollywood [#4799] Access Hollywood [#4800]
Super Bowl Zone The Big 

Game [#3260] 
7:30p

Parks & Recreation 8:00p

Parks & Recreation NBC4 News (8:39p) 8:30p

Marry Me 9:00p

About a Boy 9:30p

10:00p

NBC4 News (10:17p) 10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look The Big Game 
[#3260]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a) 1:30a

2:00a

Marb0126Loca (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a
Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
1/15 La Fbs (Paid 

Program) 
Cp 2 V.2A/Cr (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1141]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3086]

Ellen [#12089]

NBC4 News at 5p

Celebrity Apprentice

State of Affairs

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3083R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1142]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3089]

Ellen [#12090]

NBC4 News at 5p

Chicago Fire

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3071R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1143]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3092]

Ellen [#12091]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Mysteries of Laura

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Chicago P.D.

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3082R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1144]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3032]

Ellen [#12092]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Biggest Loser

Parenthood

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3042R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1145]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3091]

Ellen [#12093]

NBC4 News at 5p

Constantine

Grimm

Dateline NBC 
(Obession) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3090R]

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W960]

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Soccer Barclay's 
Premier League 

Figure Skating US 
Figure Skating 

Championships: 
Exhibition 

NBC Sports Special Road to 
the Super Bowl 

NBC Sports Special Chris 
Collinsworth NFL Special 

NBC4 News

NBC Specials SNL's NFL 
Saturday 

NBC Sports Special 
NFL Honors 

Saturday Night Live    
(Jk Simmons & 
D’Angelo) new 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W960] (1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

NBC Sports NFL Special: 
Together We Make Football 

NBC Sports Super 
Bowl Pre-Game Show 

NBC Sports Super 
Bowl XLIX 

The Blacklist (7:38p)

The Tonight Show 
Starring Jimmy Fallon 

(9:13p)

Going Roggin

The Tonight Show 
Starring Jimmy Fallon

Extra Weekend jip 
[#21126]  (1:03a)

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st qtr 2015 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 04/02/15

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 2/2/15 Tue 2/3/15 Wed 2/4/15 Thu 2/5/15 Fri 2/6/15 Sat 2/7/15 Sun 2/8/15
start 
time

Cp 2 V.2A/Cr (Paid 
Program) 

Proactiv 14 V.  (Paid 
Program) 

5:00a

Women of Power [#10] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Astroblast 8:00a

The Chica Show 8:30a

Tree Fu Tom
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201506]
9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

Action Sports USSA: Grand 
Prix 

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin
Cp 2 V.2A/Cr (Paid 

Program) 
3:00p

Lazytown org sch 2/7 [#127] 
Ll Livingwell 3 (Paid 

Program) 
3:30p

Poppy Cat org sch 2/7 [#206] Open House [#5280] 4:00p

Noodle and Doodle org sch 
2/7 [#123] 

On the Money [#1689] 4:30p

NBC4 News NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
6:30p

Extra [#21127] Extra [#21128] Extra [#21129] Extra [#21130] Extra [#21131] Open House [#5280] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4801] Access Hollywood [#4802] Access Hollywood [#4803] Access Hollywood [#4804] Access Hollywood [#4805]
LXTV: First Look Not 
Growing Up [3253R] 

7:30p

Parks & Recreation 8:00p

Parks & Recreation 8:30p

Marry Me 9:00p

About a Boy 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Not Growing 
Up [3253R]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:39a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5274] 1:30a

2:00a

Derm Exclusive  (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a
Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Resurgence V501 

(Paid Program) 
Ll Livingwell 3 (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1146]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3093]

Ellen [#12094]

NBC4 News at 5p

Celebrity Apprentice

State of Affairs

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3085R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1147]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3095]

Ellen [#12095]

NBC4 News at 5p

Chicago Fire

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:39a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3088R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1148]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3099]

Ellen [#12096]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Mysteries of Laura

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Chicago P.D.

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3087R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1149]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3096]

Ellen [#12097]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Blacklist

The Blacklist

Allegiance

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3084R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1150]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3100]

Ellen [#12098]

NBC4 News at 5p

Constantine

Grimm

Dateline NBC (What Lies 
Beneath) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3069R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Soccer Barclay's 
Premier League 

NBC Sports Special 
World Alpine 

Championships 

Figure Skating 
European Figure 

Skating 
Championships 

NBC4 News

Dateline Saturday Night 
Mystery (Before Dawn) 

Saturday Night Live    

Saturday Night Live    
(Amy Adams & One 

Direction) 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W961] (1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

National Hockey 
League Chicago @ St. 

Louis 

Action Sports USSA: 
Freestyle Cup  (12:04p)

NBC Sports Special 
World Alpine 

Championships 

NBC4 News

Dateline NBC (A Killing in 
Cottonwood) 

American Ninja Warrior

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#21132]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st qtr 2015 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 04/02/15

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 2/9/15 Tue 2/10/15 Wed 2/11/15 Thu 2/12/15 Fri 2/13/15 Sat 2/14/15 Sun 2/15/15
start 
time

Mypillow Mpbogo (Paid 
Program) 

5:00a

Open House [#5275] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Astroblast 8:00a

The Chica Show 8:30a

Tree Fu Tom
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201507]
9:00a

Lazytown 9:30a

Poppy Cat 10:00a

Noodle and Doodle 10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

NBC4 News Special Report 
Presidential Statement  

(12:37p)
12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

NBC4 News Conference 
[#201507]

Body Beast 010 (Paid 
Program) 

3:00p

Keith Urban Gui (Paid 
Program) 

Wolfgang Puck O (Paid 
Program) 

3:30p

On the Money [#1690] 4:00p

Life Connected Special in 
Celebration of Black History 

Month 
4:30p

NBC4 News NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
6:30p

Extra [#21133] Extra [#21134] Extra [#21135] Extra [#21136] Extra [#21137] Open House [#5281] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4806] Access Hollywood [#4807] Access Hollywood [#4808] Access Hollywood [#4809] Access Hollywood [#4810]
LXTV: First Look 40 Years of 

Laughs [#3261] 7:30p

Parks & Recreation 8:00p

Parks & Recreation 8:30p

Marry Me 9:00p

About a Boy 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look 40 Years of 
Laughs [#3261]  (1:04a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a) 1:30a

2:00a

Marb0126Loca (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a
Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Proactiv 14 V.  (Paid 

Program) 
The Better Memo 
(Paid Program) 

Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1151]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3108]

Ellen [#12099]

NBC4 News at 5p

Celebrity Apprentice

Celebrity Apprentice

State of Affairs (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3086R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1152]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3101]

Ellen [#12100]

NBC4 News at 5p

Chicago Fire

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3089R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1153]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3109]

Ellen [#12101]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Mysteries of Laura

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Chicago P.D.

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3092R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL1154]

NBC4 News Special Report 
Car Chase  (11:42a)

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3097]

Ellen [#12102]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Slap

The Blacklist

Allegiance

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3032R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1155]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3102]

Ellen [#12103]

NBC4 News at 5p

Constantine

Grimm

Dateline NBC (River of 
Lies) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3091R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

NBC Sports Special 
USA Sevens Rugby 

NBC Sports Special 
World Alpine 

Championships 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W962]

NBC4 News

Dateline Saturday Night 
Mystery (Deadly 

Valentine) 

Saturday Night Live     
Valentine's Special 

Saturday Night Live     
(George Carlin & Janis 

Ian & Billy Preston) 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W962] (1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

National Hockey 
League Pittsburgh @ 

Chicago 

NBC Sports Special USA 
Sevens Rugby  (12:27p)

NBC Sports Special 
World Alpine 

Championships  (1:28p)

NBC4 News

NBC Specials SNL 40th 
Red Carpet 

NBC Specials SNL 
40th Anniversary 

NBC4 News at 11p

1st Look Live from New 
York: Celebrating SNL! 

(12:05a)

Extra Weekend jip 
[#21138]  (1:05a)

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st qtr 2015 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 04/02/15

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 2/16/15 Tue 2/17/15 Wed 2/18/15 Thu 2/19/15 Fri 2/20/15 Sat 2/21/15 Sun 2/22/15
start 
time

Cp 2 V.2A/Cr (Paid 
Program) 

Focus T25 Seque (Paid 
Program) 

5:00a

Women of Power [5R] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Astroblast 8:00a

The Chica Show 8:30a

Tree Fu Tom 9:00a

9:30a

NBC4 News Special Report 
Refinery Explosion  (9:55a)

10:00a

Today Show jip  (10:36a) 10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin
The Better Memo (Paid 

Program)  (3:09p)
3:00p

Lazytown org sch 2/21 [#130] 
Omega Larry Kin (Paid 

Program)  (3:39p)
3:30p

Poppy Cat org sch 2/21 
[#208] 

Open House jip [#5282]  
(4:09p)

4:00p

Noodle and Doodle org sch 
2/21 [#126] 

On the Money [#1691] 4:30p

NBC4 News NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#21139] Extra [#21140] Extra [#21141] Extra [#21142] Extra [#21143] Open House [#5282] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4811] Access Hollywood [#4812] Access Hollywood [#4813] Access Hollywood [#4814] Access Hollywood [#4815] Best in Shelter 7:30p

Parks & Recreation 8:00p

Parks & Recreation 8:30p

Marry Me 9:00p

About a Boy 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Taste of 
Korea [3256R]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5276] 1:30a

2:00a

Flash & Go Lux  (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a
Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
P90X3Success001 

(Paid Program) 
P90X3 Success 0 
(Paid Program) 

Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1156]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3104]

Ellen [#12104]

NBC4 News at 5p

Celebrity Apprentice

State of Affairs (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3093R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1157]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3107]

Ellen [#12105]

NBC4 News at 5p

Chicago Fire

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3095R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1158]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3103]

Ellen [#12106]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Mysteries of Laura

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Chicago P.D.

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3099R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1159]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3105]

Ellen [#12107]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Slap

The Blacklist

Allegiance (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3096R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1160]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3106]

Ellen [#12108]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC Specials SNL 
40th Anniversary 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3100R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Soccer Barclay's 
Premier League 

Figure Skating Four 
Continents Figure 

Skating 
Championships 

Action Sports World of 
Adventure 

NBC4 News

Dateline Saturday Night 
Mystery (A Gathering 

Storm) 

Saturday Night Live    

Saturday Night Live    
(Blake Shelton) 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W963] (1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

National Hockey 
League Washington 

@ Philadelphia 

National Hockey 
League Boston @ 
Chicago  (12:32p)

NBC4 News

Dateline NBC (At Close 
Range) 

Chicago Fire

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Chicago P.D.

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#21144]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st qtr 2015 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 04/02/15

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 2/23/15 Tue 2/24/15 Wed 2/25/15 Thu 2/26/15 Fri 2/27/15 Sat 2/28/15 Sun 3/1/15
start 
time

Cp 2 V.2A/Cr (Paid 
Program) 

21 Day Fix Sequ (Paid 
Program) 

5:00a

Open House [#5271] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a
NBC4 News Special Report 

Metrolink Crash 7:00a

7:30a

Astroblast 8:00a

Today Show jip  (8:37a) The Chica Show 8:30a

Tree Fu Tom 9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin
Cp 2 V. 1 /Newd (Paid 

Program) 
3:00p

Lazytown org sch 2/28 [#135] 
21 Day Fix Sequ (Paid 

Program) 
3:30p

Poppy Cat org sch 2/28 
[#209] 

On the Money [#1692] 4:00p

NBC Nightly News
Noodle and Doodle org sch 

2/28 [#101] 4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#21145] Extra [#21146] Extra [#21147] Extra [#21148] Extra [#21149] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4816] Access Hollywood [#4817] Access Hollywood [#4818] Access Hollywood [#4819] Access Hollywood [#4820] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Hangover 
Cures [#3262]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5277] 1:30a

2:00a

Rvla0223Ea5K (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a
Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Proactiv 14 V.  (Paid 

Program) 
Keith Urban Gui (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Meet the Press

Dateline NBC (Escape: 
The Wreck of the Costa 

Concordia) 

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#21150]

Dateline NBC

Golf The Honda 
Classic 

NBC4 News

The Voice

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W964] (1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Action Sports USSA: 
Grand Prix 

Action Sports Red Bull: 
Frozen Rush 

NBC4 News

Extra Weekend 
[#21150]

Dateline NBC (Buried 
Secrets) 

Saturday Night Live     
(Dakota Johnson & 

Alabama Shakes) new 

Golf The Honda 
Classic 

National Hockey 
League N.Y. Rangers 

@ Philadelphia 

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1161]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3112]

Ellen [#12109]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

The Night Shift

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3108R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show jip 

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1162]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3110]

Ellen [#12110]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Parks & Recreation

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3101R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1163]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3111]

Ellen [#12111]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Mysteries of Laura

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Chicago P.D.

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3109R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1164]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3098]

Ellen [#12112]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Slap

The Blacklist

Allegiance (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3097R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1165]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3094]

Ellen [12003R]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Night Shift 
(Vendetta) 

Dateline NBC 
(Vendetta) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3102R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Soccer Barclay's 
Premier League 
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st qtr 2015 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 04/02/15

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 3/2/15 Tue 3/3/15 Wed 3/4/15 Thu 3/5/15 Fri 3/6/15 Sat 3/7/15 Sun 3/8/15
start 
time

Mypillow Mpbogo (Paid 
Program) 

5:00a

Open House [#5283] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Astroblast 8:00a

The Chica Show 8:30a

Tree Fu Tom 9:00a

Lazytown 9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

The Meredith Vieira Show 2:00p

The Meredith Vieira Show 
jip  (2:44p)

2:30p

Steve Harvey [3024R] Going Roggin jip  (3:04p) 3:00p

Poppy Cat org sch 3/7 [#210] 3:30p

Noodle and Doodle org sch 
3/7 [#102] 

Omega Larry Kin (Paid 
Program) 

4:00p

Ellen jip [#12116]  (4:27p) NBC Nightly News On the Money [#1693] 4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#21151] Extra [#21152] Extra [#21153] Extra [#21154] Extra [#21155] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4821] Access Hollywood [#4822] Access Hollywood [#4823] Access Hollywood [#4824] Access Hollywood [#4825] 7:30p

Caught on Camera with Nick 
Cannon

8:00p

Life Connected Special in 
Celebration of Black History 

Month 
8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Destination 
Chicago [#3263]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

21 Day Fix (Seq (Paid 
Program)  (1:32a)

Open House [#5278] 1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

1st Look 3:00a

Open House NYC 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
21 Day Fix (Seq (Paid 

Program) 
Omega Larry Kin 
(Paid Program) 

Today in LA 430a 4:30a

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#21156]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press

NBC4 News

NBC4 News

The Voice

Dateline NBC (Escape: 
The Great California 

Fire) 

National Hockey 
League Detroit @ 

Boston 

Golf WGC-Cadillac 
Championship  

(12:04p)

Saturday Night Live     
(Chris Hemsworth & Zac 

Brown Band) new 

change to daylight 
savings time

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Boxing Premier 
Boxing Champions 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W965]

Dateline NBC (Secrets in 
a Small Town) 

NBC Sports Special 
AT&T American Cup 

Gymnastics 

Golf WGC-Cadillac 
Championship  

(12:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3106R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [3040R]

Ellen [12052R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Dateline NBC (In Broad 
Daylight) 

Steve Harvey [3105R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1170]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Blacklist

Allegiance (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1169]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

NBC4 News Special Report 
Plane Crash - Harrison Ford 

(3:39p)

NBC4 News at 5p

The Slap

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3103R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Chicago P.D. (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1168]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [3086R]

Ellen [#12115]

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3107R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Chicago Fire

NBC4 News at 11p

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1167]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [3051R]

Ellen [#12114]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Night Shift 
(10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3104R]

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [3090R]

Ellen [#12113]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1166]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st qtr 2015 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 04/02/15

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 3/9/15 Tue 3/10/15 Wed 3/11/15 Thu 3/12/15 Fri 3/13/15 Sat 3/14/15 Sun 3/15/15
start 
time

Larry King Omeg (Paid 
Program) 

5:00a

Women of Power [8R] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Astroblast 8:00a

The Chica Show 8:30a

Tree Fu Tom 9:00a

Lazytown 9:30a

Today Show 10:00a

Today Show jip  (10:38a) 10:30a

Action Sports U.S. 
Snowboarding 36 

11:00a

Action Sports Best of Alpine 
World Championships 

11:30a

NBC News Special Report Hillary 
Clinton Press Conf  (11:49a) 12:00p

NBC4 News at Noon 
(12:19p)

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin 3:00p

Omega Larry Kin (Paid 
Program) 

3:30p

Poppy Cat org sch 3/14 
[#101] 

Cp 2 V. 1 /Newd (Paid 
Program) 

4:00p

Noodle and Doodle org sch 
3/14 [#103] 

On the Money [#1694] 4:30p

NBC4 News NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#21157] Extra [#21158] Extra [#21159] Extra [#21160] Extra [#21161] Open House [#5284] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4826] Access Hollywood [#4827] Access Hollywood [#4828] Access Hollywood [#4829] Access Hollywood [#4830]
LXTV: First Look Destination 

Miami  [3252R] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Destination 
Miami  [3252R]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5279] 1:30a

2:00a

Rovl0223Frk5 (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a
Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Larry King V9 (Paid 

Program) 
2 1 D a Y F I X (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#21162]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press

NBC4 News

The Voice

Dateline NBC (Escape: 
Swept Away) 

National Hockey 
League Detroit @ 

Pittsburgh 

Golf Valspar 
Championship  

(12:11p)

Saturday Night Live    

Saturday Night Live    
(Jk Simmons & 

D’Angelo) 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W966] (1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Golf Valspar 
Championship 

NBC4 News

Dateline Saturday Night 
Mystery (Miles From 

Nowhere) 

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3094R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Action Sports Red Bull: 
Double Pipe 

NBC4 News at 5p

Grimm (Infatuation) 

Dateline NBC 
(Infatuation) 

NBC4 News at 11p

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1175]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3118]

Ellen [12045R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Slap (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3098R]

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3116]

Ellen [#12120]

NBC4 News at 5p

Dateline NBC (The Real 
Blacklist) 

The Blacklist

Steve Harvey [3111R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1174]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Chicago P.D.

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3131]

Ellen [#12119]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Mysteries of Laura

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3110R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1173]

The Voice

Chicago Fire

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3114]

Ellen [#12118]

NBC4 News at 5p

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3112R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1172]

The Voice

The Night Shift 
(10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show jip  (2:02p)

Steve Harvey [#3121]

Ellen [#12117]

NBC4 News at 5p

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1171]
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st qtr 2015 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 04/02/15

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 3/16/15 Tue 3/17/15 Wed 3/18/15 Thu 3/19/15 Fri 3/20/15 Sat 3/21/15 Sun 3/22/15
start 
time

Focus T25 Seque (Paid 
Program) 

5:00a

Women of Power [3R] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Astroblast 8:00a

The Chica Show 8:30a

Tree Fu Tom 9:00a

Lazytown 9:30a

Poppy Cat 10:00a

Noodle and Doodle 10:30a

Golf PGA Tour Life 11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin
Omega Larry Kin (Paid 

Program)  (3:01p)
3:00p

21 Day Fix (Seq (Paid 
Program) 

Teeter Hang Up  (Paid 
Program)  (3:31p)

3:30p

On the Money jip [#1695]  
(4:01p)

4:00p

Open House: George to the 
Rescue [#7408]

4:30p

NBC4 News NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#21163] Extra [#21164] Extra jip [#21165]  (7:08p) Extra [#21166] Extra [#21167] Open House [#5285] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4831] Access Hollywood [#4832] Access Hollywood [#4833] Access Hollywood [#4834] Access Hollywood [#4835]
LXTV: First Look Winter 

Getaways [3228R] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

Undateable 9:00p

One Big Happy 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Winter 
Getaways [3228R]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5280] 1:30a

2:00a

21 Day Fix (Seq (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a
Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Larry King Omeg 
(Paid Program) 

Meaningful Beau 
(Paid Program) 

Today in LA 430a 4:30a

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#21168]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press

NBC4 News

The Voice

Dateline NBC (The 
Desperate Hours) 

National Hockey 
League St. Louis @ 

Detroit 

Golf Arnold Palmer 
Invt'l Presented by 

Mastercard  (11:46a)

Saturday Night Live    
(Kevin Hart & Sia) 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W967] (1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Golf Arnold Palmer 
Invt'l Presented by 

Mastercard 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W967]

NBC4 News

NBC Movie of the 
Week Fast Five 

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3040R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

NBC4 News at 5p

Grimm

Dateline NBC (Deadly 
Twist) 

NBC4 News at 11p

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1180]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3117]

Ellen [#12125]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Slap (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3024R]

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3115]

Ellen [#12124]

NBC4 News at 5p

Dateline NBC (Robert Durst: 
Inside the Long, Strange Trip) 

The Blacklist

Steve Harvey [3086R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1179]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Chicago P.D.

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3132]

Ellen [#12123]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Mysteries of Laura

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3051R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1178]

NBC4 News at Noon

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Chicago Fire

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1177]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3129]

Ellen [#12122]

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3090R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

The Night Shift 
(10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1176]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3122]

Ellen [#12121]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st qtr 2015 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 04/02/15

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 3/23/15 Tue 3/24/15 Wed 3/25/15 Thu 3/26/15 Fri 3/27/15 Sat 3/28/15 Sun 3/29/15
start 
time

Focus T25 Seque (Paid 
Program) 

5:00a

Women of Power [#9] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Astroblast 8:00a

The Chica Show 8:30a

Tree Fu Tom
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201513]
9:00a

Lazytown
Forest Lawn Pai (Paid 

Program) 
9:30a

Poppy Cat
Wen Healthy Hai (Paid 

Program) 
10:00a

Noodle and Doodle 10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin
Omega Larry Kin (Paid 

Program) 
3:00p

21 Dayfix Seque (Paid 
Program) 

Proactiv 14 V.  (Paid 
Program) 

3:30p

LXTV: First Look iHeart Radio 
Music Award Special  [#3264] 

On the Money [#1696] 4:00p

The Making of A.D. The 
Bible Continues

Open House: George to the 
Rescue [#7501]

4:30p

NBC4 News NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#21169] Extra [#21170] Extra [#21171] Extra [#21172] Extra [#21173]
Laugh In $29.95 (Paid 

Program) 
7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4836] Access Hollywood [#4837] Access Hollywood [#4838] Access Hollywood [#4839] Access Hollywood [#4840] Open House [#5286] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

Undateable 9:00p

One Big Happy 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a
LXTV: First Look iHeart Radio 
Music Award Special  [#3264]  

(1:02a)
1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5281] 1:30a

2:00a

21 Day Fix (Seq (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a
Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Omega Larry Kin 
(Paid Program) 

The Better Memo 
(Paid Program) 

Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Extra Weekend 
[#21174]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press

NBC Specials 
iHeartRadio Music 

Awards 

NBC4 News at 11p

Golf Valero Texas 
Open 

NBC4 News

The Voice

Saturday Night Live    

Saturday Night Live    
(Dwayne Johnson & 
George Ezra) new 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W968] (1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Action Sports USSA: 
U.S. Alpine 

Championships 

Golf Valero Texas 
Open 

NBC4 News

Figure Skating World 
Figure Skating 
Championships 

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:38a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3118R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Golf Golf Digest 
Equipment Insider 

NBC4 News at 5p

Grimm

Dateline NBC (The 
Charleston Affair) 

NBC4 News at 11p

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1185]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives jip  
(1:05p)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3133]

Ellen [12044R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Slap (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:38a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3116R]

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3120]

Ellen [12080R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Dateline NBC (The 
Fugitive Millionaire) 

The Blacklist

Steve Harvey [3131R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1184]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Chicago P.D.

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:38a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3123]

Ellen [12056R]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Mysteries of Laura

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3114R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1183]

NBC4 News at Noon

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

The Night Shift

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:38a)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1182]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3119]

Ellen [12039R]

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:38a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3121R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

The Night Shift 
(10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1181]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3128]

Ellen [12026R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st qtr 2015 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 04/02/15

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 3/30/15 Tue 3/31/15
start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#21175] Extra [#21176] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4841] Access Hollywood [#4842] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

Undateable 9:00p

One Big Happy 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a) 1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

Early Today Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Steve Harvey [3129R]

The Voice

Chicago Fire

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3125]

Ellen [#12127]

NBC4 News at 5p

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3122R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1187R]

The Voice

The Night Shift 
(10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3124]

Ellen [#12126]

NBC4 News at 5p

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1186R]
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